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BACKGROUND: 

INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND: TOWARD THE FUTURE grew
out of joint discussions of the Dean of Faculties and the Execu-
tive Committee of the Academic Senate. It was designed to r,e-
tain the advantages of past round robins but also to encourage 
more serious study and discussion of substantive issues and' 
formation of proposals leading to concrete results. The new 
format involved the formation of four study groups: Academic 
Programs, Delivery Systems, Retention and Recruitment of Stu~
dents and Faculty Development. The groups approached their 
topics in a variety of ways and shared their results with the 
campus community in two open meetings held early in 1979. 

Out of these discussions came a series of recommendations. 
The FUTURES Steering Committee assigned each of these to an ap-
propriate faculty or administrative committee or office and col-
lected the responses of these groups. 

This document contains the proceedings or reports prepared 
by the Study Groups, a transcription of the discussions that fol-
lowed these presentations, and a summary of the recommendations, jiIIII

i the actions taken by the Steering Committee, and suggestions 
l 
I for followup. 
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND: 
TOWARD THE FUTURE 

GOALS: 
To provide an opportunity for all faculty and ad-
ministrators to: 

become more aware of the issues 
and choices likely to face IUSB in the next de-
cade 

define and articulate more clear-
ly our goals and supporting rationales; these will 
provide guidelines for making decisions in the fu-
ture 

obtain, synthesize, and use in-
formation (qualitative and quantitative) from 
a variety of sources including but not limited 
to: administrators, faculty, staff, students,
history, existing committees, models, surveys, 
studies, etc. 

determine some specific actions 
which ought to be taken; these would be referred 
to appropriate bodies. 
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ACADHH C PROGRM1S 

Charl es Tull, (Moderator) Hi story
,Gregory Baur, Educati on 
Ernest Brandewie, Anthropology/Sociolocy 
Leonard Fleck, Public and Environmental Affairs 
William Frascella, Mathematics 
Roland Garrett, Philosophy
William Gerring, Communication Arts 
Donna Harlan, Library 
£harles Harrington, English 
Theodore Hengesbach, Continuing Education 
William Hojnacki, Public and Environmental Affairs 
'Beth Kenagy, Libra ry
,Hayne Krepe1, (Present Programs Subcommittee,

Chair) Education 
Andrew Nayl or , Philosophy
,George Nazaroff, Chemistry 
Joseph Peyser, Education/Foreign Languages
Anne-Marie Poinsatte, (Cooperative Programs

Subcommittee, Chair) Foreign Languages
Victor Riemenschneider, Biology 
Eldon Ruff, Education 
Sheldon Shapiro, History 
:Frank Steggert, Public and Environmental Affairs 
Loren Waltz, (Future Programs Subcommittee,

Chair) Business and Economics 

DELIVERY SYSTEMS 

James ~aines, (Moderator) Psychology 
Kitty Arnold, Career and Placement Services 
~endrikdeBruin, Education 
.EleodoroFebres, Foreign Languages
J. David Fred, Business and Economics 
-Patri ckFurl ong (Child Care Subcommittee,

Chair) History 
;Roger Hamburg, Po 1it i ca1 Sc i ence 
Allarge, (AV -Subcommittee, Chair) 

AudioVisual Services 
·John Mefford, Educa ti on 
;.JamesMullins, Library 
J:my;Pike, (Scheduling Subcommittee, Chair) 

.. Bi 01 ogy
':G'rtff Wall i ng, (Sys tems Subcommi ttee, Cha i r 

_Extended Programs 

FACULTY DEVELOPMENT 

Wayne Bartholomew, (Moderator) Business 
and Economics 

Bill Barnard, Personnel Services 
Larry Clipper, English """ 
Douglas Duff,Biology
Paul Joray, Business and Economics 
Keith Knauss, Labor Studies 
Helen Lewis, Education 
John Lewis, Political Science 
Ellen Maher, Socioloqy """ John Peck, Business and Economics 
Warren Pepperdine, Communication Arts 
Vince Peterson, Education 
Karen Rasmussen, (Teachi ng Subcommittee, !G': 

Cha i r) Hi story
Jim Ryan, Continuing Education 
John Sevier, (Research Subcommittee, 

Chair) Sociology 
Bill Starkweather, Business and Economics 
John Swanda, (Service Subcommittee, ChairJ" 

Business and Economics 
Floyd Urbach, Education 
Sam Wiersteiner, General and Technical 

Studies 
Harold Zisla, Fine Arts 

STUDENT RECRUITMENT and RETENTION 

Curtis Leggett, (Moderator) Education 
Paul Beem, Earth Sciences """ 
Ray Burnett, Business and Economics 
Bob Dubick, Student Services 
Connie Dubick, Education 
Frank Ellis, Dental Jl.uxiliary Education "'"'l 
Art EvaQs, Sociol09Y 
Mary Sue Freitag, Library
Lee Berni, Business Office -
Craig Hosterman, (Recruitment Subcommit-

tee, Chair) Communication~Arts 
Len James, Education 
Kent Laudeman, Counseling and I1evelop-

mental Services 
Eugene Love ,Uni vers ityDi vi.sion 
Suzanne Miller, Continuing Education 
~1ary Rathburn, Publ ic and Environmental 

Affa irs 
Roy Schreiber, (Retention Subcommittee, 

C h air) His to ry
David Smith, Records and Admissions 
Bill Tibbitts, Records and Admissions _ 
Neil Weber, Earth Sciences 
Lynn R. Williams, Mathematics 
Sid Wolf, Public and Environmental Affai1S 
Nanci Yokom, Dental Auxiliary Education ~ 
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARV 21 
1:30 Int roductory Remarks -

Gerald ~. Harriman , Dean of ra culties 
Academic Programs-
Moderator : Charles Tull 

-How can present programs be stren~thened ? 
-What directions will future progr~ms take? 
-What possibilities exist for intra - and 
inter-institut ional cooperation? 

3:00 '3reak 
3:15 Faculty Development -

Mod~rator: Wayne Bartholomew 
-What should be done to st.renfjthen t each -

ing at IUSB? 
-What should be done Ll strenC)then ser-
vice at IUSB? 

-What should be done t u strPIlCJthen re-
search at IUSB? 

4:41) Cocktdils -
Sponsored by Indiana Un i versity at South 
Bend Alumni Association 

._---_._- _._-_. .., 

WEDNESOAY, FEBRUARY 28 
1: 30 I ntrodur tory Remarks-

Gerald E. Harriman, Dean of filculties 
Delivery Systems -
Muderator: James Haines 

-Current status of delivery systems 
- Design of new systems 
-Alternatives i n schedu l ing 
-Relat10nships of limited ch il d care to 
enrollment patterns 

]:00 Break 
1:11) Student Hecruitment and Retention-

'·loderator: CUr'tis Legqett 
· f{ecr llitment - Is our mIS SIon r.learly
artic ulated ? Do recruitment efforts 
match this mission? What about the 
"new student"? Shou l d we be "marketi ng" 
our se lves better? How? 

-Re tention - What role should/co, llct 
laculty play? Is our coun se l ing, both 
per sonal and academic, dO l n,) Its job?
Why do students leave our prOf]rdlll',"1
What role do present serVI~es and fa-
c ilities play? 

4:45 r:(J ~ ktail~-
Sponsored lJ1 Illd i clnil IJnlvers it. :1 a t ')ou th 
fiend Alumni ilssociation 

-.--_..... __.__.... _--------------- _ . 
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-Heport nf' Sl.lh-grollT' 
Improvf'ment of' EXisting Programs 

-
ACRdemic Programs \'/an OlW of four study groups desie;nated

by Dean Ha.rl'i.man and the :·~teering Committee an part of this 
year's discussion of issues affecting the rUSB campus during
the next decade. The study group's membership was divided 
into three sub-groups, one of which was given the task of 
studying means of imp~oving existing programs. This report
summarizes the discussions of the sub-group, Improvement of -
Existing Programs. 

Several meetings were held by commi ttee members. r40s t 
of the items discussed were closely related to existing means 
of program improvement and alternate ways of gaining credit 
by demonstrating college level competency. The sub-group has 
two recommendations which are presented below. A brief dis- -
cussion is offered for several documents supporting each 
recommendation. Copies of documents are included as appendices. 

Recommendation #1 

It 1.8 recommended that faculty and administrative 
support be given to two current proj ects: (a) ttlI" 
General Education Models (GEM) project and (b) the 
Committee on Evenin~, Off-Campus and Weekend Programs. 

RecolTUllendatlon #2 

It ~s rE'commended that all division of IUSB discuss 
the philosophy and procedures which would enable a 
student to accelerate the time required for comple-
tion of fI degl"'(~e thl'ough n1 terna t i ve way::> of demoll-
strating college level competencies. ,.,

I 
I 

Recommendation #3 -A way of improving current programs would be the periodic !
survey of students. Graduates of the Division of Education 
were surveyed by Robert DuVall ;n 1971 and lJudy Red\tline in 
1973 and students in the External Degree Program in General 
Studies were surveyed in 1978 . 

• 
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Rr>COllllnPlicin t..l.on 111 

l~~ 1s r'E'commcllciu1 that faculty and ;H1Hlinistl'~ltl 'Ie 
support be g.1vell to two eUl'rent [Jro,jects: (a) the 
General Edu CH tion r'10del:..~ (!1EM) proj ec t and (b) the 
Committee on Evening, Off-Campus and Weekend Programs. 

a) General Education Models (GEM) project 

~ A major effort is being made in terms of program improvement
Lhrough ttle GErl} proj ec t; • This national proj ec t, begun t\,10 year:"l 
ago, has now become pal't of IUSB' s effort to improve pl'ograms.
It ,is a study of the liberal studies component of all programs.
The Improvement of Existing Programs sub-group endorses the OEN 
project and encourages those persons involved to continue their 
important work. The results of this project will affect all 
Divisions and should result in improvement of existing programs.
The following documents provide supplementary information related 
to this proJect. 

Appendix!. The GEM Project at IUSB 

A brief explanation of the project was provided by Dr. Frascella. 
A maJor objective of the project is "t.o develop a campus wlde con-
sensus on \'That the goals of the liberal studies component of 0111' 
variow~ rif"firee orograms should bp.." Dr. i"l'ascella also 8airl, "('Iy, 

the bas is of these ~oaJ s .1 t 1 R hoped that the exis t i ng cu!'rj c.ulum c.an 
be evaluated in t~rms of whether or not it is achieving these objec-
t1 ves: TI 

Appendix B. Finding Value in Higher Education 

In an addJ'ess to high school counselors, Dr. Vandf~r Ven pro-
vj ded a ra Liona 1 e for a l:l.beri:il arts educat ion in r(~la t Lon to ,I uti!'; 
and careers noting, "There are other kinds of careers out there,
and quite a few of them, jobs in management, in personnAl, Job8 
that are interesting, pay well, and for which college gradllates
w{th liberal arts ~egrees qualify because they are broadly tralnert 
in ideas, in logic, and in diverse disciplines." 

Appendix C. Gros-LouiR speaks at IUSR, Preface article 

Gras-Louis, Dean of Art.s and ScIences, Indiana Universtty-
Bloomington emphasized the mission of the University as tile 
sharing of a common t.l'adjtlon, of' working 'practically lII:1.th and 
\·llthin this tradition, and in "\,~lluating the traditloll. The task 
of the univers i ty is to provide a mechanif;m designed LO accompltsh
the creative management: ut' the tl'ariit1on and to communica+:e its 
valu'? to students and nthp.l l7lf'nilwl's cf ~~( :il.'t..j' 0 
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Appendix Q. Division of Education Program Revision 

Recently the lUSB Division of Education conducted a complete -revision of its curriculum. Education faculty contacted teachers 
and prinntpals to determine what they considered important 1n the 
education 01 teachers. This information, combined with new cer-
tification standards and education faculty l'ecommendatlons resulted 
in r~~ea programs. A summary of procedures used is attached for 
consideration by other divisions in discussions of program improve-
ment. -

Appendix E. A Student Profile -Students enrolled in the External Degree Program in General 
Studies at IUSB are described from the results of a recent survey.
The profile was developed by Dr. Hengesbach. It is part of a 
paper entitled "Adult Student Needs and University Responses" -
which he presented at a conference of the National University
Extension Association •. This profile indicates several items for 
consideration, especially at IUSB where the student body is be-
coming more adult (over 25) and part time. It is worth noting
that persons in the General Studies Program, although in school 
for job related reasons, are more than likely in school for per-
sonal reasons. Another important observation is that adults are 
extremely interestee in ~ng control over th~ir educational 
experience. The flexibility of the program wa~ cited by 65% of 
the respondents a.a a ~ry reason for choosi~.g the External 
Degree Program. 

b) Committee on Evening, Off-Campus and Weekej"l:. Programs 

Another recent effort involves a study of ';he quality of 
evening and off-campus courses. The preliminary report, cur-
rently being reviewed by the Committee on Evening, Off-Campus and 
Weekend Programs, is included as Appendix F. Such efforts should 
continue with due consideration given to suggestions made for 
improvement. 

Appendix F. Suggested Outline for Examination of "Qualit~ """! 
! 

Control II Issues Regarding Off-Campus Programs
a"§ Deterrnlnerl by Sub-Committee 

This document is present l~! utder cons :ld"rat 1on by the (:ommi t t '~e 
on Evening, Off-Campus, and Weekend ProgrRm:i. It discusses the 
mission and philosophy of these pro~~rarnr. '-·wl :)~'kf "'~ number of sp<:- """l ,Iclftt.! questions related to ttlp nl1.tnt.ella'lcP of Cluality 1n thesA 
programs. ,• ..., 

I 
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Recommendation 112 

It is recommended that all divisions of IUSB dis-
cuss the philosophy anu procedures which would 
enable a student to accelerate the time required
for completion of a degree through alternative 
ways of demonstrating college level competencies. 

If,the adult part-time student is given full consideration,
there seems to be some urgency to provide that student with the 
means of attaining an Associate or a Bachelor's degree in ways
other than the traditional semester-by-semester plan. If a per-
son seeking a Bachelor's degree takes two courses each semester 
and one course each summer session, it would take approximately 
seven years to complete degree requirements. This time periodflIII

I can be discouraging for students, in particular for adult stu-
dents. 

One means of shortening the time required to attain a degree
1s through utilization of various means of demonstrating college
level competencies. Several methods of gaining credit in an 
accelerated fashion are available at IUSB at the present time. 
Expansion of this means of credit is a way of making programs
and courses more attractive. Not only does the gaining of ac-
celerated credits offer advantages to students in terms of time 
and money, but it also enables them to enter upper level' courses 
sooner than usual. Often the interest level attained in these 
courses will encourage students to remain 1n school. 

Consideration should be given to extensive use of existing 
means of demonstrating college level competencies, thereby ac-
celerating the acquisition of credits toward degrees. An exami-
nation by each division of alternate methods should be made in 
an effort toward increased use of this time saving method of 
gaining credit hours. 

The following list is a summary of alternative methods of 
demonstrating competencies that are now available at IUSB. Forms 
and/or documentation are attached. 

Appendix G. College Level Examination Program (CLEP) 
Appendix H. Credit by Examination (IUSB)'
Appendix I . Credit by Examination (IU Independent Study

Division)
Appendix J. Mid-Career Option Guidelines (SPEA)
Appendix K. Self Acquired Competency (SAC)
Appendix L. Lab'JI" :3t;',ldl~~3 Pr0p'J::;~11 
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As we look toward the future, a reassessment of our co-operati~e 

iprograms within the university and with other institutions is in order. 

The purpose of this'report is to gauge the achievements and future 
Ipotential of our various academic co-operative programs and to explore 

the notion of co-operation for enrichment and survival. 

In the last twenty years, due to an enormous growth in the number 

of students, colleges and universities were faced with problems of faculty 

recruitment and lack of physical facilities which appeared formidable 
'""'1 

Jbut which, in fact, were far less complex and frustrating than the problems 
I 
J 

we will be facing in the next decade with a slowing rate of enrollment, 

inflation, and possibly shrinking financial support should state legisla-

tures become resistant to the annual increases in appropriations requested 

by institutions of higher education. Such forthcoming pressures must be 

heeded as they call for remedial or preventive measures, but in no ways-

should they blur our optimism and lead us to a negative retrenchment when 

all perhaps what is called for is a consolidation of our present resources 

and programs through more efficient co-operation. 

Declining enrollments are administrators' scourge and an understandable 

preoccupation since the financial foundation of an institution depends in 

part on student enrollment. Declining enrollments create pressures on 

faculty members as well, which can be even more pernicious, since it Is 
...,

primarily on the faculty rather than the ad~inistration which the res- I 

ponsibility falls to perpetuate the qUdlity of education and the integrity of 

I -
J 
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a degr~e. In state universities, lower admission requirements are not the 

pitfall we should fear. While these often denature the distinctive feature 

of many private institutions, we can expect our admission policies to remain 

unchanged. Our principle is one of democratic equality of access. It is 

good. It should be preserved. Our pitfall is of another nature. Our real 

problem in the coming decade will be to maintain quality. This is why the 

General Education Review we are embarking upon is good, for it will necessarily 

lead us to reassess our mission, taking realistically into account all the 

social changes which have taken place in the last few years. We draw indeed 

upon a greater variety of students than we did only a decade ago. Nore 

adults, especially older women in search of a new identity or with aspirations 

to enter the job market, joined the traditional college-age population of 

yesterday. Among the young, there also has been a change. Because of a 

weak job market, we are drawing young people who, a few years ago, might not 

have gone to college. They come to us less anxious to receive a solid 

general education than a degree leading to specific vocational opening. 

We are dealing, therefore, with somewhat different kinds of students. This 

is probably why higher education has been given a new appellation, being 

referred to increasingly as postsecondary education. The very use of this· 

term suggests other alternatives to traditional universities. It indicates 

that universities are more sensitive to the needs and demands of the public. 

Consequently new programs have come into being in the last ten years in order 

to meet the multiple need" of the community and the diverse age groups. In 

some instances these pro~r~ms overlap or intertwine, creating a flow of 

services which call for more cohesion. 

10 
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The Division of Continuing Education at IUSB has been created "to .., 

i 
provide opportunities for lifelong learning to residents in the Michiana ! 

reiion." (Bulletin,p. 183) A non-credit program, it offers a great 

variety of courses, many·of which are of a recreational nature and corres-

pond to students' personal interests. Some of the courses which are offered 
~ 

I 

within this division, hOl..rever, are of an academic nature and may even to 
""'"i 

some extent be a duplication of what is being done in other div~sions. These 

courses are the ones which deserve special scrutiny. There might be a 

""pill-over" of the resources from the Division of Continuing Education to 
...., 

the other academic divisions if students from Continuing Education were I 

encouraged to audit regular academic courses. These students would not put 
'"""I 

any additional load on the instructor since they would only audit the course. I 

..,Of course the "audit" fee which cost!; as much as the "credit" fee -would need 
I 
I 

adjustment since it would be too high for these students. However, there 

miiht be some overall saving in this reorganization. Moreover students f.rom 1 
Continuing Education might gain much from exposure to regular academic s'tan- ..... 

!
dards and even be persuaded to register for regular courses once their fe-ar 

is overcome. Scheduling would pose no problem since a considerable number of "'" 

our courses are taught at night. On the other hand, it was suggested that 

'"""Istudents from other academic divisions might be interested in taking, if they 

have time, some of the extracurricular courses offered exclusively by the -IDivision of Continuing Education. This would satisfy a need which, ten years 

ago, prompted students allover the country to. create 

sity" courses. 

11 
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Greater cooperation is needed between divisions both for academic 

enrichment and better use of financial resources. Some of the obstacles 

should be relatively easy to overcome since they seem to be mostly of a 

bureaucratic nature. For instance, when a student from a division (such 

as SPEA) takes classes in another division (such as Business and Economics), 

the student is not listed in the latter division. Moreover, when a student 

majoring in a division (such as Business and Economics) wishes to take a 

double major or a minor in another division (such as Arts and Sciences), no 

mention is made of this fact on the student's transcript of creqits. This 

omission may deter the student from taking a double major or a minor across 

divisions. 

r 

Other obstacles to greater cooperation between divisions are due to 

the fact that a program has somewhat deviated from its original scope. Let 

us take for instance a look at SPEA. In 1972, the Committee in charge of 

shaping the SPEA program suggested joint appointments between this newly 

created division and existing divisions, like Arts and Sciences. A few 

joint appointments were made, but less and less as time went by. Consequently 
~ 

r 
! there was less cooperation between SPEA and Arts and Sciences than initially 

anticipated. While SPEA works with Business and Economics, there is no coop-
, 

erative program between SPEA and Arts and Sciences. One is in the prepara-

tory stage within the framework of a M.A. in Public and Environmental Affairs 

with a Certificate in Urban Affairs which will entail 18 credit hours in the 

! concentration of Urban Affairs and the remaining credit hours in other divisions. 

12 
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At the undergraduate level, a B.A. student fram any divisian may get an 

Urban Studies Certificate. This certificate will be pramated thraughaut 

the university as it is canceived far students majaring in sciences and i 

nan sciences. We may faresee in this area the beginning of abetter 

caaperatian. 

Greater caaperatian is needed nat .only between divisians but alsa 

within every divisian to make the most .of our resaurces and achieve greater 

academic enriclunent. In arts and Sciences, we already have a number .of i 

interdisciplinary pragrams like Religious Studies, Film Studies and passibly 

in the near future Wamen's Studies, but far mare can be accamplished alang 

this line.· First we might set up a number .of relatively simple changes. , 
When a course is suitable far twa departments, it cauld be crasslisted, ,

! 
and we shauld encaurage studentsta take the crasslisted caurse in the 

related field as an elective. This already is being dane ta same extent. 
"""l 

Caurses in Religiaus Studies are crasslisted under histary and philasaphy ! 
I 

whichever is appropriate. When Prafessar Demaree .offered a course an the 

histary of music, the histary department listed it. When Dr. Lamante'aches 

his economic history .of the United States, it is listed by the department 1 
.of econamics under their number. It is impartant that departments teaching 

-, 
courses in related disciplines (the humanities far instance) wark tagether I 

ta insure that students receive a stranger academic background in the 
1 

.orientation .of their choice. 

The whole foreign culture sequence could be re-structured alon~ this ., 
line. Students would strengthen their knawledge of a period or a culture 

by taking the three required courses in variaus departments rather than the 1 

13 , 
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same department. For instance, if a student were to choose Ancient Greece, 

he/she would read Greek plays in the English department, and take the two 

other classes in the philosophy, history or fine arts department. There is 

no doubt that this cross-departmental approach would help student~ increase 

their understanding and knowledge of the chosen period or culture. The 

same pattern could be followed whether the student's interest .lies in the 

Medieval or Renaissance periods or the Russian, German, French or Spanish 

cultures. They would be exposed to the chosen topic from three ~nteresting 

and complementary perspectives. 

Finally greater cooperation between the various departments of a division 

may present at times practical benefits. Should a department because of 

financial stringencies be in no position, for a while, to hire a new faculty 

member, another department could teach the course temporarily. For instance, 

the department of history might offer a course on art history until the fine 

arts d.epartment can find or afford an art historian. Another solution in such 

cases would be interinstitutional cooperation thrJugh the Northern Indiana 

'Consortium for Education. 

In a short but thought-provoking article entitled "Contracts and New 

Markets in Higher Education," Mary Jane Miskel enumerates means to alleviate 

the financial stress which might result, in years to come, from declining 

enrollments. 1 She focuses on the efforts which are being made throughout the 

1. Miske1, Mary Jane, "Contracts and New Markets in Higher Education" 
Research Currents (ER~C Clearinghouse on Higher Education: 1975) 
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,
nation by various institutions to open new student markets. She suggests I 

all kinds of contractual agreements to attract new students and funds. On 

the one hand, she recommends industry anq government contracts as well as l 
contractual agreements with various local organizations. On the other 

hand, she emphasizes the increasing need in years to come for voluntary 

iinterinstitutional cooperation and resource sharing. 

lUSB has already explored or sensed the need for some of this extramural 
lexpansion, but the implementation of such measures may have to be carried 

further. It is indeed true that in the last few years every division in , 
the university has undertaken cooperative arrangements with the outside. This 

is true for the Division of Business and Economics, some departments in 1 
Arts and Sciences, the Adult Learning Services, the Divisions of Education, 

i 
Music and SPEA. For instance, until now it is mostly on the outside that 

SPEA efforts were aimed through a collaboration with governmental and other lagencies. This collaboration was sought to foster an exchange in job 

experience greatly beneficial to the university. This exchange entails a 1 
government official teaching on our campus while an instructor takes a city 

1job. Moreover, collaboration with outside agencies provides first-hand 

experience and opportunities to a limited number of lUSB students who work 

as interns for these agencies in return for credits. As Mary Jane Miskel l 
points out, besides better community relations, universities may derive l 

, I 

. tangible benefits from working with industry and other 8gencies. Such a 

collaboration brings an increase in tuition income provided by the external ·l 
organization for university instruction either on or off campus. The external ,

I 

organizations have also much to gain from such cooperation. They are looking 

l 
15 l 
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" 

upon a proper instruction of their employees as a form of investment in 

human resources, since such instruction aims at increasing their employees' 

knowledge, motivation and productivity. Among the examples Mary Jane Miskel 

gives, are the contractual agreements between American Telephone and Te1e-

graph with Pace University for Advanced Management degrees offered on com-

pany premises during working hours. There are other program contracts with 

the IRS to improve government officials' skills and performance; contracts 

with the fire and the police departments resulting in an Associ~te of Arts 

degree in Police Science or a B.S. in Administration of Justice. 

All these expanding activities outside of the university walls show 

r
I 

much resourcefulness on the part of postsecondary institutions throughout 

the nation. They also make uS aware of the changes which are taking place 

in higher education. 

IUSB's attempt to cooperate with outside agencies and other institutions 

is made evident by a number of programs. The Adult Learning Services offers 

perhaps the best example. Funded by a grant from the fund for the Improvement 

of Postsecondary education, the Adult Learning program introduced at IUSB 

the notion of an Educational Brokering Service, providing personal counseling 

or information on the telephone to help adults meet their educational needs 

not only here at IUSB but throughout the State of Indiana, at other institutions 

like Ivy Tech, Goshen, Ancilla and other institutions or colleges within or 

i,~ 

out of the Northern Indiana Consortium for Education. Dr. Hengesbach is 

at the head of this new brokering project. He already served as counselor to 

r over one thousand adults anxious to gain access to practical information about 

training or further education. Since his program must remain an impartial 

16 



brokering service, he sometimes has to counsel students away from lUSB, 

but in the long run his program should benefit us. Not only does it foster 

good public relations for lUSB, it is bound eventually to attract students ~ 

to our university as he promotes rUSB widely among local social service 

agencies or the employers of other local organizations. His program is in 
, 

keeping with the type of recommendations Mary Jane Miskel and other concerned 

educators have made in the recent past. This concern lead them to search 

new ways to achieve academic growth while avoiding a negative r'i!trenchment """1 

which would consist in cutting back programs or faculty expansion. 

In the face of a crisis, whether it be an identity crisis or one brought 

about by financial stress, academic decisions call for a long-range vision. 

They cannot be made for budgetary reasons alone. While those concerned with 

budgets must be realistic they must not become unduly alarmed. The experience 1 
I 

of two neighboring institutions, ten years ago, should convince us of this 

fact. In any case the whole university at every level (administration, faculty 
,

I 

and student body) must become involved, but we must not forget tha~ in the 

long run it is the attraction and solidity of our programs which will determine 

the enrollment future of our institution. There may be a need, as in any 1 
good housekeeping, to curtail some superfluous expenses, to reassess' our 

I 

priorities and especially make a more effective use of our present resources. 

Interinstitutional cooperation between IUSB and other institutions like 

Saint Mary's College and Bethel is a possible solution. Such a cooperation 

has already been defined and established on sound agreements, as this is 1 
indicated by the First and Second Annual Reports of the Northern Indiana 

Consortium for Education. It only needs further implementation so as to i 

17 
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Of course before there can be any cooperation there must be, as in 

any interpersonal relations, real mutual acceptance. This is a prerequisite. 

Acceptance is based on a realistic appraisal of the other with both its 

strength and weaknesses. Yet essentially all institutions of higher education 

have the same mission whether students pay six hundred or over four thousand 

dollars for their education. Offering less of an education to students who 

cannot afford or are not willing to meet the high price would be a serious 

injustice. Consequently the pri.ce of an education, often the major reason 

for differences in prestige between institutions, should never come in the 

way of greater coordination. In the next decade, demographic changes will 

I\llIJ! 
I
l 

affect all institutions, whatever their denomination or distinctive character. 

If we work together toward a consolidation of what we have, there will be 

greater possibilities to maintain quality and divl~rsity for both enrichment 

and the financial well being of universities. 

~ 
i 

r 
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eliminate in all these institutions unnecessary duplication of courses, 

especially those with small enrollm.ente. while offering more diversified .,departmental programs. 

In Music, interinstitutional cooperation has become a reality between 

IUSB and Bethel College, bringing a steady flow of students. Overall the 

enrollment of consortium students has increased slightly. There have been ,
in the past interinstitutional arrangements which worked well for a while 

but fell out of use, such as the cooperation of the historr departments of 1
I 

IUSB and Saint Mary's College. There still exists successful cooperation 

between the education departments. The nice feature about interins~itutional l 
cooperation is that it does not have to become permanent. It may change .,

I 

according to the needs of the institutions which are engaged. It was 

suggested that one of the major obstacles in departmental cooperation between 1 
Saint Mary's College and IUSB was that St. Mary's would not permit their stu-

) 

dents to take a required course elsewhere. Such an idea, however, may be unrealisticl 

There is no doubt that the isolationism among institutions of higher 
1

education is a phenomenon of the past. It has definitely subsided. Vet 

cooperation has never reached its full potential despite the real advantages l 
to be gained by all institutions involved in such exchange. The institutions ..,
engaged in a consortium may plan together better programs taking into account ! 

what each institution can offer. The exchange provides opportuni.ties for ., 
students to broaden their academic and human experience, for they come into 

contact with curricula, methods and fellow students whose background may 

vary from their own. 

i 
! 
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ACADEMIC PROGRAMS STlIDY GROUP 

New Programs Sub Group 

Areas of New Program Emphasis: 

1. MASTER OF LIBERAL STUDIES DEGREE, MASTER OF COMMUNITY S~UDIES 

--Modeled after those of New York University, Dartmouth College,
Southern Methodist University, University of Oklahoma:. etc. 

--An interdisciplinary program enabling energetic adults to acquire 
a broader knowledge, deeper insight and greater understanding of 
man's cultural, social, political and scientific perspectives. 
Not for the career-oriented, but for those who may be changing 
careers and who seek broader inSights. For the learner who enjoys
goal-oriented study programs and the intellectually curious. 

--A shift of allocated resources, primarily Arts and Sc:!.ences related, 
would enable the start-oup with little or no additional out-of-
budget costs. 

2. EVENING STUDENT SERVICES 
A complete evenIng staff for Student Services. 

--Given the directi.on of enrollment trends in urban centers, the 
evening program s taf f \.Tt11 g1 ve service to the needs of the evening 
population all par with the day services at the University. It 
could well mean the shifting of work hours to accommodate students 
rather than staff. 

3. BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCES 
f!'i!IIl --A technical cnre two-year program, such as the program taught at 

Ivy Tech, with pre-determined courses or certificates that will be 
acceptable to IUSB as equivalent to or replacement for specific 
baccalaureate courses as we1l as meet a technical core two-year 
prograrrnning standards. The second two years would be specified 
courses at IUSB leading to the awarding of the Bachelor of Applied
Scienees degree. 

--The objecti.ve is strict avoidance of duplication of offerings in 
schoo]s such as Ivy Tech for the liberal arts and professional 
courses, coupled with the avoidance of those technical programs by 
TUSB. Each institution would do that which they are funded to do, 
and which they do best. 

--May be describHd as "articulated" programs or technical core programs 
or other appropriate designations. The students who would be accepted
for the bachelor of applied sciences degree would have met higher
standards of accomplishment and have dt'monstrated potential to benefit 
from such additional baccalaureate degree level courses. The identi-
fication may precede the technical training, or follow it. It would 
not be a continuation program guaranteed to any technology student 
enrolled in a two year associate degree or certificate program. 
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4. Establishment of a two-year Associate Degree program where feasib.le 
and in the schools provided that it does not jeopardize academic 
accreditation relationships or violate the mission of the university. 

5. Identify a regional area whereby students living within the described 

, 
,

I 

perimeters 'surrounding South Bend would receive in-state tuition fee 
privileges at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. Thisis 
designed to increase available educational facilities to prospective
students regardless of geographical location. 

I 

6. Extend cooperative effort with other colleges in matters where mutually
beneficial. This has potential but the Committee is not prepared to be 
specific at this time. 

7. IUSB Program Information Development. The thrust of this effort is 
a vigorous, dynamic, continuous and obvious effort to' bring the op'por- 1 

itunities facilities, and quality of IUSB to the regional -area's atten-
tion. This is envisioned as a total university effort. It woUld not 
entirely be the responsibility of someone assigned the public relations 

Ieffort. """1 
I 

l 
I 

I""'t 
I 
i 

l 
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH tlEND: TUWARD THE FUTURE--_.._-- -----

Study Group on Faculty Development, Subcommittee on Research 

1USB has been historically and traditionally committed to the support 

and fostering of faculty researdl. Although there may be some who would 

challenge the whole of tlliti commitmeut, the more appropriate question for 

discussion here today would seem to be one ot priorities: how and how much? 

Our presentation (outlined below) is intpuded to focus issues and provoke 

discussion along these lines. 

1. The question of priorities and its relevance 

2. Forms of support (or 1ut:ul ty research and scholarship 

a) direct subsidy 

b) support for int~llectual discourse 

c) external fuuding 

3. What ki.nd of work to support '? 

4. Specific proposal;·; fur dib,.:II/;siulI 

a) mini:num budgetary ('ommitlllcnt 

b) central role for faculty rl~senrch COllllllitLL'C 

c) office of rc:·.·.arch 

d) disl ingu!:;li(:d vi~il.lllg pr"f.'s,wr::;hip 

e) Lnl .... llL!c:tu1.Il tillH.' 

f4'II Subt:orumi t tc:e 
I 

L, Cl.ipper 
J. LEWis 
W. Pepperdine 
J. Sevier 
F. Urbach 
S. h' 1.:;: ,. t einer 

Wednesday, February 21, 1919 
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FACULTY DEVELOPMENT - SERV:ICE 

SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT 

Faculty development with respect to faculty service transcends several differ-
ent contexts. It is this subcommittee's view that an appropriate way to analyze 
the impact of faculty service is to recognize who typically benefits from this ~ 
service at lUSB. It is assumed that the main beneficiaries of faculty service 
include: 

A. The Individual Faculty Person. 
B. The University - an instt"tution whose existence is perpetuated by a com-

munity of scholars. 
C. The Broader External Community, eg., city, state and nation (various en-

tities among thes·e location boundaries) • 
D. Academic Discipline(s).
E. Professional Groups.
F. Students. 
G. Faculty Peers 

(These are not arranged in any particular order of importanee). """1 
I 

This subcommittee also decided that the developmental aspects of faculty
service on this campus could be appraised by focusing on the following questions: 

1A. What needs are filled as a result of Faculty service? 
B. What roles do intrinsic and extrinsic rewards play in fostering faculty

development in the area of service? 
C. What mechanisms are now available, or need to be made available, for pur-

poses of enhancing the developmental dimension of service? 

WHAT NEEDS ARE FILLED AS A RESULT OF FACULTY SERVICE? 1 
Individual Faculty Member Needs 

"""I 
University service can advance the individual faculty member's development on 

\ 

several fronts. Scholarship development and social fulfillment are two specific
opportunities afforded individuals through appropriately structured service acti- ,
vities. Exposure to diverse points of view, for example, can contribute toward 
broad~ning and balancing a faculty member's perspective. This can be a normal 
ou.tcome of the interactive process that accompanies participation 'in relevant ser-
v:tce activities. Also, the service activity' itself can be intrinsically rewarding 
to a faculty member. 

As an aside, it should be pointed out that faculty service can be an avenue 
for developing new career alternatives in higher education. """1 

i 

Institutional Needs of the University 

Without faculty commitment there would be 'lUy little development of new 
academic programs, or even maintenance of existing programs. There, obviously
would be very limited joint decision-making unless the faculty is willing to con-
cern itself with important decisions. Of course, we all recognize that joint de-
cision-making is essential for gaining broad base support for university policies
and objectives. In essence, faculty involvement is essential in providing com-
plCehensive input for the solutions of problems. for accessment of goals and mis- 1 
sions. and for the establishment of new challenges. 
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Needs of the External Con®uni~ 

Faculty service that takes place in external community not only can provide 
an opportunity to exercise one's civic responsibility, but, it can advance the 
general and specific interests of the university. In addition such service can 
provide the faculty member an opportunity to develop his or her teaching and/ 
or research skills, an opportunity to test concepts in the real world. In effect, 
service that extends to external community contributes to the university's lead-
ership role in positively influencing social values and norms. 

Academic Discipline 

Personal involvement in the expansion and promotion of· knowledge frontiers 
in one's academic discipline can take on many service related .activities. Ini-
tiating institutes and resource centers on this campus is one specific way to 
service the needs of one's academic discipline. Such activities not only enhance 
the academic image of IUSB but also tend to perpetuate its leadership role. 

Professional Entities 

Participation in professional organizations can enhance one's development
in his or her academic discipline as well as fostering the faculty member's social 
needs. Organizations that are strictly academic in orientation obviously would 
serve to expand one's scholarly interests. The Academy of Management \vould be an 
exanlple of this type of organization. Other types of orga~izations, such as the 
American Chemical Society would enable the faculty person to view his or her dis-
cipline in terms of perceptions offered by colleagues in the real world. 

Faculty Service and Student Needs 

Advancement of our students' full growth and development depends immeasu~
ably on faculty service that attaches itself to the role of teacher. Academic 
and career counseling, for example, are implicit service requirements. Without 
faculty interest in going beyond the classroom lecture in assisting students" 
the students' motivational development and self-identity in the academic setting 
may be impaired. 

Faculty Service and Peer 

Faculty service that results in interaction with colleagues typically cre-
ates opportunities for exchanges of views, joint research ventures and hopefully
the inculcation of new values. 

WHAT ROLES DO INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC REWARDS 
PLAY IN FOSTERING FACULTY DEVELOPMENT IN THE AREA OF SERVICE? 

Our first task was to consider just what sort~, a i.' rewards might be availa-
ble. The answers that we came up with were the following: salary increases, 
tenure, promotion, one-time financial bOnlJSeS or stipends, recognition, and per-
sonal satisfaction. These are not, of course, entirely independent of one another. 
The fact of recognition by one's peers, for example, is probably an important,
though often informal, factor in securing both tenure and promotionj and promotion, 
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of 'course, has important implications for salary level. 
We should note also that the different types of rewards may have different 

significance for faculty members at different points in their career. It seems 
likely that the implications of service for tenure may be more important to young-
er faculty members as may be salary increases -particularly for those wit:h grow-
ing families. Older faculty members, on the other hand, may be more concerned 
about the implications of service for promotion in the higher ranks. Personal 
satisfaction is certainly desirable to all, but more senior members may be in a 1 
better position to afford to work for satisfaction alone. 

Released time for certain types of service functions has sometimes been 
viewed as reward for that service. It seems more reasonable to considel: such re-
leased time as simply the means by which important types of service are promoted 
than as a reward for that service. 

We gave some consideration to what might be the actual situation with respect 
to rewards to service on this campus at present. Service does appear to carry 
Some weight in tenure decisions; that is, it seems at least as likely, if not 
more likely in some years, that service is an area of excellence becomes the jus-
tification for rewarding tenure. According to the Academic Senate PT & R Commi-
ttee Annual Report 1977-1978, page 2, of nine persons up for tenure during that 
year, six were judged to be excellent in service alone or in conjunction with 
one,of the other two areas. Of two persons recommended for promotion to full 
professor, both were recommended on the basis of excellence in service~ as were 
four out of the apparently six persons recommended for promotion to associate 
profes.so.r. The recommendation by the Senate PT & R Committee does not, of course, 
reflect administrative decisions and administrative judgments on areas of excel-
lence. Some faculty members have expressed concern that the administration may 
not give similar positive weight to service in making their decisions. The im-
plementation of the new Senate policy calling for both faculty committees and ad-
ministrators to provide statistical records in this regard (similar to those pro-
vided by the 1977-1978 senate committee) should at least allow us to determine 
whether this perception is based in fact. 

There is one other perhaps important issue with regard to the role of service 
in promotion decisions: does service carry as much weight in decisions for pro-
motion to full professor as it does in other promotion, tenure decisions? This i 
is a question about which there may be differences of opinion; it may require 
more discussion, particularly since the faculty handbook is somewhat less clear 
on the role of service at the level of full professor than it is on other promo- """'! 

!tion matters. 

WHAT MECHANISMS ARE NOW AVAILABLE, OR NEED TO 
BE MADE AVAILABLE, FOR PURPOSES OF ENHANCING THE 

DEVELOPHENTAL DIMENSION OF SERVICE? 

A. INDIVIDUAL FACULTY PERSONS 

We believe that the individual faculty person who performs the service should 
benefit from it by w~y of external rewards as well as from internal develop~ent. 

1. We recommend a campl)s-wide statement that gives detailed definitions of 
• 11 service" and would thus sugges t examples--d ivision, campus, un iversity, 

city, state, and nation. 
2. We recommend a clear commitment to service by campus authorities (ad-

ministration and faculty--P.T. &R guidelines, etc.) so that it is clear 
that "service connts." 
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We believe that this would tend to induce faculty to take steps towards fur-
ther self-development and improvement in areas which will enhance their ser-
vice capabilities. 

B. THE UNIVERSITY AS AN INSTITUTION 

1. We recommend periodical publication of the list of Academic Senate com-
mittees along with their "charges" and agenda of activities carrying over 
from the previous year so that faculty members can give more consideration 
to specific committees in which they might like to become active. 

2. Give recognition and reward (reduced teaching, salary increment, promotion
and tenure credit, etc.) for major campus or university-wide committee 
assignments.

3. Use the talents of faculty members where they exist to help improv~ the 
operation of IUSB and the university as a whole (finance, management, mar-
keting, market research, speaking, public relations,etc.).

4. Consider the option of developing new career paths for faculty in areas 
when the enrollment is depressed. 

C. EXTERNAL COMMUNITY--CITY, STATE, NATION 

1. Publicize individual faculty members' areas of interest--1ike the Business• and Economics Division "Faculty Profile." 
2. Publicize the "Speakers' Bureau" to a greater extent. 
3. Encourage participation in civic and governmental affairs. 

D. ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE 

1. Encourage active participation in state and national Association affairs 
as officers or committee chairpersons (travel, expenses, promotion and 
tenure credit, etc.). 

2. Provide support for the preparation and delivery of papers and participa-
tion as discussants at Association meeting.

3. \~ere applicable, house chapters of discipline associations at IUSB, or 
hold such association meetings in IUSB facilities. 

E. PROFESSIONAL ENTITIES 

1. Conduct in-house programs designed to integrate identifiable professional 
entities in the community and at IUSB--e.g., "The Academic Economist and 
the Business Economist.") Support these activities for each academic 
department at IUSB. 

F. STUDENTS 

1. Upgrade academic counselling by a broader faculty and department .repre-
sentation--educate faculty to perform this function. 

2. Develop a faculty role in recruiting students, in each disciplinary area. 
3. Encourage faculty to supervise more independent studies and PPP activities. 

G. PEERS 
IIIiI 

1. Expand interdisciplinary dialog--professional, social, and academic (e.g., 
our present "Dean's Seminars").

2. Encourage consultation and counselling with peers in own and related dis-
'" ( ciplines., 3. Establish interdepartmental meetJcgs in areas of common concern. 
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REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TEACHING 

OF THE STUDY GROUP ON FACULTY DEVELOPMENT i 
February, 1979 

Introduction 

The other day I discussed this part of the program with Dean Harriman. 

During our conversatinn I complained that no one would be listening at 

4:30 p.m. at the tag end of a long afternoon, and said that to capture i 
your attention I would have to try something dramatic, like being shot 

into the Board Room from a cannon, or perhaps descending by balloon. But 1 
I don't like loud noises. And the architects responsible for this room 

1clearly never envisioned having O. C. Carmichael descend to meetings 

from the heavens. So--for drama all I have to work with are words. 

How do you like working at Dinosaur U.? We all know what dinosaurs 
""'l 

are,· or--more to the point--what they were: prehistoric animals in·what I 

is thought to have been a lush primeval landscape; animals adapted to a '.f'ry 
1narrow range of climate and food supply; animals unsuccessful at changing 

...,when their environment and food supply began to change; animals parents 
I 

today take their children to see bones of in museums. I would prefer that 
i 

IUSA follow a different evolutionary path. I know some of us recognize l 
that the environment in which we feed is changing. But I'm not SlJre that ,

Ienough of us have thought through the implications of such change, the , 

options these changes ] eave us. 

I am here this afternoon to discuss one small group's impression o~ 

IUSB's options. We were asked to consider our collective future from a ""'" ! 
I 

very specific context, faculty development as it pertains to teaching, and 
1 
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thnt is what we have done. But I want you all to understand that we 

approached this task wi th broader concerns tugging at our consciousnesses. 
REPORT 

We interpreted "teaching" in a very broad sense, and on the basis of 

that interpretation we had an easy time defining our mission. We want to 

generate campus-wide attention to IUSB's teaching mission by encouraging 

three things: (1) Thought about what constitutes effective te~ching; 

(2) Incentives, both psychic and monetary, for effective teaching; and 

(3) Incentives also for curricular and faculty adaptation. So far as we 

are concerned, attention to teaching has to include both curricular 

development and faculty retraining under the rubric "teaching." In this 

context I will be echoing what John Sevier has already said. 

Our very first meeting in December generated most of the ideas which 

I am about to present. Consensus was so remarkable that day, in fact, 

that we reconvened a week later to see if we could figure out what had 

f]Dne wrong. As we talked that second time, we realized that by and large 

our ideas had fit toghether because all of us shared some basic assumptions 

about the shape of this place in the future. These common assumptions 

governed our vision to such an extent that I will outline them briefly for 

you now, before getting on with the vision itself. (Information beyond what 

I will cite here is included in my written remarks for anyone who cares to 

read them.) 

IUSS's Future Student Body. Let me suggest four--no, actually five--

characteristics of lhe studenl body in our collective future. First, it 

will be increasinqJy older. figure l, ~Ihich you may IHlve in front of 

YOlJ, foreclIsls youth popul nlinn trench; to 1990 occordirHJ In [t!m;'IH 1I'lrenu 

projections. FiqlJre 2 qives those abstractions uncomfort.able proximity to 

our real life; it draws on Aloomington School of Business population 
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projections for St. Joseph and Elkhart counties from 1975 to 1990. 

These figures suggest)( a 28.8 percent decline in the population cohort, 

aged 20-24, from which IUSB draws its freshmen students. The implica-

tions of these projections are obvious: Either IUS8 enrollments will 

shrink, which amounts. to the second of my five characteristics (and 

official university projections say this will happe~), or they will be 

maintained by attracting a steadily older clientele. For that matter, 

since last fall our freshmen averaged 23 years of age and our seniors 28, 

while overall enrollment declined by six percent, it might be said that, 

for us, the future is now. 

Our third assumption is that class and study time will not be the 

focus of this older student's life. He or she will probably be employed, 

and married into the bargain. Married women not working outside the home 

will be occupied with children in the home. 

The occupational status of the adult student brings up the fourth of 

our assumptions, which is that IUS8's future student is clearly a part- """l 
I 

timer. Although the Preface recently misstated the exact figure, you 

probably know that last fall the ratio of credit hours per student at 

IUSS dipped below 7.5. My point is that, whether that figure can be """l 
I 

raised a bit or not, the part-time student is with us to stay. 

Finally, the older, part-time student is probably disinclined toward 

many traditional degree programs. Since this student already works for 

a living, he or she may care only for the pursuit of narrowly job-related 

skills or theory. (On that score, see Fi~ure 3, whi~h diaqra-s nationwide 

chanqinq enra llment potte rns.) Alternati vely, an older s tlJderlt ',~e 11 set. tied 

in a qi ven career may opt for "enliyhtenment," in the sense of tradi tional 
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Pr.'rCC'III.1gC'S of IJfldrrbr;JI/IIJr~ canrol/l1lenlS and IC'ac 11;118 
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Figur~ 1 

T,clld~ in Ihe )'ou,h Pt)Pu/,,';IJ/I: 1977 
10 1990 . ."Il/JJIJl~/5 ;11 "·'i//ioIl5 

\'car 16·19 \'l'ol;-C>lth 16·H Yl'oIr 0/,1\ 
. - ... -- .' 

1917 17.0 37.0 
·1980 16.7 ]7.7 
1'J85 14.4 349 
1')90 135 31.5 
SuU/u': BIIII';'U of the r('nCII~, r",j('c lillllS 

of 'he l'Il;I(>lJ SIdles: 1'J17 10 2U50. 
Series II Dala lJuly 1977).,----- ---

l"loI'·'Jlr."I" .• '~ (·nrollment 
"J(,9 

T~.; I.inslarulty 
")69 

Unde'"adu.,p ,.",ollmenl 
1976 

TeiChi", facully . 
. 1975 

Figure 3: 

,. Figures 1 and 3 from 
I AAHE BULLETIN, 31:1, 

Sept~mber, 1978 
'Inclucie~ "no maiUl" anli ",(h \Ut.jlf'\ a~ elhnic sludie" wotnen's \Iudie~, 
.end em iI/JOIn('n,dl \Iucfi(·~. all ul "h·ch hd\ e \ er)· low cn,ollmen". 
....·IJ,l': S,,:I.I ... ,\ IIld\ nol .tclclill 100 (,\', illilio roundin,. 
CiotJ/('" r .lInq;ic ~"" cy., l'Jb9- ·l'J/O. 1'175·1976. 
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Figure 2 

!- INDIANA POPULATION PROJECTIONSI 
STATE BOARD OF HEALTH 

1978 SERIES -- PREPARED BY 
DIVISION OF RESEARCH/SCHOOL OF BUSINESS/INDIANA UNIVERSITY 

September, 1978 

St. Joseph County 

r ~ 

15 - l') 23,400 
20 - 24 24.950 
2" - 24 18,840 

] q -" 

l r, _ ]q 12,2Qn
20 - 24 11 .ROO 
2" - 29 9.570 

21,080 
22,7c)O
21,460 

Elkhart County 

14HO 

12. 7c)O
12,fl'l0 

301 L. 200 

1985 1990 

18,060 16,500 
20.~oq 1 7 , ~ 61)
21,470 19,450 

1985 1990 

11,9 10 11.450 
12,610 11 ,880
12.220 12.260 
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ihumanities courses, but in rather a browsing sort of way, with no felt 1 
responsibility to see any specific disciplinary program through to 

the bitter end. Grm'ling General Studies enrollments speak to the l 
reality of this forecast, as do some surveys publicized by the Indiana- l 
polis Extended Studies Office which I will discuss later if you wish. 

Adult, part-time, skeptical--this is the sort of student we meet l 
frequently at !USB now and will see more of hereafter. That ought to 

1
affact. how we teach. _. • .which brings me to the first of the subcommit-

tee's perceived missions, that of promoting effective teaching. Given 1
i 

a student body with limited loyalty to this institution, effective teach-

ing becomes invaluable as a retention device. The bottom line for all l 
of us is: No students, no faculty •••or administrators or janitors, ,

I

either. (See Figure 4 for a brief description of adult learning char-

acteristics.) 1 
IUSB's Future Program Mix. What can be said with assurance here is 

j 

that the program mix ten years from now won't 10uk like it does today~ To l 
test that assumption two subcommittee members ( a subsubcomrni Uee?) circulated 

1
a Delphi model SlJrvey to thirty faculty and administrators here, asking ~ach J 

what programs he or she thought might grow or shrink. Predic-tably, many 1 
J

felt that business-related programs might expand, while something called' .,
j"liberal arts" might shrink. But there are so many imponderables--the 

strength of lhe local and national economy, the possibili t.y of Higher Educa-

tion Commission fiHt, legislative penury, the possibility of saturated markets l 
e'/A11 for rurrentJy salegble prorJlarrl~)·--UHl' ':/h'lcver b~Jldl) deSLrlhes IU93's 1 
future (lroqram mix is probahly a fnol. Still, believing t.hat t.he fill'>< v/ill 

change compelled the subcommittee to pay attention to the issue of faculty 

retraining. 
l 
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IUSH's Future Faculty. This part is both easy and troublesome. Most 

of our future faculty are present faculty. Expansion will be negligible 

because of limited resources. Most of us in this room are going to be 

growing older, and eventually old, together. This has its own implica-

tions for effective teaching! New faces bring at least the ~)ossibility 

of fresh ideas and vitality. Old faces imply stagnation and fear of 

change. When student demand and program mix are changing, such a mental 

set becomes suicidal. At the very least, some of us will wind up feeling 

a bit like square pegs in a round-holed universe. 

So much for assumptions. When do I get on with the viston, and the 

power of positive thinking? Right now, as a matter of fact. From the 

perspective of faculty development/teaching I am going to suggest two ways 

in which IUSB could confront the problematic future I have just described 
'. 

with some sanity and hope. After setting forth this grand design, which 

I cannot resist placing in the remarkable year 1984, I will suggest several 

small, practical (which means cheap) ways in which lUSB could move toward 

our two goals over the next few years. 

Are you ready? 

The Grand Scheme: 1984. The first institutional change which the 

Subcommittee on Teaching wants to see by 1984 is a Chancellor's Teaching 

or Teaching and Curriculum Committee. This would be analagous to our 

present Research and Development Committee, but it would hrlve a different 

mission, that of allocating local funds for projects pertaininq to teach-

inq n8 understood in the broad sense :jesr;r ib"ri at t.he h~qinninrJ of this 

.. report. This cOl11mittee would disperse fllnds for curricululIl development 

proposed s. It vlould also nvllwd uni versi ty fellowships and sabbat icnls 

for teachinq and/or retraining projects. Basically, it would symbolize ., 
the university's corrrllitment to faculty who attempt to adApt to our changing ,

I 
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('r"!Cationsl envirnnillent.. The committee would require a new line Heln 

in our local budget. But it would obtain its funds from percentages 

of existing budgetary items--grant-in-aid money, fellowship funds, 

sabbatical funds. There is no reason why, let us say, fifty percent of 

the dollars dispersable in these ways cannot be set aside for projects 

pertaining to improved teaching. Teaching is why thi~ place exists. 

The second institutional change advocated by the Subcommi Uee on 

Teaching is the creation of a faculty development staff. If (or as) 

enrollments shrink, such a staff could be drawn from current faculty 

without adding new bodies to the campus payroll. In the best of all 

possible worlds this staff would function as the Human Resources com-

ponent of a permanent planning office. Even in a less than perfect 

world, however, a number of things need doing on this campus which are 

not going to be done in the absence of such a staff. Let me briefly 

list some tasks appropriate for a faculty development office: (1) 

Hssisting those who want to improve the effectiveness of their teaching; 

(2) assisting those wanting to retool, to shift into a different dis-

cipline, or perhaps inlo administrative service; (3) gathering information 

concerning external funding sources for curricular development and faCilIty 

retraininq proposals; (4) maintaining written instructor orientation and 

tenching policy guidelines for incoming faculty; (5) administering student 

evaluations of tearl,inq performance. 

(10 much for Lho qrand desj qn. I would like to save e] abornt ion 

upon this hlo-point proposn] for our discussion and conr.llide I'lith ::J 

shopping list of Bllhcornmi ttee irle8s about how we might move toward these 

chanqes durinq the next eiqhteen months. 
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Consciousness Raising Time: 1979-81. To focus faculty attention 'i 

on effective teaching, some sign has to be given from on high that 
ieffective teaching is respected and rewarded at IUSB. Promotion and 

tenure are two of the three basic awards which universities bestow. In 
'1

Ithe Indiana Uni.versity system earning either of these hinges upon persua-

sive evidence of excellence in teaching or scholarship (broadly defined) 'i 
f 

or service. Two years ago our Academic Senate endorsed a proposal that 

Promotion and Tenure Committees, the Dean, and the Chancellor annually 
"""1 

I 

declar~ for the record how many cases of excellence they have recognized 
'i 

I 

in each of these three categories. Last year the Promotion and Tenure 

Committee published its check-list on excellence for the fil'st time. This 1 
I 
! 

year I understand Dean Harriman and Chancellor Wo: fson plan to follow suit. 

If it can be shown that excellence in teaching do~s lead to tenure and 1 
promotion, promotion even to full professor, thai publicity will get the 

teaching effectiveness campaign we are calling f!"ll off to a fine start. 

Next, the subcommittee would like to see th:i Dean I s Seminar Series 'l 
restructured to invite presentations pertaining :0 teaching as well as to 

! 

scholarship. Restructuring might consist simply of subdividing the present l 
six-per-year schedule so that some sessions focL3 on research and other on 

"""1 
!curricular or pedagogical concerns, such as those introduced in Bill 

Frascella's recent talk. It would be the purpose of such restructuring to 'l 
create a forum· in which pArsons concerned with teaching, including perhaps 

. recipients of teachiny awnrds, could share their views vii th a wider audience l , ! than rniqht nrdjnf,rily be lhp. cline. 

In A less forrnal r.ont.ext noon seminars on teaching, of the sort 'Jncp. 
,'. 

lsponsored by lhe Senate's Teaching Committee, could bring people together 
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to discuss specific leaching styles and their applicability in different 

cont.exts. 

Ultimately, however, to stimulat~ at~ention to effective teaching 

seminars, even Dean's Seminars, are poor substitutes for actually observ~ 

ing people teach. Faculty visits and exchange visits to one another's 

classes ought to be encouraged. One means of doing this would be to 

circulate, over the Dean's signature, an annotated list of faculty willing 

to be visited, in which of their classes, and why they think visiting 

would be worthwhile. 

Our fifth suggestion is that the Senate Teaching Committee begin next 

year to formulate guidelines for making annual IUSB awards for excellence 

in te aching. 

\!!II!I Sixth, Arts and Sciences used to poll its graduating seniors for their 
I 

remembrances of most and least effective teachers. The subcommittee would 
- tCLi",-

like to see that survey re~d, and extended to ot.her academic units as 

well. 

Seventh, incoming faculty, whether full or part time, are not now 

consistently told what is expected of them in terms of their teaching per-

formance and its evaluation. Even though we are unlikely to add many new 

full-time positions, we do face the prospect of tenure track part-time 

faculty. The subcommittee feels that academic units should work out 

instructor orientation and teaching policy guidelines for their faculty. 

~18king SIJch infnrrllat ion available in writing to all facul ty in each unit 

vlOulrJ minimize t.. h~ possihi] it.y of rlor.urr.ent'lUnn rleficienc:ie3 concerninq 

tenchinq nt dossier prRparation unrl/or rehiring time. 

Ei qhlh, work should he gin on guidelines and/or formulas for idenU fyinq 

an appropriate chunk of R <-mel D funds, including fellowship and sabbatical 

\!!II!I dollars, to be set aside for curricular and faculty development projects.
I 
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A plausible first step would be a record search of Rand D grants over 

the past five years or so, to learn just what fraction of available 

dollars have been dispersed for proposals pertaining to teachinq. 

Ninth and last (and you thought I was never going to end), the sub-

committee invites Education Division faculty to begin work on a proposal 

for the creation of a faculty development staff. 

There you have several specific and immediate suggestions .for focusing ~ 

campus attention on teaching. The subcommittee thinks all of them are 

doable. We would like to point our that none of them cost money. If the 

campus takes up even half of them we will have begun, at least insofar as 
~ 

faculty developmenyteaching is concerned, to our-grow the labe l, "Dinosaur U. II 

i 
I~k-J--'-

~;~ Rasmussen 
for the committee: 

Bill Barnard 
Paul Joray
Keith Knauss i 
Vince Peterson I 

Jim Ryan 
..." 

I 

1 
I 

-,
I
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The Delivery Systems Study Group examined class scheduling and would 
like to present the following suggestions regarding revision of 'our 
current scheduling of courses: 

1. We would strongly support a change in the class da~ 
scheduling from Monday-Thursday/Tuesday-Friday to 
Monday-Wednesday/Tuesday-Thursday. In light of the 
reluctance of some current students and prospectivH 
students to Iegister for classes which meet Friday 
evenings and the attendant underutilization of class-
room space on ~uesday ani Friday evenings, a change 
would appear to be easily accomplished and beneficial 
from an enrollment standpoint. 

2. We support a proposal to begin fall semester classes 
the day after Labor Day to accommodate the vacation 
schedJles of our working students and those with 
school-aged children. The fall semester c~Iendar 
could be extended a day or two later into the month 
of December to compensate for the lost class meetings 
during August. 

3. We would further like to recommend that each department 
examine its course offerings for classes which might 
lend themselves to meeting once per week without sacri-
ficing quality of instruction. This suggested sched-
uling change is desipned for the convenience of the 
students, many of whom commute considerable distances 
and find a once per week class meeting for an extended 
period of time an at~ractive option. 

r 
4. It is thought that a significant number of students elect 

not to register for spring semester classes due to in-
clement weather, although no data are currently available 
on this particular issue. Therefore, we suggest that a 
stud~ be undertaken to gather pertinent local data and 
that Indiana University Southeast's experience with the 
"Sunshine Semester" program be examined to evaluate the 
feasibility of instituting a similar program at IUSB. 
The "Sunshine Semester" concept is the offering of certain 
courses in an intensive session which begins in Harch and 
ends at the same time as all other spring semester courses. 

5. The Delivery Systems committee supports a proposal to 
begin evening classes later than 5:20 p.m. to accommodate 
our working student population and recummends that a 
serious and careful study be undertaken to establish an 
optimal time. 
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND: TOWARD THE FUTU~E 
Delivery Systems Study Group. Media Based Instruct~on 

__ Al Large 2/28/1979 

The Delivery Systems Study Group has emphasized faculty interests in 

improved methods of teaching and experimenting with innovative techniques. 'i 
These techniques include the use of mass media distribution to reach out 

to the students of our region. 

The support of such efforts requires consideration of the quantity ana 

quality of instructional support services. Space to support media 

production, including a television/film studio would appear to be a basic 

minimum requirement. It is difficult to accomplish elaborate videotape 

production and editing in our present mobile situation. Photographic 

services for black and white photography, 35mm copy slides, and overhead 

transparencies are minimum essentials. Faculty access for personal 

production of materials as well as production services by trained technical 

assistants would be most desirable. 

Another major area for improvement is in the improvement of 

communications between various Divisions and Departments now processing 

bits and pieces of media production capability. For example, the Division 

of Education, Biology Department, and Fine Arts Department all have some 

equipment which is currently underutilized or seldom utilized. Common ~ 

access to such equipment by trained personnel could enhance the utility 

of such equipment without the expenditure of equipment monies --only 

logical coordination and production assistance would be required. Also 

communications between Audio Visual Services, Auditoria, and IHETS would 

make for improved utilization of both equipment and technical services 
• l 

for academic programs. 

The primary justification for careful consideration of improvi.ng """l 

Audio Visual Services is to make maximum access of people, talent, and 

equipment currently in existence. Such coordination of effort has the """l 
! 

potential of far greater support of instructional and research programs 
39 ithan is now being realized. i 
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-.~_ ~__INDIANA UNIVERSITYI.... AT SOUTH BEND:.. ..,......-..._____ • r___. 'rmnRD THE FUTURE.. 
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Student Recru1 tment and Ret.ent1on'i. 
" ., I 

~; '...-.... 4{\ ' 
Arilone ~xpect:1ng a dramatic increase in the recruitmenlf.;; .. 

'01' retention rate at lUSS 1s likely to be disappoirited •. ' ·;f·:.. ',: '. .'. 
,Despite this qualification, by paying attention to,·the. are"~ ..... ;. ".r ~out11ned below, it -does seem likely that we.8hould:beable~\;':.::· ..· . 
· to .make notable improvement. We should also l1ke topo1nt .~~i. ,.
out that it) 1s the 'aggregate etrect ot these proposals that;'\~·· .,'
wl11 make a d1fference. ·No one suggestion by itself 1. seMr :. . 
as 11kely to ma.ke a major difference. Our aim '1s to stz-1ve·:. .' 

'.,tor a more efficient. more convenient, ..triendl~er and m0168 ......:. ' 
· attractfve campus. " . 

"'I. 

In many instances committees or administrators (or both) 
. are. already working along lines that are similar to those 

.: proposed here. In several instances our suggestions are 
" meant 8.8 areas that neet.l further inv8st1satlon '.to Bee 'what 
" actlon would be best. . ' 

~ 
1'. . . We would like to make it clear that we entered 1nto· . '.' .. our d18cussi~ns concern1ng recruitment and retention with a '. 
filii. 

' 

'. sense of optimism.: We ask that the campus at large adopt an:' 
optimIstic and aQt1ve involvement 1n the &r'e... · ot recruitment
and·retention. .i (''-. 
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POINTS OP CONSIDERATION· 
;..... 

. l.t appeal'sthat our campus 18 prone not only to11.. .. 
t,1 

';" 
. habitually re1nvestigate matter8~ but also to r~ :, ,';",' 
start these .investigations 1/1rt\:;ally from I5cra:t~h~';':' ":ii' ",:

.Tbls Cainpus should establish a Bureau of Ina~'lt"tlo,.!:i'L:}:'o
Research that is d&elsned to keep track or atat.t;8t~~,.':·'

. and trends, that relate t~ lUSB. .' 'J '!;,>;":.'.' .. 
. ··..t· '. 

','I! 

: This. campus should move quickly to establish'a clear'· 
mlsslon statement concernIng its "ldentity and go..~":,
'in order. to provide better focus and d1rec t10n to . '. >:', . 
promotion. ot :recru1tmen~ and retentIon. .' .. 

Thla campus should' move qulckl1 to establish a ' 
Visible, administrative level, officer or council" 
charged: w-1ththe responsib111t, to coordinate all 
recruit~ent efforts. 

. , . 
This .campus should move quickl, to undertake a 
proteselonal market survey ,to establish co_unit,
e,ducational needs and related campu.8 loals" . 

. Due to the fact that the maJority ot OUl' students 
'have atterno.on and/or.,~venlng classes. faculty
ott1ce hours and a6AUrtj,atratlvfl! oftice hoursahoul(t; .' 
be consistent with this'enrollment pattern. . 

Suppor.tshould be siven to the curl'ent investigation':',
of the possible ·changes 1n scheduling ( tilDe. day." .:';
calendar) to better meet student needs.. ", 

. ,While continuing to increase recl'uitment ot tl'adl.... . .. .tiona1 hlgh Bchool students. th1s campus should move " 
quickly to expand the recruItment programs that con-
~entrate on the non-traditional atudenta. 

As a larse number ot our students attend part-time,·
there 18 a need to expand funding ot scholarships,
grants. internship., and/or assistantship. tor the 
purpose or these st~dents . 

.. 
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needs of students 
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DEAN HARRIMAN: We begin today the process which I imagine will continue for the next 
ten years if not into the foreseeable future as far as this institu-
tion is concerned. I mentioned last year that we have not, at least 
in my estimation, begun to explore the meaning of autonomy as it 
obtains as far as this campus is concerned within the IU system.
Hith the help of the Executive Committee, we have entered into the 
discussion of our future and I am sure, as I say this is just a be-
ginning, and it is something we will consider many many times in the 
future. With this brief preamble I will now turn the meeting over to 
Charlie Tu11 who will serve as moderator for the first half. Charlie. 

TULL: Good afternoon. As you can see from the program my group had the 
very very broad topic of academic programs. We don1t really think 
we have come up with all the answers for IUSB for now or in the future 
but thanks to some very good committee work, sub-committee work,
good leadership, I think we have come up with some important ideas 
that are well worth your consideration so just a word about the 
format. The way we plan it would be to have the chairpeople of the 
various sub-committees give about a five or ten minute presentation 
of the highlights of their report and then immediately following 
their discussions we would have time for a discussion while it is 
still fresh in your minds, and then at the end, if there is any time 
left in our time slot, we will have general discussion. So without 
further ado I would like to introduce Ted Hengesbach who will speak on 
our existing programs. Ted is sitting in for Wayne Krepel, who can1t 
make it today. 

HENGESBACH: I would like to give you a copy of the summary of our discussions. I 
am happy to announce we produced too few for the numbers. That1s 
always a nice thing - more people than you have handouts for. What 
I would like to do is just have us look together quickly at this particular
handout. We tried to summarize our discussions and maybe it is a bit 
pretentious but we tried to make a couple of recommendations which are 
printed on the first page. Recommendation #1: This seems to be high-
lighting the obvious. We recommend that there be continued faculty and 
administrative support and involvement in two current projects - The 
GEM Project and the Committee on Eveni ng, Off-Campus and Weekend. 
Programs. We felt that with our small sub-committee we would not be able 
to do the kind of in-depth research and work that these very exten-
sive projects are engaged in, so it would seem that it would be 
important for us to keep abreast of what these various committees are 
doing as their deliberations will really be important for the work of 
IUSB in the future. The second recommendation dealt with something a 
little bit more specific. We discussed and we also recommended that 
all divisions of IUSB discuss the philosophy and procedures which would 
enable a student to accelerate the time required for completion of a 
degree through alternative ways of demonstrating college level compe-
tencies. I think that is an especially important item as more and more 
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HENGESBACH: adults avail themselves of Ind.iana Univ,ersity's facilities and are 
going after degrees and one of the things, of course. that adults are 
very interested in doing is to see whether it is possible to demonstrate 
their college competence in order to cut down the amount of time that 
is required in order to obtain a degree. Of course, many people feel 
that they do come with certain college level competencies and knowledge.
The other recommendation that was not listed here but I would like to 
cite it - the third recommendation - a way of improving current pro-
grams would be the periodic survey of students. For example, graduates
of the Division of Education were surveyed by Robert DuVall in 1971 
and Judy Redwine in 1973 and in the fall of 1978 students in the external 
degree program and general studies were surveyed to get their reactions 
to the program and to get their input as to the way the program was 
going. So those are our three recommendations. In regard to recom-
mendation #1 - if you'll turn the page - what we tried to do and we did 
gather together various pretty much locally produced items that spoke
to these various recommendations and in Appendix A we did include a 
brief description of the GEM Proiect as Bill Frascella Dointed out in 
that item. The purpose of the GEM Project is to develop a campus-wide 
consensus on what the goals of liberal study of the liberal studies 
component of our various degree programs should be with the hope that 
there would be improvements in the existing curriculum. We have 
also included an address that Tom VanderVen gave to high school coun-
selors where he cited the "practical ity of a 1 iberal arts degl~ee" and 
also the lecture by Dr. Gros-Lewis who highlighted in his talk es- ipecially the responsibility of the university to handle an existing
tradition. And I guess we put that in there because obviously the 
university is not just beholden to the needs and desires of the students 
but the university also has the responsibility to communicate the tra-
dition of the ages. I think Gros-Lewis highlighted that among other 
things. On the next page - I guess our page 3 - we cited the Division 
of Education which just recently revised its curriculum and the method 
by which it revised the curriculum is the thing which I think we wanted 
to highlight here that the Division of Education contacted principals 
and teachers to try to determine what really is required in a curriculum 
training teachers and also looking at the new certification standards Ithat, coupled with faculty recommendations, resulted in a revision. 

~ 

We have pointed to the Division of Education as a model for revision 
of a curriculum. I also cite a student profile Appendix E - this is 
from a survey of the general studies students highlighting the fact l 
that what the adults were particularly interested in this degree pro-
gram was its flexibility that the adults seemed to have a greater say
in the kinds of courses that they would take in order to fulfill their 
degree requirements. The other thing that came out of that survey was 
that although adults are in this particular degree program for job re-
lated reasons even a higher percentage than those who were there for 
job reasons were there for personal fulfillment. In other words what 
I was saying is - what I think is happening here is - that perhaps the a-
dult student is not so difficult to sellon a liberal arts degree as 
maybe the more traditional student right out of high school. There is 
a great interest in a general education and taking a variety of courses. 
And that's why I wanted to cite that because that's an interesting
perspective in regard to why adults are returning to education. I also 
cite the work there briefly of the Committee on Evening and Off-Campus
and,Week-end Programs and the present discussion is in regard to the 
quality of those particular programs. In regard to recommendation 
#2 I think there is, as I said, an interest in, especially amonq adults,
acceleratinq their degree program if they indeed do have college level 
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competencies and knowledge there should be ways and I guess what We'rE! 
saying here is "well-oiled ways" for demonstrating thes.e kinds of com-
petencies and also the fact that the Board of Trustees has a policy 
which says that the incoming freshman in the first two consecutive 
semesters - if that person tests out through IUSB divisions they 
can gain credit and it doesn't cost them anything. For people who 
are transient and for whatever they would test out and for transfer 
students they have a one semester to test out of various courses in the 
university and it would cost them a recording fee - $5 a credit hour so 
there is a terrific pressure it seems as students find out about that 
kind of thing to perhaps develop a mechanism to provide these kinds of 
test's. Perhaps you saw in the newspaper a couple of nights ago where 
Brigham Young University has a testing center where students who want 
to test out of various courses can go there and -- they have all kinds 
of testing mechanisms -- and if they are able to test out of courses 
the cost per credit hour was, I think, $10 a credit hour as opposed
to a higher rate if they would take the courses. What I indicate 
on the last page here are just some of the ways that are already in place 
in order to assist people in demonstrating their college level com-
petencies. The College Level Examination Program, credit by examina-
tion, that would be through the various divisions and departments of the 
University here - credit by examination. This might be a new item 
but the independent study correspondence division of Indiana University 
does have a procedure whereby students, if they can de~onstrate to 
the particular instructor that they have the competence in a particular 
area can send down to Bloomington - they send up their materials and 
the student then can request to take the test early. So there is a 
testing out mechanism by correspondence. I also cite the mid-career 
option guideline or mid-career option program in the graduate division 
of the School of Public and Environmental Affairs and, of course, in 
the External Degree Program in General Studies we are trying to develop 
effective and good procedures for awarding credit for college level 
learning - prior college level learning that people have gained.
Also we did look at a specific proposal made by Labor Studies - to 
assist people in demonstrating their competence. One thing I didn't 
mention here, of course, is another thing that is in place is that 
there is an advanced placement with credit in foreign languages. So 
I guess what I am saying is that the recommendation is that probably
there is a need for the departments to discuss both the philosophy 
and then some practical ways of handling this question. 

Thank you very much. I'm sure there must be some questions in this area 
that would affect every department/division. Does someone have a par-
ticular question or contribution? I'm not sure which. This is as 
wide open and informal as it is possible to be as I'm sure you know. 

Just to review. I think I have forgotten really where the university 
policy is right now in regard to costs of accelerated credit after 
someone has been here for one semester . 

It is the regular per credit hour rate. 

So you may accelerate but it is going to cost you. The proposal here 
is to save time and money or I guess just time ... 

Well, for the person who would be coming in within those first two 
semesters who has never been in the university before, has never been 
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HENGESBACH: in any university before, that woul d save them a go.od deal of money.
But anyone beyond that would be at the regular per cr,edit hour rate. 

TULL: Any other suggestions or comments1 ...., 
There is nothing mentioned abo'ut ,asking IOOre of current students and 
faculty requiring the level of performance both in the teaching and the 
performance of the students within the classes. Did you feel this was ....,
someth i ng your commi ttee shoul dn 't handl e or .... 

HENGESBACH: Well, we did'n"t feel that it was as an important issue. It was not a 
matter of discounting that - it didn't really come up. .,

I 

JOHN.__ Just to change the subject a little. I wonder how much flexibility 
\ 

IUSB really has in program development with respect to our status as 
a system. I am thinking as an example, that problem of transferability.
Have we really got as much flexibility as it would take to seriously 
get in program development? 

TULL: Jerry, do you have any ideas on that at the present time; for example,
the changing curriculum. Are we going to be somehow bound by that or 
are we still free to make changes? 

DEAN HARRIMAN: It is my understanding from Dean Gros-Lewis that we will not be bound. 
Now maybe Roland had more conversation with him than I did, but I 

"'"'!wouldn't want to elaborate on that •. I put that question to him at one I

point. I 

GARRETT: We won't be rigidly bound. As problems develop then others - faculty, .,
administrators, trustees may be interested in having it reconsidered I 

but as it stands - there are different degree requirements for a Bach-
elor of Arts degree on just about every campus. The new changes in 
the curriculum at Bloomington make them unique in the nature of their 
requirements but in other cases there are significant differences too. 

That doesn't solve the problem of transferability. 

I gather that would become understood that it was university policy 
that a student could transfer in any major to any campus. ,

GARRETT: There are different questions as to transferability. It is one .thing I 

to transfer a credit for a particular course and be able to count it 
as an elective ......UIlICLEJlIL ••••• as to which campus you are attendtng. 
It is another thing to count that course to fulfill a degree requi·r.e-
ment on another campus. The requirements for a biology degree, for 
instance, may differ on one campus than they are on another campus 
even though a student takes biology credits on one campus. We would 
normally want to retain the opportunity for that student to continue 
to count those credits perhaps as electives toward the degree on .....,the new campus, the new campus to which he goes. We have, just.within
the Division of Arts and Sciences, a whole host of transfer credit i 

problems of different types of which these are only two. 
....,

TULL: Any other comments, questions, suggestions in this area1 I 
I 

DEAN HARRIMAN: I have one question. Ted, in recommendation #1 are you recommending
sort of a "GEM Project for each division or are you just ... , 

HENGESBACH: No, we just wanted to say that t~7re are these programs going on and 
! 
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no, no, we weren't recommending that. 

Do you think it would be advisable for each division to have a GEM 
type project? 

Probably so. 

Isn't it true the GEM Project itself is involving divisions on an in-
dividual basis in quite extensive review? 

Well, that is true because it certainly is from the perspective of this 
large core let's say of the Business and Economics/SPEA degree so that 
in that sense all the divisions are drawn into this. I guess our main 
purpose in that recommendation was that there are really some important
things going on, some important committee work happening and the uni-
versity is behind that and we're saying we should continue to do that 
and be very active in that committee work. 

I have a question to raise in recommendation #2 on different ways of 
demonstrating college level competencies. I wonder if there was any
discussion on the administrative organization toward this or the im-
pact it would have in the larger sense on the campus budget. There 
was mention earlier of how money could be saved for the students by
this in the fees they would be paying to the university. On. the 
other hand money that would be saved by the student is money lost as 
income to the university and this could have a substantial impact on 
the university's continuing budgets. 

And some people said IIDid the Trustees really know what they were do-
ing when they voted that thing inll because it is a very amazing kind 
of policy it seems to me. I don't know the full reason. This was voted 
in in the fall of '77, if I'm not mistaken, stating that particular
policy and maybe that is the thrust of our recommendation that divisions 
need to analyze those kinds of quesions and maybe that policy can't 
continue. 

Would you foresee this being analyzed and organized in a divisional way? 

Yes, that was - divisional way, I thought. 

So if there were a battery of examinations set up for credit, for 
instance, within a particular division, that division would assume the 
organizational responsibility. I don't mean simply the academic re-
sponsibility for the quality and meaning of the tests but assume the 
organizational responsibility, the cost of preparing the examinations, 
the faculty time that would be involved in grading them, etc . 

That's why the Brigham Young model is interesting - where it seems -
I don't know that much about that particular program - but it does seem 
they almost have a separate institution or division that takes care of 
just simply that testing program. I don't know if we want to move 
into anything like that. 

I mention this because it seems to me like a Herculean undertaking and 
it ought to be part of a well recognized institutional commitment if 
we are going to do this because I think it would not only have academic 
implications for our program - a meaning for our courses and degrees 
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but simply in the amount of time we spend. It may be that the trustees I 
policy which limits the income the university can receive for this so'r.t 
~f thing might not recognize the real cost invol ved. 11m not persuaded, 
1n other words, by the sense that youJre setting forth that we really
ought to move in that direction. It seems to me there are some prob-
1ems with that. 

Yeah, there is. The hope, of course, would be that if people would be 
able to gain some credit in this particular way that that would encourage ""'"I

them to continue whereas otherwise they might say that degree work is 
just so far down the pike that I will not even get involved I'lith it. 
So there may be more income generated in that particular way because 
people will continue to take courses whereas before they might say 120 
credit hours for a degree - that is just too much. 

Just underscoring what Ted has said I think looking at the adult popu-
lation we serve that you can demonstrate to those people that you can 
reduce the length of a baccalaureate degree by a quarter - by a third -
through testing out, measures, you are going to lose that income, yes, ~ 
but you might attract a considerable number of people; who looking at 
the shortened degree program, and family and vocational responsibilities 
can see this as being a viable option for them now to go to college. 1 
You know, "I can rearrange my 1 He for two and one-hal f years and for 
four years I don't know if I can." I think that could be very attractive 
to the adults in Michiana. 

For a part time student figuring six courses a year two each semester 
and then one in each of the summer sessions I think you are talking about 
maybe 7~ to 8 years of pretty intensive work on a part-time basis to ,complete a bacca1uareate degree if you would be starting from scratch. 

Not only that but something to interest them to go out and present
Indiana University-South Bend to them saying that everyone once said 
to have a degree as being four years long and you can go out and say
"Look here is one way to get a jump on things - to get an acce1 erated 
start ll • I think again you could make the program quite attractive. ..,
It might be-eventually be-somehow tied with GEM. If we started looking
at outcomes of how your educational competencies rather than an ac- i 
cumulated number of credits that whatever vehicle you choose to use 
to allow a student to demonstrate that he has achieved these basic 
competencies to think things are right, etc. that could be an outcome 
of the recommendation of the GEM Project and tied in very closely to 
the assessment format you described here. 

I just wonder how realistic we are being as far as the number of 
students that would be attracted to such a testing program because there 
is currently the CLEP program. Granted it is a little bit more ex-
pensive than what we are proposing here but I don't think there is a 
wealth of students that have pursued that particular technique. I 
think there have been some students, but I think you are talking about ,developing other kinds of tests to measure competencies for tests not 
covered or perhaps covered as CLEP covers them. I just wonder how 
many students might be frightened in doing that. I think I hear some 
response from students who have to take some tests relative to their 
standing on the BSN. Indeed those adults who have background and 
training in a BSN area are frightened by the tests and getting into 
the last year of the program for the baccaluareate degree in nursing. 
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I'm wondering if they have the skills and experience in that area -
how inclined a regular adult is going to be able to pursue some kind 
of testing out of courses. 

It does seem though the university is under pressure to provide those 
kinds of things given that particular policy. People will ask for 
those kinds of testing programs. I do think we are under some pressure
to develop those procedures. 

Well, I think we could continue at some length here but I think we had 
better switch to phase two to use a popular Nixon expression. For a 
discussion of new programs loren Waltz will handle that. 

It is always nice to follow a bald-headed professor. I'd like for you
to know the members of our committee: Greg Baur, who isn't here, Beth 
Kenagy, Ernie Brandewie, Frank Steggert, who is not here, and Sam 
Wiersteiner, whom we captured the other day. He will have some responses
to some of these things that I think you might want to ask. We took a 
look at the new programs that could be done. We had to classify these 
under about three groups: 1) the long run - that's way off. The long 
run programs cost money which we don't have, they require more faculty
which we can It get and require different faci1 ities that we don 't have 
so then we look at the medium run. And we think we've got something 
here because we see these medium run recommendations as cost recovery 
proposals or cost effective proposals or affordable with present faculty 
in present facilities. And so with that then I move rather rapidly
into these proposals. They are not listed necessarily in the order of 
preference at all but the first one I present is the master of liberal 
studies or master of community studies. This is conceived of a new 
master's degree and would be comprised of present courses and programs
that we have and present faculty that would be available and could be 
moved into these if we do have declining enrollments in other areas 
and so on. We surmise that there is a group out there who would like 
to have a master's degree but not necessarily in technology or a pro-
fessional degree. Someone who loves to study and wants an organized 
program and who is willing to devote 30-40 hours whatever it might take 
to get that. We think there is a market there. There are models already
available for this. And those could be produced. The second proposal
is in the area of evening student services. We think that a complete 
evening staff for student services would be desirable. So that the 
community gets the idea that we really are in business in the evening 
as well as in the daytime. This may mean that some of the people who 
work now would work in the evening. So be it; but we think it would be 
worthy of consideration. Item #3 we picked up from Sam and this is the 
Bachelor of Applied Sciences. We see that there are a number of schools 
in the area and elsewhere and people will have a two year technical 
degree. We think that these people not all of them, but qualified people 
who probably should have gone to a four year institution but stopped 
and picked up a two year technical degree that they are potential candi-
dates for the four year bachelor's degree. We think that with a little 
bit of modeling and arranging and evaluating of the qualified students, 
again we are saying qualified students, that there is a potential there 
to assist. A lot of people in this community/area to achieve a bachelor 
of applied sciences degree which is built around a core of two years
technical programming and two years of the academic type. An then on 
the next page we are also talking about the possibility of establishing 
two year associate degrees here in addition to those which we have 
keeping in mind that this is a new program thrust that we are talking 
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about. In some schools, such as the School of Business, this can1t be 
done now because of the accreditation requirements. In other schools 
we see that this coul d be done. It woul dn I t require additional facul ty 
in great numbers nor additional facilities. We think it is a program
that could be attractive to the types of people that Indiana University 
at South Bend serves in this area. Another thrust that we would like 
to suggest is that we identify by some means - a circle or pattern or 
whatever it might be an area surrounding South Bend towards Michigan
whereby people who live in those areas could pay in-state fees. And 
they could be considered meeting those requirements not being· in-state 
but being in the region. Therefore, this could serve a lot of people 
perhaps out there who are too far away from some of the Michigan colleges
and too close to us but not close enough to get the in-state fees. We 
suggest that we take a look at extending the cooperative effort with 
other colleges in matters where this is mutually beneficial. We are 
aware of the cooperation that is going on and the limited extent of that. 
We are not sure of what this would be yet except we are saying IILetls 
take a look at the thrust into the area of extended cooperation with 
other coll eges in the area. II Then we suggest as a program thrust that 
there be some kind of an IUSB program information development where we 
really put on - not just a crash program - but a continuing powerful 
program that identifies to the people in this region that Indiana Uni-
versity at South Bend is alive - it1s alive, it1s functioning, it1s got 
a lot to offer, if we can deliver. We think that if we can do a few of 
these that we will have our hands full in the futures program. 

Thank you, Loren. There certainly must be some comments, suggestions,
heckling, what not, in regard to new programs. 

I think about twelve months ago the question of possible new masters 
degrees was raised on this campus .........UNCLEAR ............. and I 
think at the time we didn1t show any marked interest in it ....... UNCLEAR 
I wonder whether you have any more recent sights of what prospects
these proposals might have if we ever pursue them further. 

No, but I think a faculty that1s vigorous like this one that insists 
on this will be heard. And as I understand this was raised in the Div-
ision of Arts and Sciences and Ernie has all the information on that if 
you want to ask direct questions to him but we think it is ripe and the 
time to do it. And we would ask our Chancellor to make our case for 
us before the President, if we have to. 

I think at the time,as I recall the discussion with President Ryan,
he did show possibly marginally less uninterest in the term and the mas-
ters degrees that you are talking about here - the less professionalized. 

Giv61the report and all this that has come out I think he may be amenable 
to some suggestions from the faculty. 

When Leo Solt was here with the new dean of the graduate council he said 
he had changed his m~nd that originally when he first heard about our 
proposal for a .... UNCLEAR ....was pretty negative and he said he had 
.... UNCLEAR .... to change his mind and he1s .... UNCLEAR ....and I think 
at least at that level we have a pretty good fighting chance·of getting 
some approval. 

I have had occasion to ask around about that here recently when he was 
being interviewed and he said - he made one comment I thought was 

! , 
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interesting that I hadn't heard before. He said he thought it was 
inevitable that he was willing to delay it as long as possible. 

I think another good point he made and I think John can corraborate -
he was there - he indicated that yes, it would be alright for IUSB 
to have - they have the faculty, the resources, etc. but what is he going
do when Gary, when New A1bany~ when Kokomo come along and say yes, we 
want the same masters programs. . 

That's what these administrators do - they worry about these things. 

That was at least the impression he conveyed to us, was his major concern 
not that we could not do it but that others would also want to do it 
and he felt they were not capable. 

I wou1 d 1 ike to comment on the proposal for the Bache10l" of App1 i ed 
Sciences. My last college instituted something like this - we called 
it informally, the upside down degree. That is to say the major was 
acquired first in the technological setting; then the l'jbera1 arts and 
sciences complement was picked up in the juniormd senior years. It 
actually reversed a period of declining enrollments in that institution. 
However, most of the individuals who came into that program had gotten
their 2 year complement in the fields of business, air traffic con-
troller, and certain other of the scientific allied fields. But it did 
result in an upswing in enrollments in the bache10r ' s 1~ve1. I think 
this could help our problem. The point #6 talks about extending co-
operative effort with other colleges in matters, etc. I cannot re-
sist mentioning as a preview to the resolution that may possibly be 
brought to the academic senate from the Division of Education what we 
perceive to be the encroachment of Ball State University in our terri-
tory and I define territory in the same way that the Higher Education 
Commission does. If you noted in last night's South Bend Tribune 
seventeen courses, eight in Education are being offered in nearby com-
munities including South Bend. And these are courses that duplicate 
.... UNCLEAR ....offerings. This has gone through the administration 
before to the highest levels which to no avail now in a period of de-
clining enrollments it is essential to have cooperation. By that I 
mean let them pullout of here. 

This is reverse cooperation. We agree with you. We were a little 
reluctant to put it quite that clearly on paper. 

I wi 11 . 

The idea is - extend the cooperation but not give away anything. 

From my discussion with adults there certainly is an interest in 
associate degrees. 

Just to have some information. You had mentioned, Loren, when you 
were talking about the masters in liberal studies degree which I 
would support that these would be courses that are presently offered. 

I know there are some courses that are offered in the arts and sciences 
at the masters level but are there enough courses that a whole degree
could be ... 
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That may have been an overstatement but I will call on Ernie over here. 

Well, the way we talked about it last year in that very context was 
that probably half of the courses - let's say 15 hours worth - would 
be specifically graduate courses. What half would be may refer to 
the core that everybody would take which would then be .... UNCLEAR ... 
numbers per course, etc. Whereas, the other half could very possibly 
be upper division undergraduate courses which would be available for 
graduate credit which is not atypical in universities as a whole. 
That you can take both. This would all remain to be worked out. And 
it would be patterned on largely how many students you had coming
through; how many are foreed in to certain courses, I mean, as pre-
requisites or as, for instance, they would have to attend a seminar 
perhaps in the tract they are pursuing and then you wouldn't have to 
look for higher enrollments - you'd already have enough thE!re. And 
how many would apply for this kind of program? I would anticipate that 
within a year or two you would have a hundred plus students doing 
graduate work in this kind of program. You could then begin to develop 
straight masters level courses. The faculty would be available. The 
library would be available unless - and if it were not available in 
our library - we could make some arrangements with Notre Dame or even 
as far away as Chicago. Pay the school $10 per student or 'whatever 
and they can use the facilities. 

i 

It's probably a snap reaction but I would hope you wouldn't have to have 
too many undergraduate courses. 

This would definitely be controlled by a graduate committee of faculty.
The two major emphases-bonafide graduate and terminal masters, I think, 
would almost have to be really stressed. That the work would be qual-
ified graduate work and we would not be gearing it towards - that's my
reading now - 11m going much beyond the proposal - you would have to 
look at it as a terminal M.A. not as a mere stepping stone now to a 
Ph.D. we would be wanting to offer. 

When you use the term qual ified graduate 1 evel thi s suggests they vmul d 
not be say three or four hundred level courses being used toward gradu-
ate credit. But the fact of the matter is if you look at the M.A.T. 
degree or the M.S. Ed. degree both of which are generally destined 
for teachers but still not just degrees offered at IU Bloomington.
Most of those so call ed graduate courses are three or four hundred 
level courses and so by putting it in non-terminal qraduate degree on 
the masters level it IS going to end up with high level work than graduate 
work that will be ultimately toward a Ph.D. If there is any logic
here that I have difficulty thinking of. I am not defending it. 

Alonq those same lines though Ernie did suggest that this is not a-
typical of most masters program but I think it is characteristic in -
I think I might argue for it being beneficial provided that we have,
understandings that crosslisted 300/400 undergraduate/graduate level 
credit courses have some provision for intensifying the course for those 
who are doing graduate work in it. I think it might have definite bene-
fit both for the graduate students in allowing them access to a wider 
range of courses than they might otherwise have and for advanced un-
dergraduates who come into contact with a more stimul ated popul ation. 

Just a quick comment, Bill. It seems to me that what .... UNCLEAR ... 
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PEYSER: seems to be suggesting is at least partially, is that a solid···· 
UNCLEAR ...........• can have certain requirements-the intellectual na-
ture, scholarly nature, research complement involved for certain students 
w.ho could, indeed earn bonafide graduate credit in such a course. Now 
if that concept is acceptable, John, maybe four hundred level courses 
could indeed be used. It depends upon what the students are doing 
with the vehicle. 

This arrangement as used now would be a sanction of the graduate school 
at IU but there are certain courses at the 400 level that can be taken 
for graduate credit even on a Ph.D. program and certainly I would think 
that should be acceptable. I have a question about #6. I guess I 
assumed that a cooperative effort was with area colleges rather than 
the schools like Ball State. 

WALTZ: Well, we weren't real clear on except that we felt that this was a 
thrust worth attempting and we're not ready to spell out the details yet. 

But that has been tried. 

WALTZ: Yes. We're saying extended. We know it's been tried. 

BRANDEWIE: If I could just comment on a few things like the Ancilli Domini ... UNCLEAR .. 
that has not been tried.1 suspect quite a bit could be done with Purdue 
North Central Westville on those students who have been trying to work 
out something informally that has been done with the ~egistrar or the 
Admissions whoever transfers credits, etc. I think more could be done 
there especially informally even though it is a Purdue school - it's 
a Purdue mission. They are doing the same thing we are. 

DEAN HARRIMAN: I would like to be enlightened by you or the sub-committee on this third 
subject here under the Master of Liberal Studies degree, lIa shift of 

say, anthropology, I could begin to start teaching on a graduate level. 

allocated resources, primarily Arts and Sciences related, etc. II 
are the implications of this anyway? 

What 

WALTZ: Well, do you want to speak on that? 

BRANDEWIE: Well, one thing would be, for example, if enrollment declines in let's 

You'd ~e retooling upwards to teach graduate work. 

DEAN HARRIMAN: What happens to anthropology? 

BRANDEWIE: Well, what happens when anything closes down? It folds its tent and 
silently steals away. That would be one reshifting that I would be told 
about - that could be possible. 

DEAN HARRIMAN: Any sort of a decision rule that you folks considered here - one that 
can't be folded? 

BRANDEWIE: Nothing has folded yet. That would be something that would not really 
pertain to the master of 1 iberal studies degree that woul d be some that 
would pertain to the other graduate programs. Those who are threatened 

by that might well be able to fit provided it's bonafide and fitting, etc. 

WALTZ: Does that enlighten you any. 

DEAN HARRIMAN: Not altogether, no. 
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I will have to admit that I question whether we can offer a graduate 
""'Iprogram here without the problem of offering a watered down degree.

I don't know what the program for master of liberal studies is aimed 
at but I'm afrai'd of a situation similar to grade inflation and I do 
not think that in many areas our 1 ibrary is adequate for a graduate -program. In many areas I do not feel we have the facilities to offer 
courses at graduate 1 evel .. I would have to say at this point in time 
I am op'posed to the masters. . 

ISAACSON: It seems to me,a1though I am supportive of this, to talk about having 
new programs is somewhat premature unless we can say that the community
has the need and I am wondering if you had any discussions about assess-
ment 0 f the commun i ty and whether they are supportive or' whether there 
is a popu1 ati on out there ..•. 

WALTZ: We had discussions but we didn't undertake a survey but you heard 
Ernie say that he felt like there would be one hundred there and I think 
some of the preliminary work they've done suggests that Jim Ryan has 
suggested this type of thing, I think, and so on so we have had dis- """I Icussions and we think there is a need there and it is future because 
that is the nature of our presentation. I ,SCHERER: I think most of us in Arts and Sciences could speak from the experiences 
we've had with our own students our own majors and people who are taking 
our courses coming in and talking to us about that there is a substantial 
need for some kind of degree in the area of Arts and Sciences preferably 
for a variety of degrees but I think we have to start somewhere and this 
is perhaps as good a place to start as any. Leo Solt, who is the Dean 
of the Graduate School now, approximately 10 years ago stated that he 
felt our - at that time - somewhat smaller staff in history at that-
considerably smaller in resources and library facilities were more than 
adequate for us to be offering the M.A.T. in History here on this campus.
If you believe Bloomington has reasonable standards and here is the person 
chosen as the head of their graduate school I would say that his testi-
mony has some validity in that regard and that we are certainly immeas-
urably better prepared today, both in terms of what we have in history 
and in terms of what we have in all the supporting areas than we were 
10 years ago. Now I think it is quite true when we go to a program
like this we want to be very careful. Anytime you go into a new program 
you want to be particularly careful that the quality level is not only 
up to general 'standards but higher than general standards. Althoug,
there are cases I'm sure where you can demonstrate relative new i'nsti-
tutions at the masters 1 eve1 where there are programs that are perhaps .....deficient, I think the more general tendency across the country and II would hope the tendency here would be that generally speaking the 
qual i ty standards are hi gher just because the facul ty are so self-
conscious about this that they are very demanding and in fact if yo.u
want to get an easy masters degree you go to a very prestigious school. 
If you want to get a really tough masters degree you go to a school 
1 ike !USB. """! 

·WALTZ: Bob, you had a comment awhile ago. 
I 

DUBICK: It is related to another issue and I'd rather let people finish dis-
cussion on this area. It may be more a question than a comment but I 
would like to think that in #2 when you're proposing evening student 
services you're talking about university services to the student here 
in the evening so that these people have access not only to those things 
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DUBICK: 

WALTZ: 

DUBICK: 

WALTZ: 

TULL: 

POINSATTE: 

traditionally thought of in Division of Student Services but to the 
wider services. These people - a majority of bodies of this population 
on campus in the evening need access to academic divisions and depart-
ments. They need access to academic advising; they need access to the 
library; they need access to the bookstore as well as those kinds of 
things our office would love to provide in the evening. These are 
serious issues. 

Thatls why we indicated that some people may have to work at night that 
now work in the daytime. 

I just want to make certain that people see this is a broader issue 
than just one division. 

It may not be cost recoverable . 

...... UNCLEAR .... give some evidence as to whether there is a market 
for the master of liberal studies. The closest available comparable 
program that I know of is at Valparaiso and when I taught in that program
about a third I think on the average of the students in the program 
were from the South Bend area. They were traveling over there and 
paying a higher cost than they would be paying here and 1 would say that 
in the terms of the overall .... UNCLEAR ... of the program it had much less 
tight quality control than I would anticipate here. 

I think we have covered a great many aspects of that problem. We now 
come to the third part of our area on academic programs and that in-
volves the inter and intra institutional cooperation possibilities in 
that area and Anne-Marie Poinsatte will discuss that issue. 

First of all I wish to acknowledge the name of the persons who helped 
me on the committee: Ted Hengesbach, Charles Harrington, Vic Riemen-
schneider, Andrew Naylor, Donna Harlan. We tried to explore the pos-
sibility first to judge our achievements - what had been done by way of 
cooperation on our campus and and what could be done. First I read 
the report because I thought today I was suppose to read the report 
but if I may - I have only five minutes - so I will make an outline. 
First when you talk about the cooperation you should evaluate the 
reason - examine the reasons for such a need and I believe that the 
reason for such a report. First we would like to have coordination 
for academic enrichment because it is a good way to consolidate our 
present resources; and also because it may prevent us from cutback in 
programs, faculty, extension, etc. Now these last 20 years conditions 
have been very different from what they will be in the next 10 years.
In the next 10 years we are faced with a few problems like inflation 
but mostly one factor youlve already mentioned - declining enrollments 
and this factor is a very important one to think of because it will 
oblige us to take preventive measures. And if we do not want to mini-
mize the quality of the education we are offerinq there will have to 
be a better consolidation of what we have for enrichment and also for 
better use of resources. So this is what generally we did talk about -
the different possibilities and first the consolidation of the present 
programs at IUSB. Between the divisions at the divisional cooperation 
we talked about the fact that there were a few obstacles of a bureau-
cratic nature which prevented more cooperation between the divisions. 
For instance, students taking courses in one division, deciding to major
in one division and to take a minor in another division - weIll see 
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POI NSATTE : that work 1isted under "transcript." This was a deterrent and soon 
they will give up the'idea of working across division. Also the head 
of the division - there was a disadvantage if the name of the students 
taking, for instance, business and economics were not listed in Arts 
and Sciences should they take a minor in another field. So we felt 
there could be through a better listing and improvements to this sort 
of cross-divisional work. These, of course, affect mostly the students 
and the administrators of the division. We saw the need for more co-
operation between divisions because sometimes there was a duplication. 
For instance, we considered Continuing Education and the bulk of the 
other classes we are offering at IUSB. Continuing Education is a 
non-credit program offering courses of a recreational nature but which 
correspond to personal interest - student personal interest - but they 
also offer classes of an academic nature and we felt that perhaps there 
lied a duplication between our regular academic program and what was 
being done in that division. So there was a need for more cDoperation
because one member of the committee suggested there could be a spill-
over of resources from Continuing Education to Arts and Sciences or 
other divisions. We will then take in charge the students from Con-
tinuing Education. These students will constitute an additional load 
since because they will not receive credit they would not be expected
to do the regular academic work - they will audit. Of course, these 
... UNCLEAR ... a few changes because students auditing a class in the 
regul ar academic unit mi'ght fi nd the fee charged for thi s course too 
high so the university might have to lower the price of the audit fee. "'"'l
But perhaps weill ....UNCLEAR ... through the reorganization avoiding I 
duplication between the divisions. This was the type of idea we ex-
plored. We also explored the fact that there could be better coordi-
nation between SPEA and Arts and Sciences. Until now very 1 ittl e has 
been done. This is due to the fact that SPEA was formed in 1972, if 
I understand it correctly, and there was a committee at the time which 
was in charge of shaping the program. At first the intention was to 
create an inter-divisional program but what happened was that little 
by 1 i ttl e it devi ated from its od gi na1 scope. There were a few joi nt 
appointments. There was one or two at the beginning but none later on 
and finally a new program in cooperation. Now I understand that there """l 

is progress along that line - that there will soon be a degree in ! 

... UNCLEAR ...with a certificate in urban affairs which .... UNCLEAR ... 
creates a concentration here and the six credits in other divisions. ""'1
This is the type of cooperation we need more at IUSB. Because many ! 

times it will not involve cutting back programs, it will just mean a· 
consolidation .... UNCLEAR ....better quality and better resources so that ,.,we may diversify and grow. Now we studied after that not only the 
notion that there are many other aspects we didn I t explore but we studied I 

the notion of cooperation within the division - interdepartmental co-
operation. And, of course, since most of us were from Arts and Sciences 
we did study what could be done in Arts and Sciences. But it would 
apply to Business and Economics or Education or Music just as much. 
First of all we decided that there were a few practical measures which 
could be taken to improve the situation. For instance, cross-listing

• process between the departments. This is being done already. Professor 
Demaree is teaching a course of the history of music. It is listed 
under the offerings of the History Department. I understand that Pro-
fessor Lamon is offering a course on the history of economics in the 
United States and it is offered in your division under your number. 
More and more we should do that and we should not only cross-list but 
we shaul d encourage the students to take c1 asses in the rel ated fie1 ds. 
Why? Not for financial reasons in that case but for academic enrichment. 
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This would be one way to strengthen. I always felt that if students 
come to me with a good sturdy knowledge of Western Civilization and 
especially French History they would be better off. And if they had 
taken a good course of philosophy they would be better off. It·will 
facilitate mY work and it will increase their understanding. And I 
will be able to spend more time on what is my field - literature,
and appreciation of literature. So I think there should be more inter-
departmental cooperation. And I would like to suggest one of my little 
pet ideas is a restructuring of foreign culture. My idea for this 
program would be always in the light of academic enrichment will be 
rather than havi ng a student take three courses in· :the same department
encourage the student to choose one area of interest whether it will 
be Renaissance, Greece, or one culture and have that student read, for 
instance, for ancient Greece a few Greek plays in the English Department
and then the two other classes will be taken either in philosophy or 
history or fine arts. And when that student will have fulfilled the 
foreign culture requirement they will have a very interesting, compli-
mentary knowledge of that period of Greek culture that shows ... UNCLEAR .. 
This will apply to any topic they choose. Medieval, would be the same 
thing, fine arts, literature - ... UNCLEAR ...our department could enter 
the literature - the Spanish, French, German, Medieval literature,
Renaissance. We could also enter .. UNCLEAR .. the literature in our de-
partment but they could take Fine Arts, Philosophy, etc. So I think 
this is really an idea - an administrator with a pencil could very well 
put down on paper and see it wouldn't affect the security of anyone.
It will transcend that and it will make the program much better I am 
sure. This is the type of program I would like as I don't have anything
to gain from it personally but I think if I were a student I would love 
that program and I think there is more to be: done along that line within 
the division. I read an articl e, because it was suggested to me by
Judy Redwine. This article was by Mary Jane Miskel. If you read the 
paper, the report, I hope you will see listed in a footnote. In this 
short article, 3 or 4 pages, which is available at the library on mi-
crofiche, Mary Jane Miskel explores the possibility rather than re-
trenchment - the idea of retrenchment she does not like and no one does 
- she suggests an academic growth but an academic growth can not take 
into account all the changes which took place in the last 10 years in 
academic life and these changes that were read in the beginning of the 
paper she does not but she emphasized contractual agreements between 
universiti~~, organizations, local agencies any type of organization,
industries, everything. She feels that the university will gain an in-
crease in tuition income first, additional funds and at the same time,
of course, a greater enrollment automatically. This will consist in 
teaching on the premise of that organization or agency or whatever 
during working hours and the benefit will be for the university as 
well as for the organization because it will increase the motivation, 
the knowledge of the employees and therefore they will subscribe to 
such a program so everyone is to gain and there is no reason to lessen 
the quality. As an example, which I don't give in my report, is Miles 
in Elkhart. Miles is interested in giving a language instruction to 
their employees. Because Miles became - and they are German executed 
and there is a growing tendency in the American market today to exchange
foreign trade so they want their employees to know German as well as 
other languages, mostly Spanish, possibly French so they are going to 
pay IUSB - if you meet the price - they don't like the price you have 
suggested - you will have to lower a little bit the price or bargain 
with them. But they have suggested to pay you perhaps a little bit 
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POINSATTE: less than what was initially initiated and you will have 80 students 
on the premise we will .... UNCLEAR ....will be in your class learning 
a foreign language. This will increase the motivation of the students. 
They are paid in order to learn so they will do well. You are going
to have their market so I think it should be explored, acknowledged, 
and you shoul d meet with them, encourage them. That is a possibil ity
and that is the type of example Mary Jane Miskel needs to be done through-
out the nation. Many universities, I gave you a few examples in my paper~
You have the American Telegraph and Telephone working with Pace .. UNCLEAR .. 
UNIVERSITY. You have another university working with an IRS official. """ 
You have also the police and the fire department working with the uni-
versity. We h~ve an associate degree in the administration of justice
and all kinds of degrees and ideas but which in turn, of course,also
a general education and possibly a good general education. in the program 
we have conceived. So I think the university will gain much - you will 
gain much from reading this 3 page article on microfiche and I think 
the university has already explored this notion, has already sensed 
a need for that at IUSB. There are in every division those alrp.arlv
working with outside whether it is a Division of Education, Business 
and Economics or SPEA or Arts and Sciences. We have also one program -
the Adult Learning Services which is a kind of brokering service which 
deals with that notion precisely of working with local agencies and 
work - with adults on the outside and giving them the type of informa-
tion they need in order to receive a good education. So I think that,
of course, Dr. Hengesbach cannot be loyal exclusively to us. He has to 
take first of all the needs of the student but he's bound to bring us 
more students and he's bound to gabetter through these local agencies """ !and it is bound to provide better relations with the university and to 
all of us eventually. So I think we have to explore without placing 
the quality of our program 1ryirgto offer shortcuts. I think there 

Iis in all these considerations real profit - from both a financial point ""'l 

of view and an academic point of view. Finally. I wanted to acknowledge
also the fact that SPEA works already with local agencies and I under- ...,stand that some !USB students work for these agencies and get ...UNCLEAR ... 
return. Also there is a kind of an exchange which fosters job exper- I 
ience. You have some officials of government teaching at the univer-
sity and some teachers involved in city jobs. So it creates a multi-
plicity of jobs and also puts the university in touch with the outside. 
Finally, the last notion of cooperation is the inter-institutional 
cooperation and this one already exists. It just has to be implemented. .,It was formed if I am accurate and Dr. Barnard came to our committee and 
tal ked to us about - it was formed in 1974 and 75 and has been estab1 ished 
on very good sound rules which are available in the First and Second 
annual reports. It has been implemented to some extent in Education; 
it has been implemented to a greater extent in Music and I understand lfrom what Dr. Barnard told us that the exchange between Bethel and IUSB 
is very good in music with a steady flow of students coming to us. 
There has been an increase or at least a slight increase in exchange
enrollments. I think more can be done ....UNCLEAR ... explore it as a 
necessity for the future. There will be more and more the need for 
...UNCLEAR ...cooperation between institutions because it is impossible
to cope with all the expenses of the future and it is ridiculous that we 
shoul d offer a cl ass wi th 3 students at IUSB and 3 students at Notre Dame 
and 3 students at St. Mary's. There must be a way to get these 9 students 
together. And they should get together. We could offer two classes i 
which it would mean minimize our program, diversify our program, enrich 
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POINSATTE: 

TULL: 

POINSATTE: 

WALTZ: 

DUNCAN: 

WAL TZ: 

our program, enrich our offerings to our students, and teach a regular 
load since teaching an overload does not pay. So I feel we have much 
to gain from this type of cooperation with other institutions. 

I hate to interrupt but I think we had better have the rest of the time 
for an open discussion. 

I think the trouble with the last point made - I think it is the sched-
uling. We are on a two day class a week for an hour and fifteen minutes. 
That's at least the kind of feedback 11m hearing. The students from 
Bethel and St. Mary's are on a different type of a class schedule· and 
it doesn't work out. . 

These are trivial details. I feel, for instance, that we have chosen 
in a rather arbitrarily way the spring break. We have changed, in fact,
the spring break. And I don't see why we couldn't choose the same calendar 
if we have something to gain from it. There should be talk and nego-
tiation. We could all more or les~ adopt the same calendar. And the 
same schedule. And they would benefit from it as much as we do. I 
don't think it is a one-sided affair. I think they are going to face 
themselves declining enrollments. They are going to have an even harder 
time than we have. They will have to make greater compromise than we 
do because they will have to lower their admission requirements; so 
now they don't want to associate with us because we offer less prestige
which is in my eyes a ridiculous notion. I feel we all work toward the 
same goal, giving a B.A. in Education, masters in Education to students. 
But the fact, you know, we could arrange a schedule between the insti-
tutions. These are little details. . 

A couple of observations. One, the comments about a minor being incor-
porated onto a transcript here. Recently, through the IU-MIS on-line 
... UNCLEAR ...degree processing system eventually but soon there will be 
a new transcript format for IU graduates, IU students and through the 
on-line service it will be easy to incorporate onto the transcript or 
into the transcript the notation of an academic minor. I think that 
would encourage most divisions and departments to look at that. Here-
tofore, it was virtually impossible. 

I would like to ask Cathy Duncan to respond to that. We went around 
some time a~o putting an appendage onto the transcript. 

I think that was something a little different than the minor that they 
are speaking of. 

The other comment I would like to address to Loren. We mailed out to 
some 8400 soon-to-be graduates of area high schools giving them some 
information about !USB. We enclosed this return card in which they could 
request additional information about !USB programs or whatever. \~e 
ask them on there what program are you interest~d and many many of them 
came back with computer science, computer technology. Did your group
take a look at this at all? 

Not considerably but also consider the fact that Notre Dame washed out 
their program two or three years ago in computer science. It takes a 
tremendous investment in equipment which we don't have. It's one of 
those things we don't have and so we tried to go for feasible projects 
that could be committed in a short range. Now we did consider that but 
we didn't put it on here for discussion because it was too long range. 
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-
11m not sure exactly what kind of hardware, software purchase it would 
require here. We do have main line access with Bloomington most of the 
time. -

We can't even service our own people here you,see,let alone with what 
welve got now. Not even Business. Business is laying around on the 
flo·or down there now trying to get access to those so it didn't seem -
feasible that the funds that are available and so to even suggest it 
at this time. 

lid like to make a couple observations also based upon our several years 
of experience in .•. UNCLEAR •.. institution cooperation. One is vol untary
cooperation takes place as ...UNCLEAR ... certainly when there is mutual 
benefit. It occurs to me that you don't have mutual benefit if you take -
away from one division and give it to another without a trade or at 
least without some .... UNCLEAR .•• that the division is losing something from 
somewhere. Voluntary cooperation is least likely between institutions 
who are both experiencing declining enrollments because when you have 
consol idation of p.rograms under those circumstances the students may
gain what the faculty will lose because there will be lower enrollments 
in the courses and there are not so I would like to suggest that there 
be a careful analysis before we place too much hope in inter-institu-
tional cooperation between institutions who are experiencing declines 
in the same areas. Cooperation works best between strong institutions. 

Yes, but if their declining enrollments-does the institution engaged
in the consortium .....UNCLEAR .... to consider faculty expansion. If ""'I
they do not consider faculty expansion then the need for cooperation i
becomes even more vital. 

In the abstract you are right. 

I have two questions. In relationship to Continuing Education we had 
some reference to that. Did your sub ...committee consider the possibility
that one of our faculty members might have a part of his/her normal load 
in Continuing Education rather than ••. 

""'INo, we didn't consider that. That's a point except that I know that iI wouldn't react to it. I wouldn't be interested. 

Indirectly we did. 1
Teaching the regular load in Continuing Education? 

Indirectly we did with the idea that there needs to be a way to give 
credit in a teaching load or in even between divisions. This is one 
of the things that was pointed out. Remember, for instance, with . 
teaching in another division which in a way would be hurting their own "'"'Idivision. Students may be enroll inq in that class in that division and 
not be enrolling in a class in their own division and then when it comes 
to dividing up the money pot the divisions argue that while we are 
servicing this many students - this is sort of an academic or accounting "'"I 

Isystem that has to be worked out or even working across departmental 
,I 

1 ines when you look at enrollment within departments a faculty member 
teaches in another department their own department then may not show 'ias many students in - and this is somehow an administrative .•.UNCLEAR ... 
needs some kind of accounting system that would take into consideration 
this type of cooperation so that both divisions or whoever would not 
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lose out in the process and I think would be a gain for the university. 

POINSATTE: But for Continuing Education do we see the movement not to have regular 
program than for us to teach in the non-credit program. 

We have cross-listed for many years some selected - with the permission 
of the instructor offered selected courses through the Continuing Ed-
ucation program and it was actually a benefit in that those courses were 
promoted through the Continuing Education newsletter. They received 
very low enrollment. It already exists. There is already that pos-
sibility of offering the audit at a lower fee through this cross-listing
procedure. But it has proved more expensive for Continuing Education 
to do that than it is worth the time to set up the system for the ones 
with perhaps 5 or 6 students a semester who come into courses in that way.
One of the things we were looking at last year and I gathered some in-
formation on was a program that's run very successfully at the University 
of Southern Illinois which is called an Adult listener's Permit. It 
was designed really for people who wouldn't normally take courses at 
a university - elderly people or high school students who wanted to audit 
general courses and they could purchase for a very low fee of $10 a card 
which was their listener's permit. They could sit in with the permission 
of the instructor on any courses in the university they wished -
they got nothing for it except the privilege and they had to wait until 
enrollments were stabilized and they couldn't go into certain courses 
that were dangerous like laboratory courses. They couldn't sit in on 
those but they could go to regular lecture courses for much less danger.
And what they did get for that was the ability to use the library which 
they already had but they didn't know it. That would pertain to our 
students if we would take in a group in this way. They thought it would 
attract faculty wives and older people. In fact what really happened 
was it attracted several hundred people a semester there who came from 
the community - not only the university community - but the surrounding 
towns and sat in on courses enthusiastically. Whether or not this had 
an impact on their enrollment in regular credit courses is too soon 
to say. The program paid for itself because there were so many students 
who came into it that the volume took care of it. 

TUll: Sandy, do you want to make the last comment. We are out of time so 
you have the last minute. 

WINICUR: As to the comment about coming into the dangerous labs ... UNClEAR ... 
I want some clarification on an issue. We seem to be using the term 
Continuing Education and credit-free programs synonymously. Jim Ryan 
gave me a 15 minute lecture once on the fact that was not the case and 
that is not how the Continuing Education is defined on this campus and 
I would like a clarification. He says, for example, that the night 
program is Continuing Education, that's not credit free. Extended 
Studies is Continuing Education, etc. I guess I'll ask the Dean. 
What is Continuing Education? 

DEAN HARRIMAN: Whatever Ryan says, it is. 

BREAK 
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DEAN HARRIMAN: Faculty Development - Our moderator, Wayne Bartholomew. 

BARTHOLOMEW: Thank you. I was giving John a bad time about leaving and then I show 
up late. I can see this getting off to a great start. I want to make two 
very brief statements. One I would sincerely like to express my appreciation
to the people who have made up these sub-committees of this group. They
worked very hard and I think you will agree with me when you hear them 
that they've done a good job. Especially I would like to thank the -,

IChairpersons of the sub-committees - John Sevier, John Swanda, and Karen 
Rasmussen. I~e'll use the same format - the only significant c~ange that we'll 
use over the earlier session is that I understand there will be cocktails 
instead of fruit after this is over. We will proceed in the order of the 
topic of service first - faculty development with respect to service 
first - faculty development with respect to service. After that - we will 
take a half an hour for each one of these topics most of it being de-
voted to questions with a brief introduction to it. After that will 
come the research topic and we'll follow it up at the end with the teaching 
topic. " ,

SWANDA: Thank you, Wayne. I think most of you received the sub-committee's report 
of faculty development with respect to service in the mail . If you haven't,
maybe we can share the reports that are available in the audience. I would 
like to acknowledge the input of this report from the members of this sub-
committee including Douglas Duff, Ellen Maher, Helen Lewis, John Peck,
Bill Starkweather, Harold Zisla. We were charged to look at the involvement 
of faculty development with respect to service and we had numerous problems
in trying to identify or define what service really is and then try to pin 1 
it down with its involvement to faculty development became quite difficult 
so what we did come up with is not a final answer or any definitive conclusion 
but it certainly is probably a start, we hope, to look at faculty develop-
ment and how it can be carried out with respect to service. We thought we 
might first of all answer four questions. The first question being - who 
really benefits in terms of service on this campus? And then once we could 
identify those who benefit from service what needs are really filled or 
served on this campus with respect to service. And thirdly, do rewards 
play any role? We felt they did in terms of fostering faculty service 
particularly that which can be developmental. And finally looking at 1these first 3 questions, what mechanisms or ways can service be encouraged
in terms of what kinds of mechanisms can be used and developed to foster 
more service on this campus? On looking at the first question in terms -,
of who benefits. Certainly the individual faculty persons benefits. The I 
university as a whole benefits; specifically this campus. The broader I 

external community benefits. The individual academic disciplines on this 
campus will benefit. Professional groups that are related to the various ,
academic disciplines that may exist outside of this campus benefit. Ob-
viously students should benefit from service and hopefullyfaculty colleagues 
can benefit from service. To answer the question IIwhat needs are filled as 
a result of faculty service?1I If we look at the individual person, cer- l 
tainly there are many benefits that relate to scholarship development, 
social affil iation, or simply being exposed to diverse points of view can 
accrue to the individual faculty member, or simply serving might be in- 'i 
trinsically satisfying to the individual. When we look at the institution 
certain needs are filled in the sense that we would have very little academic 
programming in terms of development or even maintenance if most faculty 'i 

Iserved or participated in this way. If we give any credence to joint
decision-making and its value in an institution like this certainly would 
require faculty service. In order to gain support for joint decision-
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r SWANDA: making you would have to involve faculty or encourage them to serve in 
this way. Or in terms of reassessing or reevaluating programs on this 
campus or the university system as a whole, service from faculty is quite
important and quite necessary. I won't go into every aspect of the way
faculty service can fulfill a need in terms of these other entities such 
as the external community but I think it becomes obvious that the univer-
sity's role in terms of leading the comm~nity in terms of social norms and 
values are quite important. This often is accomodated through faculty 
service. The academic disciplines in terms of their own programs and needs 
certainly have to rest upon the service of faculty members within those 
disciplines. And also the central role of teaching is accomodated through
faculty member's willingness to counsel, to help, direct, both in terms 
of academic counseling as well as career couseling in their pa~ticular
discipl ine. These are some ways we feel the facul ty does ful f'ill a needr on this campus or any campus. What about the benefits or what about the 

i rewards? Our committee felt that there was a close connection between 
people's willingness to serve and the kind of benefits or rewards that are 
available. I suppose if we look at those benefits that are quite evident r and possible within our particular setting are salary increases, the 
granting of tenure, the granting of promotion, possibly one time stipends,
certain forms of recognition or even personal satisfaction could be normalr types of rewards. I guess we could also ask ourselves what about these I 

rewards with regard to individual persons? In other words it appears
certain kinds of rewards have different meanings for individuals of dif-
ferent points in their career and their own individual development. For 
example, the younger faculty person who is new in his or her pqrticular 
career would probably be more motivated by financial rewards rather than 
say self-satisfaction - personal satisfaction that is only an assumption
but or maybe a person that is pretty far along in their faculty career 
would be more motivated by the self-satisfaction of rewards. We look at 
rewards from the point of view of tenure, promotion, going back to the 
1977-78 academic senate tenure and promotion committee reports. Six out 
of the 9 people who were recommended for tenure were given excellent rat-
ings in service. Not all of those recommendations were based exclusively 
on service but some of them were. We look at the two professors whor were recommended - they both were recommended on the basis of service. 

l This is not to say this is the way the faculty intends the tenure and 
promotion committee's decision felt about service. This is not to sayr is the same as far as the administration is concerned. In fact there is 

L ' some feeling in general that the administration views service differently
specifically with regard to promotion to full professor. These are some 
of the rewards that are possibly available and how they might be viewed in 
terms of their dissemination in terms of rewarding service. As far asr specific recommendations, I will try and point these out very clearly in 
terms of what our report says it because some of them are quite general 

1'" and maybe we need to listen very carefully. And some of them are quite 
I specific. The first thing our committee recommends is a campus-wideL 

statement that gives detailed definitions of service and would suggest
certain examples. The second thing that we recommended was there be a 
commitment to service by campus administration and faculty so that it isr clear that service does count or that certain types of service does count 
and certain types of service does not count. We thought this would tend 
to induce faculty to take certain steps in terms of their own developmentr as it involves service. We recommend that the periodical publication of 
lists of academic senate committees along with their charges and agenda 
or activities would carryover from one year to another be published so 
people can make some kind of judgment as to what type or to which academic 
senate committee they would want to serve on and give it clear consider-
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SWANDA: 
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ation. We sugg:est that there bea,clear recognition and reward such as 
reduced teachil1g, salary increments, promotion, etc. for major campus ,
and university":wide'ass;gnments. And that there be use of faculty talent l 
to help improve the operations of IUSB. And in cases where there are 
decreasing enrollments and where faculty positions are in jeopardy there 
might be some attention given to new career developments, new career 1 
paths with the mutual understanding of both the faculty and administration 
involved. We suggest the publication of faculty member's areas of in-
terest something similar to the Division of Business and Economics Fac-
ul ty Profil e which, is a kind of biography that does gi ve credence and 
recognition and publicity to the faculty member's interest and capabili-
ties in areas in which they can serve. We recommend that thet'e be a 
more intense publicizing of the speaker's bureau and encourage partici- lpation in various civic and governmental affairs. We also encourage the 
active participation in state and national associations such cs serving 
as officers or committee chairmen, underwrite travel expense, promotion
and tenure credit also be given for these sorts of things. These re- l 
present a series of things that we recommend to encourage the enhancement 
and development of faculty service that would have meaning and benefit 
to the university - this campus in particular. I didn't include every- l
thing in our report. I think it speaks for itself. Obviously, there are 
a number of items that are somewhat controversial or there might be divided ,opinion and, of course, that was part of our mission in making this re-
port available. Questions? 

On page 4 you mention considering options of developing new career paths 1 
for faculty in some areas - what sorts of things did the committee have in 'mind, ! 

John? How can the institution best support that? ! 

Two things come to mind. One thing would be joint appointments between 
different divisions or among different departments. Another might be l 
career paths that go more into the service or administrative type of car-
eer option rather than a teaching type of career option. ,
If I could follow up on that, John. Did the committee consider the pos-
sibility that in this present set of circumstances we're faced with re-
stricting searches for administrative posts to our internal staff :pr ',to
our existing staff in the sense of - if an administrative post w~.re to come l 
open and we were pressed to maintain a full faculty that this might be an 
avenue to maintain a ......• lOnly indirectly. I think there is quite a bit of comment about what .c,~r
tainly seems inefficient or unnecessary to go off-campus when we doh'a;ye ,maybe very useful skills and talents available among our faculty, but who 
we can't employ, you know, in a very full manner given some of the con- I 
strictions we have or could have. But no such specific ideas or plans on 
how to set up such a mechanism. lBut was that an appealing idea or was it just discussed? 

Yes, I think it was. If I can just generalize from the committee's reac- l 
tion. I thought it was somewhat appealing. I think one of the overriding 
points was - the people I talked to - was that it be a mutual decision 
that this is ... that all options would be explored if the person was certainly l 
on an academic track to pursue that particular end first. 
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When you said some things should be considered as service and some not, 
were there any examples of that or .... 

More or less in terms of clarifying what service is and certain kinds 
of service contributions have greater importance than others. In other 
words simply being a member of a committee shouldn't carry the same kind 
of weight as being a chairman of a committee or having - some committees 
have more relevance than others. But also there was, at least in my
thinking, some point of view that some kinds of things that are deemed or 
perceived as service on the part of the faculty either because of some 
kind of naivity or something else is really not service at all. In other 
words it doesn't involve their skills or expertise or doesn't have any
attachment or usefulness to the university. Like being coach of Little 
League or this kind of thing. Something that is totally out of the 
realm of the university in terms of having some useful impact for the 
university or the faculty member. 

When Dr. Gros-Lewis was here he talked about service and he had actually
had as part of a teaching load - faculty turning in such things as working
several days a week in a facility for the retarded. Didyou consider anything 

We didn't go into specific definitions of service as to how it would be or 
would not be related for specific people but I think there was the under-
lying feeling that it should have some connection to the person's respon-
sibility and position in the university . 

.... . UNCLEAR •.... release time for service ...... . 

We did do that. Our report suggests that .... 

John, I think we did, in some sens~ address the question and include an 
idea about service which is not superficially directly related. Some of the 
things that were made available to us for suggestions for reading 
seemed to be pointing in a direction and encouraging the institution and the 
individual faculty within the institution to expand their service into 
the community and to make it a multi-dimensional kind of service where 
their personal service such as little league coaching or something like 
that becomes an integral part of their teaching not only as an exemplary
function of facul ty but also the input that they can have in relationship
to students and bringing students into community services as well so 
teaching service as part of the service that we do is an important function. 

I think the committee along that same line was quite prone to feel that 
service was a good or useful way to integrate your other two responsibili-
ties - your research and your teaching was a good way to test concepts, for 
example, in the real world. There were examples pointed out where a 
faculty member was able to integrate all three areas - teaching, service,
and research into one unified activity, that would -extend into the community. 

I was just going to emphasize the need somehow - maybe it is naive even to 
think that it could be done but to identify service somehow but this first 
recommendation that a statement be drawn up - that that responsibility be 
given to someone, committee or some group to address that problem over a 
period of time and bring it back to the Academic Senate. We had a lot of 
examples within the committee of confusion over what service was and one 
example I can remember was from my own experience on promotion and tenure 
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PECK: committee that there was no agreement among the members of the committee 
as to whether someone who had been hired to consult or a project that would 
require research capabilities in the field of expertise and actually a part
of something out of that would be really publication or service - espec-
ially if it were paid and I still feel uncomfortable about that - I don't 
know exactly what service is. I think they understand committee service ,
but there are lots of areas that are not clearly understood. It seems 
to me that the university would gain by giving some group of faculty mem-
bers that responsibility to try to come up with what we've done in the 
past - a mission statement. In this case come up with a statement as to 
what service really is. 

SWANDA: A turnover of people in bodies that would make recommendations causes a lot 
of different ... 

PECK: There is not consistency from one year to the next in defining these terms. 1 
DEAN HARRIMAN: In that same vein another thing that would be very helpful, at least to me,

and maybe it is only my personal problem, is the evaluation of service. ,Frequently service is just listed and there is no comment offered by anyone 
Iwhether the person is - did anything, or did a great deal. FOT example, i 

would the chair of a committee feel it appropriate to evaluate the com-
mittee members - things of this sort. We do qo into some fairly elaborate 
evaluations with regard to scholarship and teaching but service is the topic 
on which very little is presented frequently and maybe there is no way of 
coming at it but if there is some means of evaluating service, I think 
it would be beneficial to all faculty and something that would be very 1
helpful to me in terms of my role. Was there any consideration of how 
service might be evaluated, John? 

PECK: I don't remember getting into that problem necessarily. 1 
DEAN HARRIMAN: Anyone have any suggestions? 

MULLINS: .... UNCLEAR ... that Jerry said. When I did our evaluations for our librar-
ians, I called the chairman of the committees that our librarians were 
sitting on to find whatever participation - or whether they are contribu~ 
ting to the committee. This is the standard procedure down in Bloomington
for review of committee service. To call the chairmen to find out what kind 
of service they are contributing. How active the committee has been is 
another thing to see how much work has been demanded of a person ... 

SWANDA: One of the things we did mention did we not was to have some kind of re-
port by the committee chairman - how much that will serve but it will give 
an indication if the chairman was willing to evaluate people in terms of 
their various levels of participation. 

WINICUR: What the problem I notice on P.T. &R you looked at a body of information 
or whatever and people are worried about whether to put this in the ser-
vice category or the research category. If the research category does that 
leave the service category empty. The more rules you set up the more cate-
gories you have, the more boxes to fill, the more you are making of com-
puterized decisions and losing the essence of the person. I am very con-
cerned about this attempt to define service because we may come up - I 
hope - for service to be at all creative we are going to keep coming up
with things that are completely outside the definition. And what do you do 
then? Make neW boxes, go back to committee? That's one of the reasonS 
I always assume where a 7 person P.T. &R. Committee is that by the time 
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you are through you get a fairly good idea from a number of people of 
whether they think that this person has done a decent job. Now I agree that 
the committee have a hard time sometimes in evaluating service but if it 
was that easy we wouldn't need a committee. 

I feel it probably wouldn't be hard for some responsible for someone like 
the chairman of a department to approach chairmen of committees on which 
people have served. I think chairmen of committees might feel it a little 
bit more difficult to initiate the evaluation themselves unsolicited trying 
to decide who to write good letters for and who to write no letters at all 
for and who to wr e rude ones about. As you were saying, Jerry, do they
make any contributions to the proceedings of the group. I think it would 
be a reasonable thing to do to expect committee chairmen to respond. 

I hope it would not cut down on the service of chairmen. 

I would like to have at least consideration given to this possibility.
I don't know if it might have disadvantages that outweigh the advantages 
or not. But if you could have perhaps a little standardized form for 
evaluation of committee service - not like the standardized form you have 
for evaluation of administrators or whatever where you can check off a few 
boxes and have a place to write something in if you want. If these could 
be made available optionally to the chairpeople not that they would have 
to fill these in for everybody but certainly if somebody did a particular
good job on a committee this will maybe encourage this to be sent in if 
this is part of an annual process that these were sent out to the chair-
people of each committee with a statement if you have anybody who is doing
good service please send this in because it will go into their service 
record. You at least have something there in the file other than just a 
list and I think most chairpeople,who I think are usually pretty grateful
for the handful of people that really do good work,would be inclined to 
send this sort of thing in. Whereas, now it ;s sort of intimidating 
almost. I don't know if that is the right word, but you certainly don't 
get much. 11m sure anyone would testify to this in the way of formal 
letters coming in. I know live tried myself occasionally when I have been 
especially impressed by a contribution someone has made to send a letter 
in but I don't do it nearly as much as I think I would if there was a 
regular process set up to try and further that. 

We will pass out an outline at least of what we will be talking about in 
our half hour. The function of our presentation and our work in the sub-
committee on research has not been so much to answer questions as to try
and raise some and in the process hopefully to provoke some discussion both 
here and some time later. The assumption and probably a function of the 
self selection of a sub-committee on research - our assumption has been 
that there is widespread agreement on campus that we should support and 
foster faculty research and scholarship at IUSB. As somebody noted as 
late as this morning that that assumption is not necessarily correct. 
And in fact it may need to be justified. Our own sense of commitment is 
that that is what makes this institution the institution it is. That if 
we did not have that sort of commitment we would be a different sort of 
institution an institution like IVY TECH perhaps or something of the sort. 
Furthermore, that the commitment to research and scholarship is necessary
to maintain a healthy intellectual climate here. A climate that has im-
plications and values for the curricula, for the performance of our com-
munity roles as an institution and individually and for our own individual 
intellectual vitality. Besides our reputation is in some large measure 
based on the kind of research and scholarship we do and our ability to 
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SEVIER: track people depends on our commitment to. Tha~ at least for the moment, 
may serve to suggest why we take for granted the fact that there is a 
commitment to research and scholarship on this campus. If there is that 
kind of commitment the question still remains as to what - how high a 
priority is that commitment. And the question of priorities is one I 'i
think we have to face and it is the appropriate function of this sub-
committee to try and address it. At least bring it to people's attention. 
In a time of declining budgets the commitment that we as a campus have 
to research and development is indeed called into question and it is 
called into question particularly vis-a-vis instructional program. So 
that we seem upon occasion when budgets have to be cut to face a choice 
between whether we put our monies in summer session salaries or summer 
faculty fellowships. in adjunct faculty stipends or reimbursement for 
professional meeting expenses. Obviously, both instruction and research 
are commitments of the institution and are vital to its healt~ and the 
question becomes which one is more important or how much more 'important 
one is than another. And somehow we have to set some fairly precise and 
fairly concrete priorities which not only tell us which things are im-
portant, rank them for us, presumably at least give us a sense of ranking
of those kinds of things but also protect those of our priorities which are 
most likely to be threatened by budget cuts. Here I think the faculty re-
search monies seemed to have been most vulnerable. It's only recently 
that we recovered any monies at all for faculty fellowships this coming 
summer. Those were monies that were easy to cut because they were un-
committed at a time when a budget crunch came earlier this year. At any
rate the problem of setting priorities is not an easy one it is not easy 
to talk about priorities in the abstract; it is not easy to talk about 
priorities between research and scholarship when there is no broad sense 
of institutional priorities in general - no clear sense - in fact one 
of the purposes of these meetings is to provide some clear sense of what 
the future of the institution is. What we felt we could do in this report
and in this presentation is to begin to talk about some specific ways in 
which we might act and hopefully in the discussion of specific proposals
and recommendations or at least proposals that we might be able to get at 
some of the larger issues that are involved in setting priorities in 
respect to research in particular. Before I talk about those specific 
proposals, which I would like to discuss at least briefly, I'd like to 
mention two things - 2 sets of issues that ought to be raised in advance. 
One is the form~ of support that we potentially have to provide fostering 
facilitation for faculty research and scholarship. There are a variety of 
these and in fact ultimately we can measure in budgetary terms how much of 
our resources we are presently committing to faculty research and develop-
ment. The three basic forms that we decided to use as a rubric to talk 
about these - direct subsidy support for intellectual discourse and SUDDort 
for the gaining of external funding. By direct subsidy we mean things like 
funds that are expended for sabbaticals, the summer faculty fellowships, -,.
grant-in-aid, curriculum development monies, monies for equipment that are 
in part used for research purposes, partly, of course, for teaching purposes. 
The support given in terms of facilities and in other forms for artistic 
performances - these kinds of monies are directly committed to research 
or at least parts of them are directly committed to research in the case 
of equipment, for example, equipment may be used for teachin~ purposes
but a laboratory for a biologist may well be a locus of research as well. 
The second form of support lies in supporting intellectual discourse. 
On the one hand off-campus facilitating conversations and dialogue within 
the profession and that support takes the form of subsidizing participati~g
in professional meetings of various kinds and also the provisions of sup- """l 

port services that allow people to do professional work, produce papers, 
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r SEVIER: to have conversations by telephone with colleagues across the country 
or across the world. On the other hand intellectual discourses can be 

\l1li supported internally and is supported internally. Here you have support, 
such as the Dean's Seminar Series, departmental colloquia, the bringing I 

in of speakers, visitors from the outside, honors program, the promotion 
of IUSB sponsored public gatherings, and the provision of time and space\l1li 

I and occasion for faculty gatherings and conviviality. This kind of sup~
port for intellectual discourse particularly on campus is often direct;
perhaps is more intangible and less easily quantified in budgetary terms. 

Ii"l Finally, we talk about the obtaining of external funds and if we are going 

.. I to obtain external funds for research, one of the lessons that we've learned 
here and other institutions have learned around the country is it takes a 
considerable effort and a considerable investment to gain external funds 

i in what are increasingly competitive and highly competitive situations. 

r 
L We have resources to support this already on campus in the Dean of Facul-

ties office and in the divisional office of Arts and Sciences and in 
other places. There is also the promise of support through general fund 
raising programs presumably utilizing staff in the Chancellor's office,
the Alumnae Office and the Division of Continuing Education. Again, it is 
more difficult to measure this kind of support at least as it is currentlyr used. The second issue that I wanted to raise before getting to the spe-
cific proposals is that of what kind of work we want to support. However,
and however much we decide to support research and scholarship,we still 
have to talk about what kinds of work are appropriate and most importantr-

J and most appropriate to support. There are a number of issues here and no 
clear answers. We typically talk about faculty research in terms of var-
ious polarities - publication versus professional activity. Professionalr research versus instructional efforts, publication in leading journals 

L versus work with some kind of immediate local relevance, esoteric research 
versus popular science or scholarship, etc. One can make legitimate ar-

r' guments for both ends of all the polarities and several others and it is 
L likely that where we want to end up is with some mix of these kinds of ac-

tivities and then determinations of that mix are always going to be 
fluid and approximate and will entail judgments about support for particu-r'

I lar pieces of work based on their particular merits and only loosely guided 
l by general criteria. The same kinds of issues might be raised about sup-

port for research in different disciplines. Some disciplines require the 
support for research and some disciplines are very expensive and otherr disciplines it is not nearly so expensive and we have to make some decisions 
given scarce resources about which of these we want to support and which 
are more impoy'tant than others. Again, we have to make decisions on ther basis of particular pieces of work and particular merits and only loosely 
guided by general criteria. One of the criterion that ought to guide de-
cisions like this about kinds of work that we do has to do with the quality r

I 
of the intellectual climate measured not only by the quality and quantity

L of work produced but also by the extent to which that work draws the ap-
preciative attention of colleagues and all of us in the institution. How 

fIII!l one measures intellectual climate beyond that, how one is precise about l judging whether or not a particular piece of research is going to contribute 
to that intellectual climate is a judgment that is very difficult to make 
in general and has to be turned back to particular circumstances and par-
ticular cases. Another general issue that needs to be at least highlightedr here is the fact that we have very little precise and systematic information 
about our institution and its immediate environment. I~e need this kind 
of information when we seek to set priorities and goals for research andr other activities of the institution. One way of generating this kind of 
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SEVIER: information is through the commitment of resources to an institutional 
research effort and there was some discussion in the committee about 
institutional research and its appropriateness in ways that it might be 
fostered. The final point I want to make in this rubric is to reemphasize 
a point that was made in service and indeed there is some considerable 
overlap between service and research and not clear definitions between 

I"""I 
Ithem. There seems to be a need and desirability to support work that serves 

to retool faculty members so that they can perform new and different func-
tions. Presumably, at least what we had in mind, was teaching in different """l 

Iareas. I wasn1t sure when John Swanda talked about that earlier he didn1t 
mean training people to sell shoes or something of the sort. There are 
systems - the California system in particular right now is engaged in 
retrenchment of a sort that is forcing faculty members out of underenrolled 
departments into other departments to do their teaching. There is a great 
deal of strain and struggle over that. Clearly the provision for people 
who are interested in gaining new skills and being able to operate in new 
areas within the institution is activity that is worthy of our consideration 1 
and support. Let me shift without transition to the specific proposals that 

I 

I will lay quickly before you and then be quiet. The first of these in-
vol ves the idea of making some kind of mi nimumbudgetary commitment to 
the support of research. Commitment of resources perhaps both propor-
tionately and in absolute dollar terms which we would say and say publicly 
and use politically downstate that without this minimum kind of support for 
research IUSB takes on a different character. That this is an absolute I 
limit beyond which we can not retrench and if monies are cut back further 
we have to cut academic programs or in other areas and cannot reduce the 
amount of commitment for research. As I say, that is a proposal - an idea lfor discussion rather than a recommendation. A second proposal is to re-
consider and perhaps give more centrality to the faculty research committee ,that now exists. There are a number of functions, a number of choices that 
can be made by that committee and perhaps should be made including the i 
allocation of things like adequate and appropriate travel funds individual 
faculty members who will most beneift in terms of research from such allo-
cations. But there are other resources that can be used for the support of Ifaculty research that can and ought to be allocated by faculty committees 
and perhaps this one or some central research committee may be an appro-
priate body. The third proposal is - I left one out of the outline inci-
dentally let me just add one here - is the initiation of fund raising
efforts for both grad and general funds in a systematic and reasonably large 
scale fashion. if we are going to maintain a substantial commitment to 
research it1s clear that we are going to need outside funding not only 
from agencies whose primary business is to provide research funds but also 
from the general public particularly the local public who may have specific
interests in research and general interest in supporting the quality of 
!USB as defined in these terms. The third proposal listed here is that of 
the creation of an office for research - an administrative counterpart 
to the faculty research committee that would administer much of the research 
effort as well as coordinating institutional research efforts and make an 
effort to pool together the kind of self scrutiny and gathering of data 
and information about the institution and its environment that seem to be 'i,necessary for smooth operations and good choices. The next proposal is 

Ithat of establishing a distinguished visiting professorship supported by
community monies generated through external fund raising and perhaps
through the use and commitment of existing speaker monies and other resources 
that might be available to bring people to campus on a regular basis who 
can serve as goads as stimuli to the existing faculty that can provide
help and encouragement and direction for people1s research efforts and 
generally raise the level of intellectual discourse on the campus through 
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SEVIER: their presence. And finally a suggestion was made and we put forward 
in the form of a proposal that some time be set aside weekly - set 
aside sacrosanctly and weekly for intellectual use - that time be slotted, 
space be made available for faculty colloquia, for seminars, for informal 
discussions and that the reserving of such time and space ought to in-
clude incentives and encouragement for people to use this in ways that 
are conducive of the improvement of intellectual discourse and for stim-
ulation of particular research activities. There are members of the 
sub-committee here who are listed on the handout so I didn't bother to 
introduce themmd give you their vitae. Perhaps they would like to say
something at the outset. 

DEAN HARRIMAN: I have one thing, John, and I hope I am not putting my foot in it here 
but I've been led to believe and I think it's true that in certain dis-
ciplines it is entirely possible for a person to be extY'emely successful 
in research .almost immediately upon completion of the doctorate and here 
I may be putting my foot in - Mathematics is a case in point that the best 
work is done early in a person's career in mathematics whereas as I un-
derstand it in certain other disciplines and I hope I am not out of 
bounds, say in English, where a person has to hone their writing skills 
1iterally and through a naturation process and their res:earch comes much 
later in their career. Is there any consideration that ought to be given
to the fact that some things occur early - other things ,late? 

SEVIER: One of things that need to be done if we are going to make judgments 

r 

r' 
i about supporting people's research is that these kinds of things be taken 

into account. The value as John Lewis has pointed out of somebody who 
appears to be doing nothing in particular for 25 years and then produces
a masterpiece. How do you judge that that is going to produce a master-
piece? It is obviously very difficult to make that judgment and there 
simply has to be a sensitivity to the fact that that is possible and on 
the other hand a sensitivity that we have to make judgments about the 
allocations of such resources. 

WINICIIR I guess this relates partly back to some of the things in service and 
also to research you mentioned just in passing and to say more about the 
'status of appl ied research and the extent to which appl ied research "ought
to be regarded as research rather than service, taking into account .••• r SEVIER: I agree w~th Sandy's comments about service. I am not sure that precise
definitions are really appropriate here. I suspect that both the sub-
committee on service and the sub-committee on research tended to be 
slightly 'imperialistic and taken into their purview overlapping areas. 

r 
r I'm not sure that it matters a great deal which category it gets counted 

in. We were more concerned here with supporting that kind of work. 
Whether it gets supported as research or service was not'an issue that 
we addressed. 

It practically becomes a very important consideration in eval uation 
questions and in particular issues themselves. It is highly possible r that an individual might be properly evaluated category by category,
effectively evaluated, if applied research were counted as research 
or in another case if it were something that could be applied to a par-
ticular part of a service and it might come out if they were not evaluated 
that way being doubly affluent in one area and deficient in another. 
It may be that it doesn't fall into any of the three categories to make 
this a suggestion or raise this as a question but it comes in betweenL. these two. It may be that we need to work toward creating an evaluation 
level some sort of generalist category that will allow the 'kind of thing 
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tHat Sandy was talking about to actually be implemented. We have problems
in doing that to the extent that we are constrained by system-wide cri-
teria but at the point where we can be less constrained by that it may
be important for us to find alternative ways of legitimating the kind of 
thing that practically speaking we do now. We take into account gener-
ally and then artificially try to locate work so that we can give them 
the appropriate reward. Perhaps it would be more intellectually honest 
at this campus if we made a more explicit acknowledgement of that pos-
sibil ity. 

SEVIER: Without disagreeing with what you said and it makes a good deal of sense 
lid like to make a comment about that. It seems to me as one who does 
not happen to be a tenured full professor that in the future, and not too 
distant future, that considerations of that kind of individual evaluation, 
promotion and tenure, are going to take on less importance. That the 
institution is one that is becoming increasingly fully tenured. The more 
significant decisions, it seems to me, in the future of the institution 
are going to be made in the allocation of resources and less in the evalu-
ations of individual faculty members. I suspect we make a mistake if we 
donlt begin to balance slightly in the other direction and give slightly
less importance and emphasis to questions of the evaluation of ' individuals 
with regard to certain standard evaluations, P.T. and R. being the ob-
vious case in point. It is probably easy for somebody who still has to 
face those kinds of evaluations to make that point than somebody who is 
sitting smugly with them already made. 

GARRETT: I am interested in hearing more about .....UNCLEAR .... 
4b. the central role for faculty research committee. I wonder if there 
were dissatisfactions with the structure of the committee now - is it a 
question of its jurisdiction or are we simply looking for additional 
funding so we can centralize suooort for new kinds of research activities? 

SEVIER: I guess what is involved there is a kind of connection between b. and c. 
The notion that if we are going to deal rationally and consciously with 
the whole question of commiting resources to research that we probably
ought to at least have central bodies that will be cognizant of the var-
ious kinds of funds that are available or various kinds of funds and 
resources that are used for those purposes. There are things that are 
provided and now provided and decisions made in a lot of different places
that seems to us to be resources committed to what we could broadly call 
research. The question of the performing arts, for example, those are 
for the performing artists what counts as research, at least the assump-
tions that I have made in the presentation, are performances. In contrast 
what counts for a faculty member in sociology is a publication; that is 
a performance. Those kinds of considerations the allocation of funds to 
those kinds of activities ought to be to a larger extent than what they 
are now centralized. I think that is one of the thrusts that was in 
mind here. In other words it is expanding the purview, expanding the 
authority and responsibility of that research committee rather than talk-
ing about instruction. 

GARRETT: Taking your example, for instance, with respect to travel funding, why
would you see that as better served by central allocation from the re-
search and development committee for attendance and participation at a 
professional convention rather than from divisional travel funds which 
is the way it is now? 
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LEWIS: I might respond to that in part. I don't know if it'll ~ully reach 
your pOint, but some of these funds are more scattered and are not 
clearly marked as part of the research budget then the consideration 
that we talked about in our group was they are more easily cut. Travel 
grants are perhaps very important to research and in certain kinds of 
research they are an indispensable part of undertaking a: meaningful
research .... UNCLEAR ..•. and yet travel grants can so easily be made to 
look a little bit like cutting back on the xerox expenditures. As a. small 
amount of money scattered over various divisonal authorities becomes 
... UNCLEAR... One of the major thrusts I think in what we were saying
is that we need to be more aware of the total commitment of resources 
of the campus to research and to be aware that when we cut back that is 
indeed what we are doing. If we have a body that speaks for research, 
we have a general figure in which all these sums are aggragated at some 
point so that when we are asked where we want to make out' cuts, where 
our priorities are we can more clearly say"well, o.k. we are cutting this -
this is a cut in research." It is partly political, I think .... UNCLEAR ... 
We are making the political point that we have to beat the drum a little 
bit more and be clearer of what our own priorities are ourselves so that 
we can then advertise where the cuts should be made and where we can 
.... UNCLEAR .... 

GARRETT: I don't know. I am not personally convinced that that's the way to pro-
tect research funding by putting it in a separate pool where it would be 
larger more visible more noticeable when the cuts are made ••. UNCLEAR ... 

\II!!I, SEVIER: That may well be true and there is an argument to be made for that side;,c but there is another pOint that I wanted to 'make to supplement John's 
point which is another reason for at least thinking about the possibility 

IlIlIiI of centralizing some of these decisions is to make us more conscious of 
I the fact that we are making decisions that ought to be made on groundsL of the appropriateness - the payoff of that particular commitment of funds 

for the i nsti tution or for the purposes that we have set up. One of the 
things that happens to travel moneY,as an example, is that they tend to ic be allocated on a first come, first served basis. And no decisions are 
made with regard to whether or not it is appropriate or one travel ex-
penditure is more appropriate by some set of standards than another i

l travel expenditure. . 

SCHERER: lid like to commend the committee for their idea of a distinguished visit-r ing professorship particularly the aspect of the idea suggested with com-
l. munity funding and I wonder if it wouldn't be realistic to push this con-

cept much further in fact than the committee did. I admit that even 
this proposal is in the light of our history at IUSB but I wonder if wer shouldn't be thinking in line of the type of activity which as I understand L 

it goes on at Bloomington and most other major universities which is some 
kind of university foundation or the equivalent in which probably together r

I with government grants of various kinds and private grants from outside 
l the university they probably contribute over 90% of the support for re-

search that goes on and that we are never going to have anything approach-
l1li
I ing adequate funding for research until we move in that direction here -
\- get a development officer - get a foundation - get something going along

those lines. We are talking about nickels and dimes when we need gold 
JIll pieces of whatever. 
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RASMUSSEN: It just occured to me that I know where Wayne was at 3:15. I had been 
looking for him to say that if my peculiar voice disappeared he would 
have to read my speech and he ran for cover. But it tends to improve 
as I use it so after having been silent for so long I will try a para-
graph or two to see if it is going to hold up for now. A little while 
ago I talked thi s part of the program over wi th Jerry and in the course of 
the conversation I mentioned that to be sure that anyone at all was listen-
ing as the clock drew toward 4:30 I would have to do something terribly
dramatic like being shot into the Board Room from a cannon or descending
by balloon. However, I don't like loud noises and it is pretty obvious 
that the architects responsible for this room never envisioned D.C. 
Carmichael descending gracefully to meetings in that fashion from the 
heavens so for drama all I will have to work from will be words. 
How do you like working at Dinosaur U.? We all know what dinosaurs are 
or more to the point what they were - prehistoric animals in what was 
thought to be a lush primeval landscape, animals adapted to a very nar-
row range of climate and food supply; animals unsuccessful at changing
when their environment and food supply began to change; animals that 
today parents take children to see bones of in museums. We on this par-
ticular sub-committee would naturally enough prefer that IUSB would follow 
a different evolutionary pattern. I know that some of us recognize that 
the environment in which we feed is changing but I am not sure that 
enough of us have thought through the implications of such change - the 
options these changes leave us. I am here this afternoon to discuss one 
small group's impression of IUSB ' options. We were asked to consider 
our co11 ective future from very specific context-facu1 ty development as .""'1
it pertains to teaching and that's what welve done but I want you all to I 
understand that we approach this task with much broader concerns tugging
at our conscious IS. We interpreted teaching in a very broad sense and 
on the basis of that interpretation we had an easy time defining our 
mission. We want to generate campus-wide attention to IUSB's teaching
mission by encouraging three things. Thought about what constitutes 
effecti ve teachi ng - that I s number one. Two, i ncenti ves - psychi c and '""" imonetary for effective teaching. And three. incentives also for curricular 
and faculty adaptation. So far as we were concerned attention to teaching 
had to include both curricular development and faculty retraining under 
the rubric teaching. In this context I will generally be echoing what 
John Sevier has already said. Our very first meeting in December generated
most of the ideas which I am about to present. Consensus was so remark-
able that day, in fact. that we got together a week later to see if we 
could figure out what had gone wrong. As we talked that second time we 
realized that by and large our ideas had fit together well because all of 
us shared some basic assumptions about the shape of this place in the future. 

IThese common assumptions governed our vi si on to such an extent that I'11 ~ 

outline them briefly for you now before getting on with the vision itself. 
And the remarks which are available in very few copies has some data that 
I won't touch on directly but it's there for you to read if you want. 
First, in terms of student body. lid like to suggest for actually five 
characteristics of the student body in our collective future. First it 
wi 11 be i ncreas i ng1y 01 der. Figure 1 if you have it - forecasts youth
population trends to 1990 according to Census Bure~projections. Figure 2 
gives those abstractions uncomfortable proximity to our real life; it 
draws on Bloomington School of Business population projections for St. 
Joseph and Elkhart counties from 1975 to 1990. To give you just one· 
conclusion from those figures, they suggest nearly a 30% decline in the 
population cohort, aged 20-24, from which !USB draws most of its freshmen 
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RASMUSSEN: students via St. Joseph County. The impl ications of these projections 
are obvious: Either our enrollments will shrink, which amounts to the 
second of my five characteristics (and official university projections 
now say this will happen), or they will be maintained by attracting a 
steadily older clientele. For that matter, since last fall our fresh-
men averaged 23 years of age and our seniors 28, while overall enroll-
mend declined by six percent, it might be said that, for us, the future 
is now. Our third assumption is that class and study time will not be 
the focus of this older student's life. He or she will probably be•! employed and married into the bargain. Married women not working
outside the home will be occupied with children in the home. the 
occupational status of the adult student brings up the fourth of our 
assumptions, which is that IUSB's future student is clearly a part-
timer. Although the Preface recently misstated the exact figure, you
probably know that last fall the ratio of credit hours per student 

iI'II at IUSB dipped below 7~5. My point is that, whether that figure can
i 
L 

be rais'ed a bit or not, the part-time student is with us to stay. 
Finally, fifth, the older, part-time student is probably disinclined to-
ward many traditional degree programs. Since this student already works 

I• for a living, he or she may care only for the pursuit of narrrowly job-
related skills or theory. Alternately, an older student well settled 
in a given career may opt for "enlightenment" in the sense of tradi-

r-' tional humanities courses, but .in rather a browsing sort of way, with 
i no felt responsibility to see any specific disciplinary program through

to the bitter end. Growing General Studies enrollments speak to the 
real ity of this forecast, as do some surveys publ ;:Cized by the Indiana-
polis Extended Studies Office which I will discus~ later if you wish. 
Adult, part-time, skeptical--this is the sort of student we meet frequently'
at IUSB now and will see more of hereafter. That ought to affect howr we teach. Which brings me to the first of the subcommittee's perceived 

i missions, that of promoting effective teaching. Given a student body
with limited loyalty to this institution, effective teaching becomes 
invaluable as a retention device. The bottom line for all of us is: 
No students, no faculty, - or administrators or janitors, either. As 
for the program mix what can be said with assurance here is that the 
mix ten years from now won't look like it does today. To test that 
assumption two, subcommittee members, which I suppose you woul d have to 
call a sub-subcommittee, circulated a Delphi model survey to thirty faculty
and administrators here last month, asking each what programs he or she 
thought might grow or shrink. Predictably, many felt that business-
related programs might expand, while something called "liberal arts" 
might grow smaller. But there are so many imponderables - the strength 
of the local and national economy, the possibility of Higher Education 
Commission fiat, legislative penury, the possibility of saturated markets 
even for currently saleable programs, if you will forgive that phrase,
that whoever boldly describes ruSB's future program mix is probably
a fool. Still, believing that the mix will change compelled the sub-r committee to pay attention to the issue of faculty retraining. Fin-
ally, the faculty. This part is both easy and troublesome. Most of 
our future faculty are present faculty. Expansion will be negligible
because of limited resources. Most of us in this room are going to be 
growing older, and eventually old, together. This has its own implica-
tions for effective teaching. New faces bring at least the possibility
of fresh ideas and vitality. Old faces imply stagnation and fear of 
change. When student demand and program mix are changing, such a mental 
set becomes suicidal. At the very least, some of us will wind up feel-
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RASMUSSEN: ing a bit like square pegs in'a round-holed universe. Well, so much for 
assumptions. When do I get on 'with the vision. and the power of positive
thinking? I',ltry that right now. From the perspective of faculty 
deve10pment-tea;!=hing I am going to suggest two ways in which !USB coul d 
confront the prOblematic future I have just described with some sanity' ..,

!and hope. After setting forth this grand design, which I couldn't resist 
assigning to the remarkable year ,1984, I will suggest several s~ll,
practical (that' means cheap) ways 1'n which !USB could move toward these 
two grand goals over the next few years. The first institutional change
which the Subcommittee on Teaching wants to see by 1984 is a Chancellor's 
Teaching or TeaChing and Curriculum Committee. This would be analagous
to our presentR & DCommittee, but it would have a different rnission, ,.,

ithat of allocating local funds for projects pertaining to teaching as 
understood in the broad sense described at the begi nning of thi s ,report. 
This committee would disperse funds for curriculum development proposals.
It would also award university fellowships and sabbaticals for teaching or 
retraining projects. Basically, it would symbol ize the university's 
commitment to faculty who attempt to adapt to our changing educational 
environment. The committee would require a new line item in our'local 
budget. But it would obtain its funds from percentages of existing
budgetary items~~grant-in-aid money, fellowship funds, sabbatical funds. 
There is no reason why, let us say, fifty percent of the dollars,dis-
persab1e in these ways cannot be set aside for projects pertaining to 
improved teaching. Again in the large sense of the word, teaching is why
this place exi~ts. The second institutional change advocated by:the 
Subcommittee on Teaching is the creation of a faculty development staff. .,

IIf (or as) enrollments shrink, such a staff could be drawn from current i
faculty without adding new bodies to the campus payroll. In the best 
of all possible worlds this staff would function as the Human Resources 
component of a permanent planning office. Even in a less than perfect 1 

!world, however, a number of things need doing on this campus which are not 
going to be done in the absence of such a staff. Let me briefly list some ..,tasks appropriate for a faculty development office and I have five here. 
(1) assisting those who want to improve the effectiveness of their teaching; i,
(2) assisting those wanting to retool, to shift into a different disci'pline, 
or perhaps into administrative service; (3) gathering information concerning 
external funding sources for curricul ar development and facul ty retra i'ni ng
proposals; (4) maintaining written teaching policy guidelines for incoming
faculty; (5) administering student evaluations of teaching performance. 
Well, that's the grand design. I would like to save elaboration on both 1those points for discussion and go on to a shopping list of subcommittee 
ideas of how we might move toward these changes during the next eighteen 
months or so - the next 3 semesters. To focus faculty attention and I 
guess I should interrupt - what r have here is a series of items laid out 1 
1n paragraph form in no particular order or priority. To focus faculty 

I 

attention on effective teaching, some sign has to be given from on high that 
effective teaching is respected and rewarded at !USB. Promotion· and ten- iure are two of the three basic awards which universities bestow. In the 
Indiana University system earning either of these hinges upon persuasive
evidence of excellence in teaching or scholarship (broadly defined) or 
service. Two years ago our Academic Senate endorsed a proposal that P &T 
Committees, the Dean, and the Chancellor annually declare for the record 
how many cases of excellence they have recognized in each of these three 
categories. Last year the P &T Committee published its checklist on ex-
cellence for the first time. This year I understand Dean Harriman and ,:
Chancellor Wolfson plan to follow suit. If it can be shown that excellence 
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would assume that any group of people interested in such a project could 
put themselves together by something so simple as an announcement at a
Senate meeting. 

My th i nki ng is that it mi ght even be useful to encourage a broader base 
from the start as such a center could only be successful, I think, if 
its role is widely accepted by faculty and if it comes out of one discipline
only from the start it might have more difficulty getting started and 
getting accepted. 

There is certainly no effort to focus this exclusively in one place. 

I feel absolutely •.... UNCLEAR ...... that the dinosaurs did change and that's 
why they di d.... UNCLEAR. . . . . . 

I was hoping you weren't listening but it suited my purposes the way I 
gave it. The birds aren't around either, of cours~. 

Which means, of course, we don't have the chance of being around any more. 

That's why the cocktails were scheduled. 

Did you consider the proposal that came up before the Teaching Committee~ 
I think last year? I forget whether it was even discussed in the Senate or 
not and that is the Teaching Committee should in a systematic way solicit 
letters from students about faculty that they were particularly impressed
wi th one way or the other and these shoul d go to thecha i rman of the aca-
demic unit concerned. This has been discussed aro'un'd the place and I know 
some chairmen, I think, do solicit these on a fair1y systematic basis. 

No, the closest to that that the committee got - not because we discarded 
it we just didn't think of it - was the reference to a survey of gradua-
ting members of different divisions for their reflections upon the teachers 
they I ve had. 

I think it does have some (sags?) and I think one of the reasons the 
Teaching Committee perhaps found some difficulty with it was the question 
of confidentiality - who gets to read these things. Should the students be 
told they will be hawked around the university or promised that their 
names will not be revealed or whatever. It seems to me that if we take 
student evaluation of teaching seriously we need to do something rather 
more systematic - to be a lot more systematic than we are doing now. 
And probably on some kind of campus-wide basis rather than relying upon the 
interested individual academic units. 

The problem then would be in finding a group willing to come up with some-
thing it thought it could get Senate approval for or agreement to. I would 
guess the Teaching Committee dropped it maybe because it decided it wouldn't 
work but that's no reason why other people couldn't try. 

I was on the committee when the impetus .... UNCLEAR .... to drop it occurred 
and it was because we were using a standard instrument that was untested 
in terms of reliabilityand validity and were using it as if the numbers 
were meaningful. For example, on P.T.& R. committees they would .. UNCLEAR .. ' 
anything under two was not considered excellent, 1.8 was excellent,between
2 and 2.3 was just good and there was no attempt to see that those numbers 
were statistically significant and the differences and even if they were 
whether they were reliable or not and so we thoughtwe'd better just open 
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RASMUSSEN: in teachi·ng does lead to tentJreand promotion, promotion 'evento full 
professor,:'that publ icity ,will get the teaching effectiveness campaign we ""'\ 
are call tng for off to afi ne start. Next, the subcommittee would like I 

to see the'" Dean's Seminar Series restructured to invite presentations
pertaining:.,to teaching as well as to scholarship. This might consistsi~ply
of subdi viai ng the present s i,x-per-year or so schedul e so that some ses- '(
sions focus on research and other on curricular or pedagogical concerns, 
such as those introduced in ,Bill Frascella's recent talk. It would be the 
purpose of! such .restructuring to create a forum in whi ch persons concerned ~ 
with teaching, i,ncluding perhapsrec.ipients of teaching awards, could share ,
their views ,with aw';-deraudience 'than might ordinarily be the case. 
Ina less formal context noon seminars on teaching, of the sort once spon-
sored by the Senate Teaching Committee, could bring people together to dis- 1 
cuss specific teaching techniques and their applicability in different 
contexts. ,Ultimately, however, to stimulate attention to effective teaching
seminars, even Dean's Seminars, :are poor substitutes for actuallyobserv- "..,
ing peopl e fteach. Faculty vi sits and exchange vi sits to one, another's 
classes ou~ht to be encouraged ..One means of doing this would be to cir-
cul ate, probably over the Dean '.s si gnature, an annotated 1 i st of facul ty 
will ing to be visited, in which of their classes, and why they think visit-
ing them would be worthwhile. Our fifth suggestion is that the Senate 
Teaching Committee begin next year to formulate guidelines for making
annual lUSB awards for excellence in teaching. Sixth, Art$ and Sciences ';
used to poll its graduating seniors for their remembrances of most and least 
effective teachers. The subcommittee would like to see that,survey re-
tained, ahd if possible, extended to other academic units as~well. seventh",
incoming faculty, whether full or part-time, are not now consistently told ,
what is expected of them in terms of their teaching performance and its -' 
evaluation. Even though we are unlikely to add many new full-time po-
si tions, ·we do face the .prospect of tenure track part-time facul ty. Not i 
everyone who is full..;.time now has tenure or promotion yet. The subcommittee I 
feels that academic units should work out instructor orientation and teach-
ing policy guidelines for their faculty. Making such information available ~ 
in writing to all faculty in each unit would minimize the possibility of I 
documentation deficiencies concerning teaching at dossier preparation or 
rehiring time. Eighth, work should begin on guidelines and/or formulas for 
identifying an appropriate chunk of Rand D funds, including fellowship 
and sabbatical dollars, to be set aside for curricular and faculty de-
velopment projects. A plausible first step would be a record search of 
research anG development grants over the past five years or so, to l~arn l 
just what fraction of available dollars have been dispersed for propo:sals
pertaining to teaching. Ninth ~nd last, you will be pleased to know~ the 
subcommittee invites interested Education Division faculty to begin work l'. 
on a proposal for the creation of a facul ty development staff. There you
have several specific and immediate suggestions for focusing campus at-
tention on teaching. The subcommittee thinks all of them are doable. We 
would very much 1 i keto :point out the fact that none of them cost money 1 
and if the campus takes up even·half of them we think we will have begun, 
at 1east insofar as facultydevel opment/teachi ng is concerned, to outgrow 

, . the label, IIDi nosaur U. II And I would like to wind up by pointing out the ""'l 
people who served on the subcommittee: Bill Barnard, Paul Joray, Keith ' 
Knauss, Vince Peterson, Karen Rasmussen, Jim Ryan. 

'GARRETT: Why do you suggest the Education Division solely in... '1 
RASMUSSEN: Not byarymeans to limit the .peoplewho might want to talk about it but 

Simply because members ofthat'division are ones whom I have talkediwith ""'l 
most frequently in terms of faculty development activity in thesens'e of 
hel pi ng peopl e teach more effecti vely and so I just thought of them. I 
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GARRETT: 

RASMUSSEN: 

in teachi ng does 1ead to tenure and promoti on, promotion even to full 
professor, that publicity will get the teaching effectiveness campaign we 
are calling for off to a fine start. Next, the subcommittee would like 
to see the Dean's Seminar Series restructured to invite presentations
pertaining to teaching as well as to scholarship. This might consist simply
of subdividing the present six-per-year or so schedule so that some ses-
sions focus on research and other on curricular or pedagogical concerns, 
such as those introduced in Bill Frascella's recent talk .. It would be the 
purpose of such restructuring to create a forum in which persons concerned 
with teaching, including perhaps recipients of teaching awards, could share 
their views with a wider audience than might ordinarily be the case. 
In a less formal context noon seminars on teaching, of the sort once spon-
sored by the Senate Teaching Committee, could bring people together to dis-
cuss specific teaching techniques and their applicability in different 
contexts. Ultimately, however, to stimulate attention to effective teaching
seminars, even Dean's Seminars, are poor substitutes for actually observ-
ing people teach. Faculty visits and exchange visits to one another's 
classes ought to be encouraged. One means of doing this would be to cir-
culate, probably over the Dean's signature, an annotated list of faculty
willing to be visited, in which of their classes, and why they think visit-
ing them would be worthwhile. Our fifth suggestion is that the Senate 
Teaching Committee begin next year to formulate guidelines for making
annual IUSB awards for excellence in teaching. Sixth, Arts and Sciences 
used to poll its graduating seniors for their remembrances of most and least 
effective teachers. The subcommittee would like to see that survey re-
tained, and if possible, extended to other academic units as well. Seventh,
incoming faculty, whether full or part-time, are not now consistently told 
what is expected of them in terms of their teaching performance and its 
evaluation. Even though we are unlikely to add many new full-time po-
sitions, we do face the prospect of tenure track part-time faculty. Not 
everyone who is full-time now has tenure or promotion yet. The subcommittee 
feels that academic units should work out instructor orientation and teach-
ing policy guidelines for their faculty. Making such information available 
in writing to all faculty in each unit would minimize the possibility of 
documentation deficiencies concerning teaching at dossier preparation or 
rehiring time. Eighth, work should begin on guidelines and/or formulas for 
identifying an appropriate chunk of Rand D funds, including fellowship 
and sabbatical 'dollars, to be set aside for curricular and faculty de-
velopment projects. A plausible first step would be a record search of 
research and development grants over the past five years or so, to learn 
just what fraction of available dollars have been dispersed for proposals 
pertaining to teaching. Ninth and last, you will be pleased to know, the 
subcommittee invites interested Education Division faculty to begin work 
on a proposal for the creation of a facul ty development staff. There you
have several specific and immediate suggestions for focusing campus at-
tention on teaching. The subcommittee thinks all of them are doable. We 
would very much like to point out the fact that none of them cost money
and if the campus takes up even half of them we think we will have begun,
at least insofar as faculty development/teaching is concerned, to outgrow
the label, "Dinosaur U." And I would like to wind up by pointing out the 
people who served on the subcommittee: Bill Barnard, Paul Joray, Keith 
Knauss, Vince Peterson, Karen Rasmussen, Jim Ryan. 

Why do you suggest the Education Division solely in ... 

Not by all'means to limit the people who might want to talk about it but 
simply because members of that division are ones whom I have tal ked with 
most frequently in terms of faculty development activity in the sense of 
helping people teach more effectively and so I just thought of them. 
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RASMJSS EN: would assume that any group of people interested in such a project could 
put themselves together by something so simple as an announcement at a 
Senate meeting. 

GARRETT : My thinking is that it might even be useful to encourage a broader base 
from the start as such a center could only be successful, I think, if 
its role is widely accepted by faculty and if it comes out of one discipline
only from the start it might have more difficulty getting started and 
getting accepted . 

RASMUSSEN: There is certainly no effort to focus this exclusively in one place. 

WINICUR: I feel absolutely ..... UNCLEAR ..... . that the dinosaurs did change and that's 
why they did . .. . UNCLEAR .... 

RASMUSSEN: I was hoping you weren't listening but it suited my purposes tile way I 
gave it. The birds aren't around either, of course . 

Which means, of course, we don't have the chance of being around any more. 

That's why the cocktails were scheduled. 

J.LEWIS: Did you consider the proposal that came up before t he Teaching Committee ,
I think last year? I forget whether it was even di scussed in the Senate or 
not and that is the Teaching Committee should in a systematic way solicit 
letters from students about faculty that they were particularly impressed
with one way or the other and these should go to the chairman of the aca-
demic unit concerned. This has been discussed around the place and I know 
some chairmen, I think, do solicit these on a fairly systematic ba$is . 

RASMUSSEN: No , the closest to that that the committee got - not because we discarded 
it we just didn't think of it - was the referenc e to a survey of gradua-
ting members of different divisions for thei r refl ections upon the teachers 
they've had . 

J. LEWIS: I think it does have some (sags?) and I think one of the reasons the 
Teaching Committee perhaps found some difficulty with it was the question 
of confidentiality - who· gets to read these things . Should the students b'e 
told they will be hawked around the university or promised that their 
names will not be reveal ed or whatever . It seems to me that if we take 
student evaluation of teaching seriously we need to do something rather 
more systematic - to be a lot more systematic than we are doing now. 
And probably on some kind of campus-wide basis rather than relying upon the 
interested individual academic units . 

RASMUSSEN: The problem then would be in finding a group willing to come up wi.th some-
thing it thought it could get Senate approval fo r or agreement to. I would 
guess the Teaching Committee dropped it maybe because it decided it wouldn't 
wo r k but that ' s no reason why other people couldn't t ry . 

STARK: I was on the committee when the impetus . . .. UNCLEAR . . .. to drop it occurred 
and it was because we were using a standard instrument that was untested 
in terms of reliability~d validity and were using it as if the numbers 
were meaningful. For example, on P.T.& R. committees they would . . UNCLEAR .. 
anything under two was not considered excellent , 1 .8 was excellent, between 
2 and 2.3 was just good and there was no attempt to see that those numbers 
were statisti ca lly significant and the differences and even if they were 
whethe r they were reliable or not and so we thoughtwe'd better just open 
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the whole thing up so people know the tnngs they Ire using don't have very
much meaning, much weight rather than pretend that they did. 

Well, in that case,I wonder if there is any sense perhaps to this group
right here - a letter from the Teaching Committee to every student on 
Registration simply saying - pointing out that we welcome their opinions
withi n the system - that we wel come them and good or bad they shoul d be 
addressed to the chairman of the department or division concerned and they
could even be listed, I suppose. And some statements suitably handling
the confidentiality question. I think that is not an unsuitable .. UNCLEAR .. 
It seems to me we talk a lot aboutthis - there are various forms floating
around the university for a long time which some use and others don:'t. 
wonder if perhaps we could move ahead on that. I think it is consistent 
with the spirit of what you are saying here. 

The Teaching Committee was totally reconstituted this year. We have a few 
carryovers from that went back into the notion of student evaluations and 
I think Randy is heading the subcommittee to look at that again. Your 
suggestion might be brought to Randy Isaacson and put on his agenda be-
cause my feeling is that students - one of the functions of an evaluation 
instrument is to guide a student to the principles in evaluation and the 
student needs to have some idea of what the criteria are for evaluating 
a course. In fact it would be a good idea for a student to have those for 
the courses taken, making the student more self-conscious about how good
the teaching is as it goes along. But just to solicit a letter would not 
be the kind of information you really want. You would get some kind of 
affected response to a teacher which isn't unimportant but I don't think 
you get a real evaluation of teaching that way so I think instead of just
opening it up and saying we have a bad instrument .... UNCLEAR ... our in-
strument isn't very good but let's try to find an instrument that we could 
all use. So maybe your suggestion should be filed directly with the .. 

I think it might be a mistake to try and find !lanl! instrument to use. 
I think this may be one reason why the previous proposal went down. This 
topic comes up about every five years by the way in Academic Senate or what-
ever and it's always been shot down and the major reason is that one group
of the faculty wants to use one instrument and another group of the faculty 
is absolutely convinced that any effort to use one instrument is doomed to 
fail because there is no instrument that is going to measure the different 
kind of things being done effectively and that is just one aspect of a very
complex problem here and I think another reason why this effort always fails 
it has been going on for 15 years that live been on campus and it has made 
no noticeabl e progress; in fact, I thi nk it has receded in terms of the 
success of measuring or evaluating this whole thing. One reason is the 
faculty is very very sensitive to this issue. They are sensitive to any-
body visiting their classes; they Ire sensitive to anybody evaluating their 
classes; they Ire sensitive to what is going into their promotion and tenure 
reports or whatever. It is something where everybody IS ox seems to have 
some potential of being gored and everybody is extremely nervous and this 
is what has really impressed me about the write-up at least - I don't know 
about how the actual practice has been - that has appeared in a number of 
publications coming out of some all-university agency on teaching. A 
program that has apparently been going on so far only in Bloomington as 
far as I can figure out and I think it is administered through the English 
Department or somebody in it. But what impressed me about that is that 
they tried to take each individual faculty person confidentially without any
tie-in to reports or penalties or benefits or whatever except the benefit 
of providing them with the opportunity of improving their instruction - not 
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:SCHERER: by trying to impose a system or ,a particular point of view but taking 'thei'lf' 
ideas; their systems, their approaches, studying them, coopentingwith 

"""'Ithe faculty, d,iscllssing with them what they think their goal should be, Itaping their lectures, having somebody in there with training; not to try
and convert them ~o anew approach but to show them perhaps how they can 
improve the approach they are usi"ng. It seemed to me that this was dealing
with the most difficult problem of the sensitivity and the resistance of 
the individual faculty member without the threat which seems to be there 
ina11 th i s and maybe havi ng some hope of getti ng somewhere. 

RASMUSSEN: I suspect that is..•....•.. UNCLEAR .........•.. 

I don't think it has been done officially but I hope with some faculty members 1 
in that capacity, yes. 

SCHERER: I don't mean just a ki nd of Ad Hoc but I mean a really organi :zed program as 
~I have the impression that is going on in Bloomington where there is a i 

Ilot of salesmansh.ip involved and a lot of resources devoted to it. Not 
just somebody's personal overload. 

RASMUSSEN: That is something for the incipient faculty development staff to take up. 

FARROW: Another thing which is available at Bloomington is teaching evaluation '""'I 
Iform reviews - is avail abl e with a variabl e content so that you can pi ck I
Ithe questions you want to use and you can also get the means or medians,

11m not sure which, on each item for your academic unit but what would 
be mean on one particular ...•.• UNCLEAR ....... questions or answers to i
questions for people in the Arts and Sc.iences or Business or whatever. I 
And thatls helpful feedback for the faculty member which is part of our 
concern in teaching ... 

I think people are using that kind of instrument here right now with this 
period of laissez-faire. I think Randy is one who is using an instrument 
where he can choose a selected ...UNCLEAR... He mentioned in the Teaching l , ICommittee that 'he is using that kind of instrument. 

WEBER?: 11m ali ttl e confusedabQut the comments you make about monetary support 
you make on page 6 - the dispersal up to 50% which would seem reason8'b:le. 
I 1m try,in~ to refl ect back on the time I served on the Chancellor' sR& 0 ! 

Committee and it seemed to me that there was~large percentage of research 
in education-related 'projects that were funded particularly sabbaticals, -, 
,grant-in-aid, even travel to improve one's self - enrich one's self, i 
audto-vi,sual, a1 terna,teprogramming techniques us·ing the computer tn the 
classroom. I'm not sure it came close to 50% 'but it seems to me that 'at .,

Ilea,st the few years that I was directly involved in those kinds of dec i- )sions that this was sometMng that was looked on rather favorably by the 
Chancellor's committee. In recent years has this become a problem? ...., 

,RASMUSSEN: I don't know. I've never served on the committee but one of thesuggestio'ns - I 
i . 

at the very end was an effort ~ogo back through committee records and find 
out how funds had been allocated 'between what I suppose you would call teach- .,
ing-related research and that's another good phrase. I hate to say pure 
research but professional research to see ,what the breakdown has been. 
Fifty percent wa~ a figure plucked out of the air in subcommittee discus- ...., 

ision thati f the 'activities futidabl e support profess ionalresearch and 
teaching related 'research why not'spl it it 50-50. It was sortofl ike 
that. It isn't a figure that attempts to - that presumes to accurately
d.es:cribe the ,way funds had been separated. We didn't really know. We 1thought it ~wasa plausible targ.et to shoot at. 
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DEAN HARRIMAN: 

I think, Karen, that for sabbaticals a good many have been on instructional 
or curriculum related projects. Also we have a separate grant category 
supported by campus funds called curriculum development grants which has 
in the past been budgeted at around 5,000 or 6,000 dollars a year compared
to $30,000 or more for summer fellowships and around $50,000 for grants-in-
aid and research. The fellowships and the grants-in-aid of research have 
generally quite strongly avoided commitments in grants in the area of 
teaching and curriculum development projects categories either from campus
funds or downstate to support those. However, what you refer to as small,
practical, which means cheap ways in which IUSB could move toward the two 
goals. In effect in terms of total campus budget it would be cheap in the 
sense it would be reallocation-still you might run into conflict with 
John's side. 

11m sure I will .. 

.... UNCLEAR ... from the standpoint of limitation that this would involve 
on research support 

That's why the first step is an effort to look at how funds have been al-
located across several years to see if there is .... UNCLEAR .... level and 
fractional percentage breakdown and then the teaching side of it will holler 
if they thought they were getting too little and 11m sure the research 
side would holler if they thought they were getting too little and who-
ever got laryngitis first would lose. . 

In light of your observation about the average age of the IUSB student now 
and in the next decade would you give specific consideration to faculty 
development tea~hing the older student? There is a wealth of information ... 

We discussed it within the subcommittee. There did not seem to be any way
in the context of this report to talk about that specifically but in terms 
of effective teaching that was one of things. How to meet the adult stu-
dent as opposed to the 18-19 year old. And one of the diagrams that is 
in the project because it was insisted that there had to be some specific
attention to that is an effort just to summarize about a dozen perceived 
ways in which an adult student is likely to react in the cause from 
vis-a-vis sort of traditional undergraduate student. We did talk about it 
a great deal and take it very seriously. 

Welve come to the end of our a110ted time. Better things lie ahead. 
I thank everyone who participated today and I urge you all to return on 
the 28th. It's been very beneficial to me. 
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DEAN lid like to welcome you again to this the second session of our discussion of 
HARRIMAN our future. I think it would be appropriate at this time for me to publicly 

acknowledge and to thank the members of the Steering Committee: Judy Redwine 
serves as chair of the Steering Committee, in addition to Judy we have Bob 
Demaree, Roland Garrett, Brenda Knowles and t~ike Stark and I do very much ap-
preciate your efforts and I thank you for your contributions to the future of 
our institution. Our discussion today will center on two topics, the first 
Delivery Systems, the second Student Recruitment and Retention. The first 
discussion will involve delivery systems, our moderator is Jim Haines, so Jim 
it is in your hands. 

HAINES Thank you very much Dean Harriman. We're going to use a little different for-
mat this week than last week. By that I mean weill have four brief presenta-
tions and then I hope ample opportunity for lively discussion. Persons pre-
senting today will be Grif Walling, John Mefford, Al Large and Pat Furlong. 
We have several handouts. Will you pass these out please. And then 1'11 turn
it over to Grif Walling with something to say about Delivery Systems. 

WALLING 1'm not exactly sure why 1'm going first. I think the reason is that I don't 
have my paper finished and so I can't distribute it at this time. So what lid 
like to do is very briefly read about two paragraphs of this paper and then 
spend about five or ten minutes discussing some of the elements that I came a-
cross as I was doing my reasearch for the paper that 1'm entitling "Design
and Delivery Systems in Response to the Needs of Non-traditional Learners." 
1'm not exactly s"ure what a delivery system is but I don't think anyone on 
the committee has a very firm definition of what a delivery system is so 1'm 
using it rather generally throughout this paper. The paper really will consist 
when I hand it out officially in about two weeks of four major parts. Number 1 
is an introduction setting the stage, number 2 an awful lot of folks mentioned 
to me that they really didn't understand what or realize what the needs of the 
adult learner are and millions and millions of dollars have been spent nation-
wide over the past decade to identify adult non-traditional learner needs and 
I spend the second part talking about these. Number 3 is some theoretical 
ways of designing new delivery systems based on these needs and the 4th is a 
case study. Some of the things that we've done in Continuing Education not 
only here at IUSB but at other institutions in which we've been affiliated to 
design quality programs based on two characteristics. 1- the needs of the in-
stitution and 2- the needs of the student. So I'd like to start now by read-
ing the only part that I will read today roughly two introductory paragraphs. 
Over the centuries institutions of higher education in the United States and 
around the world have designed and administered countless programs of study 
through wh"ich college and university students have earned degrees and become 
educated and responsible members of society. And while all of these programs
have differed in a whole host of ways, there is one common thread that runs 
through them, I think. That is the design, the design of these delivery systems 
was not based on the needs of the student constituents. Rather they were based 
on the needs of the academy. And by needs of academy, I mean such things as 
curricular values and perceived mission of the institution faculty preferences, 
concern for academic quality, financial and instructional resources and related 
kinds of academic needs. And it's around the traditional model that most of 
what we see in higher education in America has been created and until very re-
cently has been fantastic, literally millions of students have been educated 



HALLING i n hundreds of high qual ity institutions, and everything's been fine. How-
ever, beginning several years ago with the decline in higher ed lJCation 
traditional market, the 18 to 22 year old, full-time student , the number of 
s tudents that has been attracted t o your American colleges and universities 
has been dwindling. One way to lessen this phenomenon has been to try to at-
tract new audiences and the most common of these has been the adult learner . 
A lot of institutions have experienced difficulty however in both recruit-
ing and retaining ad01t students. And one reason for this is that too many
of their delivery systems have been based upon the traditional model . And 
when you have non-traditional students come into a traditional delivery sys-
tem, you very often have problems. So what I talked about in my paper is 
number 1, designing delivery systems based upon the needs of the adult learn-
er and let's face it, more than half of our students here can fall into this 
category and we have reason to believe that 'll increase. Numbe' 2 how can 
we design new delivery systems based on these needs? And number 3 the case 
study which I probably will not have time to get to. So my second point here, 
what are the needs of adult learners in America? Around the country at least 
twenty massive surveys have been conducted that I'm aware of in all parts of 
the United States. One of the first ones was Naulty in Massachusetts and I 
have a copy of that if anybody would like to see it. One of the little ones 
was Nuremburg and ~Jalling in New York which I 'm kind of fond of. And we took 
a fairly typi ca 1 approach. vle surveyed the regi on of New York state, the 
capital district, 26 counties and did three surveys. Number 1, a survey of 
the genera l population to find out what non-pa rticipants 'percept ions of edu-
cation were. Number 2, we took a survey of current partic ipants in higher 
education in evening classes, non-credit classes, etc. and thirdly the train-
ing needs of business and industry and how the higher education establishments 
can fit in with those needs. All kinds of studies have been done around the 
country similar to this and amazing consistency of resu lts have been achieved. 
Just a few of the results around the country that I 'd like to spend a minute 
talking about. Number 1, well less than half of the adults in America are 
participating in any kind of formal education whatsover. Although most of 
them are undergoing some kind of independent learning by teaching themselves 
how to do something, needlepoint, computer science, whatever. Number 2, of 
the people who did participate in the formal program, less than 10% took col-
lege credit classes which is kind of amazing , nationwide. And number 3, less 
than half of these 10%who were taking credit cl as ses are enrolled in degree 
programs-most of them are non -degree students . Number 4 and something that 
is particularly important to me, few students drove less than 10 miles to class;
twenty miles round trip which is considered about as far as most students would 
go. Number 5 most students were interested in classes that would provide new 
job skills. Some of the things that attracted them to education: number 1 
upgrade of job skills; number 2 for personal and social reasons, whatever they 
are, and lastly is something that we can really sink our teeth into-a number 
of barriers to learning were defined around the country and there's been amaz-
ing consistency and a few of the barriers that were presented were number 1 
inconven i ent scheduling of classes; number 2 lack of knowledge of what is 
available ; numbe r 3 absence of programs desi red; number 4 fear of failure and 
test anxiety- was a very big one; number 5 fear of registration, believe it 
or not and other ki nds of red tape was a very big one; number 6 perceived 
lack of immediate reward. It takes an adul t 10 to 15 years to complete a 
baccalaureate degree; that's an insurmountab le barrier to an awful lot of 
people. Last one perceived irrelevant degree requirements, they think they're
going to have to go through too many "hoops" to get their degree. In Indiana 
a survey was just finished for the ICHE, I have a copy of that downstairs, 
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WALLING Adult Learni n9 Parti ci pati on/Interest Survey whi ch was dated January, 1979 
and the same kinds of results were found in the state of Indiana. The 
biggest reason for lack of participation was lack of interest or knowledge
of what's being offered. Only 20% of people who participated, participated
in credit classes. More that 2/3 traveled less that 20 miles round trip
and the sa~e exact kinds of things were replicated in the state of Indiana 
as has been found nationwide. The third part of my paper deals with,now 
fuat we know what the adults say their needs are and what they say the bar-
riers are in their learning, how can we design a new delivery system based 
on these needs? So a lot of the needs that they say they have, we can't 
do much about, lack of interest, lack of time and a whole host of ones I 
don't think an institution can respend to too well. However, there are a 
lot of needs and barriers that they state that I think we can do a 
lot about. Adults consistently tell us that we want number 1 ready aware-
ness of what's being offered and where it's going to be offered. Number 2 
they want convenient access to classes both in terms of time, in terms of,
scheduling and in terms of distance and related factors. Number 3 they want 
relevant prograw. requirements, number 4 they want some kind of advocacy, . 
they want help through the maze, they want help to enter the institution,
and to get through it and they want to be wooed a 1 ittl e bit. Fifth, they;
need some kind of short term goal, something to shoot for that i~n't going
to be ten years away, maybe a chance to acceleratea little, for example
set-up for self acquired competency, maybe more associate degrees, some 
shorter term things to shoot for seems to be important. So when we design 
new delivery systems, we need to keep a number of considerati'ons in mind 
and I listed about five of them. Number 1 we should consider when the 
courses are offered, they should to attract the non-traditional c1ientel 
which is becoming our traditional clientele, be offered in the evenings 
after 5:20, something like quarter to six or six would be more appropriate.
They should be offered once a week if possible, because adults find an awful 
hard time of driving back and forth more than once a week to attend one class. 
Weekend courses are very popular nationwide and even the once a month drive-
in format has been popular where people have to come from a long distance, 
they might come in for a Friday night, all day Saturday and Sunday morning
and come only once a month and a number of colleges are doing that. So 
after we look at when courses are offered, number 2 we should look at where 
courses are offered. They should be offered close to other students. Stu-
dends will not drive more than 10 to 12 miles to class. So perhaps even more 
off-campus sites. That sounds a little self-serving, and of course, it is. 
Number 3 we should consider what courses are offered in addition to where 
and when. ~ore degree requirements should be offered during these con-
venient times. Number 4 we should consider how courses are offered. There's 
a whole emerging field of androgogy as opposed to pedagogy, the science of 
teaching adults. And there's a lot of stuff that has come out that my edu-
cation colleagues know better than I. And fifthly, we should consider how 
the courses are supported. We should have adult oriented outreach mechanisms 
to allow people to know that we give complete degrees here without going to 
Bloomington and things like that. We should have adult oriented registration
techniques; phon-in and mail-in registration, the use of credit cards, other 
adult kinds of things. And 11m not sure we have to go on the ticketron model 
where you can call in, give a credit card number and be mailed a permit to 
class. But we could at least use that as an ideal, some how to redu~ that 
barrier which won't reduce quality. l~e need adult oriented counseling, student 
follow up and a whole host of related services. And lastly, the thing that 
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MEFFORD think this proposal would help to respond to that particular problem,
and hopefully increase the interest in a new population for enrolling in 
some of our programs. The third recommendation that we are making is that 
each department and program on campus examine course offerings that are 
a part of our programs already to increase the number of offerings of 
courses that neet one time per week. And we are making this recommendation 
not only at the graduate level which is rather traditional here I think 
at least it is in the Division of Education and I think in most other pro-
grams but also at the undergraduate level. There appears to be a signi-
ficant interest in the total student population to reduce the number of 
times which are required for them to come to campus to meet classes par-
ticularly for those who travel some distance. The fourth concern that 
we want to throw out and we are recommending that before we attempt this,
it might require considerable amount of study to determine the exact ap-
propriateness is the concept of II suns hine semester ll that the southeast 
campus I believe has been operating for some time and I think the IUPUI 
campus in Indianapolis is doing some of the same thing to offer selected 
courses that mi9ht not begin until after the last big snow fly, if we can 
find a way to identify exactly when that is going to happen and offer it 
in a more concentrated form for completion during the spring semester to 
particularly accomodate those students who drive some distance and simply
refuse to come here if they are being obligated to take the weather in i 
stride over a two month period. And the last recommendation that we are 
supporting is a proposal that would begin evening classes and this is di-
rected mostly to our undergraduate program, later than 5:20. Grif pitched ""'1 
that 5:20 starting time out at us and itls a good one for us to focus and I 

discuss around. The major impa'ct of this recommendation is that we show 
more concern in our scheduling of courses for offering the required and 
elective courses that students ~an complete after working hours. And that 
includes all of our undergraduate programs. We have traditionally had a 
rather large segment of our program that seems to be confined to day-time 
hours. And welre suggesting that there is a pouplation of people that 
would like to pursue our credit program for completion of degree or certi-
ficates if these courses were available to them at a time when they are 
not required to take time off of work or rearrange their schedule or in 
some other method jeopardize their employment. There are probably some 
things that some of you might wish to say about that but 11m going to turn 
it back to Jim 'for the moment and the rest of it. Next Al Large. 

LARGE lid like to run through this paper with you and make some comments as we 
go along. The Delivery System Study Group has emphasized faculty interests 
and improved methods of teaching and experimenting with innovative techniques.~
These techniques include the use of mass media distribution to reach out to 
the students of a region. Welre thinking here particularly of channel 34 ' 
public television and the increased use of radio. The support of such efforts 
requires consideration of the quantity and quality of instructional support
services; space to support media production. Now this,as a real important
item as far as 11m concerned, includes a television film studio which as I 
said appears to be a basic minimum requirement. It is difficult to accomplish1 
elaborate videotape production and editing in our present mobile situation. W~ 
are constantly being interrupted over in our present faci 1 ity and it would 
be nice to permanently set up some equipment and those faculty members that i 
wish to, for example market a video tape which we do have requests to do, the 
equipment's there, it's ready to go and we don't have to spend two hours set-
ting it up and tearing it down, etc. Photographic services for black and l 
white photography-we do not have any dark room at this point. I see that as 
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1111 present in my paper when I send it around to you in a couple of 
weeksJ a case study about primarily IUSB Division of Continuing Edu-
cation and how we use the non-traditional delivery system model to de-
sign all of our programs both credit and credit-free and welre talking 
about a fairly good number of students; 2,200 students who roughly are in 
credit-free course programs, around 1,500 students in conference and in-
stitutes, around 700 students in off-campus programs, the external de-
gree program is up to 270. So itls a fairly large series of programs
and we have a rather elaborate model that I will present which obviously
I canlt present here which involves a whole host of stages between plan-
ning and promotion and curriculum design and outreach and student intake,
student retention, evaluation, follow-up and a whole host of components
that 1111 describe when I get this paper out. My conclusion, however, 
is at this time. I donlt want to go any farther. I presented a very 
brief outline of the paper that I will mail out to you in a couple of 
weeks. Welve used this non-traditional approach in ,the field of contin-
uing education for a number of years now and 11m not saying itls the best 
approach but it certainly seems to work. It does bring large numbers of 
new clientele into the classroom. Welve had ~ood retention results and 
I think that this non-traditional model has pretty broad application in 
many other more traditional areas of the university education. So lId 
like to hold off now and turn it back to Jim. 

~EFFORD If held have gotten the five more minutes, held have covered everything 
on my hand-out. The report that I wish to present has been passed out 
to you and I would like to just briefly go through each of these five 
recommendations that our committee is proposing. Perhaps wetting your 
appetite for a little bit of discussion that we might wish to pose a 
little bit later. We were particularly concerned in our deliberations 
with the first barrier that Grif mentioned a few minutes ago, that bar-
rier being the nature of the scheduling of the course offerings that seem 
to interfere with the desirability for certain segments of our student 
potential population for enrolling in courses. Some of these have already
been circulated and had a forum among several groups on campus through
the memo from Dave Smith and he happens to be here and he might get to ans-
wer some of these questions in a few minutes. He has agreed to do that. But 
firstly, we are supporting the change of our base class scheduling to the 
Monday-Wednesday, Tuesday-Thursday format with the stated two major points 
of support for that being that there are a number of students who resist 
attending late afternoon-evening classes that happen to meet one of the 
two days on Fridays. But more particularly, giving us a much more efficient 
utilization of classroom space in our facility. The study that is being
done if some of you read it, indicates a rather large imbalance in the number 
of courses scheduled on our present Monday-Thursday, Tuesday-Friday schedule. 
The second proposal which we support is to begin the fall semester immediately 
after Labor Day, and the Committee discussed at some length the concern that 
appears to be rather generally held among the faculty that we did not want 
to pursue this kind of proposal this chanqe in the beginning of the fall 
semester, if that is to mean sacrificing the academic quality that is af-
forded by the time span of our present schedule. We were interested in 
not reducing the total number of instructional minutes if you want to re-
duce it to that quantity that is presently being provided during the semester. 
I think there are some options available for recovering the instructional 
time without making a sacrifice that would interfere with the academic quality
of classes. And it would certainly support the express needs of a rather large
number of students particularly those who are married and have their own families 
and those whose work schedules and vacation schedules in the past couple of 
years have overlapped the reigstration and the first week of fall semester. 
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LARGE a minimum essential for copy slides and overhead transparencies as well. 
Faculty access for personal production and materials as well as pro-
duction services by trained technical assistants would be most desirable. 
Another major area for improvement is in the improvement of communication 
between various divisions and departments now processing bits and pieces
of media production capabilities. For example, the Division of Education,
Biology Department and Fine Arts Department all have some equipment which 
is currently underutilized or seldom utilized. Common access to such e-
quipment by trained personnel could enhance the utility of such equipment
without the expenditure of equipment money. Only logical coordination 
and production assistance would be required. I think there are lots of 
things around this university that could be utilized more effectively
and extensively. Also the communications between audio visual services, -
auditoria and IHETS would make for improved utilization of this equipment
and technical services for academic programs. The primary justiflcation
for careful consideration for improving audio visual services is to make 
maximum access of people, talent and equipment currently in existence. 
Such coordination of effort has the potential of far greater support of 
instructional and research programs than is now being realized. I cer-
tainly would appreciate any conversation you wish to generate later in 
the meeting. 

HAINES One of the concerns that has come up on several committees that we've all 
sat on has been the question of child care facilities on campus. And 
Pat Furlong has a word or two about that. 

FURLONG More that half o~the students on this campus are women. The average
student women is 27. A substantial proportion have been married and have 
responsibility for young children. We've had child care center available 
for our students for six or seven years now. Ten? Longer that I realized. 
But it has never been conveniently located. It is not available through-
out the class day and yet the substantial part of the time it is available, it _
is used at capacity and there is a waiting list. If we are to serve what 
is defined as the non-traditional student, here we mean older students with 
family responsibility, it seems to this group that we must provide, on-campus, -convenient, reasonably-priced child care facility available morning, after-
noon and if possible evenings. The students can't come to class if they
don't have a safe place for their children. If we don't provide this on a 
more systematic basis, a more convenient basis, we're simply excluding po-
tential students from our classes. And it is the opinion of this Study ~roup
that would be unfair, inequitable and not only a disservice to our students, 
potential students but to Indiana University. And so we recommend an on-
campus child care faculity. -

HAINES Thank you Patrick. We have ample time for discussion and questions and com-
ments. -

? I have a question for John concerning the "Sunshine Semester." Has your group
considered the possibility of starting the spring semester later? Now this 
would have implications in both the summer schedules, it also has the pos-
sibility of maybe savings in energy, snow removal costs plus maybe the po;s-
sibility of offering some interim off-campus courses during that session 
which in that case if it could be worked out, the extra teaching hours, .the 
overload of teaching during that interim session could be compensated in 
the form of summer pay but the students could be counted during the reg~- ..,lar school year which would help our enrollment that we get compensated for 
as opposed to the summer session which is not. 
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MEFFORD Well we talked about almost all of those possibilities and I think that's 
why we kind of came down to that proposal that we could in fact support
without further study. There are some problems with starting the semester 
later. There would have to be some decisions about the summer sessions 
resolved before that could be done. I think all of those points that you
touched on would be a part of the study that might involve generating 
this kind of alternative schedule and procedure. Our major thrust with 
this specific proposal was to while some of these other deliberations are 
going on, it seemed that this was something that could be initiated rather 
quickly without having to totally redo the whole system and allow us to 
begin to meet some of these needs quickly. I think that your point is 
well taken and the committee did discuss most of those points at some 
length except that we weren't in·a position without data to offer any
particular proposal.r 

? 11m familiar with at least one small, high quality liberal arts college
tha t does use th is sys tem where the entire month of Janua ry is res.erved 
for off-campus special courses, and from what live seen, I would s'ay the 
UNCLEAR ... programs anywhere are absolutely impossible for a state financed 
comuter campus. Our students can't go anywhere, we don't save anything 
by shutting down, we can't shut the place down, shut off the heat and· 
keep everybody out for a month, and it's simply not worth it. The small 
college where youlve· got students who are gOing to be either living at 

~ home or traveling during the period, maybe it'll work but even at that, 

r 
i I think it's a dubious proposition. But for an operation of this size,

it simply won't make sense at all. And the winter's too long to shut 
down anyway here. 

L 

r 
HAMBURG 11m going to speak about this proposal for UNCLEAR ... critic. First, I 

want to say about it is I find that I can endorse most of these, I have 
some doubts about three; question three. 1111 get to it in a minute. I 
must say that I found each statement grating on my ears a little bit especially
whenever anybody hits me with this traditional UNCLEAR ... I get a little ir-

~ ritated. Particularly, one of the things about traditional programs are 
I, concern for quality and one of the implications being that that is not a con-

cern for the modern program. And a couple of letters in the Dave Smith memo 
to the Dean's Advisory Council, from one student mentioning; I go to school r-

, I for no other reason than I enjoy taking classes and I enjoy going to school. I 
would argue that an adult learner, if anything, is more concerned with quality 
that your average undergraduate. First of all, they're easier to teach in 
some ways because there's not as great an age difference and also there's notr as great a, I use the cliche "life experience" difference. Especially sayL 

political science when you Ire teaching about bureaucratic behavior. These 
[ 
f\III guys are working in corporations. So they can relate more easily to the 
, material. I don't like the tone of that which suggests that we have tot 

have a UNCLEAR ... of that and none of these proposals that this committee's 
made is that even a consideration. What welre trying to do is to make a-r vailable the good programs we have to more people at more convenient times. 
And getting to the substance of the proposals themselves. I have no problem
with number one which I think is long overdue. Number two, you miss Labor

I- Day anyway if you have a Monday-Thursday schedule so that's gone if you
start classes before Labor Day and as I said on the committee, if we have to 
chase Santa down the chimney to have classes all the way to December 21, you
shop on weekends or whatever, unless you have classes done by then. The~ , number four proposal, we need more data on. I like number five on classes 
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HAMBURG later because I think that as far as number five is concerned, I'd like 
to see us .get most everybody out of here by nine o'clock in the evening 
for safety reasons. No\</ one thing I have reservations on that's indi-
cated in the proposal is number three where I and the committee insisted 
that we add classes that might lend themselves to meeting once a week 
without sacrificing quality of instruction. Now I've had mixed exper-
iences with teaching once a week. Once it worked out, the other time it 
didn't. I find that meeting a class once a week, particularly a lecture 
class, not a seminar where you have a distinct topic once a week, then lyou have some problems at least in my experience. One, if you miss a class,
God help you, we had to miss one class because of the weather, Wednesday
night classes were the only ones out this semester, and you're terribly
disoriented. Also, there's a difficulty in the long class period in terms 
of student attention and you kind of forget what you've covered. It gives 
you very little flexibility-illness or whatever in terms of making up the 
time. I think some courses plainly are better suited to the once a week 
format than others, and if we ever go to offering a lot of classes once 
a week, it seems to me that certain classes you might have to cut out. 
Because, in my opinion, based on my own experience certain kinds of lec- ,
ture courses just donlt work as well. I'm throwing this out for purposes
of discussion. But the main thing is in all of this that we indicated 
that we do not want to sacrifice the quality of instruction if·it means 1meeting a class at 2:00 in the morning at Bendix, if we have to do it,
God forbid, we'll give a good course and I think that nothing in this pro~
posal even suggests that there's any attempt to diminish quality and I 
would argue that if we ever start down that slippery road, then this place,
in my opinion,will go down the tube. Because the schools that attempt
to maintain standards and even stiffen them in some cases down state, in 
many instances have done better. Now in terms of the needs of curriculum, ,
that's another matter. But I think you can design courses with certain 
types of programs, with certain students in mind, in terms of getting a 
different life experience and along with all that, but never, it seems 1to me if you just keep turning yourself into what I call "Robertson's East ll 

ten you're going to have a lot of problems and students '11 get the idea 
they'd rather go some place else, where they can get the degree that's ""'" Iworth the money,- the paper it's pri nted on. And none of these suggestioms, 
including number 3 will be putting in that one little clause. We're just
trying to make available the good stuff we have to more students that work, 
most of them, our students do. They can get here more easily and take ad-
vantage of them. And I agree with the committee that that has been aprdblem.
But beyond that, I thin·k we have to maintain our standards. . 

? I think I second Roger's concern for Qualitv of instruction. But I have 
two Questions about the assumptions that are implicit there and perhaps im-
plicit in point number two and three. With regard to number two, I taught 
in three other institutions on twice a week meeting schedules and in all 
three of varying quality institutions, the schedule called for 27 class 
meetings per semester. I wouldn't want to say there was any reason for 
assuming the quality of instruction there was lower simply because of those 1shorter semesters, at least they were fully accredited institutions and 
operating on their best schedule. We have 29 and so that we do have a cer-
tain amount of flexibility within the range of national norms. And on the ""'1 

second point, we are locked into some immutable arrangement or conclusion ! 
between a particular subject matter and of course matter and a particular
style of instruction. I'm not sure there is such a thing as the lecture 
course. I think there is such a thing as a course which are traditionally 1 
taught as lectures and if you suggest that we go to an increase number of 
once a week courses, none of the things that were suggested last week, an
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? increased attention to faculty development is going to be extremely neces-
sary. 

BRANDEWIE First Roger Hamburg's point about 2 a.m. in the morning is not so far fetched. 
There was a school out in the country that taught a writing course at 6:30 in 
the morning and it had 32 students. But I want to address my question to 
Grif. We have tried some weekend courses, I think. I don't know what hap-
pened, we don't do it anymore, as I gather. Was it because they were not 
publicized or they had no continuity? What's your reaction to that? 
I think it's a good idea. 

WALLING From my experience, most institutions that experiment with weekend courses 
without coming up with a whole separate promotional campaign failed often 
because you Ire drawing from your current students that choose to be here 
Monday through Friday. But when you go after new audiences, such as they
did at Southeast and IUPUI, you very often find people who can only attend 
weekends or it's enough to put them over so they'll come one weekend ses~ 
sion to maybe another evening section. r-

! 
l BRANDEWIE So it's a question of publicizing the program. 

WALLING As I understand it, yes. 

JORAY We have offered in our Division, Loren is it three now? Yes. Courses r that exclusively are on the weekend, Saturday mornings. I think itls fajr
to say that those courses have been successful from an enrollment stand- , 
point and as far as the information I have, I think they've been success-

In!I! ful pedagogically. Loren taught one of them we- offered, two last fall. :Welre 
experimenting this summer with a course that will start at 7 a.m., is it, Loren? 
Six-thirty a.m. to see whether or not that will hold also. I might add we 
are offering some of a little bit of special marketing of that but not a sub-r stantial amount and it would be in graduate work to see whether or not thati_. would work. Our experience so far has been limited but I think for the most 
part, welre pleased. Loren, would you agree?r WALTZ: They're among the first to close. Especially it's useful to the people who 
travel and get home on Fridays and particularly I find that women like it 
so that their husbands can stay home with the kids on Saturday mornings and\1!Ii! 

l
I they have their time free and don't have to worry about it. So it's been at-

tractive to a number of people. 

r ? live only had one experience with the weekend course and that was out at Syra-
cuse, to a group of students that were working and wanted to take in an ecology
lab class and could not come during the traditional lab period and so I tried 
offering one where we would meet for a longer time on the weekends. I didn'tr feel that it was too successful because we ran into too many problems. Even 
though they said they were free on weekends, they always seemed to come up
with some schedule conflict and it did get to be a long time even thou~h itr' was a lot of field work the students did tire in a shorter period of tlme i 

where I tried to double up and double time on the weekends and I didn't feel 
it was too successful but that was one experience.r-

I 

SMITH The information about the weekend times at Southeast that Grif mentioned, cur-
rently, the spring semesters are offering 32 3 and 4 credit hour courses;r three of them are offered at 6 p.m. Friday evening, 26 courses Saturday morning

I 
L and afternoons and 3 courses Sunday afternoons. Courses offered: There are 
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10 undergraduate humanities courses, 5 undergraduate natural science. and 
math courses, 6 undergraduate social science, 5 undergraduate business ,
and 5 education courses, two of which are at the graduate 1evel,'655 stu-
dents are enrolled at the weekend college at IU Southeast, 461 of those 
are also enrolle.d in weekday college, 194 are exclusively weekend. As- i 

Isuming 194 weekend only students are enrolled in a single 3 credit hour 
weekend course, the 461 weekday students given the opportunity to take 
additional credit courses on the weekend increases their average credit 
hour load of students from 8 to 12 hours. Obviously, here they struck 
two different markets; the weekender exclusively but then also the week-
day student given the option to take more courses. And 451 of them did
that. ' 

A question-clarification, could there be an intervening variable which 
could UNCLEAR ... the amount of course selection now available to the ,
students? It seems to me that the Southeast schedule is small in com-
parison to our schedule during the traditional time period where theirs 

[ 

is very small and that could be a very significant variable to explain ,the difference, they just have another opportunity to go to class. There 
the opportunity is available, here it isn't. Is that a possibility, David? 

Well, 11m thinking of it as a percentage. Thev have about 4~000 students, 
we have 6,000 students. I would guess on a percentage basis, their day i 
offerings are comparable to ours. They also have Monday-~!ednesday, Tues-
day-Thursday schedule which you all know I think is more convenient. 

It might be usef~l Dave, in resolving that issue to look at the IUPUI ex-
perience of the weekend courses that have been very richly enrolled, also. 

'-,Do you have similar figures, breat<downs? ,I 

No, 11m looking at campuses which are comparable in size and geographtclo-
cation. i 
May I ask a question? This all relates to the paper that John Mefford pre-

! 

sented. Now it's agreed that Fridays are unpopular because it comes before """ 
the weekend. So we strike that as a night for offering clas.ses. Is 'it flOs·- I 
sib.le that Monday would become the unpopular night when people wouldn't want 
to teach 'becauseit IS ri ght after the weekend? Secondly, when the classes 
meet twice a week, for all intents and purposes there is 75 minutes of in-
struction; a class that meets one night a week for 2 1/2 hrs, I imag.ine in-
volves a break and based on whatever experience live had, the breaks may
begin at 5 minutes, stretch to 10 and toward the end of the semester .y.pu ,
may have to go out into the corridor and .literally herd people back in . crt 
the point of a gun. In short, is it possible that less could be accomplished 
one night a week? Finally, we"·seem to be registering rather heavily at 
5:20 most of the classes are quite popular and it is pos.sib1e at least 
in the way the schedule is constructed that a person might very well have 
dinner at home come over here at 6:30 or 6:35 and pick LIP a class and then ...,would be more than willing to continue if an array of classes were offered I 

)at 8 o'clock with the understanding that they would be qut of here at 9:15 
and on their way home well before 10 o'clock. Did you consider these things'? 
Are these things reasonable questions? l 
Jerry, we did talk about that and I remember the problem I had with t~is 
was figuring out a way to get in three class sessions at night. One pps- ,
sibility I ·threw out ,was 6 to 7:15, 7:30 to 9 or whatever, 75 minutes. The I 
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HAMBURG difficulty with that is of course you don't have a third session at 
night. I don't know,people have different experiences live never found 
40'clock, in terms of enrollment terribly attractive. Other people 
have done well with it. I think, 6 o'clock, the nice thing about 6 
o'clock is people could get home~have dinner and get back and have a 

~ 
class and 7:30 have everybody out of here. The difficulty of that is 
we miss one block of instruction in there. This was discussed. 

RYAN Can I respond to that question? Certainly. 11m not sure that I under-
~ stand the committee's recommendation for step 5. On one end the com-

mittee suggests it supports the proposal to begin evening classes later 
than 5:20 to accomodate the working students, I think which is a re-
commendation changing the existing class schedule. On the other handr it recommends serious and careful study to establish optimum time.I 

So what youlre saying is you think it ought to be moved but youlre 
not sure what that time is? 

I 
~ 

l MEFFORD Maybe I can focus at least my recollection of considerable discussion 
on this. One of the concerns of a lot of students appears to be larger 

~ than we might suspect of being a much larger problem than we might think 
is that there are a number of students who would be interested in enroll-
ing in the program and who would take a rather large variety of courses 
if they were able to get those courses after work time. Part of the r thrust of this or inherent in this is that we attempt to move coursesl that we attempt to move courses that are regularly only offered during 
the day to a later starting time so that people are able to take ~d

~ vantage of them. And it also is getting at trying to look at the problem 
L of courses that welre already offering in the late afternoon that begins

at a time that penalizes people who are just getting off work. Now grant-
ed, you'll never satisfy the entire population with any schedule but to ~ 

l take another look at it. Welve been doing it our way now for some time 
and everyone here in the Study Group recalls a variety of experiences 
personally as well as other kinds of data that suggests that this mayr in fact pose a problem that might if welre able to resolve it would 
have the results of attracting perhaps another group of people that welre 
not already able to accomodate to the schedule that we have.r RYAN Now, what I think youlre saying is that you really need an awful lot of 
information, good data, to make some decisions. Welve got to realize that 
people coming in the evening are a combination of full-time undergraduates r going only in the evening and part-time undergraduates only going in the 

~ 

evenings who may have different needs. We also have graduate full-time 
and undergraduate full-time in the evenings. And they have a combination r of different needs, and we really need to collect .some additional inform-

~ ation before we make those kinds of decisions. One of the things that Jane 
Robinson always tells me is in the program area she needs to start her 

~ classes earlier because in the market analysis she's done, the people say
l weld like to take your courses on the way home from work between 5 and 5:30 

and 6 o'clock and if you start at 8 o'clock, welre not gOing to come that 
late. So I guess my response to the recommendation to start later is thatr I really need to see an awful lot more data before we make some decisions. 
Then we probably have to take a look at the kind of student population that's 
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RYAN 1 i kely to need that. We're 1 i kely to have to make some deci sio·ns at the 
undergraduate and graduate level which are going to be different. I thin~ ~ 

,we need to look at-more information before that kind of decision can be 
made. 

? One of the concerns that has not been set out clearly is that we're not 
talking about a substantial shift of the study time. The thought was
that 5:20 was just slightly too early. People getting off at 5 o'clock 
can't make a 5:20 class dependably. They may sign up for it. There's 
a horrible traffic crunch here at 5;20 because the lobbies include 
people leaving from the c1ass:esat 5:15. So with that 5 minute break 
between classes and the very, very close timing required by somebody
getting off work at 5 o'clock and driving across town, finding a place 
to park, you can't get into that room at 5:20. We're talking about 
shifting to 5:30, 5:45, not an enormous shift, but just enough to ease 
that incredible crunch between 5:]5 and 5:20. 

i 

..,
! 

RYAN 

? 

Let me play the devil's advocate on that just a second. It seems to me 
we're making the assumption that most of our potential stUdents get off 
work at 5 o'clock. I guess, 1'm not sure I can make that assumption.
There are a lot of folks who work till 3:30 and a lot of folks who work 
till 4 on shift changes that do break at that point. If that is the 
case and I'm not sure, I'm just saying we need that data, if that is 
the case, we might be able to make an argument for starting classes at 
quarter of five to· get people here shortly before that traffic :begins
to start and so starting not at 5:20 but at 4:45 to take advantage of 
that and maybe offer 3 or 4 sections in the eveninr.. What 1'm saying
is I like the committee's recommendations. I think they're really good
recommendations and I'm very comfortable with them except that one and 
only because I don't know enough about evening student population at this 
point to make a decision. 

Another consideration i·s that we're looking now at a f40nday/Thursday traf-
fic crunch. If that's changed to Monday/Wednesday, Tuesday/Thursday,
some of those problems may be alleviated. I think Dave's been trying
to say something there for awhile. . 

..,
I 

,.., 
; 
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i 
\ 
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SMITH In response to Roge·r and Jim here, the schedules that they both suggest, 
starting in the afternoon a li.ttle later and trying to pick up the 3:30 
and the 4:30 crowd'and then starting the evening schedule a little lat.er,
that schedule i.5 eSsenttally like the schedule used at Fort Wayne and So~~h
east that have classes beginning at 4:30 running till 5:45 and then begi·"",
ning again at 6 and going to 7:15 and .at 7:30 to 8:45, 9 until 10:15. :NoW 
the 'registrars at the campuses tell me that the 9 to 10:15 are not heavily 
used at all and I can understand why. But for most people who do work urir--
til 5, they can g~t over here, or can go to the campuses with some convenience,
grab a bite to eat' before classes assuming they work all day and complete
two classes, coming two days a week. I'll m,ake another observation, that 
while 65% of our students are i'ndeed residents of St. Jos~ph county, 35% 
of them are not residents of St. Joe county and that's some 2,000 students 
who dri ve. I rece1ved a 1 etter from a 1 ady who 1 i ves in El kha rt, 19 mil es 
away. She says I just started the MSBA program this semester. Because I wprk
full time in El khartand cannot leave .my job until 5, to take two courses 
this semester, I have to drive 4 nights a week to the lUSB campus. If . 
the first class ;'n the evening were to begin at 6 rather than 5:20 lid 
be able to take tw.O classes on two n·;'ghts. The question I have, How many 

, 
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SMITH people wou1dn ' t do that and how many people given the alternative would 
take one course per semester? I agree while research is needed, I 
think the general feeling is that 5:20 just does not get the crowd that 
are getting off work at 5. lid also like to take time to respond to 
Jerry about his worry that Monday is going to become the bad day. In 
Jim's survey in 1975, when they asked students to specify their pre-
ferences for a two-day week or one-day week class; the first pre-
ference was Monday/Thursday, the second was Monday/Wednesday. The 
third was Tuesday/Thursday. When they asked them whether they would at-
tend class one day a week, what were their preferences, they were in 
order: Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday. 11m guessing that 
coming out of the weekend is not exactly the same thing as going into 
the weekend. 

GARRETT I have a question for Grif. Grif you mentioned in your presentation, non-
traditional students were interested in short term goals and you mentioned 
one or two like associate degrees. ~Jhat other sorts of things do the 
students express interest in for short term goals? This is a programatic 
question now, not one simply of time schedule. 

WALLING Another one 11m not sure can be addressed by Artsrand Sciences commission, 
are job skills that they can update and be ready in a short run for advance-
ment on the job. That's another short term one that 11m not sure we can 
do an awful lot about. But the other one that's often talked about, a one 
year certificate, an associate degree, getting a head start to narrow down 
the time it takes from beginning to completion of their program. 

GARRETT Does the short term goal then have to be expressed in terms of a certificate 
of degree,that sort of formal recognition by the university or is there 
some other options which don't go totally to the level of a degree, that 
students have expressed interest in in these surveys? 

WALLING It has been my experience that they like some kind of symbolic gesture 
when they complete the courses of study which they want a piece of paper
saying they completed a one year certificate or two year degree. 

? One thing that Grif has brought ~p at the beginning that Dave's comments 
remind me of, how much did the committee look at actually offering courses 
in Elkhart? People that get off at 5 o'clock don't want to come here four 
nights a week. But they might be willing to stay in Elkhart if we were to 
go to them. How much discussion was there of that? 

? 11m cold discussing the Elkhart programs. Didn't you have some data? 

(lllII Sr~ITH Welre offering 35 sections in Elkhart. 

? Are they successful in enrollment? 

SMITH Yes. They're averaging right around 30. All nights per week ... all but one. 

BRANDEWIE I think, pretty sure you're going to have to start increasing them on the 2,3, 
and 400 level. Because I suspect youlre going to end up getting the same 
clientele. Some of them start at least the students I've had, begin because 
they just wanted to do something at night and stimulate themselves, self-

1'111 enrichment programs and whatnot and then they like to continue on, they've 
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BRANDEWIE picked up a whole raf t of what's offered, mostly 100 level courses and 
then that's it. I mean pretty soon that's going to have to be addressed. 

? So they don't get a taste of IUSB and come here? That is not the case? 

BRANDEWIE Well they run into the same problem still; why they stay there in the first 
place. It's quite a drive. Some come from Rochester and drive , what-an 
hour and 15 minutes to get to Elkhart and would likely be two hours to 
get here. I don't even know where Rochester is. I just think that any 
reason why they're staying there will prevent them without superhuman effort 
to come here. 

? If some of those courses were offered at the 2 and 300 level, and they 
had half of their degree finished that would be motivation to come and finish 
up . 

? It seems to me the more advanced programs in El kha rt, to get back to the quality
question, we can't provide the support, the faculty time, the library sup-
port and that sort of thing for completing the degree in El khart. If you in-
crease the offering too far, you start cutting down the quality. 

HAMBURG One thing too about the type of quality; there are two problems, I guess in 
terms of enrollment ; one is the number of credit hours per student. 11m wonder-
ing if welve given enough consideration to students taking courses in sequence. 
It's all very well and good to get ' the student dropping for 3 credits, you
know it'll take him 25 years to get a degree. I understand that but I wonder 
if these things address the question of students putting together sequences, 
if they can get enough at night. You know so there's enough flexibility in there 
so that if they take two or three courses. And that concerns me because there 
are so many drop outs. You know, 1111 take three credits and that's fine 
but welve still got too many people takin~ three and six hours and we need 
them. But what concerns me about this, I don't know if welve even tnought
about this about the general question of convenience . If welre thinking 
about the question of how to get students; A) to take more hours per stu ~ 
dents and B) to stick around for four years. Welve really addressed that 
but I can see the problem, welre encouraging it, you know, gee, drop in and 
that's fine but I really wonder if we thought this other question through 
and I think the Elkhart question is part of it. 

JORAY Roger, our program is designed so that with one exception which has about 
eight majors in it and we 'even try to take ca re of those students. You can 
take a degree in Business at night without ever going during the day. That 
is, we offer enough courses at night. There may be some times when you ~ight
have to wait a semester to get the course but they are offered frequently 
so that the student can graduate at night. I believe also and I could be 
mistaken here but welve had some discussion for example with the S PEA 
people. They have a course that's required and they offer it at night and 
I think they've evea agreed to offer it more frequently, isn't that right,
Dave? So that our students would be able to take it and I think generally,
welve gotten good cooperation from Arts and Sciences along the same line. 
We would like to see more Arts and Sciences core courses offered at night
to give our students a little more flexibility . 
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HAMBURG But do you push them, when you advise them? I mean, push them into the 
idea of a degree program, taking more than one course?r" 

i , 

JORAY Sure, and the MSBA program is a night-time program. You can't take a 
course during the day unless you take Loren's 6:30 a;m. course.FIlII

! 
HAMBURG So they see that the two programs are linked in time and it's all part---. 

SCHREIBER With respect to this "Sunshine Semester" proposal, the one thought that 
I get running through my mind as I'm looking at it here is that if you 
run two cross-programs simultaneously isn't there a danger that ultimately

f'!Il you're going to rob"Peter to pay Paul?" That students are gOing to enroll 
i , less in the full length semester knowing that they can pick up the courses 

in March and not have the hassel and then what you end up with you can 
take three summer sessions in one full term. Why should they go throughr, the hassel of coming the extra time if they have an alternative? I 
don't know if there's been any data on that or not. 

r- SMITH Isn't that true for any alternative to the standard? When we: go to Elk-
I hart do we not risk fewer students coming to this campus because they con-

tinually take courses in Elkhart. Do we need to have a weekend college?
• You know the same risk is there. Certainly some of the students who are 

r 

1 now attending Elkhart, were they not given the opportunity would be at-
tending here. But what I think we're trying to do is make it more con-
venient for them too, as well as attract other students. The evidence 
from Southeast regarding the weekend college, not only did they permit the 
opportunity for their weekday students to take more hours in the weekend 
but they also attracted nearly 200 students who did not come during the 
week day. But I think that question is appropriate when we deviate from 
standard courses here at campus. 

r-t SCHREIBER I'm not sure the comparison of the weekend thing quite holds, it's a little
I bit different kind of situation. In some ways the weekend thing might be 

considered for some people anyway less desirable than going during the week,
it depends on one circumstance. It seems to me if you're fighting the snowr and ice and all the other things that go on here and also getting the same 

'. thing in a shorter time that you could be for many offering a much more 
attractive offering.

r" 
L 
I SMITH It seems to me that any change that's introduced like that would have to 

be evaluated for the kind of effects and spin offs and modified and tried 
1'" out or increased. 
I,-

WALTZ I heard Grif say two things I think that the survey of students, their 
preferences were Tuesday/Thursday, Monday/Thursday and so on, not Friday. i I heard you say something about 80% of the classes were not scheduled, I 
mean were scheduled at a time other than Friday. I hadn1t heard you say
what surveys you have made on faculty impact on this and administrative 
scheduling on this. You haven't addressed that. Have you considered that? 
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WALLING I think you're right. The major thrust of this paper has been from 
the student point of view and that ... 

fJALTZ Would you agree that faculty preferences not to teach on Friday would 
have an impact on it? 

,WALLING No question, no question and that's one of the things that I refer to as 
an academic need rather than--- or as compared with the student need,
faculty preference. 

.., 

IBENDER I'm sure there are faculty who prefer not to teach in evenings at all. 
And some how preferences need to 'come into 1ine wi th needs and thati sn ' t 
going to be easy at all and nothing is easy. I think the question-
faculty allocations is critical. One of the things -that I was going to 
mention is the realignment of facu'lty salaries, schedules and loads to a 
different schedule with ,many, many options is going to be one of the d,if-
ficulties including putttng such a system into play. I really wanted 
to just restate semething that Grif had said and a couple of others that 
in any of these alternative systems, should we decide to havealternatrtve 
scheduling systems or 10cati:on courses in new places, a key: to that is 
to promote them as a new thing. But with Roger's caviller that thess 
have some kind of 'consistency as a whole program rather than coming oUlt 
from some university not to be named and throwing strange courses and 
typing and an _unnamed high school. Our value I think to our students 
is that we can offer in-programs out of our usual setting or time frame 
is that it is part of a whole system and that there is some relevance 
to some things like course requirements and questions that adults ask. I 
think they ask questions Hke that because they take the programs in frag-
ments, 3 hours here and 6 ,hours there and they think electives are sinfu'l 
to take because it I sa dev,iant1'rom something they know counts. ¥ouknow" 
I think that promoting this beyond just the sheer public relations point
of view as part of a total educational system concept is very importapt.
I also once offered to teach a 2: 00 a.m. course. I 1m ready if there ",5 
anybody else who wants to take courses. I want to say one 'other ·thi:ng
about 'delivery .systems. Just one thing about Al, the thing that .'1:\1 ta1-ked 
about delivery systems viae,lectronics and the world of tomorrow. I 
think that we areas a faculty, maybe more so than our students resis~ 
ustng any of these delivery systems and people all around the countrY 
rave abolilt iIHETS-. :rheyuse it a's a model, an ideal, that they'lrestr.i vlng
for. And we don't use it-at all. Even the modest equipment that ·we Ihave; -rthere are one or bi~ people on the campus ,maybe ten who would love tQ have i 

that mobile unit~ 11m one of them. I would love tog'o into a fU1'lP rp-1

ductionof Arts ~nd Science faculty-faqJ,lty meetings and syndicate them. 
But in some seriousness, I think that we are never going to uti1ize ~ven 
the equipment that we have. There are ,people who don't like to turn iltghts 
on. I think we really ,need to think about the use of that media and all 
of that as part of delivery systems not to replace faculty because t~;at's 
always a dangerous thi.ng to _suggest but to think about using it in some 
active way, not just to turni t on and go to Wash i ngtonand let your' :stu-
dents watch a movie that day ,but to imagine it as a way of bringing ',re-
sources into the classroom, like a classroom in Elkhart where you d~nl~ "'i 

have a full 1ibrary or you doni t have the 1aboratoryri ght there for (a 
[ 

demonstrati:on. You can do th'e 'demonstrations as part ,of your other olass" 
I mean to use the mediaasi·f -.the media were a service of thefacuJ'4yand 
can really be integrated in.to ,courses and that woul d take an enormoUs 
amount of retraining. I' 

;1 
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LARGE Thank you, Eileen. I wanted to mention that last Friday, I went to the 
IHETS presentation which was held in Northside and we had spent con-
siderable time and discussion on a monthly basis with Dean Faris of 
Bloomington plus each of the audio-visual directors or supervisors 
on each campus get on that IHETS conference that week. We do try to 
plan things that will meet faculty needs and provide perhaps you could 
say faculty development such as this presentation by Dr. Ebel last 
Friday. And there were unfortunately only two of us there and here

Jill was a very good presenter. We had the phones all hooked up, you could 
talk to him, you could talk to Dean Faris, you could talk to all of 
these other people on the phone line, and you know there was one heck 

!WI of a lot of effort put into bri·nging that program to us. And I'd like 
to sell something, this idea, I'd like to be able to talk to Dean Faris 
and say yes, we're interested in more of these kinds of things, as these 
are specific areas that our faculty would like to see in the future andl-'

i presented in this fashion. I think it's a terrific device that IHETS 
system and I just wanted to add that I do as my presentation said feel 
that some of the things that we have are pretty neat here and they just 

1
J'III 
i are not utilized to their fullest potential.
l 

HAMBURG On the question of audio-visual stuff, and then I want to say 
1 

something;
!"" First of all, it seems to me one of the difficulties that I've had with 

the A-V stuff is the good stuff that I'd like to use for political science 
classes, especially PBS programs- to rent them is prohibitive you know $300 

ji1III for an hour television program, you don't want to rent them and you want 
I
I to play pirate and we have the equipment to do that as you well know. 

LARGE Roger, you have the polity from Bloomington ...!mill
I 

HAMBURG Then you have the danger of law suits. And it seems to me with the Beta Max 
people turning that whole thing into an academic question that may ease matters 
a great deal because that's the problem I have with it. Roy's comment thoughr is an interesting one because as I look over these things I have the problem
of space and he has with time, that is it's like having a store down town 

!IIII and you just split it in half and when you have limited resources, there is 
I a question of one thing bidding away from another and that's always been 
I. the question I've had. Now, I'm sure that Grif and Jim hava data. There's 
11'1 always the question of whether the students who take a course in Elkhart~ 

wi 11 then take courses here. And if the sutdents who take the "Sunri se l Semester" would then be attracted to that, would that add other courses? 
In other words, are you increasing your total pool rather than just split-
ting limited resources up and diffusing your talent and that always con-r cerns me. Because I think it's something, if we had data, you know when 
they try to summarize, if we've had data, would these students have taken 

(l1li further courses you know during the regular semester. I think we need that 
I 
1 

because we can't split ourselves allover the place and that goes with 
Elkhart or if we want to go even further, expand programs elsewhere in the 
area. Are we adding to the total pool of students or are we just dividing

fill! the same resources to an infinity? It's a serious problem. i 

I'"
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RYAN Do you want to respond to that Griff~ in terms of . .. 

WALLING Go ahead Jim . 

RYAfJ We do have an idea of distribution in Elkhart~ an example to support 
what you're saying. What is it~ Grif? 

WALLING As far as redistributing existing student enrollments~ well more than ha1f 
of the people who attended Elkhart in the first two semesters were brand 
new to I U. A number of additional folks were or had been "stop outs" 
for a year. That number is of course decreasing as recidiv ·sm increases 
in Elkhart . We have a lot of people staying on more than 55%and come back 
next semester~ which is still low but we are not in more than 25 to 30% 
of the cases stealing as it were people who . . . 

WOLFSON To Roger ' s question~ Indianapolis with a very extensive wee kend college;
live heard Jim East ~ the associate dean of liberal arts there who runs 
that say that their enrollment jumped by some staggering amount . And 
yet the overall IUPUI-non-health enrollment last fall dropped even more 
than ours did . So the question is whether that weekend col l ege had saved 
them from even a worse fate~ or whether you were getting the redistribution 
phenomenon that Roger speaks of. I don't know that we really know. Of 
course our people have studied the Elkhart situation longer and maybe
those insights are useful. But there is going to be a total pool no 
matter how much you try to enlarge it. vJhere are the limits of that en-
largement? To Roy's question, too~ people simply say~ gee it's great to 
go in March and April , so why bother to come January and February. 

RYAN The size of geographic area is a itremendous fa cto r in that kind of success . 
Somebody once said to me ~ you could do almos t anything , at any time in Chicago
and you could sell any class you wanted to . I t hink the same is true to a 
large extent in population base Indianapolis ha s. There are enough people
in Indianapolis that could support a variety of kinds of programs . The 
record of weekend college success to the large extent has been in the major 
metropolitan areas, not in the smaller metropolitan areas or in the small 
college areas . So where we fit in is somewhere between the two dimensions 
of major and smaller metropolitan area. 

\WOLFSON Roger's example of .. .what was your example? Rober tson's East ~ Jim East~ and 
that's his real name has been: promoting as our Continuing Ed people know for 
one shoppi ng center courses. They are offeri ng courses apparently in ,rented 
rooms in major shopping centers. So we could thin k of Scottsdale Mall, I 
suppose and University Park when it opens up and there again the question 
is do you have the supporting services and what kind of courses and so on. 

,RYAN When you thin k of a course next to Ganto's we get all kinds of self-acquired 
competence possibilities. It blows my mind . But again you need to take 
a look at the size and volume of area. In Buffalo when we did the first 
store front educational centers in 1965,66 ,67, we were going 35,45,55 minutes 
away from the campus and still being in the met ropolitan area. If you're
talking about going that far from here~ then you really are i n Elkhart 
or some other community or LaPorte or whatever t he case may be . In Indianapc
if you have a store front college or shopping center college you could be 
35~45 minutes away from the campus with traffic ~ etc. I don't think you hav 
a similar situat i on here, personally. But I thin k we might take a lo'ok at 
that option . 
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Im!Il! HARRmAN Jim can I change the thrust of the discussion here just briefly. I was 
going to ask Pat but he got away. I understand from some of the things 
that live heard that although child care facilities are regarded as de-
sirable, certain legal questions that might involve the university's
capacity to deliver such facilities. Did you folks encounter anything 
that would lead one to question whether you know legally it's desirability?
Or legally, it's possibility for us to get into this sort of operation? 

SCHREIBER You might be interested in knowing that for the past five years, Kokomo 
has been running a day care or child care facility on campus. As a matter 
of fact their, when they first opened it up, their business manager insisted 
that it be put on campus. The other thing is that I contacted the insurance 
people here at IU and asked them if moving it on to campus would change any
of the liability situation from what it now is running it in the church. 
And they said there would be no additional insurance required. 

r ISAACSON But I think that it's important to understand how many students we may be 
losing and I don't have the data. I think the day care center does. I
have to register my son every year and if you don't get there right at the 
beginning, you see the signs that say toddler section closed. There are stu-r- dents that just, as soon as they see that sign, they turn around and leave 

! 
I 

because they cannot go to school unless somebody can take care of their kids. 
And I think we really should investigate and see how many students we are 

~ losing. can , On the form that you fill out, they ask how many credits 
I you take because of the day care center, how many would you not be ablei, 

to take, that sort of thing. I think we should really investigate that. 

r HARRIMAN Is security an issue? For example, in here it mentions since a large part of 
our population is female, would better lighting, better police force, should 
that be a part of our delivery system? 

~ ? Security came up in our early discussions and it was not one of those things 
that we could follow up on. It's come up in particular with questions of 
day care center. If it were to be on campus, where would you put it? And 
one suggestion that was made was Riverside Hall and that immediately brings 
up the question of security. 

r 
r HAMBURG I think the question of getting, when classes end at night. It was pointed

out, I think that nurses have to get out of here later, what was it 9:15 or 
something like that. But other than that, the idea that I suggested is you
try not to have classes end after 9:00 unless there are overriding reasons, 
like the nurses can't work that out. But I think that's one of the reasons 
why people want to get out of here earlier. Maybe it's a little lighter in 
the summer. That is a worry. J"l 

I 
I 

? There is at least one women's organization that changed their meeting place 
from this campus for those considerations. filii 

I 
l ? I have a question on how those services are set up down there on other cam-

puses. Is that a university supported service or is that a self-supported 
J!'Ii system that can be expanded and decreased based on current needs as far as 

the center is concerned? Does it have that kind of flexibility? 

~ SCHREIBER Are you talking about the day care center? 

? Yes 
r-
I 
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SCHREIBER Well, it's done on a need basis. The.peop1e are hired in and are basically 
hourly, temporary people except for the supervi sor. And they hi re on as . 
many people as they: need to cover the people that they have or they don't 
hire them as the case may be. It terms of the space available part of 
the problem with the facility that they're in right now is that it is a 
fixed space. There are concrete walls separating reoms. If you have 25 
three-year oldsand only 7 toddler children, there's no way to give the 
toddler children less space and the three year olds more space because 
you're dealing with fixed area. Therefore, the signs that they were talk.. 
ing about go up "No More Room in the Three Year Old Room. 1I Well, technicql1y 
there is room at the center. The problem is you can't use the space and 
that happens every year. That's a constant problem. At certain times yo~
get one room overloaded and .another room under capacity and there's nothing 
you can do about it. What you need is flexible space that can be adjusted
depending on what's happening. 

WOLFSON Is this at our place or at Kokomo that you're talking about? 

SCH~EIBER This is at our place where you have the concrete fixed facility. As I unqer-
stand it from Kokomo, when I talked to the people down there, they said 
what they had, had formerly been a rather large student lounge and apparently,
they can divvy that up. . 

WOLFSON I don't know the full particulars but in their budget base adjustment that 
every campus has been asked to make, Kokomo has at the moment at least de-
cided and announced that they are withdrawing, I think a sum like $13,000
for day care support, now I don't know how that can come out of the general 
fund? 

? Well, I checked into that too. Which is how I got on to it. Initially,
when that center started,thegenera1 fund at Kokomo was picking up all the 
salaries of the staff; that's very unlike our operation here where there's 
a basically revolving fund arrangement where the people who are using the 
center are paying for the salaries. At Kokomo, the fee for leaving your 
child there for 4 hours was 25¢ and it was meant strictly as a "supp1ies.. 
juice fee" kind of arrangement. Our arrangement here is that 75¢ per hoyr
per child and basically that covers the cost of the employees th.at th~y have 
working there. The way that this center falls into a situation of meeti~g
the subsidy is because they have to pay about $4,100 in rent and if they· I'Ill'l 

were using an on-c:ampus faci"lity,tt:ley would be self-sustaining or they I 
would be able to adjust their fees within a few cents so ~hat they would 
be self-sustaining. 

WOLfSON I might say the Kokomo student newspaper is very bi tter about that. 

HARRIMAN It is three o'clock and we've agreed we will breat at three. If you wish 
to di scuss, di scuss in the hallway and come bakc at three-fifteen . 

• 
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HARRIMAN Student Recruitment and Retention, a very important topic.
Curt Leggett will serve as moderator, Curt why don't you begin. 

r 

LEGGETT Thanks, Jerry, On the handout that you either have or are about to get,. 
the summary of the issue statements that the two sUb-committees arrived 
at and then we met in open forum for the full study group. The Student 
recruitment and retention broke down into two very obvious sub-committees 
and they worked independently but came back and shared their general thoughts. 
We worked then through, and that happens to be the points of consideration 
that are at the end. The effect of anyone of the issues that we have 
not necessarily recommended but brought up for discussion, would probably 
not have any great impact but we felt that the aggregate effect of any 
one of them might in combination with another or as a group could indeed 
have an effect on student recruitment and retention for IUSB. There will 
undoubtedly be overlap within some of the things that are listed in these 
two pages and some of the things discussed earlier today as well as the 
last series of meetings, however, we were not terribly concerned about 
that in that wherever there was overlap we felt there must be generalized 
concern. And so based on that we made little attempt to try and pullout
those items that we thought there might be overlap with others working 
on the same or similar topics. So you'll find some overlap but we think 
that probably adds strength and clarity to the issues as opposed to re-
dundancy. We also attempted as a large group at the beginning to the 
end to attack the concept of recruitment issues and retention issues 
with a sense of optimism. We thought that was very important. There's 
a kind of gloom that settles over this issue from time to time and we 
felt that trntwas not the way to approach discussion or seek alternatives 
or new ways to at least understand the problems and issues. So we entered 
into all of our discussions with that sense of optimism and weld like to 
share that with you. The items that 11m going to read to you in a moment, 
we left them all in, we made no judgments as to whether or not they were 
good or bad issues or good or bad areas of discussion. We thought we simply
would try to clarify them and share them with you, the faculty as a whole. 
So there are fourteen in all. We also felt that the purpose of our having
done this was one to inform you of what the concerns were that surfaced,
second to open up for discussion and gather new ideas and then we felt 
that our obligation was to share any greater or lesser weight in that 
discussion with the steering committee. So we made few if any value judg-
ments relative to any of the statements. I think in discussing with Roy
and Craig who were the subcommittee chairmen, the easiest way to facilitate 
debate would be to simply take the few moments for me to run through each 
of these items and then come back to them rather than having the sub-
committee reports, the items, most of them are self-explanatory and to 
get them out and have a broad sense and have a place to start and then 
as issues and discussions seem necessary, weill come back to them. I 
think that will leave maximum time for discussion by the faculty. If you
want to follow along with me, 11m on the secomd page where it talks about 
points of consideration. First is a discussion, that it appears that our 
campus is prone not only to habitually reinvestigating matters but also to 
restarting these matters virtually from scratch. That was the first thing 
we had to deal with when our committees got together. This campus should 
establish a bureau of institutional research that is designed to keep track 
of statistics and trends that relate to IUSB. I think a mement here, the 
work that David Smith has done both for our subcommittee and others shows 
the high degree of necessity and the ability to use those figures has helped 
us greatly and 11m sure that the bigger the pool of data, the better. This 
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LEGGETT campus should move quickly to establish a clea r mission statement con-
cerning its identity and goals in order to provide better focus and di-
rection to promotion of recruitment and retention . I heard some of that 
discussion in the~ last meeting and I think it will probably come up again ' 
as exactly what is our goal and mission and who are our students and who 
should we be servicing. This campus should move quickly to establish 
visible administrative level officer or council charged with the responsi-
bility to coordinate all recruitment efforts . We were concerned that re-
ports we were getting was a variety of recruitment and retention efforts 
if you will but they were random at times and maybe a central coordinating
function would help. This campus should move quickly to undertake a pro-
fessional market survey to establish community educational needs related 
to campus goals. We sense that there's a population out there that we have 
not totally identified and that one of the best ways to do that was to make 
a specific effort to gain that information . Due to the fact that the majority 
of our students have afternoon or evening classes, faculty office hours, ad~ , 
ministration office hours should be consistent wi th this enrollment pattern.
Support should be given to the current investigati on to the possible changes-
in scheduling daytime calendar to better meet student needs. Again, part
of that was discussed in the last session. We felt that had a direct im-
pact on recruitment and certainly retention of students. While continuing
to increase recruitment of the traditional high school student, this campus -
should move quickly to expand the recruitment programs that .concentrate on 
the non-traditional students. We felt again it was part of the pool and 
if we could identify that pool, I guess it was Dr . Wolfson relati ve to how 
big is that pool, first needs to be established . I think this --- -non-tra-
ditional student may be a larger pool than we think. As a large number 
of our students attend part time, there's a need to expand funding of 
scholarships, grants,intraships and assistantships for the purpose of these' 
students. I believe that, I noticed in the recent Preface, there's a 
move in that direction. The campus should move quickly to promote and 're-
cruit fresh, new and more innovate ways to establish procedures to measure 
the effectiveness of such activities. Some are listed, which I don't . 
think it's necessary to go down through. The idea here was that there· may
tE a marketabil ity, if you wi 11, that we have not tapped. And 'that we ' 

should look at that. And secondly , while there seelTl to be a large -: number 
of recruitment efforts ongoing, it was not always terribly clear as to how ,
effective they were. And if that data was available, it would help us to 
evaluate those efforts. All students should be administered tests in 
such basic ' skil l areas as math, composition , reading, etc. in an' effort 
to identify student needs in these areas . There's much information., tqat
students come to us with needs and we lose them in the second or third year
because they may not possess the basic skills to begin with. Students 
who have a declared major should be assigned to the appropriate department
and/or division for advising. This woul d necessitate the training of in--
structors to appropriately advise the students _ It seemed l ike there ~as 
a high need from many directions for direct student/faculty contact as often 
as possible and those important times for advising. There's a critica l nee 
for the granting of sufficient space and support to the campus child care ' 
services. This should include the schedul ing of both day and evening hour~. 
Again that was alluded to in the first session . But we think that's a critica 
issue for the retention and often the immediate recruitment of some student: 
There is the need for both students and instructors to have ready access 
to information concerning activities, services , resources and programs, a 
series of fact sheets, handbooks and information centers should be explored 
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LEGGETT The idea in this section was that there was a lot of information, a lot 
of things going on, on this campus, and if you have the perserverance to 
find it, you can find where the information is but ready access is not 
always what it should be . The appropriate responsible person should in-
vestigate the impact of campus facilities or lack of them on recruitment 
and retention. These items should include, parking, small lounges, asso-
ciate faculty spaces plus the general aesthetics of the classrooms and the 
campus. Listed could also be the items that were mentioned at the last 
part of the last discussion; the things like the lighting in the parking 
lots and so on. We didn't try to elaborate too long. Those were the 
issues that seemed to form the most clarity for us and our two subcom-
mittees in the general meeting. Little effort was made to prioritize
them although I tried to group them when putting them out in some form. 
Would either Craig or Roy like to comment on anything in particular be-
fore we throw it open to general discussion? 

GARRETT It's a long list and maybe we would be able to do everything. I'm wonder-
ing if in the committee discussion you developed any sense of priorities
where you see greater problems or lesser problems or is it simply a single
comprehensive package that we should accept? 

LEGGETT No, it is not a single comprehensive package and our difficulty was what 
to leave out , if anything and to be perfectly frank, we couldn't decide 
on what to leave out so we left it all in. I think maybe there is a sense 
of issues that were more critical if you will among mutually critical is-
sues. Things like the bureau of institutional research, for example that 
there is data around that needs to be used over a time. I think the identi-
fication of the mission or identity of this institution as times are chang-
ing and how that's going to effect us . I think some kind of professional
market survey of what is available in terms of the present student in re-
cruitment and retention issues,probably that would come quickest to my
mind if someone else would like to comment? 

HAMBURG You wouldn't want to leave out something? Recruiting? 

LEGGETT No, thank you. ~gain that was another issue. I noticed, for example,
that Roland, I believe you shared with me the thing on the Indiana ~ailY 
Student on the Bloomington campus under Vice President O'Neil they ave 
instigated such a plan that they have an all campus admissions and recruit-
ing function to be reorganized under a new central unit. I think that 
is important because we found there were literally dozens of activities on-
going between individual faculties or departments or divisions or even just 
groups of faculty and yet there was no coordinating energy to it, there 
was no consistency to it . Many times it really was just based on a per-

. sonal basis and we felt the need for some type of coordination. 

? Curt, are all the scholarship monies given only to students who are con-
sidered full-time? 

LEGGETT As far as I know, the only thing that I have and maybe Bob Dubick could 
comment on that, the only thing I have is the article that came out in 
the Preface in which and from my general knowledge, most of it was going 
to full-time student needs. There is a plan now I believe it's in the 
Financial Aid Committee through student services to evaluate that parti cular 
procedure because nearly half of our students are part-time students and 
many of them have the same financial needs as a full-time student. 
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DUB ICK Steve Minnick can't wait to talk about this. 

MINNICK Yes, in the past the general university policy regarding scholarships
with the exception, there's one for specific half-time students or part-
time but up to this point there hasn't been at this point yet. But we're 
propos ing to open it up to half time students , degree-seeking students at 
least 6 hours on up . 

GARRETT Is it up to the university, Steve, to make that decision? 

MINNICK Yes, each campus; there's a university meeting policy in Financial Aids 
and on each campus with that proposal being submitted by the Fi nancial 
Aid Committee, they can submit a proposal to the Chancellor and then based 
on his approval , we can make changes in the standard procedure~; which is 
what we're in the process of doing now. 

SCHREIBER I suppose wha t I was thinking of while we're here, the business of just
rethinking this whole thing has to be done and the is sue we're talking
about at the end of the last comes in there in a way, too. I mean has any-
one thought about trying to provide funds for child care for students who 
come to this campus. Often, if the student is taking any kind of load 
at all, the bill for the child care can be higher tha t the tuition by a 
great deal . And if you just get the mqney to cover the class expenses
that isn't really enough compensation for what's happening. 

MINNICK I might respond to that. In the financial ai d budget which is set up, there 
is $800 a year, a nine month period, that is put in with students who have 
children of child care age , as part of their need. And in addition, I might 
enla rge- not only scholarships but in the past most campuses, this campus
included, have almost ignored part-time students, where federal funds, the 
loans, the basic grant and other work study programs, they are available 
for part- time students. It's been ignored more or less because most of 
them didn't want to hassel or whatever . They didn't want to deal with that 
situation , only full time students, but you noticed in the Preface article 
now this part does not have to be app roved by any committees or anything, 
i t's just a decision that I'm going to open up all federal funds to part-
time students as well as full-time students . It's been available in the 
past but it's never real ly been opened up. So we're going to open up the 
entire financial aid program hoepfully . 

PETERSON I'd like to refer to the mission statement . Since you already have a mission 
statement , I'm curious as to what's wrong in your minds with that. Conceptually
how would revis ing it enhance recruitment or retention? 

HOSTERMAN I think I can partly answer that. Yes , we do have some broad mission state-
ments. When we discussed this on the committee , the first key question that 
we raised, we thought it ought to be raised, even though we thought we knew 
the answer, was should we recruit at all? Now in the process of running 
through that, we rai sed questions like, what size should this campus be? 

• If we're already as large as we think the campus ought to be, maybe we 
shouldn 't recruit or if we think the campus ought to grow what should we 
be interested in? Top quality students with certain types of grade poi nt 
a~ erages? Or should be be mostly interested in preventing a decline in en-
rollment or would that mean for example that we have a full open door policy? 
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HOSTER~1AN So yes, in some respects we don't have that kind of a clear cut mission 
statement. And if we don't know, what we felt was is we were not clear 
about the type of student we wanted to recruit, then that meant that we 
would not be aiming our recruitment efforts at certain key groups so we 
thought it was essential to at least make clear what we thought the mission 
was in terms of the kinds of students from where they might be drawn, you
know, some of those kinds of things before we get too actively involved in 
changing any techniques or tactics that we use in our recruitment effort. 

HARRIMAN Do you have a recommended mission statement, Craig? 

HOSTERMAN No. 

LEGGETT One of the issues that came up had to do with, we felt our mission was to 
crea~questions, not answers. One of the things that came up in that particu-
lar subcommittee that I attended had to do with the carryover for the discussion 
for the last group that I heard just the tail end of and that had to do with 
going off campus. Did we have a broader mission than to be a "traditional" 
undergraduate university or did we have an expanded mission within a geo-
graphical mission for example under the higher education commission and so 
on and had we assessed the needs, for example, if you will in Elkhart and 
wherever? And I think it was a clarity issue, Vince, as opposed to a 
writin~ of a new mission. We were tryin~ to seek clarity on, Did we have 
a misslon to go out there and tilt windmllls with Ball State or were we 
to stay home and service those who come to US?". SO I don't think it 
was any mission statement that had been created, it had to do with clarify-
ing what we were doing and thereby facilitating the recruitment needs or 
retention needs. It was clarity as opposed to change. 

PETERSON You're not going to rewrite a whole new one or you're not proposing this? 

LEGGETT No. At least I did not sense that. 

SCHREIBER The thing is that what the committee is trying to say is that they want to 
focus on, well o. k. , the first issue is whether you wanted to recruit at 
all, but then presuming that one did want to recruit, what was the mission 
in the recruiting. I mean, exactly \'/hat is one trying to do with this? 
What are you trying to accomplish? What are your goals in going out there 
and recruiting? 

LEGGETT It has a little bit to do with the item at the bottom of the page and that 
has to do with, we began to get the feeling that there was a very good effort 
being made to attract high school graduates. They came through. And we had 
an active involvement but that maybe in recruiting non-traditional students 
out of a business base or out of some other base that might be there, might
not have been searched out as well as it could and if that was to become part
of our mission then that would clarify for the University who to go and actively
seek. At the present time, it was kind of loose. 

RYAN UNCLEAR-- that if we look at our student enrollment we have a non-traditional 
student population and not a traditional student population. So maybe we're 
doing better on that front than we are on the other front. 
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? There is one other , 1111 add one other observation . This came up in our 
group discussions and it also occurred to me when I first came here. My
first year people talked about how enrollment was going to grow here so 
rapidly and the place was expanding in size, and there were all kinds of 
projections, 8 to 10,000 students by not far in the future and now you
see where we are suddenly faced with the exact opposites of decline in that 
short period of time since live been here and I think that in our committee 
what welre concerned about was t hat if there has been this kind of change
in enrollment patterns and attitudes about what this university will be 
doing i n the next few years maybe it is time to relcarify those kinds of 
recruitment goals and missions which obviously depend upon campus goals
and missions to keep pace wi th the changes that seem to be occurring in 
student interest in what we offer. 

LEGGETT Upon your comment for clarificati on is that I think we probably are doing 
a better job or at least the outcome, the product in terms of non-traditi onal 
students since enrollment patterns seem to reflect that. However, we di dnlt 
see any active kind of recruit i ng efforts in that regard. It was like we 
are a center here and people do come to us and many of them are non-traditional 
students and maybe it is a matter of clarifying mission and procedure to ac-
tively recruit, if you would, more non-traditional students. More non-tradit i on-
al as well as greater numbers. Has there a comment over here that we didnlt 
get? 

JORAY I had a comment with respect to if we change our scholarship policies or finan-
cial aid policies, I think particularly because of the type of student body
that we have, not a residential kind of body, we ought to make very sure 
that that is publicized in a variety of ways to make those eligible aware 
of the change in policy. It may well be that the reason we donlt get many
applicants from half-time students is that we have not let them know. 11m not 
saying we havenlt, but I think that is a serious problem with the commuter- type
of population we serve in trying to get that kind of information out to them. 

LAUDEMAN Let me just follow up on that. I think I was just a little bit disappointed
in perhaps the focus of the delivery systems committee. Because I think 
there are some other delivery systems that we probabl y didn't touch upon and 
indeed the delivery of student services in that one particular area is one of 
them. I think in responding to what Vince was saying if somebody is recruiting
for this particular program, I was sitting in the sea t during the committee on 
programs and was tyring to look at mission relative to new programs proposed. 
Are we saying that welre going to live with our present programs or indeed are 
we projecting down the road and saying we might get into health sciences more, 
we might get into engineering more and other kinds of programs and that becomes 
a part of the mission, I think as defined more specif ically that's going to 
help or assist us in a marketing kind of way or in a recruiting kind of way.
lid like to respond to what Jim was say ing as far as identifying students coming
in and we took a loo k at the matriculating students for the fall 1977 in com-
parison with the fall of 1978 and they were down by 16 some odd per cent 
and if you break them down age wise between 17 and 19 the traditional age group 
there was a loss of 48 students or 35%. If you look at the 20 on up, there 
was a loss of 87 s tudents out of that new matriculating class or 64% which I 
think contributes now to some of the numbers that we see as far as the matricu-
lating class or 64%which I think contributes now to some of the numbers that 
we see as far as the matriculating freshmen class . 
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? I'd like to move from the recruitment to the retention. I'm wondering 
if we have any kind of data on the students that drop out, why they're
dropping out and it relates to identifying students' needs. Is it that 
they are moving on to Bloomington? Are they just not interested in going 
to college anymore? Is it that they don't have the basic skills that they
need to keep them in the university? I'm particularly interested in the 
last one because I teach a lot of undergraduate extension courses. First 
course and some of those students, I think, are the ones that are just on 
the borderline. If they had some help, that they could make it through
but because they don't, they're dropping out. I think that, it would 
seem to me that we're losing a lot of those students, but I don't have any
data. It's just kind of a hunch on my part. Did your committee look at 
why we're losing students? 

SCHREIBER There's a variety of surveys run from a variety of offices and we tried 
to collate some of that stuff. Perhaps the first thing I should say is 
that our retention rate seems to match almost identically the retention 
rate nationally of institutions of our kind but I think there's a danger 
of that turning into a sort of excuse for not doing anything at all. Just 
because you're right in the middle of pack, you figure well you know that's 
beautiful. What that means is that half of the places around are doing 
better that you are. So I think one has to keep an eye on that too. 
The reasons for the dropping out for people with above a 2.0 average tended 
to be very much personal reasons. They were moving, women stopped to have 
children, they had financial problems which were generally unspecified, of 
some kind or another, people said that they had to work more. Now whether 
that meant, or they'd say they couldn't afford to go anymore or something 
on that order and it's hard to tell what that means. Is the family in 
trouble or is our tuition too high for them to afford, that kind of thing.
Those were the predominant kind of reasons that you tended to get. As I 
remember the replies from the students with below the 2.0 average are so 
sparse that it's hard to figure out what's going on there. But there are 
some of those same kinds of reasons. 

LAUDEMAN So the data does not lend to anything we can really do anything about? 

SCHREIBER A lot of it doesn't, no. Although some of the things that we get at here 
might speak to that, the child care thing speaks to one aspect of it, the 
financial aid to the part-time students speak to some of that and the 
things that you're concerBed with, that proposal for trying to do some 
diagnostic testing when people come in here and see if we can spot people 
who have basic skills problems right from the first and get them help early 
on speaks to the other aspect. I think the other thing I suppose to con-
sider is I doubt that anyone thing is going to give you dramatic increases 
I mean we're suddenly not going to ballon up 20% enrollment because we've done 
any of these things. But the aggregate of them in fact might produce some 
reasonably impressive results. 

JORAY Roy, do you have any statistics at all or any feeling for what percentage
of those who drop out eventually do come back? 

SCHREIBER Apparently, a fairly high percentage of them do come back within a couple 
or three years and I forget what the figures were but I think it was some-
thing like 85% of the people who had dropped out said they intended to come 
back. Now one doesn't know how to interpret that. There are various reasons 
why one might mark that down on a form that was being sent to a class but ... 

JORAY That's a much different circumstance than if 85% said the other. 
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SCHREIBER Yes s well o. k. 

JORAY A lot of them might be temporary problems and once they get over them ••. 

SCHREIBER Yes, some of the statistics I did see that for a place like ours after 
about 10 years if you trace a given matriculating class through somettrlh1g
in the range of 45 to 48% of the people will have graduated if you follow 
it across that and if you trace it for four years s it's about 25% that will 
have graduated. I don't think we had the ten year statistics, it was too 
small to really do anything about that. For the four years we were 27%s 
I think, so we were right about where one would expect us to be. 

HARRIMAN I have a question for you Curt and all of you that I hope you'll tell me ""'l 
my fears are groundless. It seems to me that some of the things that you've I 

i 

recommended and some of the things we're doing by way of recruitment are 
aimed at trying to accomodate student demands. It might be' that programs
A and B would get all of the majors or the bulk of the majors and the re-
maining letters of the alphabet would have very little or nothtng in the 
way of major interest. Now we might maintain a stable school population 
of say 6,000 students all of whom are majoring in A and B ahd that would 
mean that the bulk of the faculty members retained would be teaching strictly
service courses and we might have some person teaching four, sections of in-
troductory psychology or introductory sociology or introductory economics 
or what have you. Now what would that do to the flavor of the campus and 
to the zest for living as far as the faculty members are concerned? Is 
that a danger that faces us know? 

LEGGETT: 1111 make my comments based on that now and Craig and Roy can time in if 
they wish. I think your fears and groundless. The discussion within the 
subcommittee in general really didn't go into that direction. Their view 
was that certainly we would maintain and continue the kind of broad ba$ed 1 
programs that are now available. That's what a university is for. Our 
problem was that we felt that there were also maybe unique cOl1UTlunityd:emands ..,
or there were some student demands that we should make room for,be flexible l 
enough from time to time to change to accomodate. But certainly flOt crhange
the flavor of this universitY'other than to enrich it so I didn't see the 
discussions or the attitude in any way going in that 'direction. More that 
flexibility and certainly the broad based programs we have now would b~ 
held and enriched but that we should look for. But there might be sorn~ un-
met needs s some additional needs, some things that we could i'ncorporat~ i~to ,...,
already existing programs s education for example, as opposed to neces'Sirily 
throwing the baby out with the bath water. I didn't hear any of that. 

"""I 

HOSTERMAN I make an observations too, from a little bit different perspective. I i 

think we'd have to draw an awful lot of students in or,der to arrive at that 
possibility but Paul earlier talked about how our department was offering 1 
some courses at night that facilitated things that your students are doing ,
and receiving a degree by going in the evenings. I thi,nk that if his Divisim.! 
increased radically, it's going to have an awful lot of benefit for my depart~ 
ment and I presume my Division. Because the most, most of the people who ~ 
have chosen a minor in communication arts welre stealing from the Divjsion's 
business and itls a nice combination and we encourage it and welve eyen
managed to encourage a few people to come over and major in our department. 1 
I have a hunch that the business division has done the'same thing to ~ few I 
of our stUdents and I see that as beneficial to both of us. I see nO:.problem .' 
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I think if we once get them here, through whatever means, there's 
going to be some shifting of resources between divisions and areas as 
students look to new ways to go through college and obtain a degree. So 
I don't see it as a threat, for instance in the area that I teach because 
I think in addition to the service courses, we will continue to attract 
students to upper level, more sophisticated work. 

The reports of today have been fascinating and 11m really enthusiastic 
about them. But I think a lot of them or both groups spend a lot of time 
dealing with the quantitative aspects without giving as much attention 
to qualitative aspects and I don't think, did that deliberately. But my 
concern is that 11m not sure the student population base is really out 
there. I think we could find some new students and I think the aggregate 
that Roy had talked about might even keep us even with about where we 
are right now unless we have radical flexibility for new program development.
Given the existing· programs, unless we were to go to radical new format,
whether it be weekend-a few additional people-off campus, a few additional 
people, but even an extensive recruitment effort of the non-traditional 
market or the traditional market, we probably have had all the market pene-
tration we can get. But it's nominal, it's not substantial. My concern 
is that if in fact welre in a very fluid environment and we are in a fluid 
environment, we all come from the last 10 or 15 years in higher education 
where it was a growth industry and we keep thinking growth. There are lots 
of schools throughout the country who have tried to do some of the kind 
of things that welre trying to do right now and have found they're not in 
grow situations. But we need to talk about and consider while we're 
talking about the dimensions of enrollments, I think are how to improve
quality and how to maintain excellence in environments where the dynamics
have changed, are inevitable and occurring at such a rate that we have 
difficulty coping with those particular kinds of change. 11m not saying 
the committee hasn't addressed that but I think both the committees clearly 
are implying in their considerations that we need to maintain quality while 
looking for numbers. 

One of the items I believe in this particular case no. 4, the need for pro-
fessional market survey-one of the things we had difficulty graping with 
was we didn't have your perceptions because we felt that there might be an 
untaped market out there but we weren't sure whether it was there or not, 
either. And one of the only ways we could come up with to really wrestle 
with that issue was to undertake some kind of surveyor some kind of re-
view to at least capitalize on the market that's there or to alleviate the 
fact that we think there's a market there and there isn't and that was one 
of the concern's of both the subcommittees that we grappled with at one 
point or other. 

Would the committee suggest for instance in that kind of survey to go to a 
professional marketing firm to do that or to use our own marketing faculty 
or to use some things throughout the country and replicate that in our own 
area 

I don't think any decision; the appropriateness of the survey was undertaken 
just that we needed to have some understanding about what the market avail-
ability was, I would think, just my own perceptions, that we certainly could 
use our own expertise here. It would be foolish to do something when we 
already have the field in expertise to do it and the contacts to facilitate it. 
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LEGGETT So, yes th~t makes more sense to me than Cole Associates. 

? I think there wa£ a question over here. 

? 

BENDER 
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Itls just a point and in supporting what Jim said as far as market-
ability is concerned, I guess taking that sort of issue of Dean Harriman's 
and looking at service courses and the small point is, I guess I don't 
look at the 100 level courses as being service level courses. I think 
they are really gateway courses and I think those begin to fill and sup-
port majors and minors that follow the particular programs. But I think 
the emphasis needs to be placed on those gateway courses, and I think 
that would have some role to playas far as some retention is concerned. 
Because I think we lose a lot of students after one semester of exposure. 
Now whether that's through the servlce area or that's through the teaching 
area, or whether that's through the facilities area, I don't know. But 
something is happening here. 

I was going to look at your recommendation testing of basic skills and 
your statement about moving students, and something that you said too, 
this morning someone sent me something from the University of Michigan
Alumni Bulletin describ'ing a program that the University of Michigan Eng-
lish Department is now conducting and had to do with basic skills. They 
are requiring every incoming student to provide a writing sample. This 
is just the English Department. But that writing sample comes with the 
appl ication and when they admit the student, they have arranged a feeder' 
in high schools in their area and they immediately give feedback to the 
feeder high schools and their environment about the quality of the work 
that these students are demonstrating and then they go into the feeder 
high schools discussing it with' the students coming in and holding. work-
shops on writing and the expectations of college writing in· those high 
schools even for students who are going elsewhere. Now, they're tre-
mendously enthusiastic about a program like that, they ve' an advanta.ge
of working with large populations of students in high schools. 1 don.'t 
know how applicable that kind of program would be directly here. V'ou 
know 1 haven I t thought about it long enough to know. It sounds i ntere.st-, 
i ng. But the thi ng that appealed to me most was the noti on of the adm;si-'
sion process, th&t is someone coming from an unknown place to a door and 
opening a door, and then having a whole new thing on the other side of 
the door but havi ng· it be a process where there I s some communi cati on be-i 
fore the student actually goes into that first class, into the high schdoJ 
and that was reinforced or encouraged~ by a meeting we had last week held' 
with some high school administrators. When they invited us to come and 
give courses with our faculty for college credit in their· buildings for 
various reasons that would serve them but you know this wasn!t just ex-
ploring this, I mean it had to be· exploring', this was almost a plea for 
us to do more things in terms. of training the students and lid Hke to 
see any kind of skills or testing programs instead of increasing somebodyls
anxiety about entering because of a barrage of tests and I heard from the 
previous group about test anxiety and welve all probably induced and felt 
it. But that might be seen as transitional orientation of placement program """l

I
which might have some remedial aspects built into immediately, rather than 
just being some kind of formal ~rocedure. 
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DmAREE I think the Division of Music has a history of having done exactly
what you're talking about, cross that boundary line., We've done. 
it consciously and deliberately now as long as there s been a mUS1C 
program here and we've done it always with or on the assumption 
that given the applied music situation and ensembles t~at ~as a 
peculiar situation in our case but it may not be, I thlnk lt'S been 
very helpful to us because we know the students be~ore.they come. 
We can invite them rather than depend on them to flnd lt out. We 
have a thorough evaluation of any of tho~e s~ude~ts with whom we . 
have come in contact. While they are stl11 ln hlgh school, we can ln 
fact try remedial situations while they are in high school and we do 
so. We get as much contact between them and their potential college 
teachers as possible. So I continue to think that that's the best re-
cruiting device of all. 

? Bob, could you elaborate a little bit on what it is you do? 

DEMAREE Well, we've had what Bill Tibbitts or those people would call pre-col-
lege programs for 14 years. Students participated in the chorus, the 
orechestra. the wind ensemble. We assist some programs that are 
clearly pre-college level like the South Bend Youth Symphony. We en-
courage our faculty to teach private lessons on the outside as entre-
preneurs, to pre-college students. ~Je send our faculty in to assist 
with rehersa1s, with guidance of various kinds for the high school en-
sembles themselves. All these are clearly special devices that have 
something to do with an age of performance in music and they are not 
strictly applicable to what she says but she is suggesting that there 
are metaphors of that which are possible in other disciplines and I 
think I agree. We had to apply our own imagination to finding the 
articulation between our faculty and those high schools and those stu-
dents. I must say that in dealing with the high schools, it's not easy 
because they have a multitude of special pragmatic problems like what 
time the school bus drivers have to have the kids to go and release 
time and all these other things which weigh on the minds of the princi-
pals or the others with whom you're making these arrangements. But 
if sufficient self-interest is involved on their side, then a commonality
of interest is available. That's one aspect of it. 

SMITH Awhile back an observation relative to the number of traditional students 
coming to IUSB; we're all aware that the number of 18 year olds in the 
next decade or so will decline roughly in the magnitude of 18 to 20%. 
Certainly that is one reason why we're all gathered here today, we're 
aware of that. We must also be aware that Indiana is riqht at the bot-
tom of the heap as far as sending students on to higher education. I 
think the national average is right around 48% of high school graduates 
go on to higher education in one form or another in the state of Indiana 
which is just above Washington, D.C. which is at the bottom. We send 
37% of our high school students on into higher education of one kind 
or another and I think even though the total number is dwindling, there's 
no doubt about that, I think we might do more to bring in more students. 
We might raise that 37% to 39% with the extra 2% coming to IUSB. I think r- there's much we can do to draft those students here. 

I.. 
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JORAY Two questions; first when you were investigating this matter, youlve 
already talked about statistics with respect to our losses, what per-
centage of our losses are students who have below a 2.0 averages and 
would presumably provide us with a population where the kinds of 
remedial experience welve been talking about would be helpful. Do ~ 

you have any feel for those numbers? 

LAUDEMAN I can help you out there. In looking at the 185 students, now welre """l 

looking at pretty much U.D. students, first semester students because 
I guess 11m looking at a perspective that it is cheaper to retain a 
student than it is to go out and recruit a student, then bring him in 
and then lose them. O. K. If we look at the percentage breakdown 
as far as grade point average is concerned that 185 that left, 30% 
had a grade point average of 3.0 or higher, 62% had a grade point 
average of 2.0 or higher which means that youlve got a marginal 
percentage of 1.5 and 1.99 or from 1.99 on down and youlre talking 
about 37%. Now, what is the base as far as loss relative to grade 
point average is concerned, I don't know that might be with our open
admission system and so forth around 20% as being a realistic base but 
I don't know what a realistic base is concerned here. 

rGARRETT Do those figures include students who have gone on to other uni ~rsiti~s? 

LAUDEf.1AN That we don't know. All we know at this point is in looking at the fall 
class of 1978 and looking at the students who returned in the spring of 
'79, all the first semester students here, we lost 185, which is close 
to 34.5%. If we run the same program the year before, it's aroung 35%. 
We do have our questionnaire designed to go out to the 185 students and 
yet welre going to be nailing that down in identifying where they go. I 
think there's only one study that shows something as far as intentions 
to transfer and that was one that Bob DuVall did back in 72-73. Now -, 
his data base was on spring students basically sophmores, and juniors I 

I 

but 50% of that group indicated they had transferred to another institutio'n .. 
Now this is the spring group so it's more logical that youlre going to 
transfer following the spring semester and then go some place else the 
fall semester. So welre trying to get a handle on that as far as the' 
matriculating student is concerned. 

BENDER I think those r~medial programs, however, now 11m talking about English, 
working with people ih writing, welre not talking about students below 
2.0. I think we all know we have students who are passing who need that 
kind of work. 

JORAY I guess my reason for asking the question though, it seems to me that 
if they're dOing better than what we consider to be average work here,
then the chances are welre not losing them because they're unable to do 
the work. On the other hand if they're dOing work that's below average
then the chances are pretty good that we might be losing them at least• along with other reasons for their inability to do the work. That w~;rks
out to about 75 students. If one says half of that is due to the Sklll-
kind of fault you're talking about a good 40 students, generated with each -,
spring, fall semester that might well be leaving and it may be greater
than that on this skills-kind of problem. So over a period of 3 or 4 years 

I 

that is a lot of students. """'I 
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We as an institution have never talked about a wash-out rate nor 
have heard that term but I think at some point we're thinking of some 
kind of base. In other words there's probably a number of students that 
are going to try it out because if they don't have the skills, they don't 
have the motivation, they don't have the desire to build up the remedial 
skills and go ahead and I don't know what that percentage is but I think 
we need to find out what it is to establish a base and see if there's any
degree of success when a new program is implemented and so forth. I 
think we're in a state of trying to identify whatever that base is. 

The second question has to do with what Eileen has just mentioned about 
high school programs and I've already talked to Roland to some extend. 
Has our institution ever offered, let's say just because it happens to 
be right across the street and has a fairly large student body, I don't 
think they have economics but English or math for credit college course, 
over there for a select group say 25 or 30 of their seniors? One of the 
reasons why I wonder about this is that it seems to me that in economic 
terms there might be a bt of external benefits to this type of thing. I 
mean I think if IUSB came in and offered what would in some sense be math 
or English or a basic social science course for college credits to a select 
group of their best students, that the kinds of publicity and other kinds 
of things that we might gain from that kind of thing would seem to me not 
hurt our recruiting in general. It seems to me it would be useful kind of 
thing even if it didn't payoff completely in dollars and cents and I don't 
see any reason why if their getting college credit they couldn't pay tuition 
for the credit and therefore, it probably would payoff even in dollars 
and cents. Has this ever been tried here? 

We offered a freshman ~lus i c Theory cl ass on thei r turf and at C1 ay and 
at Washington and at Riley in alternate, years, for several years and for 
other reasons ~we stopped doing that. But as I said awhile ago, there was 
self-interest in both directions and it worked well. We designed the course 
provided the materials and got a grant for the equipment that we had moved 
in for it. 
The psychology department is offering a course like that this summer designed
strictly for high school students in honors-Introductory to Psychology-for 
students who excel in the high school. We're making it small-four credits 
with a lab and with the intention of impressing them so we~TI spread the 
word that way. We hope it'll take results. 
It seems to me that we have some really good teachers here. That's in my
opinion, our strength. To do that, I think we would recruit a lot of high 
school students. And we're not recruiting the high school students who are 
just going to make it by. We're going to be recruiting the strong stUdents, 
they can identify with good teachers and hey I'll go to IUSB because this 
guy knows what he's talking about rather than trek down to Bloomington 
where he knows he's going to be getting graduate assistants teaching all 
these introductory courses. It's a hope. 

Getting back to the idea on retention itself, has there been any discussion 
of encouraging departments or divisions have their most dynamic, top stars 
so to speak, offer these introductory courses to really capture essentially
these students to almost say-don't go to these schools, this is where it's at . 
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LEGGETT They're probably afraid to address the whole concept. There was no dis-
cussion as 11m aware of in the subcommittees relative to that. 

HARRIMAN Was there anyone in your group or is there anyone here who argue that 
we ought to be more selective in recruitment and ought to be more rigorous
and retain less students especially those that don't cut it and t ry to be 
more concerned about the quality of our institution? 

LEGGETT I believe there was some discussion. 

HARRIMAN Is there anyone who would support that idea that we ought to be more selective 
and more rigorous? 

WEBER 11m curious about the setting of your question? I mean is that up to the 
faculty? Hopefull, that would be great if it were. But if standards and 
entrance requirements and all of these things, the difference between en-
trance requirements between regional campuses and the main campus, historically,
these have been questions the faculty have voiced concern on, I think on this 
campus and 11m sure administrators as well; welve always been told, I don't 
mean been told but the sense is that we have declining enrollments and the 
pressure is to go the other way. Of course, Bloomington in their liberal 
arts areas have expressed a tightening of standards there. If the faculty
drafted a petition to the administration that we demand stricter entrance 
requirements, where would that have to 'go to become policy? Could that be 
dealt with here on this campus? 

HARRIMAN Let's talk to the Chancellor. 

WOLFSON Here's where one of the systemic ideas occurs. Each of the eight ' campuses
has the same set of entrance requirements. They've been stipulated for 
more than a decade, I think about 15 years now. The upper half 'of the 
class,opper half of college bound students on the SAT or ACT or some kind 
of combination of those two that places you in the upper half. Now those 
are the stated requirements. But various campuses deviate from them not 
upward but downward and I don't think any single campus as long as IU is 
a system can set its own .admissions standards to the degree that implicitly
at least; it se'ts its own retention standards by the care and severity what-
ever word ybu want to put it grading or another element of that is the ef-
fectiveness of teaching. I imagine the campuses might vary slightly one' 
from the other but so far as goi ng our ovm way if the facul ty wi 11 demand 
it, respectfully request it of Jerry or me that something be done eventually
it would go through me to the All-University Administrative Committee on 
which I sit and weld have to discuss it with the President and the 'Board 
of Trustees ultimately, I think. So we really don't. It may be a good
idea. People do explore from time to time the question. Maybe we ought
to be smaller and better. Gut that is fought politically with so many
questions in the state of Indiana. I don't think ti would be very fruit-
ful to pursue that at the moment. 
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I don't think it necessarily has to follow that increased recruiting
efforts mean a lowering of quality standards. I don't think at least 
anybody on the committee that I was aware of proposed giving every-
body als, so that we would retain students. I think everybody wants 
to maintain at least maintain the quality we have. I don't see that 
those two are contra. 

I think there's another aspect beyond the level that Chancellor Wolfson 
was speaking comes the matter of certification to the division. There 
is where as I understand it, the faculty does have the authority to 
define what the admission standards are within that division. In this,
university to admit to the university and to admit to a division are 
two different steps whether they happen within the freshman year prior
to the freshman year or whether they happen in some pattern or stage 
later and some set of criteria certainly are within the power of the 
divisional faculty as I understand it in each one of those cases. 
You might tryout Jerry's theorem in your division in microcosm at
least you see at the divisional level. 

To make kind of a generalized statement relative to what your question 
was, I felt that both of the subcommittees again attacking from the 
optimistic side was that our effort was to find ways to retain the 
higher quality student and we felt that out in the community there 
were additional students that we are not attracting that we could and 
it wasn't really to dilute the process but to become more specific and 
clear and have more decision and bite in our process to select those 
students who are not coming to us now as opposed to necessarily, it 
wasn't just numbers, we weren't really trying to find ways to raise 
the numbers. That was not the issue. It really was more on practices
and procedures to maintain the good students and find as youlre talking 
about getting into the high school areas to attract those people on a 
quality basis so... I felt it was an optimistic and yet looking for. 
attracting a new or different student out of the pool that was available. 
I think we better go over here and then go to Eileen. 

I was just going to express some concern regarding what Lynn was saying.
11m not so sure that the issue of quality and the numbers are all that 
separable and because when you think back to when I went to school there 
was certain motivation that came with the person to seek out the university 
and its procedures to find out how to get through it and I wonder to what 
extent, to the extent that we need to create that maybe the extent of get-
ting a different kind of person who is not as self-motivated. Now may-
be once we get them, we can turn them, maybe not. Maybe welre different. 

11m coming from another point of view which is that judging on that survey
that Pat McCormick did on entering freshmen, a good many of them said that 
they entered for a number of reasons, one of which was they felt that this 
was a good place. So that one of the things that we need to tell, the one 
part we need to tell when we go into a high school is that yes, this is a 
good place. This is a place where you can get a degree which offers full 
programs which has an excellent faculty and rather than shanghi-ing these 
high school students, bringing them here and then trying to tell them it's 
a good place, I think that actually if that became more the perception in 
the community that we would increase our enrollment without getting a lower 
quality and weld be getting the students. 
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concern is not all promotional efforts or not all marketing
efforts or recruitment efforts are aimed at increasing motivation. This 
place has the reputation of being Riverside High in the town at least 
there are a lot of people who see it that way . There are a lot of people
who don't know much about here. In fact, I grew up in this town and I 
think if you go out on the north side by the toll road and stop at a gas 
station and ask them how to get here, they may not know how to get here,
they may not even know this place exists. It is possible there are 
categories of people in town who are not aware . They may have the moti-
vation to go to school if they were more aware of what it is we're all 
about and what it is we offer. So part of the things we were talking a-
bout weren't necessarily to provide them the motivation so much as to 
provide information to people who may not at this point know where it 
is we can offer them. I'm thinking now not about the high school student 
so much as I'm thinking about that other group of people who might be 
interested in college as we've been calling it ,non-traditional. 

I just wanted to substantiate what Eileen was saying . I've been going 
on some high school business for the past few weeks. I can count at 
least three different programs where students said t o me you have a good
business, or fine arts or music or several programs, don't you. So it 
is true that our reputation is having certain types of prog rams is spread-
ing among high schoolers . They've heard of us . 

One other move that I'm going to make in Financial Aids is a distinguished
scholarship program that is greatly utilized on Bloomington campus has 
been soldom utilized here. Right now we have two distinguished scholars 
which receive a $600 scholarship based on their need . My goal for next 
year is to,within the next week, I'm going to send out seniors who have 
been admitted to the University, a letter based upon their SAT scores 
and class rank and invite them here for an interview session. My goal
is to increase our two of which we're losing one to Bloomington next 
yea r. ~1y goal is to get six distinguished scholars here on this campus
next year with that scholarship and right now we're trying just to keep 
up with the current but in the future what I want to do too is to publicize
this and get it out to the high schools to get a brochure say ing you know 
Bloomington isn't the only place that offers these kinds of scholarships. 
We do too. 

There's a rule of thumb in marketing , inst itutional marketing, that says
the host community for an institution lags about 10 years behind the insti-
tution itself . If that rule of thumb is true it should not be terribly
surprising that occasional folk in town don't kn ow that we give degrees 
yet because we've only been giving them for three years-if you subtract 
the 10. Let me suggest that we've certainly made a great deal of effort 
over the last 10 years to get that word out and I really think it's sub-
stantially out but as far as affecting the general climate of opinion 
or attitude in this community about the ac ceptability of IUSB as one a1-
ternative, as one thinks of where to go for an ed ucation, nothing is as 
successful as the infusion into the populat ion of a leaven of satisfied 
graduates or students and that is what we've been in the process of doing
for the past 10 years and so it doesn't surprise me that people are beginning
to say, Patty McCormick, you've got a good school of music or you've a 
good school of economics. That is a process, however, that hype won'~ rush. 
It's systemic and I think we are perhaps more than some of us realize on 
the verge of beginning to reap the benefits of ti me the passage of time 
and the infusion of this leavening layer in the community. 
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I REDWINE Did anybody in your committee investigate the recruitment of minority 

students? I think that we have about 6 or 7% minority students here 
and that's considerably under our community percentage. Did you look in-
to that? 

~ 
LEGGETT lid have to look to the subcommittee people. To my knowledge, it was 

1 not an issue that was spoken to directly. 

REDWINE A couple of years ago, Affirmative Action looked into that and one of 
the things that I learned in that process, this may be rumor but, whatr we were told was that Ball State comes into this area and literally swoops
minority honors students and takes them back to Muncie. The other point 
that I wanted to ask about was housing. Do we have any idea how housing
fits into this? And by way of background, I think that students of the 
traditional college age make a decision about colleges wanting to get 
away from mom and dad, and 11m wondering of there's something in between 

~ having dormitories and no help with housing that we might do. I don't , 
, know, what do other campuses do? Do you know? What do we do? Do we co-

ordinate housing in any way? 
~ 
: DUBICK The only campus I know with any relationship with a college dormitory 

arrangement or even approaching that would be Fort Wayne. They have 
some access to rooms at Concordia College but I donlt think" they run it 
as a dorm of Fort Wayne. We do out of our office provide information, 
printed as well as oral to interested students and prospective students 

~ 
regarding housing possibilities in this community. 

? I don't think Ball State is the only program that's unique with that policy.
Purdue just circulated a letter a month ago or so that invited top rated 
students as well as a host to the Purdue campus for a couple of days to~ visit the campus and programs and so forth and return to this particular
community. So I think in some ways institutions are making efforts to 
atrract minority students to their programs.~ 

GARRETT live a question of another kind relating to your third point which calls 
for the campus coordination of all their recruitment efforts. 11m interested 

~ in that from the the standpoint of budgeting and administrative control. I 
wonder if in your Study Group there were discussions of different ideas 
relating to what the coordination amounts to. We do in different offices 

i 
~ recruiting programs which are funded through those office budgets including 

summer sessions distinct from university division distinct from admissions 
office distinct from continuing education and other academic divisions 
as well as university relations which performs some recruitment-related 
functions too. What does coordination amount to, how restrictive would 
it be, what sorts of things do you or the members of the group have in mind? 
Is it simply a sharing of information or are we really going to centralize 
in some way? 

LEGGETT My sense and you can share a more detailed perception was it was mostly 
~ orienteq toward a sharing process more than an absolute control. I don't 

think; restrictions were not being set up. It had to do with the fact that 
we were getting information from a variety of sources, departments divisions, 

~ individual faculty activities and so on in recruitment efforts, in contacts 
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LEGGETT with students and so on and the idea was that to maximize that potential
and if people were going to be on the high school campus or in performing 
arts welre going to be out in some way dealing with students that there 
might be another sharing process that could be there and the idea was 
to centralize that in some form so the information was standard, the 
communications were standard, the ...what else, Craig, do you recall? 

HOSTERMAN Well we discussed it in a lot of different ways. There were times when 
I had the sense that we might suggest more responsibility and more authority
than just sharing situation and I don't think out of the discussions I 
had the feeling that we are probably not prepared to say one particular
method is better than another for organizing some kind of central situation. 
What we do think is that there is a need for something either a single in-
dividual or a council of some sort or 11m sure there are other options 
that are given some responsibility and some authority that will also be 
held accountable if some things don't work. I mean there is that side 
of the coin, too. If some recruitment and promotion efforts don't succeed,
don't work, do we,hold people accountable? So, it was a well discussed 
but hard-to-define kind of recommendation. Did I cop out well enough on 
that? 

JAMES My impression was that it was more a group which had control of total cam-
pus recruitment including possibly funding or dispersion of funds. One 
of the ideas was that community impressions of the campus of what we pro-
vide are often times based on the information they see about us, the pro-
motional campaigns that we do. If that's the case, basically 'the impression 
people have of us right now is as a great center of continuing education 
and not as an academic institution. It may be that our recruitment efforts 
should be in proportion to the actual services that we provide so that 
the overall picture of this campus that's presented is representative of 
the campus itself. 

HARRIMAN Is there any question of, or did you consider the fact of hospitality,
courtesy, knowledgeability of persons whom may very well be the first con-
tact with the student, you know, someone who phones or comes up to a desk. 
I didn't see any of that mentioned there, is that not a factor? 

LEGGETT It's implied in a couple but it was indeed a factor. We looked at things
like the fact that, ,I don't know what the exact numbers are, Dave, but 
close to the majority of out students either have late afternoon or evening 
contact with the university and yet administrative offices all close at 
5 and everybody goes' home and students don I t get that immedi ate contact 
and divisional or d~partmental offices, the same way and the kind of both 
human and aesthetics of the issue were addressed to and we thought they 
were important. Things like the high number of associate faculty and 
yet there's no place for students to contact with those people and so there's,
there isn't anybody to answer a question if you can't find them. They're
driving their car out of the parking lot the same time you are. 
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HARRIMAN I mean if somebody's there, the first person that could answer the phone

could very well be a secretary or a clerk. Do our people have a warm 
hospitable attitude. Do they have knowledge if somebody asks a question 
or do they just say no that's not my job or do they make some effort to 
transfer the call or transfer the student? Or maybe none of this happens.r SCHREIBER The impression I think a lot of us have is that kind of thing can be highly
variable but that getting information on this campus can be extraordinarily
difficult even for those who think they know where to find it and that if 
you look at it from the student's point of view there's almost a sort of 
Chinese water torture that they go through here pulling into the place 

~ and discovering that they're in the wrong parking lot and having to go
I they're parking in faculty parking, so they have to move out of that. 

They walk into the back door of the Northside building over by the chemistry 
offices and look for someone to tell them something and can't find anyoner and wander up there and then their sent over here to find it and then go

l from office to office over here trying to find the information and by the 
time they're done with the whole thing, it's a sort of challenge to how 
much they want. i 

SMITH On the subcommittee on recruitment, we looked at everything from the big 
philosophical question of the mission statement and to something very r specific as a sign in front of the building identifying Indiana University 
at South Bend. I think we tried to in the time we had to look at many of 
the things. We obviously couldn't look at everything we've had to focus on 
the major items. You know, I mentioned in one of the meetings thatr we had a survey of well not the drop-outs but those who didn't drop-in.
11m looking at the non-matriculation survey to find that many students 
who were admitted in the fall semester elected not to come here did so be-i 

i. cause they couldn't get in the courses they wanted to, the courses were 
closed. And that is certainly a cold slap in the face as a discourteous 
phone call. It's an attitude that permeates the whole institution as to 
how attractive, how courteous we can be and all those things count. It's 
a matter of turning lights on in the hall way down here on the dark winter's 
afternoon when it's so dark and I religiously go down and turn them onr and the police officers come right behind me and turn them off. Some day 

"7-_ I'm going to walk into a bathroom with a light on and not know what to do. 
It's a matter of me gOing over and looking at the chairs in the classrooms 
and looking at our book and we carry it as a classroom of 40 and I go overr and look at the room for the first time in my life and I count 37 chairs 
in there and there's probably room for 32. Considering the fact that our 
students sit in those classrooms for 1 hour and 15 minutes you know, it'sr not 45 minutes in and out. But it's a long journey in there and the con-l __ 

ditions of some of those tablet armchairs, you know which were ~ifts from 
I would bet from Central High School, I mean, there's no end to looking atr the institution as how attractive and how responsive, courteous, pleasant, 
positive, reinforcing experiences we can offer for our students. 
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EVANS Along with this I would like to add that it is very important that we 

maintain honesty in our recruitment policies. I know this is a very 
simplistic thing to tell professionals but I'have a funny feeling that 
as the competition begins to get stiff, that there may in fact be some 
dishonesty in what we tell incoming students. I wasn't recruited to 
college for academic reasons, but I was recruited to play football and 
I remember on my visit they supplied me with a date. I didn't find out 
until after I had signed the contract that the date was a prostitute.
I signed the contract after that night, obviously. Now, I don't think 
IUSB will go that far but on some campuses they have open houses and 
they have clowns and bands playing and some schools with veterinary 
medicine have two-headed calves and dogs with three legs and so forth 
and I think that this to some extent is dishonest and I think we have
to guard against this. 

RASMUSSEN May I ask something? It comes out of what David was saying about this 
place's tendency to be difficult to get along with as is the case with 
the current building, even difficult to identify when youlre dl~iving 
past. 11m asking on the basis of two bits of information. I really
would like some response to it; perhaps from Walt. When is it that 
before this operation got organized, there was a recruitment committee 
involved the people from a variety area of campus who made suggestions
about their traffic students. One of which I believe, and I wasn't on 
that committee, was for instance to publicize and call attention to 
spring registration. Spring registration happened when I was not here 
so I don't know what happened but I was told when I came back that there 
was no, at least let us say in the Tribune, any attention to spring 
registration at IUSB. Is there, I guess 11m asking which of these is 
a more accurate description of what happened? Is this information pre-
sented to let us say the Tribune but for instance not given or is there 
a feel that it is somehow unappropriat~ly academic to present that in-
formation to the reader? It is peculiar to wonder why people react 
oddly to some registration practices when we have in fact made it 
rather difficult for them to know there are registration practices. 

COLLINS I don't know what you mean by information, Karen. The Tribune carried 
a story of some significance announcing the dates. We have had from 
time to time a variety of reinforcements of that kind of thing, picture 
on the first day of registration. We have not for years advertised and 
by that I mean bought that space in the Tribune nor have we done it 
on radio or television. There is a feeling abroad in the university 
system that that might be perceived as an inappropriate way of giving
information out that is to buy space or perhaps an inappropriate use 
of the funds that the state guards rather jealously. But we have, my
impression is that, we have rather good success in getting all of the 
media to recognize that we don't get page 1 coverage for a routine 
story like announcing the dates of the next semester, but we do usually
get coverage and that kind of coverage very often includes television 
coverage. Shortly before just before Christmas when we were within 
the time period that one might assume people were beginning to think 
about the next semester, Bob Dubick and I spent 45 minutes on a local 
television station answering questions from the public about these 
very things. That was done, the Tribune ran a story, another station 
carried a brief news clip on the first day of registration, I think an 
interview with Dr. Smith and without indulging in razzle-dazzle, I don't 
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COLLINS know what to do beyond that to draw med; a attention to what is actually
for the public at large in a mass media kind of situation not all that 
exciting a bit of news. 

RASMUSSEN What is the distinction between the fact that Continuing Education may
advertise and academic programs may not advertise; that Continuing
Education brings in the money which pays for the advertising? 

COLLINS Yes. There is that distinction. Continuing Education does not use any
tax money. I have mixed feelings about the appropriateness of that system
feeling and, in fact, it's undergoing a good deal of discussion at very
high levels of the university right now. You may find by next fall,
there's a different policy,! don't know. I think certain kinds of taste-
ful institutional advertising' calling attention to certain key events in 
the yearly cycle is not necessarily bad. 11m not sure that we want to 
buy space in order to run our entire course listings and have it distributed 
to 125,000 homes although that has been suggested seriously at times over 
the past several years. And I once went down and asked what it would 
cost and I found it was slightly more expensive than hiring a 707 and 
leafleting the city. 

? You rejected that too, I assume. 

PETERSON Currently, Ivy Tech uses tax money to, I'm not sure. 

COLLINS Indeed they do. The folks that run Ivy Tech have felt that they can get 
away with that and the folks that run I U think that Ivy Tech's gonna
end up regretting it. That's all I can tell you. 

? live also seen on television advertisements for Purdue University with 
respect to their school of engineering having some young coed saying,
"Ilm going into automotive engineering" or whatever and having a one-15 
second recruiting effort for engineers. Nor Purdue and I U I would say 
are comparable. May I U is above Ivy Tech, I don't know, but ... 

GARRETT There's a danger in being too conservative and looking to the Bloomington 
campus or senior administrators of the university for leadership of these 
things. I participated in a discussion on recruiting several years ago 
on this campus in which we were discussing reorganization of the administra-
tion of recruitment and one issue that was hard pressed in those discussions 
concerned the division of labor's between the admissions offfce and uni-
versity division and the recording responsibilities there and there's a 
lot of feeling that university division is so well ensconced in the uni-
versity that we couldn't really challenge that as a locus for high school 
visitation and recruitment and now we see in the Bloomington student news-
paper at Bloomington they realize the problem now, they're doing it dif-
ferently. It's going to be under the Dean of Faculties in Bloomington. 
They can make changes when they have problems. There's no reason why we 
couldnlt either. 

WOLFSON I think we can make any changes within reason that we choose to make. The 
question like changing the admissions standards entirely, I think, is 
generally a systemic question but how each campus can best appropriately 
put itself forward. For example, I'm not quite sure this is accurate but 
I have a rather good report that we are the only regional campus that doesn't 
shut down entirely between Christmas and News Years. The rest of them just
lock up. So if you call anybody, there's an information desk, do you know 
about this Steve? 
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MINNICK You can't run anything that week. 
i 

WOLFSON You can't run anything that week. We stay open to provide people with in- I 

formation and walk-ins with information that come in. Also to do some work, ,
i 

we assume. 

LEGGETT Are there any other questions? 

WEBER Just a quick observation, not a question or a comment. It seems the whole 1,
idea of promotion, etc. in talking around, Vince was making an observation 
in terms of what many of the faculty have suggested for needs for additional 
services, I'm not saying collectively but many faculty have suggested we '1

Ineed more student service support and interestingly Walt said that the real 
sales is in the area of delivery to get a satisfied student out into the 
community and then the word is go·j ng to spread. That sounds to me 1 i ke a 
quality programming, a quality of instruction, professional instruction 1 
working there. I'm wondering if this ;s a reflection of anything that 
we as faculty say we're having too much of a support staff when we're 
continually adding support people and when we're not adding people in 1 
the programming areas. On the other hand, it seems that if faculty were 
wanting, I'm wanting, expecting more and more of my support staff and find ,that demeaning as an individual to talk to others about wanting to come to 
IUSB because that's not my role, that Student Services, the public re-
lations, and it sounds I sometimes get the feeling that rather than work-
ing at this together as staff, administrators and faculty in a unified 
effort that we're willing to push the blame and responsibility off on 
someone else. I don't know. 

? 1'11 drink to that! 

REDWINE Before we leave, I'd like to remind everybody, particularly those people 
who were not here at the beginning that is not the end of this futures 
corrverence. All the proposals and recommendations and so on will go into l 
the hands of the Steering Committee. The Steering Committee will then· 
juggle them back to the appropriate committees or administrative offices 1 
or whatever so you've not heard the end of this. The IUSB Alumni Association 
is again sponsoring cocktails for us in the executive dining room. Thank 
you. , 

MINNICK And watch for the 707! 
I 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

Study Group 

Delivery Systems 

Delivery Systems 

Delivery Systems 

Academic Programs 

__ j ___J 

Recommendation 

Change in class day scheduling from 
Monday-Thursday/Tuesday-Friday to 
Monday-Wednesday/Tuesday-Thursday. 

Begin fall semester classes the day
after Labor Day. 

Each department examine its course 
offerings for classes which might
lend themselves to meeting once per
week without sacrificing quality
of instruction. 

A complete evening staff be available 
for students. 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Steering Committee Action Responsible Ofc./Comm. 

No action necessary as this change None needed. 
has been made. 

Referred to Calendar Committee,Cathy
Duncan,Chairperson, 4/30/79 for fur-
ther consideration.Reminder memo 
sent 10/10/79.Response 10/12/79 in-
dicated that the Calendar Committee 
intends to complete its investigation
of this question this fall. 
Calendar Committee memo 11/28/79 in- None needed. 
dicated unanimous agreement of mem-

. bers to schedul e a post-Labor Day
start in calendar years when it is 
possible to maintain current number 
of contact hours and still end the 
semester no later than 12/23. 

Referred to Committee on the Develop-
ment of Evening,Off-Campus, and week-
end Programs. James Ryan, Chairper-
son,4/30/79 for further action. Responsibility of Com-
A report on number of class meetings mittee on the Develop-
per week is bei ng prepared by Offi ce ment of Eveni ng ,Off··Ca!!:-
of Extended Programs. Report wi 11 be pus and Weekend Pro~il"c:~S 
given to Committe~on the Develop- to make recommendations 
ment of Evening,Off-Campus, and week- to Divisions and deoart-
end Programs. ments. 

Survey on Evening Support Services Responsibil ity of COi'fi-
is updated annually and results are mittee on the Develop-
shared wtth _the .Commi ttee on the De- ment of Evening ,Off· Ci:\;,!-
velopment of Evening, Off-Campus and pus and Weekend Progr2,;,is
Weekend Programs. to make recommendations 

to Divisions and depart-
ments. 
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Study Group 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 

Delivery Systems 

Delivery Systems 
~ 
N 
00 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 

--, '--. '---.. 

Recommendation 

Faculty office hours and administrative 
office hours should be consistent 
with our changing enrollment patterns 

local data and that Indiana University 
Southeast's experiences with the "Sun-
shine Semester" program be examined to 
evaluate the feasibility of instituting 
a smiliar program at IUSB. 

Begin evening classes later than 5:20 pm. 

Support should be given to the current 
investigation of the possible changes 
in scheduling (time,day,calendar) to 
better meet student needs. 

Recruitment efforts should include more 
effective class scheduling and more off-
campus scheduling. 

Suggested Follow-0D & 
Steering Committee Il.ction Responsible Of~~~ol~ 

Survey on Evening Support Services Responsibility of the Com-
is updated annually and results are mittee on the Development
shared with the Committee on the De- of Evening,Off-Campus and 
velopment of Evening,Off-Campus and Weekend Programs to make 
Weekend Programs. recommendations for 

changes in policies and 
procedures. 

A study be undertaken to gather pertinent Referred to Academic Affairs Committee Responsibility of Academ-
John Lewis, Chairperson, 4/19/79, ic Affairs Committee. 
for further consideration.Response re-
quested before Summer Session 1,1979. 
Reminder memo sent to 79-80 chairper-
son, Mary Connelly, 10/10/79. 

Referred to Academic Affairs Committee Responsibility of Academ-
John Lewis, Chairperson for further ic Affairs Committee. anc 
consideration 4/30/79. Committee on Development
Reminder memo sent 10/10/79 to Mary of Evening,Off-Campus anI 
Connelly. Weekend Programs.
Referred to Committee on Development
of Evening,Off-Campus and Weekend 
Programs 3/10/80: 

No action taken as these are already Dean's Advisory Council 
under discussion by Dean's Advisory and Academic Affairs 
Council. Committee share responsi-

bility for periodic re-
view of scheduling prac-
tices. 

Committee on the Development of Even- Committee on the Develop-
ing, Off-Campus and Weekend Programs ment of Evening,Off-Cam-
is attending to this. Studies of pus and Weekend Programs
evening and off-campus scheduling and is responsible for making
possibilities for degree completion recommendations to Divi-
have been completed. sions and Departments. 



Study Group 

Academic Programs 

Faculty Development 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 

I-' 
\l) '" 

Academic Programs 

,. 

Pecon1!llenda ti on Steerinq Committee rc!io~ 
Suggested Follow-up & 
Responsible Ofe.jeom. 

Faculty and administrative support be 
given the: 1) GEM Project and 2) Com-
mittee on the Development of Evening,
Off-Campus and Weekend Programs. 

No action required; this support
exists. 

None needed. 

Upgrade academic counselling by a 
broader faculty and department repre-
sentation-educate faculty to perform 
this function. 

No action taken as this is under 
discussion by Dean's Advisory Coun-
cil. The Mentor Advising Project is 
a beginning attempt to meet this 
need. "Introduction to College Life" 
courses developed by Kent Laudeman,
Director of Counseling &Develop-
mental Services. will provide stu-
dents with some general assistance. 

Responsibility of Dean's 
Advisory Council. 

Students who have a declared major should No action taken as this is under dis- Subsumed by previous re-
be assigned to the appropriate department cussion by Dean's Advisory Council. commendation. 
andjor division for advising. This would Training of advisors is included in 
necessitate the traininq of the instruc- Mentor Advising Project.
tors to appropriately advise the students. 

All Divisions discuss the philosophy ~1emo to Mary Connelly, Chair,Academic Responsibility of Academ-
and procedures which would enable a stu- Affairs Com., 10/10/79. Results of ic Affairs Committee and 
dent to accelerate the time required for Student Association Survey,Spring, Division Chairpersons. 
degree completion. 1979, indicate students do want to 

complete degrees quickly. Committee 
on the Development of Evening, Off-
Campus and Weekend Programs has com-
pleted a study of degrees that can be 
completed in the evenings and on week-
ends; results will be shared with 
Divisions and Departments. 

J j . _1 ._- j 
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Study Group 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 

...... w o 

'--I J 

Recommendation 

Recruitment efforts ought to include a 
more clearly articulated bankruptcy
policy. 

All students should be administered 
tests in such basic skills areas as math 
composition, reading, etc. in an effort 
to identify students' needs in these 
areas. 

. --. --.J 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Steering Committee .a.ctiop. Responsible Ofc./Com. 

Investigation revealed that no bank- Non Possible. 
ruptcy policy exists at present. 

Responses from Jim Blodgett,Eileen Faculty and administrative 
Bender and minutes of Curriculum support will be necessary
Com.(10/20/79} indicate that there if what appears to be 
is considerable concern over this wide-spread concern for 
issue but that only the Mathematics this issue is to be trans-
Department seems to be adequately lated into action. 
dealing with remediation. Possible Long Range Plannin9 Com-
future recommendations might concern: mittee should include 
l}regular funding for remedial pro- this as part of plan to 
grams; 2)distributing a list of all strengthen retention. 
available remedial programs at IUSB;
3}instituting courses such as the In-
troduction to College Life" at IUPUr;
4)soliciting information from Univer-
sity Division about the action taken 
on unfavorable mid-term grade reports;
5)app1ying for a grant for remedial 
program development; 6}seeking clarifi-
cation from the administration and the 
faculty on the proper scope of our re-
medial programs. 
11/21/79 memo from Roy Schreiber,Senate
Curriculum Committee indicates that they
are continuing to study this problem.
"Introduction to College Life" courses 
were begun by Student Services, Spring,1980. 
Two studies, related to reading ability of 
rUSB students and the other to reading level 
of freshman tests in use at rUSB, completed
by Marcia-Sheridan indicated that there 
is a need for concern. 
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Study Gy'oup 

Academic Programs 

Academic Programs 
I-' 
W 
I-' 

Academic Programs 

Recommendation 

Students be encouraged to audit credit 
courses; reduce audit fee. 

Greater cooperation between and among
Division and Departments e.g. double 
listing of students who take a double 
major or minor across Division, Urban 
Studies Certificate, cross listing
of courses, joint faculty appointments. 

IUSB Program Information Development; a 
vigorous, dynamic continuous and obvious 
effort to bring the opportunities, facil-
ities and quality of IUSB to the atten-
tion of the regional area, a total 
university effort, would not entirely be 
responsibility of a pr person. 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Steering Committee f'\ction Responsible Ofc./Com. 

Referred to Dean Harriman.Response Responsibility of the 
5/31/79 indicated that he referred Chancellor's Council; 
matter to Chancellor's Council for might want to reduce or 
discussion and disposition. Memo eliminate audit policies
sent 10/10/79. Response from Acting for senior citizens. 
Chancellor Harriman, 10/16/79 in-
dicated that a final position has not 
yet been taken and that the topic re-
mains under consideration. (IUSB charges
regular fee for audit as do Ft. Wayne,
Kokomo, Gary and Southeast, other cam-
puses charge $5 recording fee per cre-
dit hour. IUSB has a relatively liberal 
position in that audit status can be 
changed to credit status and vice-
versa up to mid-term grades.) 

It is the belief of the Steering Com- Responsibility of Division 
mittee that the efforts of the Division chairpersons. 
have improved this situation. 

Referred to Walt Collins and Division Responsibility of Univer-
Chairpersons 3/8/80. sity Relations and 

Division Chairpersons. 

_-J 
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Student Recruitment 
and Retention 
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Student Recruitment 
and Retention 
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Recommendation.... ._.-
Recruitment efforts ought to include 
more creative/alternative promotion
efforts to make our campus visible 
in the community. There is a need 
for both students and instr.uctors to 
have ready access to information 
concerning activities, services, re-
sources, and programs. A series of 
fact sheets, handbook and/or inform-
ation center(s) should be explored. 

The appropriate responsible person 
should investigate the impact of cam-
pus facilities (or lack of them) on 
recruitment and retention. These items 
could include parking,small lounges, 
associate faculty space, as well as 
the general aesthetics of classrooms 
and the campus. 

!, 

,?teering Committee JI,etion 

Response 3/12/80 from Walt Collins 
indicated that the steps toward this 
goal which have occurred this year
include: Visiting Scientist and Visit-
ing Faculty programs inaugurated
by Arts and Sciences, which put our 
faculty into area schools in a fre-
quent and overt way; the newly re-
done IUSB Program Bureau brochures;
the Media Subcommittee of the Com-
mittee on Weekend, Evening, and Off-
campus programs with its promise of 
credit course offerinqs on tele-
vision, the new uses of faculty mem-
bers and alumni in the recruiting 
process and recent articles in 
Michiana Magazine on the Class of 
170 and the External Degree Pro-
gram.
Responses from R. Demaree and J. 
Ryan 3/11/80 included several bro-
chures used by the Divisions of 
Music and Continuing Education, re-
spectively. 

It is the belief of the Steering Com-
mittee that Physical Plant is contin-
ually improving physical facilities. 
Student AssociaUon survey resulted 
in some data concerning the impact 
of phYSical facilities on students. 
Memo to Otis Romine encouraged con-
tinuation and expansion of efforts 
to improve physical facilities. 

Suggested Follow-up E 
Respons i b 1 e OfE_.jr:.~·ml 

Responsibility for re-
cruitment of students 
has been assigned to 
Student Services (regu-
lar programs and Ex-
tended Programs (ne\,!
programs) . 

Responsibility of 
Physical Plant. 



Study Group 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 

Delivery Systems 

Academic Programs 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 
I-' 
W 
W 

• 

Recommendation 

Sufficient space and other support be 
given to campus child care services in-
cluding the provision of day and even-
ing care. 

Identify an area within which students 
would receive in-state tuition at both 
graduate and undergraduate levels. 

Establish a Bureau of Institutional 
Research that is designed to keep
track of statistics and trends that re-
late to ruSB. 

This campus should move quickly to estab-
lish a clear mission statement concern-
ing its lIidentity and goals" in order 
to provide better focus and direction 
to promotion of recruitment and reten-
tion. 

.,. -_.,J ____J 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Steering Committee Action B..esponsible Ofe./Com. 

Referred to Chancellor Wolfson 4/1/79. Responsibility of Chan-
Response 5/8/79 indicated that matter cellor and Space Dis-
had been referred to Space Disposition position Committee. 
Committee,Walt Collins, Chairperson 
for serious consideration.Memo to Walt 
Collins sent 10/10/79. Response 10/12/79
indicated that recommendation has been 
distributed to all members of the Space
Disposition Committee that it will be 
one viewpoint considered. 

This turns out to be a complicated issue Responsibility of 
since IU-B gains greatly from out-of- Chancellor and Dean of 
state tuition fees. Issue is being Faculties to pursue
discussed at higher levels. this issue. 

Requested 4/19/79 a formal proposal Responsibility of 
to Academic Senate to be drafted by Senate Executi ve Coma,
Executive Committee, John Lewis, Chair- mittee and Dean of 
person in fall, 1979. Faculties. 
Reminder sent to John Lewis 10/25/79.
Discussed with Dean Harriman. His 
follow-up memo (11/9/79) stated that 
serious consideration would be given
to institutional research in the seek-
ing of a replacement for Sam Wiersteiner 
and that an Office for Research and a 
separate Research Officer are desirable 
but must be considered long-run aims. 

Referred to Acting Associate Dean of Responsibility of 
Faculties, Sam Wiersteiner 5/9/79 for Long Range Planninq
possible integration with North Central Committee. 
review. 
Letter sent to Pat Furlong,Chairperson 
LonglRange Planning Committee,10/25/79. 
Subsequent discussions with Karen Rasmussen 
North Central Report indicated that a mission 
statement has been included in the Report . 

..--1 j 
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.?tudy Group 

Student Recruitment 
and Retention 

Academic Programs 

Faculty Development 

Recommendat i '::1 

This campus should move quickly to under- This recommendation was included in 
take a professional market survey to the communications regarding the pre-
establish community educational needs vious recommendation. 
and related campus goals. 

Periodic surveys of students to obtain Referred to Division Chairpersons, 
feedback concerning perceived quality of 5/8/79 with request to keep us in-
programs, courses, etc. formed regarding actions taken.Re-

sponse received from Bob Demaree,Div.
of Music, 6/1/79 indicating that stu-
dent evaluations are required in that 
Division. 
Student Services completed a study of 
nonreturning students and General 
Education Model Project sponsored
a survey of students. 
Off-campus programs are evaluated 
regularly by the Extended Programs
Office. 

Use the talents of faculty members where Included in request to executive Com-
they exist to help improve the operation mittee regarding Bureau of Institu-
of IUSB and the university as a whole tional Research. 
(finance, management, marketing, market Reminder sent to John Lewis 10/25/79.
research, speaking, public relations, etc.)Referred to Chancellor for consider-

ation in future actions in memo of 
1/28/80. 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Fespons i b 1 e Ofc_: /C_Q.~ 

Responsibility of Long
Range Planning Committee. 

Responsibility of Divi-
sion Chairperson. Asso-
ciate Dean of Faculties 
will coordinate collec-
tion of all such studies. 

Responsibility of Chan-
cellor. 

http:taken.Re
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Stu~ Group Recommendation 

Student Recruitment This campus should move quickly to estab-
and Retention lish a visible, administrative level of-

ficer or council, charged with the re-
sponsibility to coordinate all recruit-
ment efforts. 
This campus should move quickly to pro-
mote and recruit in fresh,new and/or 
more innovative ways and to establish 
procedures to measure the effective-
ness of such activities. These efforts 
should include: 
a)More one-to-one recruiting involving

faculty and students 
b)More effective class scheduling to 

meet the needs of students 
c)More off-campus scheduling to account 

for students that can1tcome to our 
campus

d)More creative/alternative promotion
efforts to make our campus visible 
in the community

e)More clearly articulated "Bankruptcy
policy" for grades in order to re-
interest students who are now older 
and/or more mature. 

While continuing to increase recruitment 
of traditional high school students, this 
campus should move quickly to expand the 
recruitment programs that concentrate on 
the non-traditional students. 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Steerinq Committee ,n,ction Responsible Ofe.jeorn. 

Forwarded to Dean Dubick, Student Responsibility for re-
Services and Judith Redwine, Acting - cruitment for regular pro
Director of Extended Programs. grams has been assigned

to Dean of Student Ser-
vices and recruitment foy 
new programs to Director 
of Extended Studies. 

__ j, J J _I .-J ____J ] 
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Study Group Recommendation 

Student Recruitment As a large number of our students attend 
and Retention part-time, there is a need to expand

funding of scholarships, grants, in-
ternships, and/or assistantships for 
the purpose of these students. 

Develop a faculty role in recruiting
students, in each disciplinary area. 

---I -- ---]I'-, '--I --. 
Suggested Follow-up & 

Steerinq Committee P.ction ResponsibleOfc./Com. 

Response from Financial Aid office, Responsibility of Finan-
Steve Minnick,lOjl7/79. IIThere are cial Aid Office. 
some basic criteria each student must 
comply with before eligibility becomes 
a reality. One must be regularly ad-
mitted and working toward the first 
undergraduate degree. If a student has 
already acquired an associate degree,
he/she will have four semesters of 
eligibility remaining for financial 
assistance. 
Chancellor Wolfson approved a proposal I 
recommended enabling part-time students 
to become eligible for the Merit Scholar-
ship program at IUSB. The amount of the 
award is based upon half-time or three 
quarter time enrollment status. This 
current academic year is the initial year
for this program. In addition, part-time
students are now considered for all 
Federal and University fund assistance. 
The federal programs(Nat'l Direct Stu-
dent Loan,College Work Study and Sup-
plemental Educational Opportunity Grant) 
have always technically been available 
for part-time students.However, this 
policy was never in effect here at IUSB 
until this academic year. 
To the best of my knowledge, there are no 
internships and/or assistantships avail-
ab1 e to !USB students. II 

Responsibility of DeanReferred to Dean Dubick. of Student Services. 



Study Group 

Academic Programs 

Academic Programs 

I-' 
W 
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Recommendation 

Emphasis be placed on the development 
of new degree programs; e.g. Master of 
Liberal Studies and/or Master of Com-
munity Studies. 

Extend cooperative efforts with other 
colleges where mutually beneficial; e.g.
St. Mary's, Bethel, Ancilla, Ivy Tech. 

_J 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Steering Committee Action Responsible Ofc,/Com. 

Referred to Division of Arts and Responsibility of Divi-
Sciences, Roland Garrett,Chair- sion of Arts and Sciences 
person, for reactions concerning and Division of Public 
the Master of Liberal Studies de- and Environmental Affairs 
gree,4/30/79. Referred to Division 
of Public and Environmental Affairs 
for reactions concerning the Master 
of Community Studies degree 4/30/79. 

Respons.e from Sam Wi erstei ner 10/17/79. Responsibility of Dean 
With the encouragement and support of of Faculties to see to 
Dean Harriman and Mr. Zisla,Sam Wier- the continuation of 
steiner has been working with Mr. Ed these efforts, also re-
Harding, Chairman of the local IVY sponsibil ity of Dir'..;cl;or 
TECH department of graphic arts, on of Extended ProgrRm:c 
a two-part articulation schema for to develop off-campus 
I.U. Fine Arts students and IVY TECH programs.
Graphic Arts students.One part of the 
schema would allow for an interchange
of individual courses; the second part
will propose an articulated IVY TECH 
associate degree--I.U. bachelor's 
track. This B.S. degree would be a 

"B.S.in Applied Studies" which will be 
discussed more fully in response be-
low. Additional potential for inter-
institutional cooperation exists in 
the area of related studies courses 
provided through IUSB for IVY TECH 
students. 
Update 3/10/80- B.S. in Applied Studies 
is now under consideration by campus
curriculum committees. 
Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79: 
Conversations with Ancilla were initiated 
by Dr. Walling last year and have been con~ 
tinued by Dr. Redwine this fall.Two types 
of interaction seem to be appropriate
here: 
1. IUSB providing courses which Ancilla can-

not provide in its associate degree pro-
Qrams and

_J ~ ~ _ .J __ -1 _J 
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Suggested F~ilL,-\'p S.
Recommendation Stef~l-ing Committee Action Responsible Ofc_:.L~g:;l. 

Academic Programs 2. A joint associate degree-bachelor's 
degree articulation schema for 
Ancilla and rUSB. 

Additional joint conferences to dis-
cuss specifics should be scheduled in 
the near future. 
Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79:
Preliminary discussions were started 
by Sam Wiersteiner and Senator Lund-
quist with the intention of develop-
ing an inter-state agreement where-
by associate-degree graduates of South-
western Michigan Community College and 
Lake Michigan Community College living 
in the greater Michiana area could come 
to IUSB at the resident tuition rate. Up-
on the Senator's death, this effort was 
temporarily halted.Sam l·Jiersteiner again 
began work on the idea with initial dis-
cussion with administrators at Pawating
Hospital concerning an exchange of clini-
cal privileges for a resident rate for 
their staff in our RN-BSN program. The 
hiring of the new Director of Nursing has 
again slowed this development. 

Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79: A Host-guest arrange-
host-guest agreement between Purdue and IUSB ment with Purdue 
has been signed (1976) and awaits imple- is now the re-
mentation by IUSB. Initial programming would sponsibility of 
include Electrical Engineering Technology the Chancellor. 
and ~1echanical Engineering Technology.An 
additional program in industrial supervision 
was also recommended. 
Response from Judith Redwine 3/10/80 indi- Responsibility of 
cated that discussions with Purdue North- Divisions and de-
central have begun. partments to design 

programs that would 
build upon strengths
of Ancilla, Purdue-
Westville,Ivy Tech, 
etc. 

http:Technology.An
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Study Group Recommendation 

Academic Programs 

I-' w 
\0 

Academic Programs Emphasis be placed upon the develop-
ment of a Bachelor of Applied Sciences 
degree program. 

Suqgested Follow-up & 
Steer; ng Comm; ttee P.et i or} Respons~ble Ofe./Com. 

Response 1/8/80 from Paul Joray,
Division of Business and Economics 
included following summary of Facul-
ty comments regarding consortial ef-
forts: 1. It might be helpful to 
have a large number of faculty re-
presentatives from eacb· cooperating
institution get together to explore
ideas and efforts. 2. It would be 
helpful if we had the course offer-
ings at cooperating schools slightly
before our registration. 3. MOst 
respondents felt we should con-
tinue these efforts but some faculty
felt little could be done to sig-
nificantly expand the program. 

Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79: Responsibility of the 
Dean Harriman and Sam Wiersteiner have Dean of Faculties. 
discussed this potential for some 
time and decided to develop a pro-
posal when a suitable program could be 
identified. Upon the Joint encourage-
ment and with the assistance of Messrs. 
Zisla and Harding, Sam Wiersteiner is 
now engaged in developing a proposal 
for a Bachelor of Applied Art as a 
"terminal bachelor's degree: for IVY 
TECH and IUSB students who desire to 
pursue a joint graphic arts fine arts 
program. Hopefully, that proposal will 
be ready for joint IVY TECH-IUSB 
action in the spring of i980. 
Update: 3/10/80 Proposal is now under 
consideration by campus curriculum com-
mittees. 

_..1_'_J .-1 .__.1 '--j '-~J ....J __.J!. -]_.J '....J! ._.J .___.j ___.j ---J _..I_.j _._j J 
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Suggested Follow-up &
Study Group Recommendation Steering Committee Action Responsible Ofc./Com. 

Academic Programs The Host-guest agreement between IUSB Responsibility of the 
and Purdue could lead to the first Chancellor. 

Academic Programs Two year associate degree be develop-
I-' ed where appropriate. 
tI>-o 

Bachelor in Technology degree offer-
ed under a host-guest agreement in 
Indiana. According to Purdue1s School 
of Technology Manpower Studies, the 
greater South Bend-Elkhart area has 
the greatest potential for this type
of associate degree-bache1or 1s de-
gree programming of any area in the 
state. The Bachelor of Technology 
would be a II na tura1 for this campus. 1I 

Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79: Responsibility of the 
At the present time IUSB has three as- Dean of Faculties. 
sociate degree programs IIwaiting in 
the wingsll : (l)An Associate degree 
in Dietary Techno1ogy(Administration) 
(2)An Associate degree in Office 
Administration, and (3)An Associate 
degree in Distribution and t-1arket-
ing. These degrees are IIho1ding ll 
in the following status: 
(l)Dietary Technology-approved by the 
Commission: We are awaiting clarifi-
cation of program responsibility by
the School of Medicine,Division of 
Allied Health Sciences. 
(2)Office Administration--Coming up
for approval before a joint inter-
institutional review board next month. 
There was a delay caused by an ob-
jection by IVY TECH. 
(3)Distribution and -Marketing--Long in 
development, this degree comes up for 
approval at Kokomo next month. IUSS 
should be next. This program has been 
delayed by the question or responsibility
for associate degree programming (IU-
IVY TECH) within Indiana. 
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Stud.l' Group Recommendation 

Academic Programs 

Academic Programs Explore contractual agreement involv-
~ ing business, industry, local or-
~ 
~ ganizations. 

Faculty Development Encourage faculty to supervise more 
independent studies and Professional 
Practice Program activities. 

_____ J J J J -_1 _~ -- J ~~ J '---.1 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Steering Committe~ p.ctian Responsible Ofe./Com. 

The Dean of Faculties Office has con-
tinued to monitor the IUSB service 
area in order to determine the need 
for additional sub-baccalaureate pro-
grams.
Development of these programs in the 
future will requi"re continued atten-
tion to the IVY TECH-IUSB "turf" 
question. This is, who will assume 
what responsibility for the delivery 
of what sub-baccalaureareprograms
in this area? 

No action deemed necessary as this None needed. 
function seems to be carried out by
the Division of Continuing Education. 

Referred to Division Chairpersons Responsibility of Teach-
and Teaching Committee, Floyd Urbach, ing Committee. 
Chairperson 4/30/79. Response from 
Robert Demaree, Division of ~1usic,
indicated that matter will be taken 
up in fall, 1979.by the Division of 
Music. 
Mi'nutes of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee 
indicate a response from Eileen Bender 
will be sent to the Steering Committee. 
Response 10/22/79: Following is a sum-
mary of comments regarding our inde-
pendent study and professional prac-
tice programs: a.) Two primary con-
cerns were expressed with respect to 
the Professional-Practi ce Programs: 
first, concern was expressed regarding 
quality contr6l and evaluation. Second, 
concern was expressed that some way be 
found to reward faculty who supervise
students in these programs. b.) Very
little concern was expressed regarding 
the quality of independent study-most 
respondents seemed s~tisfied on this 
account. Considerable concern was 
~. ~__.-J ._~.J -~-.-I ___J -j J--1 j 
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Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

• 

Recommendation 

Creation of a Faculty Development
Staff; ideally would function as 
Human Resources component of a perma-
nent planning office. 

That Education Division faculty de-
velop a proposal for the creation of 
a faculty development staff. 

Guidelines and/or formulas be developed
for identifying an appropriate amount 
of Research and Development funds, in-
cluding fellowship and sabbatical dol-
lars, to be set aside for curricular 
and faculty development projects. 

SUllgi?sted Follow-up & 
Steering Committee Action Re.?E0nsible Ofc./Corn. 

raised, however, regarding the 
recognition given to faculty who
supervise independent study. Most 
faculty felt little recognition was 
given for these efforts. 

Referred to Dean Harriman and Teaching Responsibility of the 
Committee, Floyd Urbach, Chairperson Teachin~ Committee and 
5/9/79. Response from Dean Harriman the Long Range Plannin£ 
5/31/79, indicated that matter had Committee. 
been suggested to Chancellor as a 
topic assigned to the Long Range
Planning Committee. Minutes of 
10/20/79. Teaching Committee in-
dicate that Eileen Bender will re-
spond to the Steering Committee's 
request. 

Subsumed by previous recommendation. 
Teaching Committee minutes 3/8/80 in-
dicate that a seminar on faculty de-
velopment might be scheduled 

Referred to Acting Associate Dean of Responsibility of the 
Faculties, Sam Wiersteiner 5/8/79 for Associate Dean of 
consideration. In follow-up discussion Faculties. 
with him more publicity on use of these 
funds was suggested.
Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79:
The guidelines and/or formulas sug-
gested in the recommendation above 
are undergoing study by the Dean's Of-
fice and the Research and Develop-
ment Committee. Presently there is 
nothing to report. 
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Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 
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Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Recommendation 

Establish a Chancellor's Teaching or 
Teaching and Curriculum Committee. 

Continue publication of the Promotion, 
Tenure and Reappointment checklist 
on excellence; expand to involve the 
Dean's and Chancellor's recommendation. 

Restructure Dean's Seminar Series to 
invite presentations on teaching as 
well as scholarship. 

Revive the informal noon seminars on 
teaching. 

Suggested Follow-up & 
~teer;ng Committee Action Responsible Ofc.jCorn. 
Referred to Teaching Committee, Floyd Responsibility of Teach-
Urbach, Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes ing Committee. 
of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee in-
dicate that Eileen Bender will respond 
to the Steering Committee's request. 

Referred to Chancellor and Dean 5/9/79. Responsibility of the 
Responses 5/31/79 indicate that this Academic Senate Pro-
information has been sent to the motion, Tenure and Re-
Senate Promotion,Tenure and Reappoint- appointment Committee 
ment Committee. with the cooperation of 
Memo sent 1/28/80 to Drs. Esselstrom Dean of Faculties and 
and Nazaroff,co-chairpersons of the the Chancellor. 
Promotion,Tenure and Reappointment
Committee requesting that they at-
tend to this. 

Referred to Acting Associate Dean of Responsibility of the 
Faculties, Sam Wiersteiner 5/8/79. ~ol- Teaching Committee. 
low-up discussion with him resulted 
in: scholarly presentations on teach-
ing are encouraged in DEBn I s Seminar 
Series, sharing of ideas regarding teach-
ing methods, etc. can and should be 
handled by the Teaching Committee. 

Referred to Teaching Committee, Floyd Responsibility of the 
Urbach,Chairperson, 5/8/79. Minutes of Teaching Committee. 
10/20/79 Teaching Committee indicate 
that Eileen Bender will respond to the 
Steering Committee's request . 

j --.1 JI .- Jl JI 
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Study Group 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Re-::ommendation 

Senate Teaching Committee formulated 
guidelines for making annual IUSB 
award for excellence in teaching. 

Encourage faculty observations of one 
another teaching. 

Extend A/S poll of seniors for most 
and least effective teachers to other 
Divisions. 

Instructor orientation and teaching
policy guidelines be developed and 
made available by academic units. 

Establishment of an Office for Research 
to coordinate institutional research. 
the allocation of research monies. the 
search for external funding.etc. 

Suggested Fol'l O~'I~Ui' f, 
Steering Committee Iktion Responsible Ofe./Com. 

Referred to Teaching Committee. Floyd
Urbach.Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes 
of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee in-
dicate that Eileen Bender will respond
to the Steering Committee request.
Teaching Committee minutes 3/5/80 
indicate that such a proposal has been 
prepared. 

Referred to Teaching Committee. Floyd
Urbach.Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes 
of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee in-
dicate that Eileen Bender will respond
to the Steering Committee request. 

Referred to Teaching Committee. Floyd
Urbach.Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes 
of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee in-
dicate that Eileen Bender will respond
to the Steering Committee request. 

Referred to Teaching Committee. Floyd
Urbach.Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes 
of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee in-
dicate that Eileen Bender will respond
to the Steering Committee request. 

Recommendations forwarded to Dean Harriman Responsibility of 
9/11/79. Meeting with Dean Harriman 10/79. the Dean of Facultie~ 
III will give serious consideration to 
institutional research as we seek a re-
placement for Sam Wiersteiner. An Office 
for Research and a separate Research 
Officer are desirable but must be con-
sidered long-run aims.1I 
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~~udy Groul? 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Suggested F01~ow-up & 
Recommendation Steering Committee Action Respoll~_ible_S)fcJCon~ 

Minimum budgetary commitment to research. "Unless there is extreme emergency, Responsibility of the 
the present budgetary commitment to Dean of Faculties. 
research will represent our minimum 
effort. I will ask the Research & 
Development Committee to publicize 
among the faculty the distribution 
of research funds." 

Central role for Faculty Research "I will suggest to the Research and Responsibility of the 
Committee. Development Committee that the Com- Dean of 'Faculties. 

mittee become involved in faculty
development by a) helping faculty 
to learn the design of experimental 
research and b) advising faculty 
how to get published and how to 
deal with the publishers." 

Distinguished visiting professorship. "When I meet with the Teaching Com- Responsibility of the 
mittee 11/16/79, I will outline the Dean of Faculties. 
future role which this Committee 
could play developing criteria for 
the selection of Distinguished Visit-
ing Professors when funds for such 
professors are raised through our 
fo~ndation efforts." 

Intellectual time. "Division and department heads will be Responsibility of the 
asked to plan each year to keep the Dean of Faculties. 
intellectual effort of their faculty
members alive." 

A campus-wide statement that gives de- No action possible since this can Responsibility of Long
tailed definitions of "service" and would only be done once a- campus mission RangePl anni n9 Conmli ttee 
thus suggest examples-divis;ons,campus, is agreed upon. to clarify mission and 
university,city,state and nation. priorities for servi ce -

activities . 

. J __ Jl J i_J 
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Study Group 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Recommendation 

A clear commitment to service by campus
authorities(administration and faculty-
promotion,tenure and reappointment
guidelines, etc.) so that it is clear 
that "service counts." 

Periodical publication of the list of 
Academi c Senate commi ttees along "'lith 
their "charges" and agenda of activities 
carrying over from the previous year so 
that faculty members can give more con-
sideration to specific committees in 
which they might like to become active. 

Give recognition and rewards (reduced
teaching, salary increment, promotion 
and tenure credit, etc.) for major cam-
pus or university-wide committee assign-
ments. 

Consider the option of developing new 
career paths for faculty in areas where 
the enrollment is depressed. 

Publicize individual faculty members' 
areas of interest-like the Business 
and Economics Division "Faculty Pro-
file." Publicize the "Speakers' 
Bureau" to a greater extent. Encourage
participation in civic and governmental
affai rs. 

Steeri no COlllmitt-=e ft.cti on-----"'-- -------
Data regarding promotion, tenure 
and reappointment indicate that ser-
vice is rewarded in these ways. 

Recommendations forwarded to John 
Lewis, Chairperson of Executive 
Committee 9/11/79. Response in-
dicated that the Committee plans
to do this during the 1980 spring
semester. 

Released time is associated with 
some assignments, data indicate 
that committee service does count 
toward promotion and tenure, Divi-
sion chairpersons differ in the way
service is counted for salary incre-
ments. 

Referred to Research and Development
Committee 3/17/80 with suggestion that 
it consider funding faculty to enlarge 
teaching backgrounds. 

It was the belief of the Committee 
that substantial efforts have been 
made to publicize the Speakers' Bur-
eau and individual faculty members' 
areas of interest through the Arts 
and Sciences Visiting Faculty and 
Scientists Programs. 

Suggested Follow-up & 
Responsible Ofc.jeorn. 

None needed. 

Responsibility of Execu-
tive Committee. 

Responsibility of Dean
of Faculties and 79' 
Executive Committee. 

Responsibility of Re-
search and Development
Committee and Dean of 
Faculties until a 
Faculty Development Of-
fice is established. 

Responsibility of Divi~c 
chairperson and Univer-
sity Relations office to 
continue these efforts. 
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Suggested Follow-up & 
r' ." {'f 'CStudy Group Steering Committee Jl.ctio~ :~espon_s1D ed c./ om. 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Faculty Development 

Delivery Systems 

Delivery Systems 

i---1 _J -- j 

Encourage active participation in state This is being done to a moderate ex- Responsibility of Dean of 
and national Association affairs as tent; referred to Budget Committee Faculties, Budget Commit-
officers or committee chairpersons (tra- 3/17/80 as financial support is needed.tee, and Research and 
vel, expenses,promotion and tenure cre- Research and Development Committee Development Committee. 
dit, etc.). Provide support for the pre- has developed guidelines to determine 
paration and delivery of papers and par- extent of support for these types of 
ticipation as discussants at Association activities. 
meetings.
Where applicable, house chapters of disci- Referred to Suzanne Miller, Coordi- Responsibility of depart-
pline associations at IUSB, or hold such nator of Conferences and Seminars, ments and divisions. 
association meetings in IUSB facilities. 3/17/80 with request for increased 

publicity regarding feasibility. 

Conduct in-house programs designed to in- Referred to Division chairpersons Responsibility of Divi~ 
tegrate identifiable professional en- 3/17/80. sion chairpersons to 
tities in the community and at IUSB - raise these issues with 
e.g. liThe Academic Economist and the faculty members and en-
Business Economist." Support these courage and support these 
activities for each academic depart- activities when they
ment at ruSB. occur. 

Expand interdisciplinary dialog-pro- Referred to Division chairpersons Responsibility of Divi-
fessional, social, and academic (e.g., 3/17/80. sion chairpersons to 
our present "Dean's Seminars). En- raise these issues with
courage consultation and counselling faculty members and en-
with peers in own and related disci- courage and support these 
plines. activities when they
Establish interdepartmental meetings occur.
in areas of common concern. 

Increase faculty access for personal pro- Memo sent to Al Large, Audiovisual De- Responsibility of Audio-
duction of AV materials as well as produc-partment, 3/10/80. visual Department. 
tion by trained technical assistants. 

Increase communication between and a- None possible Responsibility of these 
mong Divisions, departments,AV,Auditoria units.
and IHETS. 

J j j -- j - J _J - -~ ___ J ____ J J -__ J j -_-1 - -1 ---j ___JI-~ 
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	INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND: TOWARD THE FUTURE 
	GOALS: 
	To provide an opportunity for all faculty and administrators to: 
	-

	become more aware of the issues and choices likely to face IUSB in the next decade 
	-

	define and articulate more clearly our goals and supporting rationales; these will provide guidelines for making decisions in the future 
	-
	-

	obtain, synthesize, and use information (qualitative and quantitative) from a variety of sources including but not limited to: administrators, faculty, staff, students,history, existing committees, models, surveys, studies, etc. 
	-

	determine some specific actions which ought to be taken; these would be referred to appropriate bodies. 
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	WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARV 21 
	1:3Introductory Remarks-Gerald ~. Harriman , Dean of ra culties 
	0 

	Academic Programs-
	Moderator : Charles Tull 
	stren~thened ? -What directions will future progr~ms take? -What possibilities exist for intra -and 
	-How can present programs be 

	inter-institutional cooperation? 
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	Heport nf' Sl.lh-grollTImprovf'ment of' EXisting Program
	' 
	s 

	-
	OlW of four study groups desie;nated:·~teering Committee an part of this year's discussion of issues affecting the rUSB campus duringthe next decade. The study group's membership was divided into three sub-groups, one of which was given the task of studying means of imp~oving existing programs. This reportsummarizes the discussions of the sub-group, Improvement of Existing Programs. 
	ACRdemic Programs \'/an 
	by Dean Ha.rl'i.man and the 
	-

	Several meetings were held by commi ttee members. r40s t of the items discussed were closely related to existing means of program improvement and alternate ways of gaining credit by demonstrating college level competency. The sub-group has two recommendations which are presented below. A brief dis-cussion is offered for several documents supporting each recommendation. Copies of documents are included as appendices. 
	-
	-


	Recommendation #1 
	It 1.8 recommended that faculty and administrative support be given to two current proj ects: (a) ttlI" General Education Models (GEM) project and (b) the Evenin~, Off-Campus and Weekend Programs. 
	Committee on 

	RecolTUllendatlon #2 
	~s rE'commended that all division of IUSB discuss the philosophy and procedures which would enable a student to accelerate the time required for complefI degl"'(~e thl'ough n1 ternat i ve way::> of demollstrating college level competencies. 
	It 
	-
	tion of 
	-
	,.,

	I 
	I 
	Recommendation #3 
	-
	Away of improving current programs would be the periodic !survey of students. Graduates of the Division of Education were surveyed by Robert DuVall ;n 1971 and lJudy Red\tline in 1973 and students in the External Degree Program in General Studies were surveyed in 1978. 
	• 
	5 
	l
	! 
	l 
	Rr>COllllnPlicin t..l.on 111 
	l~~ 1s r'E'commcllciu1 that faculty and ;H1Hlinistl'~ltl 'Ie 
	support be g.1vell to two eUl'rent [Jro,jects: (a) the 
	CH tion r'10del:..~ (!1EM) proj ec t and (b) the 
	General Edu 

	Committee on Evening, Off-Campus and Weekend Programs. 
	a) General Education Models (GEM) project 
	~ A major effort is being made in terms of program improvementt; • This national proj ec t, begun t\,10 year:"l ago, has now become pal't of IUSB' s effort to improve pl'ograms.It ,is a study of the liberal studies component of all programs.The Improvement of Existing Programs sub-group endorses the OEN project and encourages those persons involved to continue their important work. The results of this project will affect all Divisions and should result in improvement of existing programs.The following docum
	Lhrough ttle GErl} proj ec 

	Appendix!. The GEM Project at IUSB 
	A brief explanation of the project was provided by Dr. Frascella. A maJor objective of the project is "t.o develop a campus wlde con0111' variow~ rif"firee orograms should bp.." Dr. i"l'ascella also 8airl, "('Iy, ~oaJ s .1 t 1 R hoped that the exis t i ng cu!'rj c.ulum c.an t~rms of whether or not it is achieving these objec
	-
	sensus on \'That the goals of the liberal studies component of 
	the bas is of these 
	be evaluated in 
	-
	t1 ves:
	TI 

	Appendix B. Finding Value in Higher Education 
	Vandf~r Ven provj ded a raLiona1 e for a l:l.beri:il arts education in r(~lat Lon to ,I uti!'; and careers noting, "There are other kinds of careers out there,and quite a few of them, jobs in management, in personnAl, Job8 that are interesting, pay well, and for which college gradllatesw{th liberal arts ~egrees qualify because they are broadly tralnert in ideas, in logic, and in diverse disciplines." 
	In an addJ'ess to high school counselors, Dr. 
	-

	Appendix C. Gros-LouiR speaks at IUSR, Preface article 
	Gras-Louis, Dean of Art.s and ScIences, Indiana Universtty-Bloomington emphasized the mission of the University as tile sharing of a common t.l'adjtlon, of' working 'practically and "\,~lluating the traditloll. The task of the univers i ty is to provide a mechanif;m designed LO accompltshthe creative management: ut' the tl'ariit1on and to communica+:e its valu'? to students and nthp.l l7lf'nilwl's cf ~~( :il.'t..j' 0 
	lII:1.th 
	\·llthin this tradition, and in 

	6 
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	Appendix Q. Division of Education Program Revisio
	n 

	Recently the lUSB Division of Education conducted a complete 
	-
	revision of its curriculum. Education faculty contacted teachers and prinntpals to determine what they considered important 1n the education 01 teachers. This information, combined with new certification standards and education faculty l'ecommendatlons resulted in r~~ea programs. A summary of procedures used is attached for consideration by other divisions in discussions of program improve
	-
	-

	ment
	. 
	-

	Appendix EA Student Profile 
	. 

	-
	Students enrolled in the External Degree Program in General Studies at IUSB are described from the results of a recent survey.The profile was developed by Dr. Hengesbach. It is part of a paper entitled "Adult Student Needs and University Responses" which he presented at a conference of the National UniversityExtension Association•. This profile indicates several items for consideration, especially at IUSB where the student body is becoming more adult (over 25) and part time. It is worth notingthat persons i
	-
	-

	-
	-

	b) Committee on Evening, Off-Campus and Weekej"l:. Programs 
	Another recent effort involves a study of ';he quality of evening and off-campus courses. The preliminary report, currently being reviewed by the Committee on Evening, Off-Campus and Weekend Programs, is included as Appendix F. Such efforts should continue with due consideration given to suggestions made for improvement. 
	-

	Appendix FSuggested Outline for Examination of "Qualit~ ! II Issues Regarding Off-Campus Programsa"§ Deterrnlnerl by Sub-Committee 
	. 
	"""! 
	Control

	l~! utder cons :ld"rat1on by the (:ommi t t '~e on Evening, Off-Campus, and Weekend ProgrRm:i. It discusses the pro~~rarnr. '-·wl :)~'kf "'~ number of sp<:-"""l 
	This document is present
	mission and philosophy of these 

	I
	,

	clftt.! questions related to ttlp nl1.tnt.ella'lcP of Cluality 1n thesA programs. ,
	• 
	..., 
	I 
	!
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	i 
	Recommendation 112 
	It is recommended that all divisions of IUSB discuss the philosophy anu procedures which would enable a student to accelerate the time requiredfor completion of a degree through alternative ways of demonstrating college level competencies. 
	-

	If,the adult part-time student is given full consideration,there seems to be some urgency to provide that student with the means of attaining an Associate or a Bachelor's degree in waysother than the traditional semester-by-semester plan. If a person seeking a Bachelor's degree takes two courses each semester and one course each summer session, it would take approximately seven years to complete degree requirements. This time period
	-

	flIII
	can be discouraging for students, in particular for adult students. 
	I 
	I 

	-

	One means of shortening the time required to attain a degree1s through utilization of various means of demonstrating collegelevel competencies. Several methods of gaining credit in an accelerated fashion are available at IUSB at the present time. Expansion of this means of credit is a way of making programsand courses more attractive. Not only does the gaining of accelerated credits offer advantages to students in terms of time and money, but it also enables them to enter upper level' courses sooner than us
	-

	Consideration should be given to extensive use of existing means of demonstrating college level competencies, thereby accelerating the acquisition of credits toward degrees. An examination by each division of alternate methods should be made in an effort toward increased use of this time saving method of gaining credit hours. 
	-
	-

	The following list is a summary of alternative methods of demonstrating competencies that are now available at IUSB. Forms and/or documentation are attached. 
	Appendix G. College Level Examination Program (CLEPAppendix H. Credit by Examination (IUSB)Appendix I . Credit by Examination (IU Independent Stud
	) 
	'
	y

	Division)Appendix J. Mid-Career Option Guidelines (SPEA)Appendix K. Self Acquired Competency (SAC)Appendix L. Lab'JI" :3t;',ldl~~3 Pr0p'J::;~11 
	8 
	As we look toward the future, a reassessment of our co-operati~e 
	i
	programs within the university and with other institutions is in order. The purpose of this'report is to gauge the achievements and future 
	I
	potential of our various academic co-operative programs and to explore the notion of co-operation for enrichment and survival. 
	In the last twenty years, due to an enormous growth in the number of students, colleges and universities were faced with problems of faculty recruitment and lack of physical facilities which appeared formidable 
	'""'1 
	J
	but which, in fact, were far less complex and frustrating than the problems 
	I 

	J 
	we will be facing in the next decade with a slowing rate of enrollment, inflation, and possibly shrinking financial support should state legislatures become resistant to the annual increases in appropriations requested by institutions of higher education. Such forthcoming pressures must be heeded as they call for remedial or preventive measures, but in no ways-should they blur our optimism and lead us to a negative retrenchment when all perhaps what is called for is a consolidation of our present resources 
	-

	Declining enrollments are administrators' scourge and an understandable 
	preoccupation since the financial foundation of an institution depends in 
	part on student enrollment. Declining enrollments create pressures on 
	faculty members as well, which can be even more pernicious, since it Is 
	...,
	primarily on the faculty rather than the ad~inistration which the res-I ponsibility falls to perpetuate the qUdlity of education and the integrity of 
	I 
	-
	J 
	"""I 
	9 
	I 

	I 
	-

	a degr~e. In state universities, lower admission requirements are not the pitfall we should fear. While these often denature the distinctive feature of many private institutions, we can expect our admission policies to remain unchanged. Our principle is one of democratic equality of access. It is good. It should be preserved. Our pitfall is of another nature. Our real problem in the coming decade will be to maintain quality. This is why the General Education Review we are embarking upon is good, for it will
	is probably why higher education has been given a new appellation, being referred to increasingly as postsecondary education. The very use of this· term suggests other alternatives to traditional universities. It indicates that universities are more sensitive to the needs and demands of the public. Consequently new programs have come into being in the last ten years in order to meet the multiple need" of the community and the diverse age groups. In pro~r~ms overlap or intertwine, creating a flow of services
	some instances these 

	10 
	-
	-

	The Division of Continuing Education at IUSB has been created "to 
	.., 

	i 
	provide opportunities for lifelong learning to residents in the Michiana reiion." (Bulletin,p. 183) A non-credit program, it offers a great variety of courses, many·of which are of a recreational nature and correspond to students' personal interests. Some of the courses which are offered I within this division, hOl..rever, are of an academic nature and may even to 
	! 
	-
	~ 

	i some extent be a duplication of what is being done in other div~sions. These courses are the ones which deserve special scrutiny. There might be a ""pill-over" of the resources from the Division of Continuing Education to 
	""'"

	...., 
	the other academic divisions if students from Continuing Education were I encouraged to audit regular academic courses. These students would not put 
	'"""I any additional load on the instructor since they would only audit the course. 
	I 

	..,
	Of course the "audit" fee which cost!; as much as the "credit" fee -would need 
	I 
	I 
	adjustment since it would be too high for these students. However, there miiht be some overall saving in this reorganization. Moreover students f.rom 1 Continuing Education might gain much from exposure to regular academic s'tan
	-

	..... 
	!
	dards and even be persuaded to register for regular courses once their fe-ar is overcome. Scheduling would pose no problem since a considerable number of "'" our courses are taught at night. On the other hand, it was suggested that 
	'"""I
	students from other academic divisions might be interested in taking, if they have time, some of the extracurricular courses offered exclusively by the 
	I
	-

	Division of Continuing Education. This would satisfy a need which, ten years 
	ago, prompted students allover the country to. create sity" courses. 
	11 
	similar "free-univer
	-

	I 
	'"""

	i 
	i 
	! 
	I 
	I 
	-

	Greater cooperation is needed between divisions both for academic enrichment and better use of financial resources. Some of the obstacles should be relatively easy to overcome since they seem to be mostly of a bureaucratic nature. For instance, when a student from a division (such as SPEA) takes classes in another division (such as Business and Economics), the student is not listed in the latter division. Moreover, when a student majoring in a division (such as Business and Economics) wishes to take a doubl
	Other obstacles to greater cooperation between divisions are due to the fact that a program has somewhat deviated from its original scope. Let us take for instance a look at SPEA. In 1972, the Committee in charge of 
	r 

	shaping the SPEA program suggested joint appointments between this newly created division and existing divisions, like Arts and Sciences. A few joint appointments were made, but less and less as time went by. Consequently 
	~ 
	there was less cooperation between SPEA and Arts and Sciences than initially anticipated. While SPEA works with Business and Economics, there is no coop
	r 
	! 
	-

	, 
	erative program between SPEA and Arts and Sciences. One is in the preparatory stage within the framework of a M.A. in Public and Environmental Affairs with a Certificate in Urban Affairs which will entail 18 credit hours in the 
	-

	! 
	concentration of Urban Affairs and the remaining credit hours in other divisions. 
	1
	2 

	~ 
	,
	, 
	~ 
	1 
	l 
	At the undergraduate level, a B.A. student fram any divisian may get an Urban Studies Certificate. This certificate will be pramated thraughaut the university as it is canceived far students majaring in sciences and i nan sciences. We may faresee in this area the beginning of abetter 
	caaperatian. Greater caaperatian is needed nat .only between divisians but alsa within every divisian to make the most .of our resaurces and achieve greater 
	academic enriclunent. In arts and Sciences, we already have a number .of i 
	interdisciplinary pragrams like Religious Studies, Film Studies and passibly 
	in the near future Wamen's Studies, but far mare can be accamplished alang 
	this line.· First we might set up a number .of relatively simple changes. 
	, 
	When a course is suitable far twa departments, it cauld be crasslisted, 
	,
	,
	! 

	and we shauld encaurage studentsta take the crasslisted caurse in the 
	related field as an elective. This already is being dane ta same extent. 
	"""l 
	Caurses in Religiaus Studies are crasslisted under histary and philasaphy 
	! 

	I 
	whichever is appropriate. When Prafessar Demaree .offered a course an the 
	histary of music, the histary department listed it. When Dr. Lamante'aches 
	his economic history .of the United States, it is listed by the department 
	1 
	.of econamics under their number. It is impartant that departments teaching 
	-, 
	courses in related disciplines (the humanities far instance) wark tagether 
	I 

	ta insure that students receive a stranger academic background in the 
	1 
	.orientation .of their choice. 
	The whole foreign culture sequence could be re-structured alon~ this 
	., 

	line. Students would strengthen their knawledge of a period or a culture 
	by taking the three required courses in variaus departments rather than the 1 
	13 
	, 

	IWl 
	I
	i • 
	(lIII] 
	, 
	r 
	r 

	r 
	r 

	L 
	r 
	r 

	l 
	~ 
	I 
	same department. For instance, if a student were to choose Ancient Greece, he/she would read Greek plays in the English department, and take the two other classes in the philosophy, history or fine arts department. There is no doubt that this cross-departmental approach would help student~ increase their understanding and knowledge of the chosen period or culture. The same pattern could be followed whether the student's interest .lies in the Medieval or Renaissance periods or the Russian, German, French or 
	cultures. They would be exposed to the chosen topic from three ~nteresting 
	and complementary perspectives. 
	Finally greater cooperation between the various departments of a division may present at times practical benefits. Should a department because of financial stringencies be in no position, for a while, to hire a new faculty member, another department could teach the course temporarily. For instance, the department of history might offer a course on art history until the fine arts d.epartment can find or afford an art historian. Another solution in such cases would be interinstitutional cooperation thrJugh th
	In a short but thought-provoking article entitled "Contracts and New 
	Markets in Higher Education," Mary Jane Miskel enumerates means to alleviate 
	thfinancial stress which might result, in years to come, from declining 
	e 

	enrollments. She focuses on the efforts which are being made throughout the 
	1 

	1Miske1, Mary Jane, "Contracts and New Markets in Higher Education(ER~C Clearinghouse on Higher Education: 1975
	. 
	" 
	Research Currents 
	) 

	1
	4 

	,
	all kinds of contractual agreements to attract new students and funds. On the one hand, she recommends industry anq government contracts as well as contractual agreements with various local organizations. On the other hand, she emphasizes the increasing need in years to come for voluntary 
	nation by various institutions to open new student markets. She suggests 
	I 
	l 

	i
	interinstitutional cooperation and resource sharing. lUSB has already explored or sensed the need for some of this extramural 
	l
	expansion, but the implementation of such measures may have to be carried further. It is indeed true that in the last few years every division in 
	, 
	the university has undertaken cooperative arrangements with the outside. This is true for the Division of Business and Economics, some departments in 1 Arts and Sciences, the Adult Learning Services, the Divisions of Education, 
	i 
	Music and SPEA. For instance, until now it is mostly on the outside that SPEA efforts were aimed through a collaboration with governmental and other 
	l
	agencies. This collaboration was sought to foster an exchange in job experience greatly beneficial to the university. This exchange entails a government official teaching on our campus while an instructor takes a city 
	1 

	1
	job. Moreover, collaboration with outside agencies provides first-hand experience and opportunities to a limited number of lUSB students who work as interns for these agencies in return for credits. As Mary Jane Miskel points out, besides better community relations, universities may derive 
	l 
	l 

	, I 
	. tangible benefits from working with industry and other 8gencies. Such a collaboration brings an increase in tuition income provided by the external organization for university instruction either on or off campus. The external ,
	·l 

	I 
	organizations have also much to gain from such cooperation. They are looking 
	l 
	15 
	l 

	I 
	l 
	" 
	upon a proper instruction of their employees as a form of investment in 
	upon a proper instruction of their employees as a form of investment in 
	upon a proper instruction of their employees as a form of investment in 

	human resources, since such instruction aims at increasing their employees' 
	human resources, since such instruction aims at increasing their employees' 

	knowledge, motivation and productivity. Among the examples Mary Jane Miskel 
	knowledge, motivation and productivity. Among the examples Mary Jane Miskel 

	gives, are the contractual agreements between American Telephone and Te1e
	gives, are the contractual agreements between American Telephone and Te1e
	-


	graph with Pace University for Advanced Management degrees offered on com
	graph with Pace University for Advanced Management degrees offered on com
	-


	pany premises during working hours. There are other program contracts with 
	pany premises during working hours. There are other program contracts with 

	the IRS to improve government officials' skills and performance; contracts 
	the IRS to improve government officials' skills and performance; contracts 

	with the fire and the police departments resulting in an Associ~te of Arts 
	with the fire and the police departments resulting in an Associ~te of Arts 

	degree in Police Science or a B.S. in Administration of Justice. 
	degree in Police Science or a B.S. in Administration of Justice. 

	All these expanding activities outside of the university walls show 
	All these expanding activities outside of the university walls show 

	rI 
	rI 
	much resourcefulness on the part of postsecondary institutions throughout 

	TR
	the nation. They also make uS aware of the changes which are taking place 

	TR
	in higher education. 

	TR
	IUSB's attempt to cooperate with outside agencies and other institutions 

	TR
	is made evident by a number of programs. The Adult Learning Services offers 

	TR
	perhaps the best example. Funded by a grant from the fund for the Improvement 

	TR
	of Postsecondary education, the Adult Learning program introduced at IUSB 

	TR
	the notion of an Educational Brokering Service, providing personal counseling 

	TR
	or information on the telephone to help adults meet their educational needs 

	TR
	not only here at IUSB but throughout the State of Indiana, at other institutions 

	TR
	like Ivy Tech, Goshen, Ancilla and other institutions or colleges within or 

	i,~ 
	i,~ 
	out of the Northern Indiana Consortium for Education. Dr. Hengesbach is at the head of this new brokering project. He already served as counselor to 

	r 
	r 
	over one thousand adults anxious to gain access to practical information about 

	TR
	training or further education. Since his program must remain an impartial 


	1
	6 

	brokering service, he sometimes has to counsel students away from lUSB, 
	brokering service, he sometimes has to counsel students away from lUSB, 
	brokering service, he sometimes has to counsel students away from lUSB, 

	but in the long run his program should benefit us. Not only does it foster 
	but in the long run his program should benefit us. Not only does it foster 

	good public relations for lUSB, it is bound eventually to attract students 
	good public relations for lUSB, it is bound eventually to attract students 
	~ 

	to our university as he promotes rUSB widely among local social service agencies or the employers of other local organizations. His program is in 
	to our university as he promotes rUSB widely among local social service agencies or the employers of other local organizations. His program is in 
	, 

	keeping with the type of recommendations Mary Jane Miskel and other concerned 
	keeping with the type of recommendations Mary Jane Miskel and other concerned 

	educators have made in the recent past. This concern lead them to search 
	educators have made in the recent past. This concern lead them to search 

	new ways to achieve academic growth while avoiding a negative r'i!trenchment 
	new ways to achieve academic growth while avoiding a negative r'i!trenchment 
	"""1 

	which would consist in cutting back programs or faculty expansion. 
	which would consist in cutting back programs or faculty expansion. 

	In the face of a crisis, whether it be an identity crisis or one brought 
	In the face of a crisis, whether it be an identity crisis or one brought 

	about by financial stress, academic decisions call for a long-range vision. 
	about by financial stress, academic decisions call for a long-range vision. 

	They cannot be made for budgetary reasons alone. While those concerned with 
	They cannot be made for budgetary reasons alone. While those concerned with 

	budgets must be realistic they must not become unduly alarmed. The experience 
	budgets must be realistic they must not become unduly alarmed. The experience 
	1 

	TR
	I 

	of two neighboring institutions, ten years ago, should convince us of this fact. In any case the whole university at every level (administration, faculty 
	of two neighboring institutions, ten years ago, should convince us of this fact. In any case the whole university at every level (administration, faculty 
	,I 

	and student body) must become involved, but we must not forget tha~ in the 
	and student body) must become involved, but we must not forget tha~ in the 

	long run it is the attraction and solidity of our programs which will determine 
	long run it is the attraction and solidity of our programs which will determine 

	the enrollment future of our institution. There may be a need, as in any 
	the enrollment future of our institution. There may be a need, as in any 
	1 

	good housekeeping, to curtail some superfluous expenses, to reassess' our 
	good housekeeping, to curtail some superfluous expenses, to reassess' our 
	I 

	priorities and especially make a more effective use of our present resources. 
	priorities and especially make a more effective use of our present resources. 

	Interinstitutional cooperation between IUSB and other institutions like 
	Interinstitutional cooperation between IUSB and other institutions like 

	Saint Mary's College and Bethel is a possible solution. Such a cooperation 
	Saint Mary's College and Bethel is a possible solution. Such a cooperation 

	has already been defined and established on sound agreements, as this is 
	has already been defined and established on sound agreements, as this is 
	1 

	indicated by the First and Second Annual Reports of the Northern Indiana 
	indicated by the First and Second Annual Reports of the Northern Indiana 

	Consortium for Education. It only needs further implementation so as to 
	Consortium for Education. It only needs further implementation so as to 
	i 

	17 
	17 

	TR
	l 


	Of 
	Of 
	Of 
	course 
	before there can be any cooperation there must be, 
	as 
	in 

	any interpersonal relations, real mutual acceptance. 
	any interpersonal relations, real mutual acceptance. 
	This is a 
	prerequisite. 

	Acceptance is based 
	Acceptance is based 
	on a realistic appraisal of the other with both its 

	strength and weaknesses. 
	strength and weaknesses. 
	Yet essentially all institutions of higher education 

	have the 
	have the 
	same mission whether students pay six hundred or over 
	four thousand 

	dollars for their education. 
	dollars for their education. 
	Offering less of an education to students who 

	cannot afford or are not willing to meet the high price would be a serious 
	cannot afford or are not willing to meet the high price would be a serious 

	injustice. 
	injustice. 
	Consequently the pri.ce of an education, often the major 
	reason 

	for differences in prestige between institutions, should never come 
	for differences in prestige between institutions, should never come 
	in the 

	way of greater coordination. 
	way of greater coordination. 
	In the next decade, demographic changes will 

	I\llIJ! Il 
	I\llIJ! Il 
	affect all institutions, whatever their denomination or distinctive character. 

	TR
	If we 
	work together toward a consolidation of what we 
	have, 
	there will be 

	TR
	greater possibilities to maintain quality and divl~rsity for both enrichment 

	TR
	and the financial well being of universities. 

	~ 
	~ 

	i 
	i 

	r 
	r 
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	r 
	r 

	r
	-

	·
	. 

	..., 
	eliminate in all these institutions unnecessary duplication of courses, especially those with small enrollm.ente. while offering more diversified 
	.,
	departmental programs. 
	In Music, interinstitutional cooperation has become a reality between IUSB and Bethel College, bringing a steady flow of students. Overall the enrollment of consortium students has increased slightly. There have been 
	,
	in the past interinstitutional arrangements which worked well for a while but fell out of use, such as the cooperation of the historr departments of 
	1
	I 
	IUSB and Saint Mary's College. There still exists successful cooperation between the education departments. The nice feature about interins~itutional cooperation is that it does not have to become permanent. It may change according to the needs of the institutions which are engaged. It was suggested that one of the major obstacles in departmental cooperation between 1 dents to take a required course elsewhere. Such an idea, however, may be unrealisticl 
	l 
	.,
	I 
	Saint Mary's College and IUSB was that St. Mary's would not permit their stu-
	) 

	There is no doubt that the isolationism among institutions of higher 
	1
	education is a phenomenon of the past. It has definitely subsided. Vet 
	cooperation has never reached its full potential despite the real advantages 
	l 
	to be gained by all institutions involved in such exchange. The institutions 
	..,
	engaged in a consortium may plan together better programs taking into account ! 
	what each institution can offer. The exchange provides opportuni.ties for 
	., 
	students to broaden their academic and human experience, for they come into 
	contact with curricula, methods and fellow students whose background may 
	vary from their own. 
	i 
	! 
	l
	18 
	"'"'l ! 
	ACADEMIC PROGRAMS STlIDY GROUP 
	New Programs Sub Group 
	Areas of New Program Emphasis: 
	1. MASTER OF LIBERAL STUDIES DEGREE, MASTER OF COMMUNITY S~UDIES 
	--Modeled after those of New York University, Dartmouth College,Southern Methodist University, University of Oklahoma:. etc. 
	--An interdisciplinary program enabling energetic adults to acquire a broader knowledge, deeper insight and greater understanding of man's cultural, social, political and scientific perspectives. Not for the career-oriented, but for those who may be changing careers and who seek broader inSights. For the learner who enjoysgoal-oriented study programs and the intellectually curious. 
	--A shift of allocated resources, primarily Arts and Sc:!.ences related, would enable the start-oup with little or no additional out-ofbudget costs. 
	-

	2. EVENING STUDENT SERVICES 
	A complete evenIng staff for Student Services. 
	--Given the of enrollment trends in urban centers, the evening program s taf f \.Tt11 g1ve service to the needs of the evening all par with the day services at the University. It could well mean the shifting of work hours to accommodate students rather than staff. 
	directi.on 
	population 

	3. BACHELOR OF APPLIED SCIENCES 
	f!'i!IIl --A technical cnre two-year program, such as the program taught at Ivy Tech, with pre-determined courses or certificates that will be acceptable to IUSB as equivalent to or replacement for specific baccalaureate courses as we1l as meet a technical core two-year prograrrnning standards. The second two years would be specified courses at IUSB leading to the awarding of the Bachelor of AppliedScienees degree. 
	--The is strict avoidance of duplication of offerings in schoo]s such as Ivy Tech for the liberal arts and professional courses, coupled with the avoidance of those technical programs by TUSB. Each institution would do that which they are funded to do, and which they do best. 
	objecti.ve 

	--May be describHd as "articulated" programs or technical core programs or other appropriate designations. The students who would be acceptedfor the bachelor of applied sciences degree would have met higherstandards of accomplishment and have dt'monstrated potential to benefit from such additional baccalaureate degree level courses. The identification may precede the technical training, or follow it. It would not be a continuation program guaranteed to any technology student enrolled in a two year associate
	-

	20 
	• 
	~ 
	, 
	4
	4
	4
	. 

	Establishment of a two-year Associate Degree program where and in the schools provided that it does not jeopardize academic accreditation relationships or violate the mission of the university. 
	feasib.le 


	5
	5
	. 

	Identify a regional area whereby students living within the described 


	,
	, 
	I 

	perimeters 'surrounding South Bend would receive in-state tuition fee 
	privileges at both the graduate and undergraduate levels. Thisis 
	designed to increase available educational facilities to prospective
	students regardless of geographical location. 
	I 
	6
	6
	6
	. 

	Extend cooperative effort with other colleges in matters where mutuallybeneficial. This has potential but the Committee is not prepared to be specific at this time. 

	7
	7
	. 

	IUSB Program Information Development. The thrust of this effort is a vigorous, dynamic, continuous and obvious effort to' bring the op'por
	-



	1 
	i
	tunities facilities, and quality of IUSB to the regional -area's attention. This is envisioned as a total university effort. It woUld not entirely be the responsibility of someone assigned the public relations 
	-

	I
	effort
	. 
	"""1 
	I 

	l 
	l 
	I 

	I""'t 
	I 
	i 
	l 
	1 
	i 
	I 
	, 
	'
	'
	'
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	INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH tlEND: TUWARD THE FUTURE
	--_.._------
	-

	Study Group on Faculty Development, Subcommittee on Research 
	1USB has been historically and traditionally committed to the support and fostering of faculty researdl. Although there may be some who would challenge the whole of tlliti commitmeut, the more appropriate question for discussion here today would seem to be one ot priorities: how and how much? Our presentation (outlined below) is intpuded to focus issues and provoke discussion along these lines. 
	1. The question of priorities and its relevance 
	2Forms of support (or 1ut:ul ty research and scholarship a) direct subsidy b) support for int~llectual discourse c) external fuuding 
	. 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	What ki.nd of work to support '? 

	4
	4
	. 

	Specific proposal;·; fur dib,.:II/;siulI a) mini:num budgetary ('ommitlllcnt b) central role for faculty rl~senrch COllllllitLL'C c) office of rc:·.·.arch d) disl ingu!:;li(:d vi~il.lllg pr"f.'s,wr::;hip 


	e) Lnl .... tillH.' 
	llL!c:tu1.Il 

	f4'ISubt:orumit tc:e 
	I 

	I 
	L, Cl.ipper 
	J. LEWis 
	W. Pepperdine 
	J. Sevier 
	F. Urbach 
	S. h' 1.:;: ,. t einer 
	Wednesday, February 21, 1919 
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	FACULTY DEVELOPMENT -SERV:ICE 
	SUBCOMMITTEE REPORT 
	Faculty development with respect to faculty service transcends several different contexts. It is this subcommittee's view that an appropriate way to analyze the impact of faculty service is to recognize who typically benefits from this ~ service at lUSB. It is assumed that the main beneficiaries of faculty service include: 
	-

	AThe Individual Faculty Person. 
	. 

	BThe University -an instt"tution whose existence is perpetuated by a community of scholars. 
	. 
	-

	CThe Broader External Community, eg., city, state and nation (various entities among thes·e location boundaries) • 
	. 
	-

	DAcademic Discipline(s).
	. 

	EProfessional Groups.
	. 

	FStudents. 
	. 

	GFaculty Peers (These are not arranged in any particular order of importanee). 
	. 
	"""1 

	I 
	This subcommittee also decided that the developmental aspects of facultyservice on this campus could be appraised by focusing on the following questions: 
	1
	AWhat needs are filled as a result of Faculty service? 
	. 

	BWhat roles do intrinsic and extrinsic rewards play in fostering facultydevelopment in the area of service? 
	. 

	CWhat mechanisms are now available, or need to be made available, for purposes of enhancing the developmental dimension of service? 
	. 
	-

	WHAT NEEDS ARE FILLED AS A RESULT OF FACULTY SERVICE1 
	? 

	Individual Faculty Member Needs """I several fronts. Scholarship development and social fulfillment are two specificopportunities afforded individuals through appropriately structured service acti
	University service can advance the individual faculty member's development on 
	\ 
	-

	,
	vities. Exposure to diverse points of view, for example, can contribute toward broad~ning and balancing a faculty member's perspective. This can be a normal ou.tcome of the interactive process that accompanies participation 'in relevant serv:tce activities. Also, the service activity' itself can be intrinsically rewarding to a faculty member. 
	-

	As an aside, it should be pointed out that faculty service can be an avenue for developing new career alternatives in higher education. 
	"""1 
	i 

	Institutional Needs of the University 
	Without faculty commitment there would be 'lUy little development of new academic programs, or even maintenance of existing programs. There, obviouslywould be very limited joint decision-making unless the faculty is willing to concern itself with important decisions. Of course, we all recognize that joint decision-making is essential for gaining broad base support for university policiesand objectives. In essence, faculty involvement is essential in providing complCehensive input for the solutions of proble
	-
	-
	-
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	." 
	I I . i 
	'
	. 

	Il!III 
	I 
	filii
	I !,
	'. 
	\i-'!II!II 
	! 
	Needs of the External Con®uni~ 
	Faculty service that takes place in external community not only can provide an opportunity to exercise one's civic responsibility, but, it can advance the general and specific interests of the university. In addition such service can provide the faculty member an opportunity to develop his or her teaching and/ or research skills, an opportunity to test concepts in the real world. In effect, service that extends to external community contributes to the university's leadership role in positively influencing s
	-

	Academic Discipline 
	Personal involvement in the expansion and promotion of· knowledge frontiers in one's academic discipline can take on many service related .activities. Initiating institutes and resource centers on this campus is one specific way to service the needs of one's academic discipline. Such activities not only enhance the academic image of IUSB but also tend to perpetuate its leadership role. 
	-

	Professional Entities 
	Participation in professional organizations can enhance one's developmentin his or her academic discipline as well as fostering the faculty member's social needs. Organizations that are strictly academic in orientation obviously would serve to expand one's scholarly interests. The Academy of Management \vould be an exanlple of this type of organization. Other types of orga~izations, such as the American Chemical Society would enable the faculty person to view his or her discipline in terms of perceptions of
	-

	Faculty Service and Student Needs 
	Advancement of our students' full growth and development depends immeasu~ably on faculty service that attaches itself to the role of teacher. Academic and career counseling, for example, are implicit service requirements. Without faculty interest in going beyond the classroom lecture in assisting students" the students' motivational development and self-identity in the academic setting may be impaired. 
	Faculty Service and Peer 
	Faculty service that results in interaction with colleagues typically creates opportunities for exchanges of views, joint research ventures and hopefullythe inculcation of new values. 
	-

	WHAT ROLES DO INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC REWARDPLAY IN FOSTERING FACULTY DEVELOPMENT IN THE AREA OF SERVICE
	S 
	? 

	sort~, ai.' rewards might be available. The answers that we came up with were the following: salary increases, tenure, promotion, one-time financial bOnlJSeS or stipends, recognition, and personal satisfaction. These are not, of course, entirely independent of one another. The fact of recognition by one's peers, for example, is probably an important,though often informal, factor in securing both tenure and promotionj and promotion, 
	Our first task was to consider just what 
	-
	-

	24 
	,
	. 

	\
	, 
	of 'course, has important implications for salary level. 
	We should note also that the different types of rewards may have different significance for faculty members at different points in their career. It seems likely that the implications of service for tenure may be more important to younger faculty members as may be salary increases -particularly for those wit:h growing families. Older faculty members, on the other hand, may be more concerned about the implications of service for promotion in the higher ranks. Personal satisfaction is certainly desirable to al
	-
	-
	1 

	Released time for certain types of service functions has sometimes been viewed as reward for that service. It seems more reasonable to considel: such released time as simply the means by which important types of service are promoted than as a reward for that service. 
	-

	We gave some consideration to what might be the actual situation with respect to rewards to service on this campus at present. Service does appear to carry Some weight in tenure decisions; that is, it seems at least as likely, if not more likely in some years, that service is an area of excellence becomes the justification for rewarding tenure. According to the Academic Senate PT & R Committee Annual Report 1977-1978, page 2, of nine persons up for tenure during that year, six were judged to be excellent in
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	There is one other perhaps important issue with regard to the role of service in promotion decisions: does service carry as much weight in decisions for promotion to full professor as it does in other promotion, tenure decisions? This i is a question about which there may be differences of opinion; it may require more discussion, particularly since the faculty handbook is somewhat less clear on the role of service at the level of full professor than it is on other promo-"""'! 
	-

	!
	tion matters. 
	WHAT MECHANISMS ARE NOW AVAILABLE, OR NEED TBE MADE AVAILABLE, FOR PURPOSES OF ENHANCING THDEVELOPHENTAL DIMENSION OF SERVICE
	O 
	E 
	? 

	A. INDIVIDUAL FACULTY PERSONS 
	We believe that the individual faculty person who performs the service should benefit from it by w~y of external rewards as well as from internal develop~ent. 
	1. We recommena campl)s-wide statement that gives detailed definitions of 
	d 

	11 service" and would thus sugges t examples--division, campus, un iversity, city, state, and nation. 
	• 

	2We recommend a clear commitment to service by campus authorities (administration and faculty--P.T. &R guidelines, etc.) so that it is clear that "service connts." 
	. 
	-

	2
	5 

	We believe that this would tend to induce faculty to take steps towards fur
	-

	ther self-development and improvement in areas which will enhance their ser
	-

	vice capabilities. 
	B. THE UNIVERSITY AS AN INSTITUTION 
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	We recommend periodical publication of the list of Academic Senate committees along with their "charges" and agenda of activities carrying over from the previous year so that faculty members can give more consideration to specific committees in which they might like to become active. 
	-


	2
	2
	. 

	Give recognition and reward (reduced teaching, salary increment, promotionand tenure credit, etc.) for major campus or university-wide committee assignments.

	3
	3
	. 

	Use the talents of faculty members where they exist to help improv~ the operation of IUSB and the university as a whole (finance, management, marketing, market research, speaking, public relations,etc.).
	-


	4
	4
	. 

	Consider the option of developing new career paths for faculty in areas when the enrollment is depressed. 


	C. EXTERNAL COMMUNITY--CITY, STATE, NATION 
	1Publicize individual faculty members' areas of interest--1ike the Business
	. 

	• 
	and Economics Division "Faculty Profile." 
	2
	2
	2
	. 

	Publicize the "Speakers' Bureau" to a greater extent. 

	3
	3
	. 

	Encourage participation in civic and governmental affairs. 


	D. ACADEMIC DISCIPLINE 
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	Encourage active participation in state and national Association affairs as officers or committee chairpersons (travel, expenses, promotion and tenure credit, etc.). 

	2
	2
	. 

	Provide support for the preparation and delivery of papers and participation as discussants at Association meeting.
	-


	3
	3
	. 

	\~ere applicable, house chapters of discipline associations at IUSB, or hold such association meetings in IUSB facilities. 


	E. PROFESSIONAL ENTITIES 
	1Conduct in-house programs designed to integrate identifiable professional entities in the community and at IUSB--e.g., "The Academic Economist and the Business Economist.") Support these activities for each academic department at IUSB. 
	. 

	F. STUDENTS 
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	Upgrade academic counselling by a broader faculty and department .representation--educate faculty to perform this function. 
	-


	2
	2
	. 

	Develop a faculty role in recruiting students, in each disciplinary area. 

	3
	3
	. 

	Encourage faculty to supervise more independent studies and PPP activities. 


	G. PEERS 
	IIIiI 
	1Expand interdisciplinary dialog--professional, social, and academic (e.g., our present "Dean's Seminars").
	. 

	2. Encourage consultation and counselling with peers in own and related dis( ciplines.
	-
	'" 

	, 
	3. Establish interdepartmental meetJcgs in areas of common concern. 
	r 
	!, 
	REPORT OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TEACHINOF THE STUDY GROUP ON FACULTY DEVELOPMEN
	G 
	T 

	i 
	February, 1979 Introduction 
	The other day I discussed this part of the program with Dean Harriman. During our conversatinn I complained that no one would be listening at 
	4:30 p.m. at the tag end of a long afternoon, and said that to capture 
	i 
	your attention I would have to try something dramatic, like being shot into the Board Room from a cannon, or perhaps descending by balloon. But I don't like loud noises. And the architects responsible for this room 
	1 

	1
	clearly never envisioned having O. C. Carmichael descend to meetings from the heavens. So--for drama all I have to work with are words. How do you like working at Dinosaur U.? We all know what dinosaurs 
	""'l 
	are,· or--more to the point--what they were: prehistoric animals in·what I is thought to have been a lush primeval landscape; animals adapted to a '.f'ry 
	1
	narrow range of climate and food supply; animals unsuccessful at changing 
	...,
	when their environment and food supply began to change; animals parents 
	I 
	IUSA follow a different evolutionary path. I know some of us recognize that the environment in which we feed is changing. But I'm not SlJre that 
	today take their children to see bones of in museums. I would prefer that 
	i 
	l 

	,
	,
	I

	enough of us have thought through the implications of such change, the , options these changes ] eave us. I am here this afternoon to discuss one small group's impression o~ IUSB's options. We were asked to consider our collective future from a ""'" 
	! 

	I 
	very specific context, faculty development as it pertains to teaching, and 
	1 
	27 
	..., 
	! 
	thnt is what we have done. But I want you all to understand that we approached this task wi th broader concerns tugging at our consciousnesses. REPORT 
	We interpreted "teaching" in a very broad sense, and on the basis of that interpretation we had an easy time defining our mission. We want to generate campus-wide attention to IUSB's teaching mission by encouraging three things: (1) Thought about what constitutes effective te~ching; 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	Incentives, both psychic and monetary, for effective teaching; and 

	(3) 
	(3) 
	Incentives also for curricular and faculty adaptation. So far as we are concerned, attention to teaching has to include both curricular development and faculty retraining under the rubric "teaching." In this context I will be echoing what John Sevier has already said. 


	Our very first meeting in December generated most of the ideas which I am about to present. Consensus was so remarkable that day, in fact, that we reconvened a week later to see if we could figure out what had f]Dne wrong. As we talked that second time, we realized that by and large our ideas had fit toghether because all of us shared some basic assumptions about the shape of this place in the future. These common assumptions governed our vision to such an extent that I will outline them briefly for you now
	IUSS's Future Student Body. Let me suggest four--no, actually five-characteristics of lhe studenl body in our collective future. First, it will be increasinqJy older. figure l, ~Ihich you may IHlve in front of YOlJ, foreclIsls youth popul nlinn trench; to 1990 occordirHJ In [t!m;'IH 1I'lrenu projections. FiqlJre 2 qives those abstractions uncomfort.able proximity to our real life; it draws on Aloomington School of Business population 
	-

	28 
	projections for St. Joseph and Elkhart counties from 1975 to 1990. These figures suggest)( a 28.8 percent decline in the population cohort, aged 20-24, from which IUSB draws its freshmen students. The implica
	-

	tions of these projections are obvious: Either IUS8 enrollments will shrink, which amounts. to the second of my five characteristics (and 
	official university projections say this will happe~), or they will be 
	maintained by attracting a steadily older clientele. For that matter, 
	since last fall our freshmen averaged 23 years of age and our seniors 28, 
	while overall enrollment declined by six percent, it might be said that, 
	for us, the future is now. 
	Our third assumption is that class and study time will not be the 
	focus of this older student's life. He or she will probably be employed, 
	and married into the bargain. Married women not working outside the home 
	will be occupied with children in the home. 
	The occupational status of the adult student brings up the fourth of 
	our assumptions, which is that IUS8's future student is clearly a part-I 
	"""l 

	timer. Although the Preface recently misstated the exact figure, you 
	probably know that last fall the ratio of credit hours per student at 
	IUSS dipped below 7.5. My point is that, whether that figure can be 
	"""l 

	I 
	raised a bit or not, the part-time student is with us to stay. 
	Finally, the older, part-time student is probably disinclined toward 
	many traditional degree programs. Since this student already works for 
	a living, he or she may care only for the pursuit of narrowly job-related 
	skills or theory. (On that score, see Fi~ure 3, whi~h diaqra-s nationwide 
	chanqinq enra llment potte rns.) Alternati vely, an older s tlJderlt ',~e 11 set. tied 
	in a qi ven career may opt for "enliyhtenment," in the sense of tradi tional 
	29 
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	INDIANA POPULATION PROJECTIONS
	I 
	STATE BOARD OF HEALTH 1978 SERIES --PREPARED BY DIVISION OF RESEARCH/SCHOOL OF BUSINESS/INDIANA UNIVERSITY 
	September, 1978 
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	humanities courses, but in rather a browsing sort of way, with no felt 
	1 

	responsibility to see any specific disciplinary program through to the bitter end. Grm'ling General Studies enrollments speak to the reality of this forecast, as do some surveys publicized by the Indiana-
	l 

	l 
	polis Extended Studies Office which I will discuss later if you wish. Adult, part-time, skeptical--this is the sort of student we meet frequently at !USB now and will see more of hereafter. That ought to 
	l 

	1
	affact. how we teach. _. • .which brings me to the first of the subcommittee's perceived missions, that of promoting effective teaching. Given 
	-

	1
	i 
	a student body with limited loyalty to this institution, effective teaching becomes invaluable as a retention device. The bottom line for all l of us is: No students, no faculty •••or administrators or janitors, either. (See Figure 4 for a brief description of adult learning characteristics.) 1 
	-
	,
	I
	-

	IUSB's Future Program Mix. What can be said with assurance here is that the program mix ten years from now won't 10uk like it does today~ To l test that assumption two subcommittee members ( a subsubcomrni Uee?) circulated 
	j 

	1
	~ach 
	a Delphi model SlJrvey to thirty faculty and administrators here, asking 

	J 
	what programs he or she thought might grow or shrink. Predic-tably, many 1 
	J
	felt that business-related programs might expand, while something called' 
	.,
	.,
	j

	"liberal arts" might shrink. But there are so many imponderables--the strength of lhe local and national economy, the possibili t.y of Higher Education Commission fiHt, legislative penury, the possibility of saturated markets l e'/A11 for rurrentJy salegble prorJlarrl~)·--UHl' ':/h'lcver b~Jldl) deSLrlhes IU93's 1 future (lroqram mix is probahly a fnol. Still, believing t.hat t.he fill'>< v/ill change compelled the subcommittee to pay attention to the issue of faculty retraining. 
	-

	l 
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	IUSH's Future Faculty. This part is both easy and troublesome. Most of our future faculty are present faculty. Expansion will be negligible because of limited resources. Most of us in this room are going to be growing older, and eventually old, together. This has its own implications for effective teaching! New faces bring at least the ~)ossibility of fresh ideas and vitality. Old faces imply stagnation and fear of change. When student demand and program mix are changing, such a mental set becomes suicidal.
	-

	So much for assumptions. When do I get on with the viston, and the power of positive thinking? Right now, as a matter of fact. From the perspective of faculty development/teaching I am going to suggest two ways in which IUSB could confront the problematic future I have just described 
	'. 
	with some sanity and hope. After setting forth this grand design, which I cannot resist placing in the remarkable year 1984, I will suggest several small, practical (which means cheap) ways in which lUSB could move toward our two goals over the next few years. 
	Are you ready? 
	The Grand Scheme: 1984. The first institutional change which the Subcommittee on Teaching wants to see by 1984 is a Chancellor's Teaching or Teaching and Curriculum Committee. This would be analagous to our present Research and Development Committee, but it would hrlve a different mission, that of allocating local funds for projects pertaininq to teachinq n8 understood in the broad sense :jesr;r ib"ri at t.he h~qinninrJ of this 
	-

	report. This cOl11mittee would disperse fllnds for curricululIl development proposed s. It vlould also nvllwd uni versity fellowships and sabbat icnls 
	.
	. 


	for teachinq and/or retraining projects. Basically, it would symbolize ., the university's corrrllitment to faculty who attempt to adApt to our changing 
	,
	,
	I 

	33 
	('r"!Cationsl envirnnillent.. The committee would require a new line Heln in our local budget. But it would obtain its funds from percentages of existing budgetary items--grant-in-aid money, fellowship funds, sabbatical funds. There is no reason why, let us say, fifty percent of the dollars dispersable in these ways cannot be set aside for projects pertaining to improved teaching. Teaching is why thi~ place exists. 
	The second institutional change advocated by the SubcommiUee on Teaching is the creation of a faculty development staff. If (or as) enrollments shrink, such a staff could be drawn from current faculty without adding new bodies to the campus payroll. In the best of all possible worlds this staff would function as the Human Resources component of a permanent planning office. Even in a less than perfect world, however, a number of things need doing on this campus which are not going to be done in the absence o
	-

	(2) assisting those wanting to retool, to shift into a different discipline, or perhaps inlo administrative service; (3) gathering information concerning external funding sources for curricular development and faCilIty retraininq proposals; (4) maintaining written instructor orientation and tenching policy guidelines for incoming faculty; (5) administering student evaluations of tearl,inq performance. 
	-

	(10 much for Lho qrand desj qn. I would like to save e] abornt ion upon this hlo-point proposn] for our discussion and conr.llide I'lith ::J shopping list of Bllhcornmi ttee irle8s about how we might move toward these chanqes durinq the next eiqhteen months. 
	34 
	Consciousness Raising Time: 1979-81. To focus faculty attention '
	i 

	on effective teaching, some sign has to be given from on high that 
	i
	effective teaching is respected and rewarded at IUSB. Promotion and tenure are two of the three basic awards which universities bestow. In 
	'1
	I
	the Indiana Uni.versity system earning either of these hinges upon persuasive evidence of excellence in teaching or scholarship (broadly defined) 'i 
	-

	f 
	or service. Two years ago our Academic Senate endorsed a proposal that Promotion and Tenure Committees, the Dean, and the Chancellor annually I declar~ for the record how many cases of excellence they have recognized 
	"""1 

	'i 
	I 
	in each of these three categories. Last year the Promotion and Tenure Committee published its check-list on excellence for the fil'st time. This 1 
	I 
	! 
	year I understand Dean Harriman and Chancellor Wo: fson plan to follow suit. If it can be shown that excellence in teaching do~s lead to tenure and promotion, promotion even to full professor, thai publicity will get the teaching effectiveness campaign we are calling f!"ll off to a fine start. 
	1 

	I s Seminar Series 
	Next, the subcommittee would like to see th:i Dean 

	'l 
	restructured to invite presentations pertaining :0 teaching as well as to scholarship. Restructuring might consist simply of subdividing the present l six-per-year schedule so that some sessions focL3 on research and other on 
	! 

	"""1 
	!
	curricular or pedagogical concerns, such as those introduced in Bill Frascella's recent talk. It would be the purpose of such restructuring to 
	'l 
	create a forum· in which pArsons concerned with teaching, including perhaps . recipients of teachiny awnrds, could share their views vii th a wider audience l 
	! 
	, 

	than rniqht nrdjnf,rily be lhp. cline. In A less forrnal r.ont.ext noon seminars on teaching, of the sort 'Jncp. 
	,'. 
	l

	sponsored by lhe Senate's Teaching Committee, could bring people together 
	35 
	l 
	l 
	l 

	to discuss specific leaching styles and their applicability in different 
	cont.exts. Ultimately, however, to stimulat~ at~ention to effective teaching 
	seminars, even Dean's Seminars, are poor substitutes for actually observ~ 
	ing people teach. Faculty visits and exchange visits to one another's 
	classes ought to be encouraged. One means of doing this would be to 
	circulate, over the Dean's signature, an annotated list of faculty willing 
	to be visited, in which of their classes, and why they think visiting 
	would be worthwhile. 
	Our fifth suggestion is that the Senate Teaching Committee begin next year to formulate guidelines for making annual IUSB awards for excellence in teaching. 
	\!!II!I Sixth, Arts and Sciences used to poll its graduating seniors for their 
	I 
	remembrances of most and least effective teachers. The subcommittee would 
	-tCLi",
	-

	re~d, and extended to ot.her academic units as well. 
	like to see that survey 

	Seventh, incoming faculty, whether full or part time, are not now consistently told what is expected of them in terms of their teaching performance and its evaluation. Even though we are unlikely to add many new full-time positions, we do face the prospect of tenure track part-time faculty. The subcommittee feels that academic units should work out instructor orientation and teaching policy guidelines for their faculty. ~18king SIJch infnrrllat ion available in writing to all facul ty in each unit 
	-

	vlOulrJ minimize t.. h~ possihi] it.y of rlor.urr.ent'lUnn rleficienc:ie3 concerninq 
	tenchinq nt dossier prRparation unrl/or rehiring time. Ei qhlh, work should he gin on guidelines and/or formulas for idenU fyinq an appropriate chunk of R <-mel D funds, including fellowship and sabbatical \!!II!I dollars, to be set aside for curricular and faculty development projects.
	I 
	36 
	A plausible first step would be a record search of Rand D grants over the past five years or so, to learn just what fraction of available dollars have been dispersed for proposals pertaining to teachinq. 
	Ninth and last (and you thought I was never going to end), the subcommittee invites Education Division faculty to begin work on a proposal for the creation of a faculty development staff. 
	-

	~ campus attention on teaching. The subcommittee thinks all of them are doable. We would like to point our that none of them cost money. If the campus takes up even half of them we will have begun, at least insofar as 
	There you have several specific and immediate suggestions .for focusing 

	~ 
	II 
	faculty developmenyteaching is concerned, to our-grow the label, "Dinosaur U. 

	i 
	I
	~k-J--'
	~k-J--'
	-

	~;~ Rasmussen for the committee: 
	Bill Barnard Paul JorayKeith Knauss i Jim Ryan 
	Vince Peterson 
	I 

	..." 
	I 
	1 
	1 

	I 
	-,
	-,
	I
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	The Delivery Systems Study Group examined class scheduling and would like to present the following suggestions regarding revision of 'our current scheduling of courses: 
	1
	1
	1
	. 

	We would strongly support a change in the class da~ scheduling from Monday-Thursday/Tuesday-Friday to Monday-Wednesday/Tuesday-Thursday. In light of the reluctance of some current students and prospectivH students to Iegister for classes which meet Friday evenings and the attendant underutilization of class~uesday ani Friday evenings, a change would appear to be easily accomplished and beneficial from an enrollment standpoint. 
	-
	room space on 


	2
	2
	. 

	We support a proposal to begin fall semester classes the day after Labor Day to accommodate the vacation schedJles of our working students and those with c~Iendar could be extended a day or two later into the month of December to compensate for the lost class meetings during August. 
	school-aged children. The fall semester 


	3
	3
	. 

	We would further like to recommend that each department examine its course offerings for classes which might lend themselves to meeting once per week without sacrificing quality of instruction. This suggested scheduling change is desipned for the convenience of the students, many of whom commute considerable distances and find a once per week class meeting for an extended period of time an at~ractive option. 
	-
	-



	4. It is thought that a significant number of students elect not to register for spring semester classes due to inclement weather, although no data are currently available on this particular issue. Therefore, we suggest that a stud~ be undertaken to gather pertinent local data and that Indiana University Southeast's experience with the "Sunshine Semester" program be examined to evaluate the 
	r 
	-

	feasibility of instituting a similar program at IUSB. The "Sunshine Semester" concept is the offering of certain courses in an intensive session which begins in Harch and ends at the same time as all other spring semester courses. 
	5The Delivery Systems committee supports a proposal to begin evening classes later than 5:20 p.m. to accommodate our working student population and recummends that a serious and careful study be undertaken to establish an optimal time. 
	. 
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	INDIANA UNIVERSITY AT SOUTH BEND: TOWARD THE FUTU~E Delivery Systems Study Group. Media Based Instruct~on __ Al Large 2/28/1979 
	The Delivery Systems Study Group has emphasized faculty interests in improved methods of teaching and experimenting with innovative techniques. 
	'i 
	These techniques include the use of mass media distribution to reach out 
	to the students of our region. 
	The support of such efforts requires consideration of the quantity ana quality of instructional support services. Space to support media production, including a television/film studio would appear to be a basic minimum requirement. It is difficult to accomplish elaborate videotape production and editing in our present mobile situation. Photographic services for black and white photography, 35mm copy slides, and overhead transparencies are minimum essentials. Faculty access for personal production of materia
	Another major area for improvement is in the improvement of communications between various Divisions and Departments now processing bits and pieces of media production capability. For example, the Division of Education, Biology Department, and Fine Arts Department all have some ~ access to such equipment by trained personnel could enhance the utility of such equipment without the expenditure of equipment monies --only logical coordination and production assistance would be required. Also communications betw
	equipment which is currently underutilized or seldom utilized. Common 

	• l 
	for academic programs. 
	The primary justification for careful consideration of """l Audio Visual Services is to make maximum access of people, talent, and equipment currently in existence. Such coordination of effort has the 
	improvi.ng 
	"""l 

	! 
	potential of far greater support of instructional and research programs 39 i
	i 
	than is now being realized. 

	( 
	. 
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	Student Recru1tment and Ret.ent1on'i. 
	" ., I 
	~; '...-.... 4{\ ' 
	Arilone ~xpect:1ng a dramatic increase in the recruitmenlf.;; .. 
	'01' retention rate at lUSS 1s likely to be disappoirited•. ' ·;f·:.. ',: '. .'. ,Despite this qualification, by paying attention to,·the. are"~ ..... ;. ".~out11ned below, it -does seem likely that we.8hould:beable~\;':.::· ..· . 
	r 

	· to .make notable improvement. We should also l1ke topo1nt .~~i. ,.out that it) 1s the 'aggregate etrect ot these proposals that;'\~·· .,'wl11 make a d1fference. ·No one suggestion by itself 1. seMr :. . as 11kely to ma.ke a major difference. Our aim '1s to stz-1ve·:. .' tor a more efficient. more convenient, ..triendl~er and m0168 ......:. ' 
	'.,

	· attractfve campus" . 
	. 

	"'I. 
	In many instances committees or administrators (or both) . are. already working along lines that are similar to those .: proposed here. In several instances our suggestions are " meant 8.8 areas that neet.l further inv8st1satlon '.to Bee 'what 
	" actlon would be best.' 
	. 

	~ 
	. . We would like to make it clear that we entered 1nto· . '.' our d18cussi~ns concern1ng recruitment and retention with a '. 
	1
	'. 
	.
	. 

	'sense of optimism.: We ask that the campus at large adopt an:optimIstic and aQt1ve involvement 1n the &r'e...· ot recruitmenand·retention. 
	filii. 
	' 
	. 
	' 
	t
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	.. 
	POINTS OP CONSIDERATION· 
	;..... 
	. l.t appeal'sthat our campus 18 prone not only to1.. .. ';" 
	1
	t,1 

	. habitually re1nvestigate matter8~ but also to r~ :, ,';",' start these .investigations 1/1rt\:;ally from I5cra:t~h~';':' ":ii' ",:.Tbls Cainpus should establish a Bureau of Ina~'lt"tlo,.!:i'L:}:'oResearch that is d&elsned to keep track or atat.t;8t~~,.':·'. and trends, that relate t~ lUSB. .' 'J '!;,>;":.'.' .. 
	. ··..t· '. 
	','I! 
	:This. campus should move quickly to establish'a clear'· mlsslon statement concernIng its "ldentity and go..~":,'in order. to provide better focus and d1rect10n to . '. >:', . promotion. ot :recru1tmen~ and retentIon. .' .. 
	Thla campus should' move qulckl1 to establish a Visible, administrative level, officer or councilcharged: w-1ththe responsib111t, to coordinate alrecruit~ent efforts
	' 
	" 
	l 
	. 

	. , . 
	This .campus should move quickl, to undertake proteselonal market survey ,to establish co_unite,ducational needs and related campu.8 loals" 
	a 
	,
	. 

	. Due to the fact that the maJority ot OUl' students 'have and/or.,~venlng classes. facultyott1ce hours and a6AUrtj,atratlvfl! oftice hoursahoul(t; .' be consistent with this'enrollment pattern. . 
	atterno.on 

	Suppor.tshould be siven to the curl'ent investigation':',of the possible ·changes 1n scheduling ( tilDe. day." .:';calendar) to better meet student needs.. ", 
	. ,
	While continuing to increase recl'uitment ot tl'adl.... ... 
	.
	tiona1 hlgh Bchool students. th1s campus should move quickly to expand the recruItment programs that con~entrate on the non-traditional atudenta
	" 
	-
	. 

	As a larse number ot our students attend part-time,there 18 a need to expand funding ot scholarshipsgrants. internship., and/or assistantship. tor thpurpose or these st~dents 
	·
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	e 
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	IUSB: TOWARD THE FUTURES CONFERENCE Proceedings February 21, 1979 
	DEAN HARRIMANWe begin today the process which I imagine will continue for the next ten years if not into the foreseeable future as far as this institution is concerned. I mentioned last year that we have not, at least in my estimation, begun to explore the meaning of autonomy as it obtains as far as this campus is concerned within the IU system.Hith the help of the Executive Committee, we have entered into the discussion of our future and I am sure, as I say this is just a beginning, and it is something we 
	: 
	-
	-

	TULLGood afternoon. As you can see from the program my group had the very very broad topic of academic programs. We don1t really think we have come up with all the answers for IUSB for now or in the future but thanks to some very good committee work, sub-committee work,good leadership, I think we have come up with some important ideas that are well worth your consideration so just a word about the format. The way we plan it would be to have the chairpeople of the various sub-committees give about a five or 
	: 

	HENGESBACHI would like to give you a copy of the summary of our discussions. I am happy to announce we produced too few for the numbers. That1s always a nice thing -more people than you have handouts for. What I would like to do is just have us look together quickly at this particularhandout. We tried to summarize our discussions and maybe it is a bit pretentious but we tried to make a couple of recommendations which are printed on the first page. Recommendation #1: This seems to be highlighting the obvious
	: 
	-
	-
	-
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	HENGESBACHadults avail themselves of Ind.iana Univ,ersity's facilities and are going after degrees and one of the things, of course. that adults are very interested in doing is to see whether it is possible to demonstrate their college competence in order to cut down the amount of time that is required in order to obtain a degree. Of course, many people feel that they do come with certain college level competencies and knowledge.The other recommendation that was not listed here but I would like to cite it -
	: 
	-
	-
	-
	selors where he cited the "practical ity of a 1 iberal arts 

	i
	pecially the responsibility of the university to handle an existingtradition. And I guess we put that in there because obviously the university is not just beholden to the needs and desires of the students but the university also has the responsibility to communicate the tradition of the ages. I think Gros-Lewis highlighted that among other things. On the next page -I guess our page 3 -we cited the Division of Education which just recently revised its curriculum and the method by which it revised the curric
	-
	I
	~ 
	-
	-
	-
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	HENGESBACH
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	TULL: 
	~ 
	PEYSER: 
	!WIt 
	( • 
	HENGESBACH: PEYSER: 
	~ 
	HENGESBACH: 
	competencies and knowledge there should be ways and I guess what We'rE! saying here is "well-oiled ways" for demonstrating thes.e kinds of competencies and also the fact that the Board of Trustees has a policy which says that the incoming freshman in the first two consecutive semesters -if that person tests out through IUSB divisions they can gain credit and it doesn't cost them anything. For people who are transient and for whatever they would test out and for transfer students they have a one semester to 
	-
	-
	-
	does have a procedure whereby students, if they can 

	Thank you very much. I'm sure there must be some questions in this area that would affect every department/division. Does someone have a particular question or contribution? I'm not sure which. This is as wide open and informal as it is possible to be as I'm sure you know. 
	-

	Just to review. I think I have forgotten really where the university policy is right now in regard to costs of accelerated credit after someone has been here for one semester . 
	It is the regular per credit hour rate. 
	So you may accelerate but it is going to cost you. The proposal here is to save time and money or I guess just time ... 
	Well, for the person who would be coming in within those first two semesters who has never been in the university before, has never been 
	46 
	HENGESBACHin any university before, that woul d save them a go.od deal of money.But anyone beyond that would be at the regular per cr,edit hour rate. 
	: 

	TULLAny other suggestions or comments1 
	: 

	...., 
	There is nothing mentioned abo'ut ,asking IOOre of current students and faculty requiring the level of performance both in the teaching and the performance of the students within the classes. Did you feel this was ....,someth i ng your commi ttee shoul dn 't handl e or .... 
	HENGESBACHWell, we did'n"t feel that it was as an important issue. It was not a matter of discounting that -it didn't really come up. 
	: 
	.,

	I 
	IUSB really has in program development with respect to our status as a system. I am thinking as an example, that problem of transferability.Have we really got as much flexibility as it would take to seriously get in program development? 
	JOHN._Just to change the subject a little. I wonder how much flexibility 
	_ 

	\ 

	TULLJerry, do you have any ideas on that at the present time; for example,the changing curriculum. Are we going to be somehow bound by that or are we still free to make changes? 
	: 

	DEAN HARRIMANIt is my understanding from Dean Gros-Lewis that we will not be bound. Now maybe Roland had more conversation with him than I did, but I 
	: 

	"'"'!
	wouldn't want to elaborate on that •. I put that question to him at one 
	I
	point. 
	I 

	GARRETTWe won't be rigidly bound. As problems develop then others -faculty, .,administrators, trustees may be interested in having it reconsidered 
	: 

	I 
	but as it stands -there are different degree requirements for a Bachelor of Arts degree on just about every campus. The new changes in the curriculum at Bloomington make them unique in the nature of their requirements but in other cases there are significant differences too. 
	-

	That doesn't solve the problem of transferability. 
	I gather that would become understood that it was university policy that a student could transfer in any major to any campus. 
	,
	GARRETTThere are different questions as to transferability. It is one .thing to transfer a credit for a particular course and be able to count it as an elective ......UIlICLEJlIL ••••• as to which campus you are attendtng. It is another thing to count that course to fulfill a degree requi·r.ement on another campus. The requirements for a biology degree, for instance, may differ on one campus than they are on another campus even though a student takes biology credits on one campus. We would normally want to 
	: 
	I 
	-

	.....,
	the new campus, the new campus to which he goes. We have, just.withinthe Division of Arts and Sciences, a whole host of transfer credit problems of different types of which these are only two. 
	i 

	....,
	TULLAny other comments, questions, suggestions in this area1 I 
	: 

	I 
	DEAN HARRIMANI have one question. Ted, in recommendation #1 are you recommending
	: 

	sort of a "GEM Project for each division or are you just ..
	. 
	, 

	t~7re are these programs going on and 
	HENGESBACHNo, we just wanted to say that 
	: 

	! 

	..,
	I 
	HENGESBACH: DEAN HARRIMAN: 
	HENGESBACH: 
	J. LEWIS: 
	HENGESBACH: 
	GARRETT: 
	HENGESBACH: 
	GARRETT: HENGESBACH: GARRETT: 
	.. 
	HENGESBACH: 
	GARRETT
	: 

	no, no, we weren't recommending that. 
	Do you think it would be advisable for each division to have a GEM type project? 
	Probably so. 
	Isn't it true the GEM Project itself is involving divisions on an individual basis in quite extensive review? 
	-

	Well, that is true because it certainly is from the perspective of this large core let's say of the Business and Economics/SPEA degree so that in that sense all the divisions are drawn into this. I guess our main purpose in that recommendation was that there are really some importantthings going on, some important committee work happening and the university is behind that and we're saying we should continue to do that and be very active in that committee work. 
	-

	I have a question to raise in recommendation #2 on different ways of demonstrating college level competencies. I wonder if there was anydiscussion on the administrative organization toward this or the impact it would have in the larger sense on the campus budget. There was mention earlier of how money could be saved for the students bythis in the fees they would be paying to the university. On. the other hand money that would be saved by the student is money lost as income to the university and this could h
	-

	And some people said IIDid the Trustees really know what they were doing when they voted that thing inll because it is a very amazing kind of policy it seems to me. I don't know the full reason. This was voted in in the fall of '77, if I'm not mistaken, stating that particularpolicy and maybe that is the thrust of our recommendation that divisions need to analyze those kinds of quesions and maybe that policy can't continue. 
	-

	Would you foresee this being analyzed and organized in a divisional way? 
	Yes, that was -divisional way, I thought. 
	So if there were a battery of examinations set up for credit, for 
	instance, within a particular division, that division would assume the organizational responsibility. I don't mean simply the academic responsibility for the quality and meaning of the tests but assume the organizational responsibility, the cost of preparing the examinations, the faculty time that would be involved in grading them, etc . 
	-

	That's why the Brigham Young model is interesting -where it seems I don't know that much about that particular program -but it does seem they almost have a separate institution or division that takes care of just simply that testing program. I don't know if we want to move into anything like that. 
	-

	I mention this because it seems to me like a Herculean undertaking and it ought to be part of a well recognized institutional commitment if we are going to do this because I think it would not only have academic implications for our program -a meaning for our courses and degrees 
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	{q\Ij 
	GARREn: 
	HENGESBACH: 
	HENGESBACH: 
	LAUDEMAN: 
	but simply in the amount of time we spend. It may be that the trustees I policy which limits the income the university can receive for this so'r.t ~f thing might not recognize the real cost invol ved. 11m not persuaded, 1n other words, by the sense that youJre setting forth that we reallyought to move in that direction. It seems to me there are some prob
	-

	1ems with that. 
	Yeah, there is. The hope, of course, would be that if people would be able to gain some credit in this particular way that that would encourage Ithem to continue whereas otherwise they might say that degree work is just so far down the pike that I will not even get involved I'lith it. So there may be more income generated in that particular way because people will continue to take courses whereas before they might say 120 credit hours for a degree -that is just too much. 
	""'"

	Just underscoring what Ted has said I think looking at the adult population we serve that you can demonstrate to those people that you can reduce the length of a baccalaureate degree by a quarter -by a third through testing out, measures, you are going to lose that income, yes, ~ but you might attract a considerable number of people; who looking at the shortened degree program, and family and vocational responsibilities can see this as being a viable option for them now to go to college. 1 You know, "I can 
	-
	-

	For a part time student figuring six courses a year two each semester and then one in each of the summer sessions I think you are talking about maybe 7~ to 8 years of pretty intensive work on a part-time basis to 
	,
	complete a bacca1uareate degree if you would be starting from scratch. 
	Not only that but something to interest them to go out and presentIndiana University-South Bend to them saying that everyone once said to have a degree as being four years long and you can go out and say"Look here is one way to get a jump on things -to get an acce1 erated start • I think again you could make the program quite attractive. ..,It might be-eventually be-somehow tied with GEM. If we started lookingat outcomes of how your educational competencies rather than an ac-cumulated number of credits that
	ll 
	i 

	I just wonder how realistic we are being as far as the number of students that would be attracted to such a testing program because there is currently the CLEP program. Granted it is a little bit more expensive than what we are proposing here but I don't think there is a wealth of students that have pursued that particular technique. I think there have been some students, but I think you are talking about 
	-

	,
	developing other kinds of tests to measure competencies for tests not covered or perhaps covered as CLEP covers them. I just wonder how many students might be frightened in doing that. I think I hear some response from students who have to take some tests relative to their standing on the BSN. Indeed those adults who have background and training in a BSN area are frightened by the tests and getting into the last year of the program for the baccaluareate degree in nursing. 
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	lAUDEMAN: HENGESBACH: 
	TUll: WALTZ: 
	I'm wondering if they have the skills and experience in that area how inclined a regular adult is going to be able to pursue some kind of testing out of courses. 
	-

	It does seem though the university is under pressure to provide those kinds of things given that particular policy. People will ask for those kinds of testing programs. I do think we are under some pressureto develop those procedures. 
	Well, I think we could continue at some length here but I think we had better switch to phase two to use a popular Nixon expression. For a discussion of new programs loren Waltz will handle that. 
	It is always nice to follow a bald-headed professor. I'd like for youto know the members of our committee: Greg Baur, who isn't here, Beth Kenagy, Ernie Brandewie, Frank Steggert, who is not here, and Sam Wiersteiner, whom we captured the other day. He will have some responsesto some of these things that I think you might want to ask. We took a look at the new programs that could be done. We had to classify these under about three groups: 1) the long run -that's way off. The long run programs cost money whi
	-
	-
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	WALTZ
	: 

	TULL: 
	J. LEWIS: 
	WALTZ: 
	J. LEWIS: WALTZ: 
	JOHN 
	about. In some schools, such as the School of Business, this can1t be done now because of the accreditation requirements. In other schools I t require additional facul ty in great numbers nor additional facilities. We think it is a programthat could be attractive to the types of people that Indiana University at South Bend serves in this area. Another thrust that we would like to suggest is that we identify by some means -a circle or pattern or whatever it might be an area surrounding South Bend towards Mic
	we see that this coul d be done. It woul dn 
	-

	Thank you, Loren. There certainly must be some comments, suggestions,heckling, what not, in regard to new programs. 
	I think about twelve months ago the question of possible new masters degrees was raised on this campus .........UNCLEAR ............. and I think at the time we didn1t show any marked interest in it ....... UNCLEAR I wonder whether you have any more recent sights of what prospectsthese proposals might have if we ever pursue them further. 
	No, but I think a faculty that1s vigorous like this one that insists on this will be heard. And as I understand this was raised in the Division of Arts and Sciences and Ernie has all the information on that if you want to ask direct questions to him but we think it is ripe and the time to do it. And we would ask our Chancellor to make our case for us before the President, if we have to. 
	-

	I think at the time,as I recall the discussion with President Ryan,he did show possibly marginally less uninterest in the term and the masters degrees that you are talking about here -the less professionalized. 
	-

	Giv61the report and all this that has come out I think he may be amenable to some suggestions from the faculty. 
	When Leo Solt was here with the new dean of the graduate council he said m~nd that originally when he first heard about our proposal for a .... UNCLEAR ....was pretty negative and he said he had ....UNCLEAR .... to change his mind and he1s .... UNCLEAR ....and I think at least at that level we have a pretty good fighting chance·of getting some approval. 
	he had changed his 

	I have had occasion to ask around about that here recently when he was being interviewed and he said -he made one comment I thought was 
	! 
	, 
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	BRANDEWIE: 
	WALTZ: BRANDEWIE: 
	PEYSER: 
	WALTZ: 
	PEYSER: WALTZ: HENGESBACH: 
	interesting that I hadn't heard before. He said he thought it was inevitable that he was willing to delay it as long as possible. 
	I think another good point he made and I think John can corraborate he was there -he indicated that yes, it would be alright for IUSB to have -they have the faculty, the resources, etc. but what is he goingA1bany~ when Kokomo come along and say yes, we want the same masters programs. . 
	-
	do when Gary, when New 

	That's what these administrators do -they worry about these things. 
	That was at least the impression he conveyed to us, was his major concern not that we could not do it but that others would also want to do it and he felt they were not capable. 
	I wou1 d 1 ike to comment on the proposal for the Bache10l" of App1 ied Sciences. My last college instituted something like this -we called it informally, the upside down degree. That is to say the major was acquired first in the technological setting; then the l'jbera1 arts and sciences complement was picked up in the juniormd senior years. It actually reversed a period of declining enrollments in that institution. However, most of the individuals who came into that program had gottentheir 2 year complemen
	-

	troller, and certain other of the scientific allied fields. But it did result in an upswing in enrollments in the bache10r 's 1~ve1. I think 
	this could help our problem. The point #6 talks about extending cooperative effort with other colleges in matters, etc. I cannot resist mentioning as a preview to the resolution that may possibly be brought to the academic senate from the Division of Education what we 
	-
	-

	perceive to be the encroachment of Ball State University in our terri
	-

	tory and I define territory in the same way that the Higher Education Commission does. If you noted in last night's South Bend Tribune seventeen courses, eight in Education are being offered in nearby communities including South Bend. And these are courses that duplicate 
	-

	....UNCLEAR ....offerings. This has gone through the administration before to the highest levels which to no avail now in a period of declining enrollments it is essential to have cooperation. By that I mean let them pullout of here. 
	-

	This is reverse cooperation. We agree with you. We were a little reluctant to put it quite that clearly on paper. 
	I wi 11 . 
	The idea is -extend the cooperation but not give away anything. 
	From my discussion with adults there certainly is an interest in associate degrees. 
	Just to have some information. You had mentioned, Loren, when you were talking about the masters in liberal studies degree which I 
	would support that these would be courses that are presently offered. 
	I know there are some courses that are offered in the arts and sciences at the masters level but are there enough courses that a whole degreecould be ... 
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	• 
	• 

	WALTZ: BRANDEWIE: 
	MULLINS: BRANDEWIE: 
	PEYSER: 
	PEYSER
	: 

	That may have been 
	That may have been 
	That may have been 
	an 
	overstatement but I will 
	call 
	on 
	Ernie over here. 

	Well, the way we talked about it last year in that very context was that probably half of the courses -let's say 15 hours worth -would be specifically graduate courses. What half would be may refer to the core that everybody would take which would then be .... UNCLEAR ... numbers per course, etc. Whereas, the other half could very possibly be upper division undergraduate courses which would be available for graduate credit which is not atypical in universities as a whole. That you can take both. This would 
	Well, the way we talked about it last year in that very context was that probably half of the courses -let's say 15 hours worth -would be specifically graduate courses. What half would be may refer to the core that everybody would take which would then be .... UNCLEAR ... numbers per course, etc. Whereas, the other half could very possibly be upper division undergraduate courses which would be available for graduate credit which is not atypical in universities as a whole. That you can take both. This would 
	-

	i 

	It's probably a snap reaction but I would hope you wouldn't have to have too many undergraduate courses. 
	It's probably a snap reaction but I would hope you wouldn't have to have too many undergraduate courses. 

	This would definitely be controlled by a graduate committee of faculty.The two major emphases-bonafide graduate and terminal masters, I think, would almost have to be really stressed. That the work would be qualified graduate work and we would not be gearing it towards -that's myreading now -11m going much beyond the proposal -you would have to look at it as a terminal M.A. not as a mere stepping stone now to a Ph.D. we would be wanting to offer. 
	This would definitely be controlled by a graduate committee of faculty.The two major emphases-bonafide graduate and terminal masters, I think, would almost have to be really stressed. That the work would be qualified graduate work and we would not be gearing it towards -that's myreading now -11m going much beyond the proposal -you would have to look at it as a terminal M.A. not as a mere stepping stone now to a Ph.D. we would be wanting to offer. 
	-


	When you use the term qual ified graduate 1 evel thi s suggests they vmul d not be say three or four hundred level courses being used toward graduate credit. But the fact of the matter is if you look at the M.A.T. degree or the M.S. Ed. degree both of which are generally destined for teachers but still not just degrees offered at IU Bloomington.Most of those so call ed graduate courses are three or four hundred level courses and so by putting it in non-terminal qraduate degree on the masters level it IS goi
	When you use the term qual ified graduate 1 evel thi s suggests they vmul d not be say three or four hundred level courses being used toward graduate credit. But the fact of the matter is if you look at the M.A.T. degree or the M.S. Ed. degree both of which are generally destined for teachers but still not just degrees offered at IU Bloomington.Most of those so call ed graduate courses are three or four hundred level courses and so by putting it in non-terminal qraduate degree on the masters level it IS goi
	-


	Alonq those same lines though Ernie did suggest that this is not atypical of most masters program but I think it is characteristic in -I think I might argue for it being beneficial provided that we have,understandings that crosslisted 300/400 undergraduate/graduate level credit courses have some provision for intensifying the course for those who are doing graduate work in it. I think it might have definite benefit both for the graduate students in allowing them access to a wider range of courses than they 
	Alonq those same lines though Ernie did suggest that this is not atypical of most masters program but I think it is characteristic in -I think I might argue for it being beneficial provided that we have,understandings that crosslisted 300/400 undergraduate/graduate level credit courses have some provision for intensifying the course for those who are doing graduate work in it. I think it might have definite benefit both for the graduate students in allowing them access to a wider range of courses than they 
	-
	-
	-


	Just a quick comment, Bill. 
	Just a quick comment, Bill. 
	It seems 
	to me 
	that what .... UNCLEAR ... 
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	-
	PEYSERseems to be suggesting is at least partially, is that a solid···· UNCLEAR ...........• can have certain requirements-the intellectual nature, scholarly nature, research complement involved for certain students w.ho could, indeed earn bonafide graduate credit in such a course. Now if that concept is acceptable, John, maybe four hundred level courses could indeed be used. It depends upon what the students are doing with the vehicle. 
	: 
	-

	This arrangement as used now would be a sanction of the graduate school at IU but there are certain courses at the 400 level that can be taken for graduate credit even on a Ph.D. program and certainly I would think that should be acceptable. I have a question about #6. I guess I assumed that a cooperative effort was with area colleges rather than the schools like Ball State. 
	WALTZWell, we weren't real clear on except that we felt that this was a thrust worth attempting and we're not ready to spell out the details yet. 
	: 

	But that has been tried. 
	WALTZYes. We're saying extended. We know it's been tried. 
	: 

	If I could just comment on a few things like the Ancilli Domini ... UNCLEAR .. that has not been tried.1 suspect quite a bit could be done with Purdue North Central Westville on those students who have been trying to work out something informally that has been done with the ~egistrar or the Admissions whoever transfers credits, etc. I think more could be done there especially informally even though it is a Purdue school -it's a Purdue mission. They are doing the same thing we are. 
	BRANDEWIE
	: 


	DEAN HARRIMANI would like to be enlightened by you or the sub-committee on this third subject here under the Master of Liberal Studies degree, lIa shift of 
	: 

	say, anthropology, I could begin to start teaching on a graduate level. 
	allocated resources, primarily Arts and Sciences related, etc. II are the implications of this anyway? 
	allocated resources, primarily Arts and Sciences related, etc. II are the implications of this anyway? 
	allocated resources, primarily Arts and Sciences related, etc. II are the implications of this anyway? 
	What 

	WALTZ: 
	WALTZ: 
	Well, do you want to speak on that? 

	BRANDEWIE: 
	BRANDEWIE: 
	Well, 
	one thing would be, for example, if enrollment declines in let's 


	~e retooling upwards to teach graduate work. 
	You'd 

	DEAN HARRIMANWhat happens to anthropology? 
	: 

	BRANDEWIEWell, what happens when anything closes down? It folds its tent and silently steals away. That would be one reshifting that I would be told about -that could be possible. 
	: 

	DEAN HARRIMANAny sort of a decision rule that you folks considered here -one that can't be folded? 
	: 

	BRANDEWIENothing has folded yet. That would be something that would not really pertain to the master of 1 iberal studies degree that woul d be some that 
	: 

	would pertain to the other graduate programs. Those who are threatened by that might well be able to fit provided it's bonafide and fitting, etc. WALTZ: Does that enlighten you any. DEAN HARRIMAN: Not altogether, no. 
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	I will have to admit that I question whether we can offer a graduate 
	""'I
	program here without the problem of offering a watered down degree.I don't know what the program for master of liberal studies is aimed at but I'm afrai'd of a situation similar to grade inflation and I do not think that in many areas our 1 ibrary is adequate for a graduate program. In many areas I do not feel we have the facilities to offer courses at graduate 1 evel .. I would have to say at this point in time 
	-
	-


	I am op'posed to the masters. 
	. 

	ISAACSONIt seems to me,a1though I am supportive of this, to talk about having new programs is somewhat premature unless we can say that the communityhas the need and I am wondering if you had any discussions about assess0 f the commun i ty and whether they are supportive or' whether there is a popu1 ati on out there ..•. 
	: 
	-
	ment 

	WALTZWe had discussions but we didn't undertake a survey but you heard Ernie say that he felt like there would be one hundred there and I think some of the preliminary work they've done suggests that Jim Ryan has suggested this type of thing, I think, and so on so we have had dis
	: 
	-

	I 
	I 
	"""
	I

	cussions and we think there is a need there and it is future because that is the nature of our presentation. 
	I 

	,
	SCHERERI think most of us in Arts and Sciences could speak from the experiences we've had with our own students our own majors and people who are taking our courses coming in and talking to us about that there is a substantial need for some kind of degree in the area of Arts and Sciences preferably for a variety of degrees but I think we have to start somewhere and this is perhaps as good a place to start as any. Leo Solt, who is the Dean of the Graduate School now, approximately 10 years ago stated that he
	: 
	-
	-
	-

	.....
	deficient, I think the more general tendency across the country and I would hope the tendency here would be that generally speaking the qual i ty standards are hi gher just because the facul ty are so self-conscious about this that they are very demanding and in fact if yo.uwant to get an easy masters degree you go to a very prestigious school. If you want to get a really tough masters degree you go to a school 1 ike !USB. 
	I

	"""! ·WALTZ: Bob, you had a comment awhile ago. 
	I 

	DUBICKIt is related to another issue and I'd rather let people finish discussion on this area. It may be more a question than a comment but I would like to think that in #2 when you're proposing evening student services you're talking about university services to the student here in the evening so that these people have access not only to those things 
	: 
	-
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	""\ I 
	DUBICK
	: 

	WALTZDUBICKWALTZ
	: 
	: 
	: 

	TULL: 
	POINSATTE: 
	traditionally thought of in Division of Student Services but to the wider services. These people -a majority of bodies of this population on campus in the evening need access to academic divisions and departments. They need access to academic advising; they need access to the library; they need access to the bookstore as well as those kinds of things our office would love to provide in the evening. These are serious issues. 
	-

	Thatls why we indicated that some people may have to work at night that now work in the daytime. 
	I just want to make certain that people see this is a broader issue than just one division. 
	It may not be cost recoverable . 
	...... UNCLEAR ....give some evidence as to whether there is a market for the master of liberal studies. The closest available comparable program that I know of is at Valparaiso and when I taught in that programabout a third I think on the average of the students in the program were from the South Bend area. They were traveling over there and paying a higher cost than they would be paying here and 1 would say that in the terms of the overall .... UNCLEAR ... of the program it had much less tight quality con
	I think we have covered a great many aspects of that problem. We now come to the third part of our area on academic programs and that involves the inter and intra institutional cooperation possibilities in that area and Anne-Marie Poinsatte will discuss that issue. 
	-

	First of all I wish to acknowledge the name of the persons who helped me on the committee: Ted Hengesbach, Charles Harrington, Vic Riemenschneider, Andrew Naylor, Donna Harlan. We tried to explore the possibility first to judge our achievements -what had been done by way of cooperation on our campus and and what could be done. First I read the report because I thought today I was suppose to read the report but if I may -I have only five minutes -so I will make an outline. First when you talk about the coope
	-
	-
	-

	better use of resources. So this is what generally we did talk about the different possibilities and first the consolidation of the present programs at IUSB. Between the divisions at the divisional cooperation we talked about the fact that there were a few obstacles of a bureaucratic nature which prevented more cooperation between the divisions. For instance, students taking courses in one division, deciding to majorin one division and to take a minor in another division -weIll see 
	-
	-
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	""'1 I 
	that work 1isted under "transcript." This was a deterrent and soon they will give up the'idea of working across division. Also the head of the division -there was a disadvantage if the name of the students taking, for instance, business and economics were not listed in Arts and Sciences should they take a minor in another field. So we felt there could be through a better listing and improvements to this sort of cross-divisional work. These, of course, affect mostly the students and the administrators of the
	POI NSATTE 
	: 

	-
	-
	-

	"'"'lI duplication between the divisions. This was the type of idea we explored. We also explored the fact that there could be better coordination between SPEA and Arts and Sciences. Until now very 1 ittl e has been done. This is due to the fact that SPEA was formed in 1972, if I understand it correctly, and there was a committee at the time which was in charge of shaping the program. At first the intention was to create an inter-divisional program but what happened was that little by 1 i ttl e it devi ated
	But perhaps weill ....UNCLEAR ... through the reorganization avoiding 
	-
	-
	"""l 
	is progress along that line -that there will soon be a degree in 
	! 
	""'1
	! 

	,.,
	we may diversify angrow. Now we studied after that not only the 
	d 

	I t explore but we studied 
	notion that there are many other aspects we didn 
	I 

	the notion ocooperation within the division -interdepartmental co
	f 
	-

	operation. And, of course, since most of us were from Arts and Sciences 
	we did study what could be done in Arts and Sciences. But it would 
	apply to Business and Economics or Education or Music just as much. 
	First of all we decided that there were a few practical measures which 
	could be taken to improve the situation. For instance, cross-listing
	process between the departments. This is being done already. Professor Demaree is teaching a course of the history of music. It is listed under the offerings of the History Department. I understand that Professor Lamon is offering a course on the history of economics in the United States and it is offered in your division under your number. More and more we should do that and we should not only cross-list but we shaul d encourage the students to take c1 asses in the rel ated fie1 ds. Why? Not for financial 
	• 
	-
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	POINSATTE
	: 

	.
	. 

	This would be one way to strengthen. I always felt that if students come to me with a good sturdy knowledge of Western Civilization and especially French History they would be better off. And if they had taken a good course of philosophy they would be better off. It·will facilitate mY work and it will increase their understanding. And I will be able to spend more time on what is my field -literature,and appreciation of literature. So I think there should be more interdepartmental cooperation. And I would li
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	I'
	-

	POINSATTE: less than what was initially initiated and you will have 80 students 
	on the premise we will ....UNCLEAR ....will be in your class learning 
	a foreign language. This will increase the motivation of the students. 
	They are paid in order to learn so they will do well. You are going
	to have their market so I think it should be explored, acknowledged, 
	and you shoul d meet with them, encourage them. That is a possibil ity
	and that is the type of example Mary Jane Miskel needs to be done through
	-

	paper~
	out the nation. Many universities, I gave you a few examples in my 

	You have the American Telegraph and Telephone working with Pace ..UNCLEAR .. 
	UNIVERSITY. You have another university working with an IRS official. 
	""" 

	You have also the police and the fire department working with the uni
	-

	h~ve an associate degree in the administration of justice
	versity. We 

	and all kinds of degrees and ideas but which in turn, of course,also
	a general education and possibly a good general education. in the program 
	we have conceived. So I think the university will gain much -you will 
	gain much from reading this 3 page article on microfiche and I think 
	the university has already explored this notion, has already sensed 
	a need for that at IUSB. There are in every division those alrp.arlv
	working with outside whether it is a Division of Education, Business 
	and Economics or SPEA or Arts and Sciences. We have also one program 
	-

	the Adult Learning Services which is a kind of brokering service which 
	deals with that notion precisely of working with local agencies and 
	work -with adults on the outside and giving them the type of informa
	-

	tion they need in order to receive a good education. So I think that,
	of course, Dr. Hengesbach cannot be loyal exclusively to us. He has to 
	take first of all the needs of the student but he's bound to bring us 
	more students and he's bound to gabetter through these local agencies 
	""" 
	!

	and it is bound to provide better relations with the university and to 
	all of us eventually. So I think we have to explore without placing 
	the quality of our program 1ryirgto offer shortcuts. I think there 
	I
	is in all these considerations real profit -from both a financial point of view and an academic point of view. Finally. I wanted to acknowledgealso the fact that SPEA works already with local agencies and I under
	""'l 
	-

	...,
	stand that some !USB students work for these agencies and get ...UNCLEAR ... return. Also there is a kind of an exchange which fosters job exper-ience. You have some officials of government teaching at the university and some teachers involved in city jobs. So it creates a multiplicity of jobs and also puts the university in touch with the outside. Finally, the last notion of cooperation is the inter-institutional cooperation and this one already exists. It just has to be implemented. 
	I 
	-
	-

	.,
	It was formed if I am accurate and Dr. Barnard came to our committee and tal ked to us about -it was formed in 1974 and 75 and has been estab1 ished on very good sound rules which are available in the First and Second annual reports. It has been implemented to some extent in Education; it has been implemented to a greater extent in Music and I understand from what Dr. Barnard told us that the exchange between Bethel and IUSB is very good in music with a steady flow of students coming to us. There has been a
	l

	..,
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	POINSATTE: TULL: 
	POINSATTE: 
	WALTZ: DUNCAN: 
	WAL TZ: 
	our program, enrich our offerings to our students, and teach a regular load since teaching an overload does not pay. So I feel we have much to gain from this type of cooperation with other institutions. 
	I hate to interrupt but I think we had better have the rest of the time for an open discussion. 
	I think the trouble with the last point made -I think it is the scheduling. We are on a two day class a week for an hour and fifteen minutes. That's at least the kind of feedback 11m hearing. The students from Bethel and St. Mary's are on a different type of a class schedule· and 
	-

	it doesn't work out. . 
	These are trivial details. I feel, for instance, that we have chosen in a rather arbitrarily way the spring break. We have changed, in fact,the spring break. And I don't see why we couldn't choose the same calendar if we have something to gain from it. There should be talk and negoles~ adopt the same calendar. And the same schedule. And they would benefit from it as much as we do. I don't think it is a one-sided affair. I think they are going to face themselves declining enrollments. They are going to have 
	-
	tiation. We could all more or 
	-

	A couple of observations. One, the comments about a minor being incorporated onto a transcript here. Recently, through the IU-MIS on-line 
	-

	... UNCLEAR ...degree processing system eventually but soon there will be a new transcript format for IU graduates, IU students and through the on-line service it will be easy to incorporate onto the transcript or into the transcript the notation of an academic minor. I think that would encourage most divisions and departments to look at that. Heretofore, it was virtually impossible. 
	-

	I would like to ask Cathy Duncan to respond to that. We went around a~o putting an appendage onto the transcript. 
	some time 

	I think that was something a little different than the minor that they are speaking of. 
	The other comment I would like to address to Loren. We mailed out to some 8400 soon-to-be graduates of area high schools giving them some information about !USB. We enclosed this return card in which they could \~e interest~d and many many of them came back with computer science, computer technology. Did your group
	request additional information about !USB programs or whatever. 
	ask them on there what program are you 

	take a look at this at all? 
	Not considerably but also consider the fact that Notre Dame washed out their program two or three years ago in computer science. It takes a tremendous investment in equipment which we don't have. It's one of those things we don't have and so we tried to go for feasible projects that could be committed in a short range. Now we did consider that but we didn't put it on here for discussion because it was too long range. 
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	WALTZ: 
	BARNARD: 
	POINSATTE
	: 

	BARNARDDEAN HARRIMAN
	: 
	: 

	POINSATTE
	: 

	POINSATTE
	: 

	-
	-

	11m not sure exactly what kind of hardware, software purchase it would require here. We do have main line access with Bloomington most of the time. 
	-

	We can't even service our own people here you,see,let alone with what welve got now. Not even Business. Business is laying around on the flo·or down there now trying to get access to those so it didn't seem feasible that the funds that are available and so to even suggest it at this time. 
	-

	lid like to make a couple observations also based upon our several years of experience in .•. UNCLEAR •.. institution cooperation. One is vol untarycooperation takes place as ...UNCLEAR ... certainly when there is mutual benefit. It occurs to me that you don't have mutual benefit if you take away from one division and give it to another without a trade or at least without some ....UNCLEAR .•• that the division is losing something from somewhere. Voluntary cooperation is least likely between institutions who
	-
	-

	Yes, but if their declining enrollments-does the institution engagedthey do not consider faculty expansion then the need for cooperation ibecomes even more vital. 
	in the consortium .....UNCLEAR ....to consider faculty expansion. If 
	""'I

	In the abstract you are right. 
	I have two questions. In relationship to Continuing Education we had some reference to that. Did your sub...committee consider the possibilitythat one of our faculty members might have a part of his/her normal load in Continuing Education rather than ••. 
	""'I
	No, we didn't consider that. That's a point except that I know that I wouldn't react to it. I wouldn't be interested. 
	i

	Indirectly we did. 
	1
	Teaching the regular load in Continuing Education? 
	Indirectly we did with the idea that there needs to be a way to give credit in a teaching load or in even between divisions. This is one of the things that was pointed out. Remember, for instance, with . teaching in another division which in a way would be hurting their own 
	"'"'I
	division. Students may be enroll inq in that class in that division and not be enrolling in a class in their own division and then when it comes to dividing up the money pot the divisions argue that while we are servicing this many students -this is sort of an academic or accounting 
	"'"I 

	I
	system that has to be worked out or even working across departmental 1 ines when you look at enrollment within departments a faculty member teaches in another department their own department then may not show 
	,
	I 

	'i
	as many students in -and this is somehow an administrative .•.UNCLEAR ... needs some kind of accounting system that would take into consideration this type of cooperation so that both divisions or whoever would not 
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	I 
	lose out in the process and I think would be a gain for the university. 
	POINSATTEBut for Continuing Education do we see the movement not to have regular program than for us to teach in the non-credit program. 
	: 

	We have cross-listed for many years some selected -with the permission of the instructor offered selected courses through the Continuing Education program and it was actually a benefit in that those courses were promoted through the Continuing Education newsletter. They received very low enrollment. It already exists. There is already that possibility of offering the audit at a lower fee through this cross-listingprocedure. But it has proved more expensive for Continuing Education to do that than it is wort
	-
	-
	-
	-

	TUllSandy, do you want to make the last comment. We are out of time so you have the last minute. 
	: 

	WINICURAs to the comment about coming into the dangerous labs ... UNClEAR ... I want some clarification on an issue. We seem to be using the term Continuing Education and credit-free programs synonymously. Jim Ryan gave me a 15 minute lecture once on the fact that was not the case and that is not how the Continuing Education is defined on this campus and I would like a clarification. He says, for example, that the night program is Continuing Education, that's not credit free. Extended Studies is Continuing 
	: 

	DEAN HARRIMANWhatever Ryan says, it is. 
	: 

	BREAK 
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	DEAN HARRIMAN: Faculty Development -Our moderator, Wayne Bartholomew
	. 

	BARTHOLOMEWThank you. I was giving John a bad time about leaving and then I show up late. I can see this getting off to a great start. I want to make two very brief statements. One I would sincerely like to express my appreciationto the people who have made up these sub-committees of this group. Theyworked very hard and I think you will agree with me when you hear them that they've done a good job. Especially I would like to thank the 
	: 

	-,
	-,
	I

	Chairpersons of the sub-committees -John Sevier, John Swanda, and Karen Rasmussen. I~e'll use the same format -the only significant c~ange that we'll use over the earlier session is that I understand there will be cocktails instead of fruit after this is over. We will proceed in the order of the topic of service first -faculty development with respect to service first -faculty development with respect to service. After that -we will take a half an hour for each one of these topics most of it being devoted t
	-

	topic
	. 
	" 

	,
	SWANDAThank you, Wayne. I think most of you received the sub-committee's report of faculty development with respect to service in the mail . If you haven't,maybe we can share the reports that are available in the audience. I would like to acknowledge the input of this report from the members of this subcommittee including Douglas Duff, Ellen Maher, Helen Lewis, John Peck,Bill Starkweather, Harold Zisla. We were charged to look at the involvement of faculty development with respect to service and we had nume
	: 
	-
	-

	1
	these first 3 questions, what mechanisms or ways can service be encouragedin terms of what kinds of mechanisms can be used and developed to foster more service on this campus? On looking at the first question in terms -,of who benefits. Certainly the individual faculty persons benefits. The I university as a whole benefits; specifically this campus. The broader external community benefits. The individual academic disciplines on this campus will benefit. Professional groups that are related to the various ac
	I 
	,
	-

	'i 
	I
	served or participated in this way. If we give any credence to joint
	decision-making and its value in an institution like this certainly would require faculty service. In order to gain support for joint decision
	-

	6i 
	3 
	,

	SWANDAmaking you would have to involve faculty or encourage them to serve in this way. Or in terms of reassessing or reevaluating programs on this campus or the university system as a whole, service from faculty is quiteimportant and quite necessary. I won't go into every aspect of the wayfaculty service can fulfill a need in terms of these other entities such as the external community but I think it becomes obvious that the univercomm~nity in terms of social norms and values are quite important. This often
	r 
	: 
	-
	sity's role in terms of leading the 
	of academic counseling as well as career couseling in their 

	on this campus or any campus. What about the benefits or what about the rewards? Our committee felt that there was a close connection between people's willingness to serve and the kind of benefits or rewards that are available. I suppose if we look at those benefits that are quite evident and possible within our particular setting are salary increases, the granting of tenure, the granting of promotion, possibly one time stipends,certain forms of recognition or even personal satisfaction could be normal
	r 
	i 
	r 

	types of rewards. I guess we could also ask ourselves what about these rewards with regard to individual persons? In other words it appearscertain kinds of rewards have different meanings for individuals of different points in their career and their own individual development. For example, the younger faculty person who is new in his or her pqrticular career would probably be more motivated by financial rewards rather than say self-satisfaction -personal satisfaction that is only an assumptionbut or maybe a
	r 
	I 
	-
	-
	r 

	l 
	This is not to say this is the way the faculty intends the tenure and 
	promotion committee's decision felt about service. This is not to say
	is the same as far as the administration is concerned. In fact there is 
	r 

	L some feeling in general that the administration views service differentlyspecifically with regard to promotion to full professor. These are some of the rewards that are possibly available and how they might be viewed in terms of their dissemination in terms of rewarding service. As far as
	' 

	specific recommendations, I will try and point these out very clearly in terms of what our report says it because some of them are quite general and maybe we need to listen very carefully. And some of them are quite specific. The first thing our committee recommends is a campus-wide
	r 
	1'" 
	I 

	L 
	statement that gives detailed definitions of service and would suggestcertain examples. The second thing that we recommended was there be a commitment to service by campus administration and faculty so that it is
	clear that service does count or that certain types of service does count and certain types of service does not count. We thought this would tend to induce faculty to take certain steps in terms of their own development
	r 

	as it involves service. We recommend that the periodical publication of lists of academic senate committees along with their charges and agenda or activities would carryover from one year to another be published so people can make some kind of judgment as to what type or to which academic senate committee they would want to serve on and give it clear consider-
	r 
	r 
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	GARRETT: SWANDA: 
	DEAN HARRIMAN: 
	SWANDA: 
	DEAN HARRIMAN: SWANDA: 
	ation. We sugg:est that there bea,clear recognition and reward such as reduced teachil1g, salary increments, promotion, etc. for major campus ,and university":wide'ass;gnments. And that there be use of faculty talent l to help improve the operations of IUSB. And in cases where there are decreasing enrollments and where faculty positions are in jeopardy there might be some attention given to new career developments, new career paths with the mutual understanding of both the faculty and administration involve
	1 
	-
	-
	-
	l

	,
	opinion and, of course, that was part of our mission in making this report available. Questions? 
	-

	On page 4 you mention considering options of developing new career paths 1 ! ! 
	for faculty in some areas -what sorts of things did the committee have in 'mind, 
	John? How can the institution best support that? 

	Two things come to mind. One thing would be joint appointments between different divisions or among different departments. Another might be career paths that go more into the service or administrative type of career option rather than a teaching type of career option. 
	l 
	-

	,
	If I could follow up on that, John. Did the committee consider the possibility that in this present set of circumstances we're faced with restricting searches for administrative posts to our internal staff :pr ',toour existing staff in the sense of -if an administrative post w~.re to come l open and we were pressed to maintain a full faculty that this might be an avenue to maintain a ......• 
	-
	-

	l
	Only indirectly. I think there is quite a bit of comment about what .c,~rtainly seems inefficient or unnecessary to go off-campus when we doh'a;ye 
	,
	maybe very useful skills and talents available among our faculty, but who we can't employ, you know, in a very full manner given some of the con-I strictions we have or could have. But no such specific ideas or plans on how to set up such a mechanism. 
	l
	But was that an appealing idea or was it just discussed? 
	Yes, I think it was. If I can just generalize from the committee's reac-l tion. I thought it was somewhat appealing. I think one of the overriding points was -the people I talked to -was that it be a mutual decision that this is ...that all options would be explored if the person was certainly l on an academic track to pursue that particular end first. 
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	l 
	l 

	SWANDA
	: 

	!'!!II I 
	~ 
	SWANDA: 
	~ 
	~ 
	SWANDAWINICUR
	: 
	: 

	!'III
	I 
	,i f\IIiI 
	i 
	SWANDA: 
	r 
	!WI PECK: 
	!

	I11III
	i 
	~ 
	When you said some things should be considered as service and some not, were there any examples of that or .... 
	More or less in terms of clarifying what service is and certain kinds of service contributions have greater importance than others. In other words simply being a member of a committee shouldn't carry the same kind of weight as being a chairman of a committee or having -some committees have more relevance than others. But also there was, at least in mythinking, some point of view that some kinds of things that are deemed or perceived as service on the part of the faculty either because of some 
	kind of naivity or something else is really not service at all. In other words it doesn't involve their skills or expertise or doesn't have anyattachment or usefulness to the university. Like being coach of Little League or this kind of thing. Something that is totally out of the realm of the university in terms of having some useful impact for the university or the faculty member. 
	When Dr. Gros-Lewis was here he talked about service and he had actuallyhad as part of a teaching load -faculty turning in such things as workingseveral days a week in a facility for the retarded. Didyou consider anything 
	We didn't go into specific definitions of service as to how it would be or would not be related for specific people but I think there was the underlying feeling that it should have some connection to the person's responsibility and position in the university . 
	-
	-

	.... . UNCLEAR •.... release time for service ...... . 
	We did do that. Our report suggests that .... 
	sens~ address the question and include an idea about service which is not superficially directly related. Some of the things that were made available to us for suggestions for reading seemed to be pointing in a direction and encouraging the institution and the individual faculty within the institution to expand their service into the community and to make it a multi-dimensional kind of service where their personal service such as little league coaching or something like that becomes an integral part of thei
	John, I think we did, in some 

	I think the committee along that same line was quite prone to feel that service was a good or useful way to integrate your other two responsibilities -your research and your teaching was a good way to test concepts, for example, in the real world. There were examples pointed out where a faculty member was able to integrate all three areas -teaching, service,and research into one unified activity, that would -extend into the community. 
	-

	I was just going to emphasize the need somehow -maybe it is naive even to think that it could be done but to identify service somehow but this first recommendation that a statement be drawn up -that that responsibility be given to someone, committee or some group to address that problem over a period of time and bring it back to the Academic Senate. We had a lot of examples within the committee of confusion over what service was and one example I can remember was from my own experience on promotion and tenu
	6
	6 

	PECKcommittee that there was no agreement among the members of the committee as to whether someone who had been hired to consult or a project that would require research capabilities in the field of expertise and actually a partof something out of that would be really publication or service -especially if it were paid and I still feel uncomfortable about that -I don't know exactly what service is. I think they understand committee service but there are lots of areas that are not clearly understood. It seems
	: 
	-
	,
	-

	SWANDAA turnover of people in bodies that would make recommendations causes a lot of different ... 
	: 

	PECKThere is not consistency from one year to the next in defining these terms. 
	: 

	1 
	DEAN HARRIMANIn that same vein another thing that would be very helpful, at least to me,and maybe it is only my personal problem, is the evaluation of service. Frequently service is just listed and there is no comment offered by anyone 
	: 
	,

	I
	whether the person is -did anything, or did a great deal. FOT example, would the chair of a committee feel it appropriate to evaluate the committee members -things of this sort. We do qo into some fairly elaborate evaluations with regard to scholarship and teaching but service is the topic on which very little is presented frequently and maybe there is no way of coming at it but if there is some means of evaluating service, I think it would be beneficial to all faculty and something that would be very 1help
	i 
	-

	PECKI don't remember getting into that problem necessarily. 1 
	: 

	DEAN HARRIMANAnyone have any suggestions? 
	: 

	MULLINS....UNCLEAR ... that Jerry said. When I did our evaluations for our librarians, I called the chairman of the committees that our librarians were contribu~ ting to the committee. This is the standard procedure down in Bloomingtonfor review of committee service. To call the chairmen to find out what kind of service they are contributing. How active the committee has been is another thing to see how much work has been demanded of a person ... 
	: 
	-
	sitting on to find whatever participation -or whether they are 

	SWANDAOne of the things we did mention did we not was to have some kind of report by the committee chairman -how much that will serve but it will give an indication if the chairman was willing to evaluate people in terms of their various levels of participation. 
	: 
	-

	WINICURWhat the problem I notice on P.T. &R you looked at a body of information or whatever and people are worried about whether to put this in the service category or the research category. If the research category does that leave the service category empty. The more rules you set up the more categories you have, the more boxes to fill, the more you are making of computerized decisions and losing the essence of the person. I am very concerned about this attempt to define service because we may come up -I h
	: 
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	SCHERER: 
	J. LEWIS: 
	SWANDASCHERER
	: 
	: 

	SEVIER
	: 

	, 
	you are through you get a fairly good idea from a number of people of whether they think that this person has done a decent job. Now I agree that the committee have a hard time sometimes in evaluating service but if it was that easy we wouldn't need a committee. 
	I feel it probably wouldn't be hard for some responsible for someone like the chairman of a department to approach chairmen of committees on which people have served. I think chairmen of committees might feel it a little bit more difficult to initiate the evaluation themselves unsolicited trying to decide who to write good letters for and who to write no letters at all for and who to wr e rude ones about. As you were saying, Jerry, do theymake any contributions to the proceedings of the group. I think it wo
	I hope it would not cut down on the service of chairmen. 
	I would like to have at least consideration given to this possibility.
	I don't know if it might have disadvantages that outweigh the advantages or not. But if you could have perhaps a little standardized form for evaluation of committee service -not like the standardized form you have for evaluation of administrators or whatever where you can check off a few boxes and have a place to write something in if you want. If these could be made available optionally to the chairpeople not that they would have to fill these in for everybody but certainly if somebody did a particulargoo
	We will pass out an outline at least of what we will be talking about in our half hour. The function of our presentation and our work in the subcommittee on research has not been so much to answer questions as to tryand raise some and in the process hopefully to provoke some discussion both here and some time later. The assumption and probably a function of the self selection of a sub-committee on research -our assumption has been that there is widespread agreement on campus that we should support and foste
	-
	-
	-
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	SEVIER: track people depends on our commitment to. Tha~ at least for the moment, may serve to suggest why we take for granted the fact that there is a commitment to research and scholarship on this campus. If there is that kind of commitment the question still remains as to what -how high a priority is that commitment. And the question of priorities is one I think we have to face and it is the appropriate function of this subcommittee to try and address it. At least bring it to people's attention. In a time
	'i
	-
	-
	-
	-
	One is the 
	-
	-,.
	of equipment, for example, equipment may be used for 
	the profession and that support takes the form of subsidizing 
	"""l 
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	"""l 
	! 
	r 
	SEVIERto have conversations by telephone with colleagues across the country or across the world. On the other hand intellectual discourses can be 
	: 

	\l1lsupported internally and is supported internally. Here you have support
	i 

	such as the Dean's Seminar Series, departmental colloquia, the bringing 
	, 
	, 


	I 
	in of speakers, visitors from the outside, honors program, the promotion 
	of IUSB sponsored public gatherings, and the provision of time and space
	\l1li 
	I 
	and occasion for faculty gatherings and conviviality. This kind of sup~port for intellectual discourse particularly on campus is often direct;perhaps is more intangible and less easily quantified in budgetary terms. 
	Ii"Finally, we talk about the obtaining of external funds and if we are going 
	l 

	to obtain external funds for research, one of the lessons that we've learned here and other institutions have learned around the country is it takes a considerable effort and a considerable investment to gain external funds i in what are increasingly competitive and highly competitive situations. 
	.. 
	I 

	We have resources to support this already on campus in the Dean of Faculties office and in the divisional office of Arts and Sciences and iother places. There is also the promise of support through general fun
	r 
	L 
	-
	n 
	d 

	raising programpresumably utilizing staff in the Chancellor's office,
	s 

	the Alumnae Office and the Division of Continuing Education. Again, it is 
	more difficult tmeasure this kind of support at least as it is currently
	o 

	used. The second issue that I wanted to raise before getting to the specific proposals is that of what kind of work we want to support. Howeverand however much we decide to support research and scholarship,we stilhave to talk about what kinds of work are appropriate and most importan
	r 
	r 

	-
	,
	l 
	t

	r-
	and most appropriate to support. There are a number of issues here and nclear answers. We typically talk about faculty research in terms of various polarities -publication versus professional activity. Professiona
	J 
	o 
	-
	l

	research versus instructional efforts, publication in leading journals 
	r 
	r 


	L 
	versus work with some kind of immediate local relevance, esoteric research versus popular science or scholarship, etc. One can make legitimate ar
	-

	guments for both ends of all the polarities and several others and it is 
	r
	' 


	likely that where we want to end up is with some mix of these kinds of activities and then determinations of that mix are always going to bfluid and approximate and will entail judgments about support for particu
	L 
	-
	e 
	-

	r'
	lar pieces of work based on their particular merits and only loosely guided 
	I 

	by general criteria. The same kinds of issues might be raised about support for research in different disciplines. Some disciplines require the support for research and some disciplines are very expensive and other
	l 
	l 

	-

	disciplines it is not nearly so expensive and we have to make some decisions given scarce resources about which of these we want to support and which are more impoy'tant than others. Again, we have to make decisions on the
	r 
	r 


	basis of particular pieces of work and particular merits and only loosely guided by general criteria. One of the criterion that ought to guide decisions like this about kinds of work that we do has to do with the quality 
	r 
	r 

	-

	of the intellectual climate measured not only by the quality and quantity
	r
	I 
	I 


	L 
	of work produced but also by the extent to which that work draws the appreciative attention of colleagues and all of us in the institution. How 
	-

	one measures intellectual climate beyond that, how one is precise about 
	fIII!
	l 


	judging whether or not a particular piece of research is going to contribute to that intellectual climate is a judgment that is very difficult to make in general and has to be turned back to particular circumstances and particular cases. Another general issue that needs to be at least highlighted
	l 
	l 

	-

	here is the fact that we have very little precise and systematic information I~e need this kind of information when we seek to set priorities and goals for research andother activities of the institution. One way of generating this kind of 
	r 
	about our institution and its immediate environment. 
	r 
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	l 
	~ 

	r 
	SEVIERinformation is through the commitment of resources to an institutional research effort and there was some discussion in the committee about institutional research and its appropriateness in ways that it might be fostered. The final point I want to make in this rubric is to reemphasize a point that was made in service and indeed there is some considerable overlap between service and research and not clear definitions between 
	: 

	I
	"""
	"""
	"""
	I 

	I
	them. There seems to be a need and desirability to support work that serves 
	to retool faculty members so that they can perform new and different functions. Presumably, at least what we had in mind, was teaching in different """l 
	-

	I
	areas. I wasn1t sure when John Swanda talked about that earlier he didn1t mean training people to sell shoes or something of the sort. There are systems -the California system in particular right now is engaged in retrenchment of a sort that is forcing faculty members out of underenrolled departments into other departments to do their teaching. There is a great deal of strain and struggle over that. Clearly the provision for people who are interested in gaining new skills and being able to operate in new ar
	1 
	and support. Let me shift without transition to the specific proposals that 
	I 
	-

	I 
	limit beyond which we can not retrench and if monies are cut back further we have to cut academic programs or in other areas and cannot reduce the amount of commitment for research. As I say, that is a proposal -an idea 
	l
	for discussion rather than a recommendation. A second proposal is to reconsider and perhaps give more centrality to the faculty research committee 
	-

	,
	that now exists. There are a number of functions, a number of choices that can be made by that committee and perhaps should be made including the i allocation of things like adequate and appropriate travel funds individual faculty members who will most beneift in terms of research from such allocations. But there are other resources that can be used for the support of faculty research that can and ought to be allocated by faculty committees and perhaps this one or some central research committee may be an a
	-
	I
	-
	-

	'i
	'i
	,

	that of establishing a distinguished visiting professorship supported bycommunity monies generated through external fund raising and perhapsthrough the use and commitment of existing speaker monies and other resources that might be available to bring people to campus on a regular basis who can serve as goads as stimuli to the existing faculty that can providehelp and encouragement and direction for people1s research efforts and generally raise the level of intellectual discourse on the campus through 
	necessary for smooth operations and good choices. The next proposal is 
	I
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	SEVIERtheir presence. And finally a suggestion was made and we put forward in the form of a proposal that some time be set aside weekly -set aside sacrosanctly and weekly for intellectual use -that time be slotted, space be made available for faculty colloquia, for seminars, for informal discussions and that the reserving of such time and space ought to include incentives and encouragement for people to use this in ways that are conducive of the improvement of intellectual discourse and for stimulation of p
	: 
	-
	-

	DEAN HARRIMAN: I have one thing, John, and I hope I am not putting my foot in it here but I've been led to believe and I think it's true that in certain disciplines it is entirely possible for a person to be extY'emely successful in research .almost immediately upon completion of the doctorate and here I may be putting my foot in -Mathematics is a case in point that the best work is done early in a person's career in mathematics whereas as I understand it in certain other disciplines and I hope I am not out
	-
	-

	SEVIEROne of things that need to be done if we are going to make judgments 
	: 

	about supporting people's research is that these kinds of things be taken into account. The value as John Lewis has pointed out of somebody who appears to be doing nothing in particular for 25 years and then producesa masterpiece. How do you judge that that is going to produce a masterpiece? It is obviously very difficult to make that judgment and there simply has to be a sensitivity to the fact that that is possible and on the other hand a sensitivity that we have to make judgments about the allocations of
	r 
	r' 
	i 
	-

	I guess this relates partly back to some of the things in service and also to research you mentioned just in passing and to say more about the 'status of appl ied research and the extent to which appl ied research "oughtto be regarded as research rather than service, taking into account .••• 
	WINICIIR 

	SEVIERI agree w~th Sandy's comments about service. I am not sure that precisedefinitions are really appropriate here. I suspect that both the subcommittee on service and the sub-committee on research tended to be slightly 'imperialistic and taken into their purview overlapping areas. 
	r 
	: 
	-

	I'm not sure that it matters a great deal which category it gets counted in. We were more concerned here with supporting that kind of work. Whether it gets supported as research or service was not'an issue that 
	r 
	r 

	we addressed. 
	It practically becomes a very important consideration in eval uation questions and in particular issues themselves. It is highly possible 
	that an individual might be properly evaluated category by category,effectively evaluated, if applied research were counted as research or in another case if it were something that could be applied to a particular part of a service and it might come out if they were not evaluated that way being doubly affluent in one area and deficient in another. It may be that it doesn't fall into any of the three categories to make this a suggestion or raise this as a question but it comes in between
	r 
	r 

	-

	Lthese two. It may be that we need to work toward creating an evaluatiolevel some sort of generalist category that will allow the 'kind of thin
	. 
	n 
	g 
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	r
	r
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	tHat Sandy was talking about to actually be implemented. We have problems
	in doing thato the extent that we are constrained by system-wide cri
	t 
	-

	teria but at the point where we can be less constrained by that it may
	be important for us to find alternative ways of legitimating the kind of 
	thing that practically speaking we do now. We take into account gener
	-

	ally and theartificially try to locate work so that we can give them 
	n 

	the appropriate reward. Perhaps it would be more intellectually honest 
	at this campus if we made a more explicit acknowledgement of that pos
	-

	sibil ity. 
	SEVIERWithout disagreeing with what you said and it makes a good deal of sense lid like to make a comment about that. It seems to me as one who does not happen to be a tenured full professor that in the future, and not too distant future, that considerations of that kind of individual evaluation, promotion and tenure, are going to take on less importance. That the institution is one that is becoming increasingly fully tenured. The more significant decisions, it seems to me, in the future of the institution 
	: 
	-
	-

	GARRETTI am interested in hearing more about .....UNCLEAR .... 4b. the central role for faculty research committee. I wonder if there were dissatisfactions with the structure of the committee now -is it a question of its jurisdiction or are we simply looking for additional funding so we can centralize suooort for new kinds of research activities? 
	: 

	SEVIERI guess what is involved there is a kind of connection between b. and c. The notion that if we are going to deal rationally and consciously with the whole question of commiting resources to research that we probablyought to at least have central bodies that will be cognizant of the various kinds of funds that are available or various kinds of funds and resources that are used for those purposes. There are things that are provided and now provided and decisions made in a lot of different placesthat see
	: 
	-
	-
	-

	GARRETTTaking your example, for instance, with respect to travel funding, whywould you see that as better served by central allocation from the research and development committee for attendance and participation at a professional convention rather than from divisional travel funds which is the way it is now? 
	: 
	-
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	i 
	! 
	, 
	I 

	~ 
	I 
	i 
	"i 
	I 
	i 
	'i
	! 
	LEWIS: I might respond to that in part. I don't know if it'll ~ully reach your pOint, but some of these funds are more scattered and are not clearly marked as part of the research budget then the consideration that we talked about in our group was they are more easily cut. Travel grants are perhaps very important to research and in certain kinds of research they are an indispensable part of undertaking a: meaningfulresearch ....UNCLEAR ..•. and yet travel grants can so easily be made to look a little bit li
	-

	GARRETTI don't know. I am not personally convinced that that's the way to protect research funding by putting it in a separate pool where it would be larger more visible more noticeable when the cuts are made ••. UNCLEAR ... 
	: 
	-

	\II!!I, SEVIERThat may well be true and there is an argument to be made for that side;
	: 

	,
	c but there is another pOint that I wanted to 'make to supplement John's point which is another reason for at least thinking about the possibility IlIlIiI of centralizing some of these decisions is to make us more conscious of 
	I 
	the fact thawe are making decisions that ought to be made on grounds
	t 

	L 
	of the appropriateness -the payoff of that particular commitment of funds for the i nsti tution or for the purposes that we have set up. One of the things that happens to travel moneY,as an example, is that they tend to 
	i
	be allocated on a first come, first served basis. And no decisions are made with regard to whether or not it is appropriate or one travel expenditure is more appropriate by some set of standards than another 
	c 
	-

	travel expenditure. . 
	i
	l 
	l 


	SCHERER: lid like to commend the committee for their idea of a distinguished visit-ing professorship particularly the aspect of the idea suggested with com-
	r 

	l. 
	munity funding and I wonder if it wouldn't be realistic to push this concept much further in fact than the committee did. I admit that even this proposal is in the light of our history at IUSB but I wonder if we
	-

	shouldn't be thinking in line of the type of activity which as I understand it goes on at Bloomington and most other major universities which is some kind of university foundation or the equivalent in which probably together with government grants of various kinds and private grants from outside 
	r 
	L 
	r
	I 

	l 
	the university they probably contribute over 90% of the support for research that goes on and that we are never going to have anything approach
	-
	-

	l1li
	ing adequate funding for research until we move in that direction here \-get a development officer -get a foundation -get something going alongthose lines. We are talking about nickels and dimes when we need gold pieces of whatever. 
	I 
	-
	JIll 

	,. 
	,. 
	L 
	L 
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	i 
	L 
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	RASMUSSEN: It just occured to me that I know where Wayne was at 3:15. I had been 
	looking for him to say that if my peculiar voice disappeared he would 
	have to read my speech and he ran for cover. But it tends to improve 
	as I use it so after having been silent for so long I will try a para
	-

	graph or two to see if it is going to hold up for now. A little while 
	ago I talked thi s part of the program over wi th Jerry and in the course of 
	the conversation I mentioned that to be sure that anyone at all was listen
	-

	ing as the clock drew toward 4:30 I would have to do something terribly
	dramatic like being shot into the Board Room from a cannon or descending
	by balloon. However, I don't like loud noises and it is pretty obvious 
	that the architects responsible for this room never envisioned D.C. 
	Carmichael descending gracefully to meetings in that fashion from the 
	heavens so for drama all I will have to work from will be words. 
	How do you like working at Dinosaur U.? We all know what dinosaurs are 
	or more to the point what they were -prehistoric animals in what was 
	thought to be a lush primeval landscape, animals adapted to a very nar
	-

	row range of climate and food supply; animals unsuccessful at changing
	when their environment and food supply began to change; animals that 
	today parents take children to see bones of in museums. We on this par
	-

	ticular sub-committee would naturally enough prefer that IUSB would follow 
	a different evolutionary pattern. I know that some of us recognize that 
	the environment in which we feed is changing but I am not sure that 
	enough of us have thought through the implications of such change -the 
	options these changes leave us. I am here this afternoon to discuss one 
	small group's impression of IUSB ' options. We were asked to consider 
	our co11 ective future from very specific context-facu1 ty development as .""'1
	it pertains to teaching and that's what welve done but I want you all to 
	I 

	understand that we approach this task with much broader concerns tugging
	at our conscious IS. We interpreted teaching in a very broad sense and 
	on the basis of that interpretation we had an easy time defining our 
	mission. We want to generate campus-wide attention to IUSB's teaching
	mission by encouraging three things. Thought about what constitutes 
	I s number one. Two, i ncenti ves -psychi c and 
	effecti ve teachi ng -that 

	'""" 
	i

	monetary for effective teaching. And three. incentives also for curricular and faculty adaptation. So far as we were concerned attention to teaching had to include both curricular development and faculty retraining under the rubric teaching. In this context I will generally be echoing what John Sevier has already said. Our very first meeting in December generatedmost of the ideas which I am about to present. Consensus was so remarkable that day, in fact. that we got together a week later to see if we could 
	-

	I
	These common assumptions governed our vi si on to such an extent that I'11 outline them briefly for you now before getting on with the vision itself. And the remarks which are available in very few copies has some data that I won't touch on directly but it's there for you to read if you want. First, in terms of student body. lid like to suggest for actually five characteristics of the student body in our collective future. First it wi 11 be i ncreas i ng1y 01 der. Figure 1 if you have it -forecasts youthBur
	~ 
	population trends to 1990 according to Census 

	75 
	RASMUSSENstudents via St. Joseph County. The impl ications of these projections are obvious: Either our enrollments will shrink, which amounts to the second of my five characteristics (and official university projections now say this will happen), or they will be maintained by attracting a steadily older clientele. For that matter, since last fall our freshmen averaged 23 years of age and our seniors 28, while overall enroll-mend declined by six percent, it might be said that, for us, the future is now. Our
	: 
	-

	•
	employed and married into the bargain. Married women not workinoutside the home will be occupied with children in the home. thoccupational status of the adult student brings up the fourth of ouassumptions, which is that IUSB's future student is clearly a parttimer. Although the Preface recently misstated the exact figure, yoprobably know that last fall the ratio of credit hours per studen
	! 
	! 

	g
	e 
	r 
	-
	u
	t 

	iI'Iat IUSB dipped below 7~5. My point is that, whether that figure can
	I 

	i 
	be rais'ed a bit or not, the part-time student is with us to stayFinally, fifth, the older, part-time student is probably disinclined toward many traditional degree programs. Since this student already work
	L 
	L 

	. 
	-
	s 

	I
	for a living, he or she may care only for the pursuit of narrrowly job-related skills or theory. Alternately, an older student well settled in a given career may opt for "enlightenment" in the sense of tradi
	• 
	-

	tional humanities courses, but .in rather a browsing sort of way, with 
	r-
	' 


	no felt responsibility to see any specific disciplinary program throughto the bitter end. Growing General Studies enrollments speak to the real ity of this forecast, as do some surveys publ ;:Cized by the Indianadiscus~ later if you wish. Adult, part-time, skeptical--this is the sort of student we meet frequently'at IUSB now and will see more of hereafter. That ought to affect how
	i 
	-
	polis Extended Studies Office which I will 

	we teach. Which brings me to the first of the subcommittee's perceived 
	r 
	r 


	missions, that of promoting effective teaching. Given a student bodywith limited loyalty to this institution, effective teaching becomes invaluable as a retention device. The bottom line for all of us is: No students, no faculty, -or administrators or janitors, either. As for the program mix what can be said with assurance here is that the mix ten years from now won't look like it does today. To test that assumption two, subcommittee members, which I suppose you woul d have to call a sub-subcommittee, circu
	i 
	i 


	committee to pay attention to the issue of faculty retraining. Finally, the faculty. This part is both easy and troublesome. Most of our future faculty are present faculty. Expansion will be negligiblebecause of limited resources. Most of us in this room are going to be growing older, and eventually old, together. This has its own implications for effective teaching. New faces bring at least the possibilityof fresh ideas and vitality. Old faces imply stagnation and fear of change. When student demand and pr
	r 
	r 

	-
	-
	-
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	RASMUSSENing a bit like square pegs in'a round-holed universe. Well, so much for assumptions. When do I get on 'with the vision. and the power of positivethinking? I',ltry that right now. From the perspective of faculty deve10pment-tea;!=hing I am going to suggest two ways in which !USB coul d confront the prOblematic future I have just described with some sanity' ..,
	: 

	!
	and hope. After setting forth this grand design, which I couldn't resist 
	s~ll,
	assigning to the remarkable year ,1984, I will suggest several 

	practical (that' means cheap) ways 1'n which !USB could move toward these 
	two grand goals over the next few years. The first institutional change
	which the Subcommittee on Teaching wants to see by 1984 is a Chancellor's 
	Teaching oTeaChing and Curriculum Committee. This would be analagous
	r 

	to our presentR & DCommittee, but it would have a different rnission, 
	,.,

	i
	that of allocating local funds for projects pertaining to teaching as 
	understood in the broad sense described at the begi nning of thi s ,report. 
	This committee would disperse funds for curriculum development proposals.
	It would also award university fellowships and sabbaticals for teaching or 
	retraining projects. Basically, it would symbol ize the university's 
	commitment to faculty who attempt to adapt to our changing educational 
	environment. The committee would require a new line item in our'local 
	budget. But it would obtain its funds from percentages of existing
	items~~grant-in-aid money, fellowship funds, sabbatical funds. 
	budgetary 

	There is nreason why, let us say, fifty percent of the dollars,dis
	o 
	-

	persab1e in these ways cannot be set aside for projects pertaining to improved teaching. Again in the large sense of the word, teaching is why
	this place exi~ts. The second institutional change advocated by:the 
	Subcommittee on Teaching is the creation of a faculty development staff. 
	.,

	I
	ifaculty without adding new bodies to the campus payroll. In the best of all possible worlds this staff would function as the Human Resources component of a permanent planning office. Even in a less than perfect 1 world, however, a number of things need doing on this campus which are not going to be done in the absence of such a staff. Let me briefly list some 
	If (or as) enrollments shrink, such a staff could be drawn from current 
	!

	..,
	tasks appropriate for a faculty development office and I have five here. 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	assisting those who want to improve the effectiveness of their teaching; ,
	i


	(2) 
	(2) 
	assisting those wanting to retool, to shift into a different disci'pline, or perhaps into administrative service; (3) gathering information concerning external funding sources for curricul ar development and facul ty retra i'ni ngproposals; (4) maintaining written teaching policy guidelines for incomingfaculty; (5) administering student evaluations of teaching performance. Well, that's the grand design. I would like to save elaboration on both 


	1
	those points for discussion and go on to a shopping list of subcommittee ideas of how we might move toward these changes during the next eighteen months or so -the next 3 semesters. To focus faculty attention and I guess I should interrupt -what r have here is a series of items laid out attention on effective teaching, some sign has to be given from on high that effective teaching is respected and rewarded at !USB. Promotion· and ten-
	1 
	1n paragraph form in no particular order or priority. To focus faculty 
	I 

	i
	ure are two of the three basic awards which universities bestow. In the Indiana University system earning either of these hinges upon persuasive
	evidence of excellence in teaching or scholarship (broadly defined) or 
	service. Two years ago our Academic Senate endorsed a proposal that P &T 
	Committees, the Dean, and the Chancellor annually declare for the record how many cases of excellence they have recognized in each of these three categories. Last year the P &T Committee published its checklist on excellence for the first time. This year I understand Dean Harriman and ,:
	-

	Chancellor Wolfson plan to follow suit. If it can be shown that excellence 
	7
	7 
	, 

	1 
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	RASMUSSEN: 
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	J.LEWIS: 
	I 
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	RASMUSSEN: 
	J. LEWIS: 
	r 
	r 
	L 
	r 
	RASMUSSEN: 
	r
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	STARK: 
	i 
	would assume that any group of people interested in such a project could put themselves together by something so simple as an announcement at a
	Senate meeting. 
	My th i nki ng is that it mi ght even be useful to encourage a broader base from the start as such a center could only be successful, I think, if its role is widely accepted by faculty and if it comes out of one disciplineonly from the start it might have more difficulty getting started and 
	getting accepted. 
	There is certainly no effort to focus this exclusively in one place. 
	I feel absolutely •....UNCLEAR ......that the dinosaurs did change and that's 
	why they di d....UNCLEAR. . . . . . 
	I was hoping you weren't listening but it suited my purposes the way I gave it. The birds aren't around either, of cours~. 
	Which means, of course, we don't have the chance of being around any more. 
	That's why the cocktails were scheduled. 
	Did you consider the proposal that came up before the Teaching Committee~ I think last year? I forget whether it was even discussed in the Senate or not and that is the Teaching Committee should in a systematic way solicit letters from students about faculty that they were particularly impressedwi th one way or the other and these shoul d go to thecha i rman of the academic unit concerned. This has been discussed aro'un'd the place and I know some chairmen, I think, do solicit these on a fair1y systematic b
	-

	No, the closest to that that the committee got -not because we discarded it we just didn't think of it -was the reference to a survey of graduating members of different divisions for their reflections upon the teachers I ve had. 
	-
	they 

	I think it does have some (sags?) and I think one of the reasons the Teaching Committee perhaps found some difficulty with it was the question of confidentiality -who gets to read these things. Should the students be told they will be hawked around the university or promised that their names will not be revealed or whatever. It seems to me that if we take student evaluation of teaching seriously we need to do something rather more systematic -to be a lot more systematic than we are doing now. And probably o
	The problem then would be in finding a group willing to come up with something it thought it could get Senate approval for or agreement to. I would guess the Teaching Committee dropped it maybe because it decided it wouldn't work but that's no reason why other people couldn't try. 
	-

	I was on the committee when the impetus ....UNCLEAR .... to drop it occurred and it was because we were using a standard instrument that was untested in terms of reliabilityand validity and were using it as if the numbers were meaningful. For example, on P.T.& R. committees they would ..UNCLEAR .. ' anything under two was not considered excellent, 1.8 was excellent,between2 and 2.3 was just good and there was no attempt to see that those numbers were statistically significant and the differences and even if
	79 
	RASMUSSEN: in teachi·ng does lead to tentJreand promotion, promotion 'evento full professor,:'that publ icity ,will get the teaching effectiveness campaign we ""'\ I to see the'" Dean's Seminar Series restructured to invite presentationspertaining:.,to teaching as well as to scholarship. This might consistsi~plyof subdi viai ng the present s i,x-per-year or so schedul e so that some ses-'(sions focus on research and other on curricular or pedagogical concerns, such as those introduced in ,Bill Frascella's r
	are call tng for off to afine start. Next, the subcommittee would like 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	the label, IIDi nosaur U. II And I would like to wind up by pointing out the ""'l people who served on the subcommittee: Bill Barnard, Paul Joray, Keith ' Knauss, Vince Peterson, Karen Rasmussen, Jim Ryan. 
	, 
	. 


	'GARRETTWhy do you suggest the Education Division solely in... '1 
	: 

	RASMUSSENNot byarymeans to limit the .peoplewho might want to talk about it but ""'l most frequently in terms of faculty development activity in thesens'e of hel pi ng peopl e teach more effecti vely and so I just thought of them. I 
	: 
	Simply because members ofthat'division are ones whom I have talkediwith 
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	RASMUSSEN
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	r-i 
	r-i 
	r-i 

	I'! 
	I'! 
	-


	r-L ~ 
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	GARRETT: RASMUSSEN: 


	in teachi ng does 1ead to tenure and promoti on, promotion even to full professor, that publicity will get the teaching effectiveness campaign we are calling for off to a fine start. Next, the subcommittee would like to see the Dean's Seminar Series restructured to invite presentationspertaining to teaching as well as to scholarship. This might consist simplyof subdividing the present six-per-year or so schedule so that some sessions focus on research and other on curricular or pedagogical concerns, such as
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Why do you suggest the Education Division solely in ... 
	Not by all'means to limit the people who might want to talk about it but simply because members of that division are ones whom I have tal ked with most frequently in terms of faculty development activity in the sense of 
	helping people teach more effectively and so I just thought of them. 78 
	RASMJSS ENwould assume that any group of people interested in such a project could put themselves together by something so simple as an announcement at a Senate meeting. 
	: 

	GARRETT My thinking is that it might even be useful to encourage a broader base from the start as such a center could only be successful, I think, if its role is widely accepted by faculty and if it comes out of one disciplineonly from the start it might have more difficulty getting started and getting accepted . 
	: 

	RASMUSSENThere is certainly no effort to focus this exclusively in one place. 
	: 

	WINICURI feel absolutely .....UNCLEAR ......that the dinosaurs did change and that's why they did . .. .UNCLEAR .... 
	: 

	RASMUSSENI was hoping you weren't listening but it suited my purposes tile way gave it. The birds aren't around either, of course 
	: 
	I 
	. 

	Which meansof course, we don't have the chance of being around any more. 
	, 

	That's why thcocktails were scheduled. 
	e 

	J.LEWISDid you consider the proposal that came up before t he Teaching Committee ,I think last year? I forget whether it was even di scussed in the Senate or not and that is the Teaching Committee should in a systematic way solicit letters from students about faculty that they were particularly impressedwith one way or the other and these should go to the chairman of the academic unit concerned. This has been discussed around the place and I know some chairmen, I think, do solicit these on a fairly systemat
	: 
	-

	RASMUSSENNo , the closest to that that the committee got -not because we discarded it we just didn't think of it -was the referenc e to a survey of graduating members of different divisions for thei r refl ections upon the teachers they've had . 
	: 
	-

	JLEWIS: I think it does have some (sags?) and I think one of the reasons the Teaching Committee perhaps found some difficulty with it was the question of confidentiality -who· gets to read these things . Should the students b'e told they will be hawked around the university or promised that their names will not be reveal ed or whatever . It seems to me that if we take student evaluation of teaching seriously we need to do something rather more systematic -to be a lot more systematic than we are doing now. A
	. 

	RASMUSSENThe problem then would be in finding a group willing to come up wi.th something it thought it could get Senate approval fo r or agreement to. I would guess the Teaching Committee dropped it maybe because it decided it wouldn't wo r k but that ' s no reason why other people couldn't t ry . 
	: 
	-

	STARKI was on the committee when the impetus . . .. UNCLEAR . . .. to drop it occurred and it was because we were using a standard instrument that was untested reliability~d validity and were using it as if the numbers were meaningful. For example, on P.T.& R. committees they would . . UNCLEAR .. anything under two was not considered excellent, 1.8 was excellent, between 2 and 2.3 was just good and there was no attempt to see that those numbers were statistically significant and the differences and even if 
	: 
	in terms of 

	79 
	STARKJ.LEWIS
	: 
	: 

	SCHERER
	: 

	the whole thing up so people know the tnngs they Ire using don't have verymuch meaning, much weight rather than pretend that they did. 
	Well, in that case,I wonder if there is any sense perhaps to this groupright here -a letter from the Teaching Committee to every student on Registration simply saying -pointing out that we welcome their opinionswithi n the system -that we wel come them and good or bad they shoul d be addressed to the chairman of the department or division concerned and theycould even be listed, I suppose. And some statements suitably handlingthe confidentiality question. I think that is not an unsuitable .. UNCLEAR .. It se
	The Teaching Committee was totally reconstituted this year. We have a few carryovers from that went back into the notion of student evaluations and I think Randy is heading the subcommittee to look at that again. Your suggestion might be brought to Randy Isaacson and put on his agenda because my feeling is that students -one of the functions of an evaluation instrument is to guide a student to the principles in evaluation and the student needs to have some idea of what the criteria are for evaluating a cour
	-
	-

	I think it might be a mistake to try and find !lanl! instrument to use. I think this may be one reason why the previous proposal went down. This topic comes up about every five years by the way in Academic Senate or whatever and it's always been shot down and the major reason is that one groupof the faculty wants to use one instrument and another group of the faculty is absolutely convinced that any effort to use one instrument is doomed to fail because there is no instrument that is going to measure the di
	-
	-

	80 
	:SCHERERby trying to impose a system or ,a particular point of view but taking 'thei'lf' ideas; their systems, their approaches, studying them, coopentingwith 
	: 

	"""'I
	the faculty, d,iscllssing with them what they think their goal should be, taping their lectures, having somebody in there with training; not to tryand convert them ~o anew approach but to show them perhaps how they can improve the approach they are usi"ng. It seemed to me that this was dealingwith the most difficult problem of the sensitivity and the resistance of the individual faculty member without the threat which seems to be there ina11 th i s and maybe havi ng some hope of getti ng somewhere. 
	I

	RASMUSSENI suspect that is..•....•..UNCLEAR .........•.
	: 
	. 

	I don't think it has been done officially but I hope with some faculty members 1 in that capacity, yes. 
	SCHERERI don't mean just a ki nd of Ad Hoc but I mean a really organi :zed program as I have the impression that is going on in Bloomington where there is a 
	: 
	~
	i 

	I
	lot of and a lot of resources devoted to it. Not just somebody's personal overload. 
	salesmansh.ip involved 

	RASMUSSENThat is something for the incipient faculty development staff to take up. 
	: 

	FARROWAnother thing which is available at Bloomington is teaching evaluation 
	: 

	'""'I 
	I
	I
	form review-is avail abl e with a variabl e content so that you can pi ck 
	s 


	I
	the questions you want to use and you can also get the means or medians,11m not sure which, on each item for your academic unit but what would be mean on one particular ...•.•UNCLEAR ....... questions or answers to iquestions for people in the Arts and Sc.iences or Business or whatever. I And thatls helpful feedback for the faculty member which is part of our concern in teaching ... 
	I think people are using that kind of instrument here right now with this period of laissez-faire. I think Randy is one who is using an instrument where he can choose a selected ...UNCLEAR... He mentioned in the Teaching 
	l 
	I
	, 

	Committee that 'he is using that kind of instrument. 
	WEBER?11m alittl e confusedabQut the comments you make about monetary support you make on page 6 -the dispersal up to 50% which would seem reason8'b:le. I 1m try,in~ to refl ect back on the time I served on the Chancellor' sR& 0 Committee and it seemed to me that there was~large percentage of research in education-related 'projects that were funded particularly sabbaticals, ,grant-in-aid, even travel to improve one's self -enrich one's self, i audto-vi,sual, a1 terna,teprogramming techniques us·ing the comp
	: 
	! 
	-, 

	.,
	.,
	I

	lea,st the few years that I was directly involved in those kinds of dec i-sions that this was sometMng that was looked on rather favorably by the Chancellor's committee. In recent years has this become a problem? 
	)
	...., 

	,RASMUSSENI don't know. I've never served on the committee but one of thesuggestio'ns -. ~ogo back through committee records and find out how funds had been allocated 'between what I suppose you would call teach-ing-related research and that's another good phrase. I hate to say pure research but professional research to see ,what the breakdown has been. Fifty percent wa~ a figure plucked out of the air in subcommittee discus-...., 
	: 
	I 
	i 
	at the very end was an effort 
	.,

	i
	sion thati f the 'activities futidabl e support profess ionalresearch and teaching related 'research why not'spl it it 50-50. It was sortofl ike that. It isn't a figure that attempts to -that presumes to accuratelyd.es:cribe the ,way funds had been separated. We didn't really know. We 
	1
	thought it ~wasa plausible targ.et to shoot at. 
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	RASMUSSEN: 
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	DEAN HARRIMAN
	: 

	I think, Karen, that for sabbaticals a good many have been on instructional or curriculum related projects. Also we have a separate grant category supported by campus funds called curriculum development grants which has in the past been budgeted at around 5,000 or 6,000 dollars a year compared
	to $30,000 or more for summer fellowships and around $50,000 for grants-inaid and research. The fellowships and the grants-in-aid of research have generally quite strongly avoided commitments in grants in the area of 
	-

	teaching and curriculum development projects categories either from campusfunds or downstate to support those. However, what you refer to as small,practical, which means cheap ways in which IUSB could move toward the two goals. In effect in terms of total campus budget it would be cheap in the sense it would be reallocation-still you might run into conflict with 
	John's side. 
	11m sure I will .. 
	....UNCLEAR ...from the standpoint of limitation that this would involve on research support 
	That's why the first step is an effort to look at how funds have been allocated across several years to see if there is .... UNCLEAR .... level and fractional percentage breakdown and then the teaching side of it will holler if they thought they were getting too little and 11m sure the research side would holler if they thought they were getting too little and whoever got laryngitis first would lose. . 
	-
	-

	In light of your observation about the average age of the IUSB student now and in the next decade would you give specific consideration to faculty tea~hing the older student? There is a wealth of information ... 
	development 

	We discussed it within the subcommittee. There did not seem to be any wayin the context of this report to talk about that specifically but in terms of effective teaching that was one of things. How to meet the adult student as opposed to the 18-19 year old. And one of the diagrams that is in the project because it was insisted that there had to be some specificattention to that is an effort just to summarize about a dozen perceived ways in which an adult student is likely to react in the cause from vis-a-vi
	-

	Welve come to the end of our a110ted time. Better things lie ahead. I thank everyone who participated today and I urge you all to return on the 28th. It's been very beneficial to me. 
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	IUSB: TOWARD THE FUTURE CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS February 28, 1979 
	DEAlid like to welcome you again to this the second session of our discussion of 
	N 

	HARRIMAour future. I think it would be appropriate at this time for me to publicly acknowledge and to thank the members of the Steering Committee: Judy Redwine serves as chair of the Steering Committee, in addition to Judy we have Bob Demaree, Roland Garrett, Brenda Knowles and t~ike Stark and I do very much appreciate your efforts and I thank you for your contributions to the future of our institution. Our discussion today will center on two topics, the first Delivery Systems, the second Student Recruitmen
	N 
	-

	HAINEThank you very much Dean Harriman. We're going to use a little different format this week than last week. By that I mean weill have four brief presentations and then I hope ample opportunity for lively discussion. Persons presenting today will be Grif Walling, John Mefford, Al Large and Pat Furlong. We have several handouts. Will you pass these out please. And then 1'11 turn
	S 
	-
	-
	-

	it over to Grif Walling with something to say about Delivery Systems. 
	WALLIN1'm not exactly sure why 1'm going first. I think the reason is that I don't have my paper finished and so I can't distribute it at this time. So what lid like to do is very briefly read about two paragraphs of this paper and then spend about five or ten minutes discussing some of the elements that I came across as I was doing my reasearch for the paper that 1'm entitling "Designand Delivery Systems in Response to the Needs of Non-traditional Learners." 1'm not exactly s"ure what a delivery system is 
	G 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	have differed in a whole host of ways, there is one common thread that runs through them, I think. That is the design, the design of these delivery systems was not based on the needs of the student constituents. Rather they were based on the needs of the academy. And by needs of academy, I mean such things as curricular values and perceived mission of the institution faculty preferences, concern for academic quality, financial and instructional resources and related kinds of academic needs. And it's around 
	-

	HALLING in hundreds of high quality institutions, and everything's been fine. However, beginning several years ago with the decline in higher edlJCation traditional market, the 18 to 22 year old, full-time student , the number of students that has been attracted to your American colleges and universities has been dwindling. One way to lessen this phenomenon has been to try to attract new audiences and the most common of these has been the adult learner. A lot of institutions have experienced difficulty howe
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Just a few of the results around the country that I 'd like to spend a minute talking about. Number 1, well less than half of the adults in America are participating in any kind of formal education whatsover. Although most of them are undergoing some kind of independent learning by teaching themselves how to do something, needlepoint, computer science, whatever. Number 2, of the people who did participate in the formal program, less than 10% took college credit classes which is kind of amazing , nationwide.
	-
	-
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	WALLINAdult Learni n9 Parti ci pati on/Interest Survey whi ch was dated January, 1979 and the same kinds of results were found in the state of Indiana. The biggest reason for lack of participation was lack of interest or knowledgeof what's being offered. Only 20% of people who participated, participatedin credit classes. More that 2/3 traveled less that 20 miles round tripand the sa~e exact kinds of things were replicated in the state of Indiana as has been found nationwide. The third part of my paper deals
	G 

	fuat we know what the adults say their needs are and what they say the barriers are in their learning, how can we design a new delivery system based on these needs? So a lot of the needs that they say they have, we can't do much about, lack of interest, lack of time and a whole host of ones I don't think an institution can respend to too well. However, there are a lot of needs and barriers that they state that I think we can do a lot about. Adults consistently tell us that we want number 1 ready awareness o
	-
	-
	need some kind of short term goal, something to shoot for that 
	-
	and when. 
	-
	-
	class. But we could at least use that as an ideal, some how to 
	barrier which won't reduce quality. 

	8
	8
	6 


	MEFFORthink this proposal would help to respond to that particular problem,and hopefully increase the interest in a new population for enrolling in some of our programs. The third recommendation that we are making is that each department and program on campus examine course offerings that are a part of our programs already to increase the number of offerings of courses that neet one time per week. And we are making this recommendation not only at the graduate level which is rather traditional here I think a
	D 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	propriateness is the concept of 
	ll 
	-
	rected mostly to our undergraduate program, later than 5:20. Grif pitched 
	I 
	elective courses that students 
	-

	LARGlid like to run through this paper with you and make some comments as we go along. The Delivery System Study Group has emphasized faculty interests and improved methods of teaching and experimenting with innovative techniques.~These techniques include the use of mass media distribution to reach out to the students of a region. Welre thinking here particularly of channel 34 ' public television and the increased use of radio. The support of such efforts requires consideration of the quantity and quality o
	E 
	elaborate videotape production and editing in our present mobile situation. 
	-

	8'1 
	8'1 

	1111 present in my paper when I send it around to you in a couple of J a case study about primarily IUSB Division of Continuing Education and how we use the non-traditional delivery system model to design all of our programs both credit and credit-free and welre talking about a fairly good number of students; 2,200 students who roughly are in credit-free course programs, around 1,500 students in conference and institutes, around 700 students in off-campus programs, the external degree program is up to 270. 
	weeks
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	student retention, evaluation, follow-up and a whole host of componentsthat 1111 describe when I get this paper out. My conclusion, however, is at this time. I donlt want to go any farther. I presented a very brief outline of the paper that I will mail out to you in a couple of weeks. Welve used this non-traditional approach in ,the field of continuing education for a number of years now and 11m not saying itls the best approach but it certainly seems to work. It does bring large numbers of ~ood retention r
	-
	new clientele into the classroom. Welve had 

	~EFFORIf held have gotten the five more minutes, held have covered everything on my hand-out. The report that I wish to present has been passed out to you and I would like to just briefly go through each of these five recommendations that our committee is proposing. Perhaps wetting your appetite for a little bit of discussion that we might wish to pose a little bit later. We were particularly concerned in our deliberations with the first barrier that Grif mentioned a few minutes ago, that barrier being the 
	D 
	-
	-

	of support for that being that there are a number of students who resist attending late afternoon-evening classes that happen to meet one of the two days on Fridays. But more particularly, giving us a much more efficient utilization of classroom space in our facility. The study that is beingdone if some of you read it, indicates a rather large imbalance in the number of courses scheduled on our present Monday-Thursday, Tuesday-Friday schedule. The second proposal which we support is to begin the fall semest
	-

	not reducing the total number of instructional minutes if you want to reduce it to that quantity that is presently being provided during the semester. I think there are some options available for recovering the instructional time without making a sacrifice that would interfere with the academic qualityof classes. And it would certainly support the express needs of a rather largenumber of students particularly those who are married and have their own families and those whose work schedules and vacation sched
	-
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	LARGa minimum essential for copy slides and overhead transparencies as well. Faculty access for personal production and materials as well as production services by trained technical assistants would be most desirable. Another major area for improvement is in the improvement of communication between various divisions and departments now processing bits and piecesof media production capabilities. For example, the Division of Education,Biology Department and Fine Arts Department all have some equipment which i
	E 
	-
	-
	-
	-


	and technical services for academic programs. The primary justiflcationfor careful consideration for improving audio visual services is to make maximum access of people, talent and equipment currently in existence. Such coordination of effort has the potential of far greater support of instructional and research programs than is now being realized. I certainly would appreciate any conversation you wish to generate later in the meeting. 
	-

	HAINEOne of the concerns that has come up on several committees that we've all sat on has been the question of child care facilities on campus. And Pat Furlong has a word or two about that. 
	S 

	o~the students on this campus are women. The averagestudent women is 27. A substantial proportion have been married and have responsibility for young children. We've had child care center available for our students for six or seven years now. Ten? Longer that I realized. But it has never been conveniently located. It is not available throughout the class day and yet the substantial part of the time it is available, it _is used at capacity and there is a waiting list. If we are to serve what is defined as th
	FURLONMore that half 
	G 

	-
	-
	-

	-
	-
	tential students from our classes. And it is the opinion of this Study 

	potential students but to Indiana University. And so we recommend an on-campus child care faculity. 
	-

	HAINEThank you Patrick. We have ample time for discussion and questions and comments. 
	S 
	-

	-
	-

	I have a question for John concerning the "Sunshine Semester." Has your groupconsidered the possibility of starting the spring semester later? Now this would have implications in both the summer schedules, it also has the possibility of maybe savings in energy, snow removal costs plus maybe the po;ssibility of offering some interim off-campus courses during that session which in that case if it could be worked out, the extra teaching hours, .the overload of teaching during that interim session could be comp
	? 
	-
	-
	-

	..,
	..,

	lar school year which would help our enrollment that we get compensated for 
	as opposed to the summer session which is not. 
	as opposed to the summer session which is not. 
	8
	9 


	MEFFORWell we talked about almost all of those possibilities and I think that's why we kind of came down to that proposal that we could in fact supportwithout further study. There are some problems with starting the semester later. There would have to be some decisions about the summer sessions resolved before that could be done. I think all of those points that youtouched on would be a part of the study that might involve generating this kind of alternative schedule and procedure. Our major thrust with thi
	D 

	r 
	11m familiar with at least one small, high quality liberal arts collegetha t does use th is sys tem where the entire month of Janua ry is res.erved for off-campus special courses, and from what live seen, I would s'ay the UNCLEAR ... programs anywhere are absolutely impossible for a state financed comuter campus. Our students can't go anywhere, we don't save anything by shutting down, we can't shut the place down, shut off the heat and· keep everybody out for a month, and it's simply not worth it. The small
	? 

	home or traveling during the period, maybe it'll work but even at that
	~ 
	, 

	I think it's a dubious proposition. But for an operation of this sizeit simply won't make sense at all. And the winter's too long to shudown anyway here
	r 
	i 
	,
	t 
	. 

	L 
	HAMBURG 11m going to speak about this proposal for UNCLEAR ... critic. First, I want to say about it is I find that I can endorse most of these, I have some doubts about three; question three. 1111 get to it in a minute. I 
	r 

	must say that I found each statement grating on my ears a little bit especiallywhenever anybody hits me with this traditional UNCLEAR ... I get a little ir
	-

	ritated. Particularly, one of the things about traditional programs are 
	~ 

	Iconcern for quality and one of the implications being that that is not a concern for the modern program. And a couple of letters in the Dave Smith memo to the Dean's Advisory Council, from one student mentioning; I go to school 
	, 
	-

	r
	-

	for no other reason than I enjoy taking classes and I enjoy going to school. I would argue that an adult learner, if anything, is more concerned with quality that your average undergraduate. First of all, they're easier to teach in some ways because there's not as great an age difference and also there's not
	, 
	I 

	as great a, I use the cliche "life experience" difference. Especially sayL 
	r 

	political science when you Ire teaching about bureaucratic behavior. These f\III guys are working in corporations. So they can relate more easily to the 
	[ 

	, 
	material. I don't like the tone of that which suggests that we have tohave a UNCLEAR ... of that and none of these proposals that this committee's made is that even a consideration. What welre trying to do is to make a-
	t 

	vailable the good programs we have to more people at more convenient times. And getting to the substance of the proposals themselves. I have no problemwith number one which I think is long overdue. Number two, you miss Labor
	r 
	r 


	I-Day anyway if you have a Monday-Thursday schedule so that's gone if youstart classes before Labor Day and as I said on the committee, if we have to 
	chase Santa down the chimney to have classes all the way to December 21, youshop on weekends or whatever, unless you have classes done by then. The
	~ 
	, 
	number four proposal, we need more data on. I like number five on classes 
	l
	-
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	later because I think that as far as number five is concerned, I'd likto see us .get most everybody out of here by nine o'clock in the eveninfor safety reasons. No\</ one thing I have reservations on that's indicated in the proposal is number three where I and the committee insistethat we add classes that might lend themselves to meeting once a wee
	HAMBUR
	G 

	e 
	g 
	-
	d 
	k 

	without sacrificing quality of instruction. Now I've had mixed experiences with teaching once a week. Once it worked out, the other time it didn't. I find that meeting a class once a week, particularly a lecture class, not a seminar where you have a distinct topic once a week, then 
	-

	l
	l

	you have some problems at least in my experience. One, if you miss a class,God help you, we had to miss one class because of the weather, Wednesdaynight classes were the only ones out this semester, and you're terriblydisoriented. Also, there's a difficulty in the long class period in terms of student attention and you kind of forget what you've covered. It gives you very little flexibility-illness or whatever in terms of making up the time. I think some courses plainly are better suited to the once a week 
	a week, it seems to me that certain classes you might have to cut out. Because, in my opinion, based on my own experience certain kinds of lec-ture courses just donlt work as well. I'm throwing this out for purposesof discussion. But the main thing is in all of this that we indicated that we do not want to sacrifice the quality of instruction if·it means 
	,

	1
	1

	meeting a class at 2:00 in the morning at Bendix, if we have to do it,pro~posal even suggests that there's any attempt to diminish quality and I would argue that if we ever start down that slippery road, then this place,in my opinion,will go down the tube. Because the schools that attemptto maintain standards and even stiffen them in some cases down state, in many instances have done better. Now in terms of the needs of curriculum, that's another matter. But I think you can design courses with certain types
	God forbid, we'll give a good course and I think that nothing in this 
	,

	1
	1

	ten you're going to have a lot of problems and students '11 get the idea they'd rather go some place else, where they can get the degree that's 
	to me if you just keep turning yourself into what I call "Robertson's East
	ll 

	""'" 
	""'" 
	I


	worth the money,-the paper it's pri nted on. And none of these suggestioms, including number 3 will be putting in that one little clause. We're justtrying to make available the good stuff we have to more students that work, most of them, our students do. They can get here more easily and take advantage of them. And I agree with the committee that that has been aprdblem.But beyond that, I thin·k we have to maintain our standards. . 
	-

	I think I second Roger's concern for Qualitv of instruction. But I have two Questions about the assumptions that are implicit there and perhaps implicit in point number two and three. With regard to number two, I taught in three other institutions on twice a week meeting schedules and in all three of varying quality institutions, the schedule called for 27 class meetings per semester. I wouldn't want to say there was any reason for assuming the quality of instruction there was lower simply because of those 
	? 
	-
	1
	-
	tain amount of flexibility within the range of national norms. And on the 
	! 
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	increased attention to faculty development is going to be extremely necessary. 
	? 
	? 

	-

	First Roger Hamburg's point about 2 a.m. in the morning is not so far fetched. There was a school out in the country that taught a writing course at 6:30 in the morning and it had 32 students. But I want to address my question to 
	BRANDEWI
	E 


	Grif. We have tried some weekend courses, I think. I don't know what hap
	-

	pened, we don'do it anymore, as I gather. Was it because they were not 
	t 

	publicized or they had no continuity? What's your reaction to that? 
	I think it's a good idea. 
	I think it's a good idea. 

	WALLINFrom my experience, most institutions that experiment with weekend courses without coming up with a whole separate promotional campaign failed often because you Ire drawing from your current students that choose to be here Monday through Friday. But when you go after new audiences, such as theydid at Southeast and IUPUI, you very often find people who can only attend weekends or it's enough to put them over so they'll come one weekend ses~ sion to maybe another evening section. 
	G 

	r
	-

	! 
	BRANDEWISo it's a question of publicizing the program. 
	l 
	E 

	WALLINAs I understand it, yes. 
	G 

	JORAWe have offered in our Division, Loren is it three now? Yes. Courses 
	Y 

	that exclusively are on the weekend, Saturday mornings. I think itls fajrto say that those courses have been successful from an enrollment stand-, point and as far as the information I have, I think they've been success
	r 
	r 

	-

	In!Iful pedagogically. Loren taught one of them we-offered, two last fall. :Welre experimenting this summer with a course that will start at 7 a.m., is it, Loren? Six-thirty a.m. to see whether or not that will hold also. I might add we are offering some of a little bit of special marketing of that but not a sub-
	! 

	stantial amount and it would be in graduate work to see whether or not that
	r 
	r 


	would work. Our experience so far has been limited but I think for the most part, welre pleased. Loren, would you agree?
	i
	_
	. 


	WALTZThey're among the first to close. Especially it's useful to the people who travel and get home on Fridays and particularly I find that women like it so that their husbands can stay home with the kids on Saturday mornings and
	r 
	: 

	\1!Ii! 
	I 
	l

	they have their time free and don't have to worry about it. So it's been attractive to a number of people. 
	-

	? live only had one experience with the weekend course and that was out at Syracuse, to a group of students that were working and wanted to take in an ecologylab class and could not come during the traditional lab period and so I tried offering one where we would meet for a longer time on the weekends. I didn't
	r 
	-

	feel that it was too successful because we ran into too many problems. Even though they said they were free on weekends, they always seemed to come upthou~h it
	r 
	r 

	with some schedule conflict and it did get to be a long time even 

	was a lot of field work the students did tire in a shorter period of tlme 
	r
	' 


	i 
	where I tried to double up and double time on the weekends and I didn't feel it was too successful but that was one experience.
	r-
	SMITH The information about the weekend times at Southeast that Grif mentioned, currently, the spring semesters are offering 32 3 and 4 credit hour courses;three of them are offered at 6 p.m. Friday evening, 26 courses Saturday morning
	I 
	-
	r 

	I 
	L 
	and afternoons and 3 courses Sunday afternoons. Courses offered: There are 
	92 
	r 
	r 
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	10 undergraduate humanities courses, 5 undergraduate natural science. and math courses, 6 undergraduate social science, 5 undergraduate business and 5 education courses, two of which are at the graduate 1evel,'655 stu
	,
	-

	dents are enrolled at the weekend college at IU Southeast, 461 of those are also enrolle.d in weekday college, 194 are exclusively weekend. As-
	i 
	i 
	I

	suming 194 weekend only students are enrolled in a single 3 credit hour weekend course, the 461 weekday students given the opportunity to take additional credit courses on the weekend increases their average credit hour load of students from 8 to 12 hours. Obviously, here they struck two different markets; the weekender exclusively but then also the weekday student given the option to take more courses. And 451 of them did
	-

	that. ' 
	A question-clarification, could there be an intervening variable which could UNCLEAR ... the amount of course selection now available to the 
	,
	,

	students? It seems to me that the Southeast schedule is small in comparison to our schedule during the traditional time period where theirs is very small and that could be a very significant variable to explain 
	-
	[ 

	,
	,

	the difference, they just have another opportunity to go to class. There the opportunity is available, here it isn't. Is that a possibility, David? 
	4~000 students, we have 6,000 students. I would guess on a percentage basis, their day Monday-~!ednesday, Tuesday-Thursday schedule which you all know I think is more convenient. 
	Well, 11m thinking of it as a percentage. Thev have about 
	i 
	offerings are comparable to ours. They also have 
	-

	usef~l Dave, in resolving that issue to look at the IUPUI experience of the weekend courses that have been very richly enrolled, also. 
	It might be 
	-

	'-,
	'-,

	Do you have similar figures, breat<downs? 
	,

	I 
	I 

	No, 11m looking at campuses which are comparable in size and geographtclocation. 
	-

	i 
	i 

	sented. Now it's agreed that Fridays are unpopular because it comes before """ the weekend. So we strike that as a night for offering clas.ses. Is 'it flOs·-I sib.le that Monday would become the unpopular night when people wouldn't want IS ri ght after the weekend? Secondly, when the classes meet twice a week, for all intents and purposes there is 75 minutes of instruction; a class that meets one night a week for 2 1/2 hrs, I imag.ine involves a break and based on whatever experience live had, the breaks ma
	May I ask a question? This all relates to the paper that John Mefford pre-
	! 
	to teach 'becauseit 
	-
	-

	,
	,

	may have to go out into the corridor and .literally herd people back in . crt the point of a gun. In short, is it possible that less could be accomplished one night a week? Finally, we"·seem to be registering rather heavily at 
	5:20 most of the classes are quite popular and it is pos.sib1e at least in the way the schedule is constructed that a person might very well have dinner at home come over here at 6:30 or 6:35 and pick LIP a class and then would be more than willing to continue if an array of classes were offered 
	...,

	I 
	I 
	)

	at 8 o'clock with the understanding that they would be qut of here at 9:15 
	and on their way home well before 10 o'clock. Did you consider these things'? Are these things reasonable questions? l 
	Jerry, we did talk about that and I remember the problem I had with t~is was figuring out a way to get in three class sessions at night. One pps-sibility I ·threw out ,was 6 to 7:15, 7:30 to 9 or whatever, 75 minutes. The 
	,

	I 
	I 
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	HAMBURdifficulty with that is of course you don't have a third session at night. I don't know,people have different experiences live never found 40'clock, in terms of enrollment terribly attractive. Other people have done well with it. I think, 6 o'clock, the nice thing about 6 home~have dinner and get back and have a 
	G 
	o'clock is people could get 

	class and 7:30 have everybody out of here. The difficulty of that iwe miss one block of instruction in there. This was discussed
	~ 
	~ 

	s 
	. 

	RYAN Can I respond to that question? Certainly. 11m not sure that I under
	-

	stand the committee's recommendation for step 5. On one end the committee suggests it supports the proposal to begin evening classes latethan 5:20 to accomodate the working students, I think which is a recommendation changing the existing class schedule. On the other han
	~ 
	-
	r 
	-
	d

	it recommends serious and careful study to establish optimum timeSo what youlre saying is you think it ought to be moved but youlrnot sure what that time is
	r 
	.
	I 
	e 
	? 

	~ 
	I 

	l 
	MEFFORMaybe I can focus at least my recollection of considerable discussion on this. One of the concerns of a lot of students appears to be larger 
	D 

	than we might suspect of being a much larger problem than we might thinis that there are a number of students who would be interested in enrolling in the program and who would take a rather large variety of courseif they were able to get those courses after work time. Part of th
	~ 
	k 
	-
	s 
	e 

	thrust of this or inherent in this is that we attempt to move coursethat we attempt to move courses that are regularly only offered durin~dvantage of them. And it also is getting at trying to look at the proble
	r 
	s
	l 
	g 
	the day to a later starting time so that people are able to take 
	
	~ 
	m 

	L 
	of courses that welre already offering in the late afternoon that beginsat a time that penalizes people who are just getting off work. Now grant
	-

	ed, you'lnever satisfy the entire population with any schedule but to 
	l 

	~ 
	take another look at it. Welve been doing it our way now for some timand everyone here in the Study Group recalls a variety of experiencepersonally as well as other kinds of data that suggests that this ma
	l 
	l 

	e 
	s 
	y

	in fact pose a problem that might if welre able to resolve it would have the results of attracting perhaps another group of people that welre not already able to accomodate to the schedule that we have.
	r 
	r 


	RYANow, what I think youlre saying is that you really need an awful lot of information, good data, to make some decisions. Welve got to realize that people coming in the evening are a combination of full-time undergraduates 
	r 
	N 

	going only in the evening and part-time undergraduates only going in the ~ 
	r 

	evenings who may have different needs. We also have graduate full-time and undergraduate full-time in the evenings. And they have a combination 
	of different needs, and we really need to collect .some additional inform
	r 
	r 

	-

	~ 
	ation before we make those kinds of decisions. One of the things that Jane Robinson always tells me is in the program area she needs to start her 
	classes earlier because in the market analysis she's done, the people say
	~ 

	weld like to take your courses on the way home from work between 5 and 5:30 and 6 o'clock and if you start at 8 o'clock, welre not gOing to come that late. So I guess my response to the recommendation to start later is that
	l 

	r 
	I really need to see an awful lot more data before we make some decisions. Then we probably have to take a look at the kind of student population that's 
	94 
	94 

	r 
	r 

	RYA1 i kely to need that. We're 1 i kely to have to make some deci sio·ns at the undergraduate and graduate level which are going to be different. I thin~ ~ 
	N 

	,
	,

	we need to look at-more information before that kind of decision can be made. 
	? 
	? 
	? 
	One of the concerns that has not been set out clearly is that we're not talking about a substantial shift of the study time. The thought wasthat 5:20 was just slightly too early. People getting off at 5 o'clock can't make a 5:20 class dependably. They may sign up for it. There's a horrible traffic crunch here at 5;20 because the lobbies include people leaving from the c1ass:esat 5:15. So with that 5 minute break between classes and the very, very close timing required by somebodygetting off work at 5 o'cloc
	i ..,! 

	RYAN ? 
	RYAN ? 
	Let me play the devil's advocate on that just a second. It seems to me we're making the assumption that most of our potential stUdents get off work at 5 o'clock. I guess, 1'm not sure I can make that assumption.There are a lot of folks who work till 3:30 and a lot of folks who work till 4 on shift changes that do break at that point. If that is the case and I'm not sure, I'm just saying we need that data, if that is the case, we might be able to make an argument for starting classes at quarter of five to· g
	-

	..,I ,.., ; .,i \ 

	-. 
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	SMITH 
	In response to Roge·r and Jim here, the schedules that they both suggest, starting in the afternoon a li.ttle later and trying to pick up the 3:30 and the 4:30 crowd'and then starting the evening schedule a little lat.er,that schedule i.5 eSsenttally like the schedule used at Fort Wayne and So~~heast that have classes beginning at 4:30 running till 5:45 and then begi·"",ning again at 6 and going to 7:15 and .at 7:30 to 8:45, 9 until 10:15. :NoW the 'registrars at the campuses tell me that the 9 to 10:15 ar
	-

	, """ I .., ~ 
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	people wou1dn ' t do that and how many people given the alternative would take one course per semester? I agree while research is needed, I think the general feeling is that 5:20 just does not get the crowd that are getting off work at 5. lid also like to take time to respond to Jerry about his worry that Monday is going to become the bad day. In Jim's survey in 1975, when they asked students to specify their preferences for a two-day week or one-day week class; the first preference was Monday/Thursday, the
	SMIT
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	GARRETI have a question for Grif. Grif you mentioned in your presentation, nontraditional students were interested in short term goals and you mentioned ~Jhat other sorts of things do the students express interest in for short term goals? This is a programatic question now, not one simply of time schedule. 
	T 
	-
	one or two like associate degrees. 

	WALLINAnother one 11m not sure can be addressed by Artsrand Sciences commission, are job skills that they can update and be ready in a short run for advancement on the job. That's another short term one that 11m not sure we can do an awful lot about. But the other one that's often talked about, a one year certificate, an associate degree, getting a head start to narrow down the time it takes from beginning to completion of their program. 
	G 
	-

	GARRETDoes the short term goal then have to be expressed in terms of a certificate of degree,that sort of formal recognition by the university or is there some other options which don't go totally to the level of a degree, that students have expressed interest in in these surveys? 
	T 

	WALLINIt has been my experience that they like some kind of symbolic gesture when they complete the courses of study which they want a piece of papersaying they completed a one year certificate or two year degree. 
	G 

	~p at the beginning that Dave's comments remind me of, how much did the committee look at actually offering courses in Elkhart? People that get off at 5 o'clock don't want to come here four nights a week. But they might be willing to stay in Elkhart if we were to 
	One thing that Grif has brought 
	? 


	go to them. How much discussion was there of that? 
	go to them. How much discussion was there of that? 

	? 11m cold discussing the Elkhart programs. Didn't you have some data? 
	(lllII Sr~ITH Welre offering 35 sections in Elkhart. 
	Are they successful in enrollment? 
	? 

	SMITYes. They're averaging right around 30. All nights per week ... all but one. 
	H 

	BRANDEWII think, pretty sure you're going to have to start increasing them on the 2,3, and 400 level. Because I suspect youlre going to end up getting the same clientele. Some of them start at least the students I've had, begin because they just wanted to do something at night and stimulate themselves, self
	E 
	-

	1'11enrichment programs and whatnot and then they like to continue on, they've 
	1 
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	! 

	BRANDEWIpicked up a whole raft of what's offered, mostly 100 level courses and then that's it. I mean pretty soon that's going to have to be addressed. 
	E 

	So they don't get a taste of IUSB and come here? That is not the case? 
	? 

	BRANDEWIWell they run into the same problem still; why they stay there in the first place. It's quite a drive. Some come from Rochester and drive , what-an hour and 15 minutes to get to Elkhart and would likely be two hours to get here. I don't even know where Rochester is. I just think that any reason why they're staying there will prevent them without superhuman effort to come here. 
	E 

	If some of those courses were offered at the 2 and 300 level, and thehad half of their degree finished that would be motivation to come and finisup 
	? 
	y 
	h 
	. 

	It seems to me the more advanced programs in El kha rt, to get back to the qualityquestion, we can't provide the support, the faculty time, the library support and that sort of thing for completing the degree in El khart. If you increase the offering too far, you start cutting down the quality. 
	? 
	-
	-

	HAMBUROne thing too about the type of quality; there are two problems, I guess in terms of enrollment ; one is the number of credit hours per student. 11m wondering if welve given enough consideration to students taking courses in sequence. It's all very well and good to get 'the student dropping for 3 credits, youknow it'll take him 25 years to get a degree. I understand that but I wonder if these things address the question of students putting together sequences, if they can get enough at night. You know 
	G 
	-
	but welve still got too many people 

	JORARoger, our program is designed so that with one exception which has about eight majors in it and we 'even try to take ca re of those students. You can take a degree in Business at night without ever going during the day. That ~ighthave to wait a semester to get the course but they are offered frequently so that the student can graduate at night. I believe also and I could be mistaken here but welve had some discussion for example with the S PEA people. They have a course that's required and they offer i
	Y 
	is, we offer enough courses at night. There may be some times when you 
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	97 
	,I. 

	~ 
	! 
	HAMBURBut do you push them, when you advise them? I mean, push them into the idea of a degree program, taking more than one course?
	G 

	r" 
	i 
	, 
	JORASure, and the MSBA program is a night-time program. You can't take a course during the day unless you take Loren's 6:30 a;m. course.
	Y 

	FIlII
	! 
	HAMBURSo they see that the two programs are linked in time and it's all part---. 
	G 

	SCHREIBEWith respect to this "Sunshine Semester" proposal, the one thought that I get running through my mind as I'm looking at it here is that if you run two cross-programs simultaneously isn't there a danger that ultimately
	R 

	f'!Iyou're going to rob"Peter to pay Paul?" That students are gOing to enroll 
	l 

	less in the full length semester knowing that they can pick up the courses in March and not have the hassel and then what you end up with you can take three summer sessions in one full term. Why should they go through
	i 
	, 


	the hassel of coming the extra time if they have an alternative? I don't know if there's been any data on that or not. 
	r
	, 

	SMITIsn't that true for any alternative to the standard? When we: go to Elk-
	r-
	H 

	I 
	hart do we not risk fewer students coming to this campus because they continually take courses in Elkhart. Do we need to have a weekend college?
	-

	You know the same risk is there. Certainly some of the students who are 
	• 

	now attending Elkhart, were they not given the opportunity would be attending here. But what I think we're trying to do is make it more convenient for them too, as well as attract other students. The evidence from Southeast regarding the weekend college, not only did they permit the opportunity for their weekday students to take more hours in the weekend but they also attracted nearly 200 students who did not come during the week day. But I think that question is appropriate when we deviate from 
	r 
	1 
	-
	-

	standard courses here at campus. 
	standard courses here at campus. 

	r-t SCHREIBEI'm not sure the comparison of the weekend thing quite holds, it's a little
	R 

	bit different kind of situation. In some ways the weekend thing might be considered for some people anyway less desirable than going during the week,it depends on one circumstance. It seems to me if you're fighting the snow
	I 

	and ice and all the other things that go on here and also getting the same thing in a shorter time that you could be for many offering a much more attractive offering.
	r 
	'. 

	r" 
	L 
	SMITIt seems to me that any change that's introduced like that would have to 
	I 
	H 

	be evaluated for the kind of effects and spin offs and modified and tried out or increased. 
	1'" 

	I
	WALTI heard Grif say two things I think that the survey of students, their preferences were Tuesday/Thursday, Monday/Thursday and so on, not Friday. 
	,-
	Z 

	I heard you say something about 80% of the classes were not scheduled, I mean were scheduled at a time other than Friday. I hadn1t heard you saywhat surveys you have made on faculty impact on this and administrative scheduling on this. You haven't addressed that. Have you considered that? 
	i 
	i 


	9
	r 
	8 

	WALLINI think you're right. The major thrust of this paper has been from the student point of view and that... 
	G 

	fJALTWould you agree that faculty preferences not to teach on Friday would have an impact on it? 
	Z 

	,WALLINNo question, no question and that's one of the things that I refer to as an academic need rather than---or as compared with the student need,faculty preference. 
	G 

	.., 
	.., 

	IBENDEI'm sure there are faculty who prefer not to teach in evenings at all. And some how preferences need to 'come into 1ine wi th needs and thatisn ' t going to be easy at all and nothing is easy. I think the question-faculty allocations is critical. One of the things -that I was going to mention is the realignment of facu'lty salaries, schedules and loads to a different schedule with ,many, many options is going to be one of the d,ifficulties including putttng such a system into play. I really wanted to 
	R 
	-
	-
	to take because it
	-r

	i 
	i 

	that mobile unit~ 11m one of them. I would love tog'o into a fU1'lPrp
	-

	1
	1

	ductionof Arts ~nd Science faculty-faqJ,lty meetings and syndicate them. But in some seriousness, I think that we are never going to uti1ize ~ven the equipment that we have. There are ,people who don't like to turn iltghts on. I think we really ,need to think about the use of that media and all of that as part of delivery systems not to replace faculty because t~;at's always a dangerous thi.ng to _suggest but to think about using it in some active way, not just to turnit on and go to Wash i ngtonand let you
	-
	-
	"'i 
	have a full 1ibrary or you doni t have the 1aboratoryri ght there for (a 
	[ 

	I mean to use the mediaasi·f -.the media were a service of thefacuJ'4yand can really be integrated in.to ,courses and that woul d take an enormoUs I' 
	amount of retraining. 

	;1 
	;1 
	9
	9 


	Thank you, Eileen. I wanted to mention that last Friday, I went to the IHETS presentation which was held in Northside and we had spent considerable time and discussion on a monthly basis with Dean Faris of Bloomington plus each of the audio-visual directors or supervisors on each campus get on that IHETS conference that week. We do try to plan things that will meet faculty needs and provide perhaps you could say faculty development such as this presentation by Dr. Ebel last Friday. And there were unfortunat
	LARG
	E 

	-

	was a very good presenter. We had the phones all hooked up, you coultalk to him, you could talk to Dean Faris, you could talk to all othese other people on the phone line, and you know there was one hec
	Jil
	l 

	d 
	f 
	k 

	!Wof a lot of effort put into bri·nging that program to us. And I'd likto sell something, this idea, I'd like to be able to talk to Dean Fariand say yes, we're interested in more of these kinds of things, as thesare specific areas that our faculty would like to see in the future an
	I 
	e 
	s 
	e 
	d

	l-'
	presented in this fashion. I think it's a terrific device that IHETsystem and I just wanted to add that I do as my presentation said feethat some of the things that we have are pretty neat here and they jus
	i 
	S 
	l 
	t 

	J'III 
	1

	are not utilized to their fullest potential.
	i 
	i 


	l 
	something;
	HAMBURG On the question of audio-visual stuff, and then I want to say 
	1 

	!"First of all, it seems to me one of the difficulties that I've had witthe A-V stuff is the good stuff that I'd like to use for political sciencclasses, especially PBS programs-to rent them is prohibitive you know $30
	" 
	h 
	e 
	0 

	ji1IIfor an hour television program, you don't want to rent them and you want 
	I 

	Ito play pirate and we have the equipment to do that as you well know. 
	I 
	I 


	LARGRoger, you have the polity from Bloomington ...
	E 

	!mill
	HAMBURThen you have the danger of law suits. And it seems to me with the Beta Max people turning that whole thing into an academic question that may ease matters a great deal because that's the problem I have with it. Roy's comment though
	I 
	G 

	is an interesting one because as I look over these things I have the problemof space and he has with time, that is it's like having a store down town 
	r 
	r 


	and you just split it in half and when you have limited resources, there is 
	!III
	I 


	a question of one thing bidding away from another and that's always been 
	I 

	I. the question I've had. Now, I'm sure that Grif and Jim hava data. There's always the question of whether the students who take a course in Elkhart~ wi 11 then take courses here. And if the sutdents who take the "Sunri se 
	11'1 

	Semester" would then be attracted to that, would that add other courses? In other words, are you increasing your total pool rather than just splitting limited resources up and diffusing your talent and that always con-
	l 
	l 

	-

	cerns me. Because I think it's something, if we had data, you know when they try to summarize, if we've had data, would these students have taken 
	r 
	r 


	(l1lfurther courses you know during the regular semester. I think we need that 
	i 

	because we can't split ourselves allover the place and that goes with 
	I 
	1 
	1 


	Elkhart or if we want to go even further, expand programs elsewhere in the area. Are we adding to the total pool of students or are we just dividingthe same resources to an infinity? It's a serious problem. 
	fill! 

	i 
	I'"
	k 
	!IIIl 
	1 
	l 
	100
	100

	~ 
	I. 
	RYADo you want to respond to that Griff~ in terms of . .. 
	N 

	WALLINGo ahead Jim . 
	G 

	RYAfWe do have an idea of distribution in Elkhart~ an example to supporwhat you're saying. What is it~ Grif
	J 
	t 
	? 

	WALLINAs far as redistributing existing student enrollments~ well more than ha1of the people who attended Elkhart in the first two semesters were brannew to I U. A number of additional folks were or had been "stop outsfor a year. That number is of course decreasing as recidiv ·sm increasein Elkhart. We have a lot of people staying on more than 55%and come bacnext semester~ which is still low but we are not in more than 25 to 30of the cases stealing as it were people who . . 
	G 
	f 
	d 
	" 
	s 
	k 
	% 
	. 

	WOLFSOTo Roger ' s question~ Indianapolis with a very extensive wee kend collegelive heard Jim East~ the associate dean of liberal arts there who runthat say that their enrollment jumped by some staggering amount . Anyet the overall IUPUI-non-health enrollment last fall dropped even morthan ours did . So the question is whether that weekend col l ege had savethem from even a worse fate~ or whether you were getting the redistributiophenomenon that Roger speaks of. I don't know that we really know. Ocourse ou
	N 
	;
	s 
	d 
	e 
	d 
	n 
	f 
	e
	o 
	-
	largement? To Roy's question, 
	o 
	. 

	RYAThe size of geographic area is a itremendous factor in that kind of success. me ~ you could do almost anything , at any time in Chicagoand you could sell any class you wanted to . I t hink the same is true to a large extent in population base Indianapolis ha s. There are enough peoplein Indianapolis that could support a variety of kinds of programs . The record of weekend college success to the large extent has been in the major metropolitan areas, not in the smaller metropolitan areas or in the small co
	N 
	Somebody once said to 

	East ~ Jim East~ and that's his real name has been: promoting as our Continuing Ed people know for one shoppi ng center courses. They are offeri ng courses apparently in ,rented rooms in major shopping centers. So we could think of Scottsdale Mall, I suppose and University Park when it opens up and there again the question is do you have the supporting services and what kind of courses and so on. 
	\WOLFSORoger's example of .. .what was your example? Robertson's 
	N 


	,RYAWhen you thin k of a course next to Ganto's we get all kinds of self-acquired competence possibilities. It blows my mind . But again you need to take a look at the size and volume of area. In Buffalo when we did the first store front educational centers in 1965,66 ,67, we were going 35,45,55 minutes away from the campus and still being in the metropolitan area. If you'rehere~ then you really are i n Elkhart or some other community or LaPorte or whatever t he case may be . In Indianapcif you have a store
	N 
	talking about going that far from 
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	101 
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	Im!Il! HARRmAJim can I change the thrust of the discussion here just briefly. I was going to ask Pat but he got away. I understand from some of the things that live heard that although child care facilities are regarded as desirable, certain legal questions that might involve the university'scapacity to deliver such facilities. Did you folks encounter anything that would lead one to question whether you know legally it's desirability?Or legally, it's possibility for us to get into this sort of operation? 
	N 
	-

	SCHREIBEYou might be interested in knowing that for the past five years, Kokomo has been running a day care or child care facility on campus. As a matter of fact their, when they first opened it up, their business manager insisted that it be put on campus. The other thing is that I contacted the insurance people here at IU and asked them if moving it on to campus would change anyof the liability situation from what it now is running it in the church. And they said there would be no additional insurance requ
	R 

	ISAACSOBut I think that it's important to understand how many students we may be losing and I don't have the data. I think the day care center does. Ihave to register my son every year and if you don't get there right at the beginning, you see the signs that say toddler section closed. There are stu
	r
	N 
	-

	rdents that just, as soon as they see that sign, they turn around and leave 
	-

	because they cannot go to school unless somebody can take care of their kids. And I think we really should investigate and see how many students we are ~ losing. can 
	! 
	I 

	On the form that you fill out, they ask how many credits 
	, 
	, 


	I 
	you take because of the day care center, how many would you not be ableto take, that sort of thing. I think we should really investigate that. 
	i, 

	HARRIMAIs security an issue? For example, in here it mentions since a large part of our population is female, would better lighting, better police force, should that be a part of our delivery system? 
	r 
	N 

	~ Security came up in our early discussions and it was not one of those things that we could follow up on. It's come up in particular with questions of day care center. If it were to be on campus, where would you put it? And one suggestion that was made was Riverside Hall and that immediately brings up the question of security. 
	? 

	HAMBURG I think the question of getting, when classes end at night. It was pointedout, I think that nurses have to get out of here later, what was it 9:15 or something like that. But other than that, the idea that I suggested is youtry not to have classes end after 9:00 unless there are overriding reasons, 
	r 
	r

	like the nurses can't work that out. But I think that's one of the reasons why people want to get out of here earlier. Maybe it's a little lighter in 
	the summerThat is a worry. 
	. 

	J"l 
	I 
	I 
	There is at least one women's organization that changed their meeting place from this campus for those considerations. 
	? 

	filii 
	I 
	? I have a question on how those services are set up down there on other campuses. Is that a university supported service or is that a self-supported system that can be expanded and decreased based on current needs as far as the center is concerned? Does it have that kind of flexibility? 
	l 
	-
	J!'Ii 

	~ SCHREIBEAre you talking about the day care center? 
	R 

	Yes 
	? 

	r-
	I 
	102 
	102 

	r
	-

	SCHREIBEWell, it's done on a need basis. The.peop1e are hired in and are basically hourly, temporary people except for the supervi sor. And they hi re on as . many people as they: need to cover the people that they have or they don't hire them as the case may be. It terms of the space available part of the problem with the facility that they're in right now is that it is a fixed space. There are concrete walls separating reoms. If you have 25 three-year oldsand only 7 toddler children, there's no way to giv
	R 
	ing about go up "No More Room in the Three Year Old Room. 

	WOLFSOIs this at our place or at Kokomo that you're talking about? 
	N 

	SCH~EIBER This is at our place where you have the concrete fixed facility. As I unqerstand it from Kokomo, when I talked to the people down there, they said what they had, had formerly been a rather large student lounge and apparently,they can divvy that up. . 
	-

	WOLFSOI don't know the full particulars but in their budget base adjustment that every campus has been asked to make, Kokomo has at the moment at least decided and announced that they are withdrawing, I think a sum like $13,000for day care support, now I don't know how that can come out of the general fund? 
	N 
	-

	Well, I checked into that too. Which is how I got on to it. Initially,when that center started,thegenera1 fund at Kokomo was picking up all the salaries of the staff; that's very unlike our operation here where there's a basically revolving fund arrangement where the people who are using the center are paying for the salaries. At Kokomo, the fee for leaving your child there for 4 hours was 25¢ and it was meant strictly as a "supp1ies.. juice fee" kind of arrangement. Our arrangement here is that 75¢ per hoy
	? 
	per child and basically that covers the cost of the employees th.at 

	I'Ill'l 
	I'Ill'l 

	were using an on-c:ampus faci"lity,tt:ley would be self-sustaining or they would be able to adjust their fees within a few cents so ~hat they would be self-sustaining. 
	I 

	WOLfSOI might say the Kokomo student newspaper is very bi tter about that. 
	N 

	HARRIMAIt is three o'clock and we've agreed we will breat at three. If you wish to di scuss, di scuss in the hallway and come bakc at three-fifteen . 
	N 

	• 
	I'Ill'l \ 
	I'Ill'l \ 
	1;0'3 

	[!Ii'IIII , 
	[!Ii'IIII , 
	[!Ii'IIII , 

	HARRIMAN 
	HARRIMAN 
	Student Recruitment and Retention, a very important topic.Curt Leggett will serve as moderator, Curt why don't you begin. 

	r 
	r 
	LEGGETT 
	Thanks, Jerry, On the handout that you either have or are about to get,. the summary of the issue statements that the two sUb-committees arrived at and then we met in open forum for the full study group. The Student recruitment and retention broke down into two very obvious sub-committees and they worked independently but came back and shared their general thoughts. We worked then through, and that happens to be the points of consideration that are at the end. The effect of anyone of the issues that we have
	-
	-
	-


	TR
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	LEGGETT campus should move quickly to establish a clear mission statement concerning its identity and goals in order to provide better focus and direction to promotion of recruitment and retention . I heard some of that discussion in the~ last meeting and I think it will probably come up again ' as exactly what is our goal and mission and who are our students and who should we be servicing. This campus should move quickly to establish visible administrative level officer or council charged with the responsi
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	tE a marketabil ity, if you wi 11, that we have not tapped. And 'that we ' should look at that. And secondly , while there seelTl to be a large-: number of recruitment efforts ongoing, it was not always terribly clear as to how ,effective they were. And if that data was available, it would help us to evaluate those efforts. All students should be administered tests in such basic 'skill areas as math, composition, reading, etc. in an' effort to identify student needs in these areas. There's much information.
	-
	services. This should include the schedul ing of both day and evening 
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	LEGGETThe idea in this section was that there was a lot of information, a lot of things going on, on this campus, and if you have the perserverance to find it, you can find where the information is but ready access is not always what it should be . The appropriate responsible person should investigate the impact of campus facilities or lack of them on recruitment and retention. These items should include, parking, small lounges, associate faculty spaces plus the general aesthetics of the classrooms and the 
	T 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	GARRETIt's a long list and maybe we would be able to do everything. I'm wondering if in the committee discussion you developed any sense of prioritieswhere you see greater problems or lesser problems or is it simply a singlecomprehensive package that we should accept? 
	T 
	-

	LEGGETNo, it is not a single comprehensive package and our difficulty was what to leave out , if anything and to be perfectly frank, we couldn't decide on what to leave out so we left it all in. I think maybe there is a sense of issues that were more critical if you will among mutually critical issues. Things like the bureau of institutional research, for example that there is data around that needs to be used over a time. I think the identification of the mission or identity of this institution as times ar
	T 
	-
	-
	-
	-

	HAMBURYou wouldn't want to leave out something? Recruiting? 
	G 

	~gain that was another issue. I noticed, for example,that Roland, I believe you shared with me the thing on the Indiana ~ailY 
	LEGGETNo, thank you. 
	T 


	Student on the Bloomington campus under Vice President O'Neil they ave instigated such a plan that they have an all campus admissions and recruiting function to be reorganized under a new central unit. I think that is important because we found there were literally dozens of activities ongoing between individual faculties or departments or divisions or even just groups of faculty and yet there was no coordinating energy to it, there was no consistency to it. Many times it really was just based on a per
	-
	-
	-

	. sonal basis and we felt the need for some type of coordination. 
	Curt, are all the scholarship monies given only to students who are considered full-time? 
	? 
	-

	LEGGETAs far as I know, the only thing that I have and maybe Bob Dubick could comment on that, the only thing I have is the article that came out in the Preface in which and from my general knowledge, most of it was going to full-time student needs. There is a plan now I believe it's in the Financial Aid Committee through student services to evaluate that particular procedure because nearly half of our students are part-time students and many of them have the same financial needs as a full-time student. 
	T 

	106 
	106 

	DUB ICSteve Minnick can't wait to talk about this. 
	K 

	MINNICYes, in the past the general university policy regarding scholarshipswith the exception, there's one for specific half-time students or part-time but up to this point there hasn't been at this point yet. But we're propos ing to open it up to half time students , degree-seeking students at least 6 hours on up . 
	K 

	GARRETIs it up to the university, Steve, to make that decision? 
	T 

	MINNICYes, each campus; there's a university meeting policy in Financial Aids and on each campus with that proposal being submitted by the Fi nancial Aid Committee, they can submit a proposal to the Chancellor and then based on his approval , we can make changes in the standard procedure~; which is what we're in the process of doing now. 
	K 

	SCHREIBEI suppose what I was thinking of while we're here, the business of justrethinking this whole thing has to be done and the issue we're talkingabout at the end of the last comes in there in a way, too. I mean has anyone thought about trying to provide funds for child care for students who come to this campus. Often, if the student is taking any kind of load at all, the bill for the child care can be higher that the tuition by a great deal . And if you just get the mqney to cover the class expensesthat
	R 
	-

	MINNICI might respond to that. In the financial ai d budget which is set up, there is $800 a year, a nine month period, that is put in with students who have children of child care age , as part of their need. And in addition, I might enlarge-not only scholarships but in the past most campuses, this campusincluded, have almost ignored part-time students, where federal funds, the loans, the basic grant and other work study programs, they are available for part-time students. It's been ignored more or less be
	K 

	PETERSOI'd like to refer to the mission statement . Since you already have a mission statement , I'm curious as to what's wrong in your minds with that. Conceptuallyhow would revising it enhance recruitment or retention? 
	N 

	HOSTERMAI think I can partly answer that. Yes , we do have some broad mission statements. When we discussed this on the committee , the first key question that we raised, we thought it ought to be raised, even though we thought we knew the answer, was should we recruit at all? Now in the process of running through that, we rai sed questions like, what size should this campus be? 
	N 
	-

	If we're already as large as we think the campus ought to be, maybe we shouldn't recruit or if we think the campus ought to grow what should we be interested in? Top quality students with certain types of grade poi nt a~erages? Or should be be mostly interested in preventing a decline in enrollment or would that mean for example that we have a full open door policy? 
	• 
	-
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	HOSTER~1AN So yes, in some respects we don't have that kind of a clear cut mission statement. And if we don't know, what we felt was is we were not clear about the type of student we wanted to recruit, then that meant that we would not be aiming our recruitment efforts at certain key groups so we thought it was essential to at least make clear what we thought the mission was in terms of the kinds of students from where they might be drawn, youknow, some of those kinds of things before we get too actively in
	HARRIMADo you have a recommended mission statement, Craig? 
	N 

	HOSTERMANo. 
	N 

	LEGGETOne of the issues that came up had to do with, we felt our mission was to crea~questions, not answers. One of the things that came up in that particular subcommittee that I attended had to do with the carryover for the discussion for the last group that I heard just the tail end of and that had to do with going off campus. Did we have a broader mission than to be a "traditional" undergraduate university or did we have an expanded mission within a geographical mission for example under the higher educa
	T 
	-
	-

	a misslon to go out there and tilt windmllls with Ball State or were we to stay home and service those who come to US?". SO I don't think it was any mission statement that had been created, it had to do with clarifying what we were doing and thereby facilitating the recruitment needs or retention needs. It was clarity as opposed to change. 
	-

	PETERSOYou're not going to rewrite a whole new one or you're not proposing this? 
	N 

	LEGGETNo. At least I did not sense that. 
	T 

	SCHREIBEThe thing is that what the committee is trying to say is that they want to focus on, well o. k. , the first issue is whether you wanted to recruit at all, but then presuming that one did want to recruit, what was the mission in the recruiting. I mean, exactly \'/hat is one trying to do with this? What are you trying to accomplish? What are your goals in going out there and recruiting? 
	R 

	LEGGETIt has a little bit to do with the item at the bottom of the page and that has to do with, we began to get the feeling that there was a very good effort being made to attract high school graduates. They came through. And we had an active involvement but that maybe in recruiting non-traditional students out of a business base or out of some other base that might be there, mightnot have been searched out as well as it could and if that was to become partof our mission then that would clarify for the Uni
	T 

	RYAUNCLEAR--that if we look at our student enrollment we have a non-traditional 
	N 

	student population and not a traditional student population. So maybe we're doing better on that front than we are on the other front. 
	108 
	108 

	There is one other , 1111 add one other observation . This came up in our group discussions and it also occurred to me when I first came here. Myfirst year people talked about how enrollment was going to grow here so rapidly and the place was expanding in size, and there were all kinds of projections, 8 to 10,000 students by not far in the future and now yousee where we are suddenly faced with the exact opposites of decline in that short period of time since live been here and I think that in our committee 
	? 

	LEGGETUpon your comment for clarificati on is that I think we probably are doing a better job or at least the outcome, the product in terms of non-traditi onal 
	T 

	students since enrollment patterns seem to reflect that. However, we di dnlt see any active kind of recruiting efforts in that regard. It was like we are a center here and people do come to us and many of them are non-traditional students and maybe it is a matter of clarifying mission and procedure to actively recruit, if you would, more non-traditional students. More non-traditional as well as greater numbers. Has there a comment over here that we didnlt get? 
	-
	-

	JORAI had a comment with respect to if we change our scholarship policies or financial aid policies, I think particularly because of the type of student bodythat we have, not a residential kind of body, we ought to make very sure that that is publicized in a variety of ways to make those eligible aware of the change in policy. It may well be that the reason we donlt get manyapplicants from half-time students is that we have not let them know. 11m not saying we havenlt, but I think that is a serious problem 
	Y 
	-

	LAUDEMAN Let me just follow up on that. I think I was just a little bit disappointedin perhaps the focus of the delivery systems committee. Because I think there are some other delivery systems that we probabl y didn't touch upon and indeed the delivery of student services in that one particular area is one of them. I think in responding to what Vince was saying if somebody is recruitingfor this particular program, I was sitting in the seat during the committee on programs and was tyring to look at mission 
	-

	was a loss of 87 students out of that new matriculating class or 64% which I think contributes now to some of the numbers that we see as far as the matricu
	-

	lating class or 64%which I think contributes now to some of the numbers that we see as far as the matriculating freshmen class . 
	109 
	109 

	I'd like to move from the recruitment to the retention. I'm wondering if we have any kind of data on the students that drop out, why they'redropping out and it relates to identifying students' needs. Is it that they are moving on to Bloomington? Are they just not interested in going to college anymore? Is it that they don't have the basic skills that theyneed to keep them in the university? I'm particularly interested in the last one because I teach a lot of undergraduate extension courses. First course and
	? 

	SCHREIBEThere's a variety of surveys run from a variety of offices and we tried to collate some of that stuff. Perhaps the first thing I should say is that our retention rate seems to match almost identically the retention rate nationally of institutions of our kind but I think there's a danger of that turning into a sort of excuse for not doing anything at all. Just because you're right in the middle of pack, you figure well you know that's beautiful. What that means is that half of the places around are d
	R 

	LAUDEMASo the data does not lend to anything we can really do anything about? 
	N 

	SCHREIBEA lot of it doesn't, no. Although some of the things that we get at here might speak to that, the child care thing speaks to one aspect of it, the financial aid to the part-time students speak to some of that and the things that you're concerBed with, that proposal for trying to do some diagnostic testing when people come in here and see if we can spot people who have basic skills problems right from the first and get them help early on speaks to the other aspect. I think the other thing I suppose t
	R 
	-

	JORARoy, do you have any statistics at all or any feeling for what percentageof those who drop out eventually do come back? 
	Y 

	SCHREIBEApparently, a fairly high percentage of them do come back within a couple or three years and I forget what the figures were but I think it was something like 85% of the people who had dropped out said they intended to come 
	R 
	-

	back. Now one doesn't know how to interpret that. There are various reasons why one might mark that down on a form that was being sent to a class but ... 
	JORAThat's a much different circumstance than if 85% said the other. 
	Y 

	110 
	110 

	SCHREIBEYes s well o. k. 
	R 

	JORAA lot of them might be temporary problems and once they get over them ••. 
	Y 

	SCHREIBEYes, some of the statistics I did see that for a place like ours after about 10 years if you trace a given matriculating class through somettrlh1gin the range of 45 to 48% of the people will have graduated if you follow it across that and if you trace it for four years s it's about 25% that will have graduated. I don't think we had the ten year statistics, it was too small to really do anything about that. For the four years we were 27%s I think, so we were right about where one would expect us to b
	R 

	HARRIMAI have a question for you Curt and all of you that I hope you'll tell me ""'l my fears are groundless. It seems to me that some of the things that you've i recommended and some of the things we're doing by way of recruitment are aimed at trying to accomodate student demands. It might be' that programsA and B would get all of the majors or the bulk of the majors and the remaining letters of the alphabet would have very little or nothtng in the way of major interest. Now we might maintain a stable scho
	N 
	I 
	-
	-

	LEGGETT1111 make my comments based on that now and Craig and Roy can time in if they wish. I think your fears and groundless. The discussion within the subcommittee in general really didn't go into that direction. Their view was that certainly we would maintain and continue the kind of broad ba$ed 
	: 
	1 

	programs that are now available. That's what a university is for. Our problem was that we felt that there were also maybe unique cOl1UTlunityd:emands ..,or there were some student demands that we should make room for,be flexible l enough from time to time to change to accomodate. But certainly flOt crhangethe flavor of this universitY'other than to enrich it so I didn't see the discussions or the attitude in any way going in that 'direction. More that flexibility and certainly the broad based programs we ha
	held and enriched but that we should look for. But there might be 
	-

	"""I 
	"""I 

	think we'd have to draw an awful lot of students in or,der to arrive at that possibility but Paul earlier talked about how our department was offering 1 some courses at night that facilitated things that your students are doing ,and receiving a degree by going in the evenings. I thi,nk that if his Divisim.! depart~ ment and I presume my Division. Because the most, most of the people who ~ have chosen a minor in communication arts welre stealing from the Divjsion's business and itls a nice combination and we
	HOSTERMAI make an observations too, from a little bit different perspective. I 
	N 

	i 
	increased radically, it's going to have an awful lot of benefit for my 
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	LEGGETT 
	I think if we once get them here, through whatever means, there's going to be some shifting of resources between divisions and areas as students look to new ways to go through college and obtain a degree. So I don't see it as a threat, for instance in the area that I teach because I think in addition to the service courses, we will continue to attract students to upper level, more sophisticated work. 
	The reports of today have been fascinating and 11m really enthusiastic about them. But I think a lot of them or both groups spend a lot of time dealing with the quantitative aspects without giving as much attention to qualitative aspects and I don't think, did that deliberately. But my concern is that 11m not sure the student population base is really out there. I think we could find some new students and I think the aggregate 
	that Roy had talked about might even keep us even with about where we are right now unless we have radical flexibility for new program development.Given the existing· programs, unless we were to go to radical new format,whether it be weekend-a few additional people-off campus, a few additional people, but even an extensive recruitment effort of the non-traditional market or the traditional market, we probably have had all the market penetration we can get. But it's nominal, it's not substantial. My concern 
	-

	One of the items I believe in this particular case no. 4, the need for professional market survey-one of the things we had difficulty graping with was we didn't have your perceptions because we felt that there might be an untaped market out there but we weren't sure whether it was there or not, either. And one of the only ways we could come up with to really wrestle with that issue was to undertake some kind of surveyor some kind of re
	-
	-

	view to at least capitalize on the market that's there or to alleviate the fact that we think there's a market there and there isn't and that was one of the concern's of both the subcommittees that we grappled with at one point or other. 
	Would the committee suggest for instance in that kind of survey to go to a professional marketing firm to do that or to use our own marketing faculty or to use some things throughout the country and replicate that in our own area 
	I don't think any decision; the appropriateness of the survey was undertaken just that we needed to have some understanding about what the market avail
	-

	ability was, I would think, just my own perceptions, that we certainly could use our own expertise here. It would be foolish to do something when we already have the field in expertise to do it and the contacts to facilitate it. 
	112 
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	LEGGETT So, yes th~t makes more sense to me than Cole Associates. ? I think there wa£ a question over here. 
	? 
	BENDER 
	., 
	Itls just a point and in supporting what Jim said as far as market
	-

	ability is concerned, I guess taking that sort of issue of Dean Harriman's and looking at service courses and the small point is, I guess I don't 
	look at the 100 level courses as being service level courses. I think 
	they are really gateway courses and I think those begin to fill and sup
	-

	port majors and minors that follow the particular programs. But I think 
	the emphasis needs to be placed on those gateway courses, and I think 
	that would have some role to playas far as some retention is concerned. Because I think we lose a lot of students after one semester of exposure. 
	Now whether that's through the servlce area or that's through the teaching area, or whether that's through the facilities area, I don't know. But something is happening here. 
	I was going to look at your recommendation testing of basic skills and your statement about moving students, and something that you said too, this morning someone sent me something from the University of MichiganAlumni Bulletin describ'ing a program that the University of Michigan English Department is now conducting and had to do with basic skills. They are requiring every incoming student to provide a writing sample. This is just the English Department. But that writing sample comes with the appl ication 
	-
	-
	-
	advanta.ge
	i ntere.st-, 
	the door but havi ng· it be a process where there 

	encouraged~ by a meeting we had last week held' with some high school administrators. When they invited us to come and give courses with our faculty for college credit in their· buildings for various reasons that would serve them but you know this wasn!t just exploring this, I mean it had to be· exploring', this was almost a plea for us to do more things in terms. of training the students and lid Hke to see any kind of skills or testing programs instead of increasing somebodylsanxiety about entering because
	and that was reinforced or 
	-
	"""l
	just being some kind of formal 
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	I think the Division of Music has a history of having done exactlywhat you're talking about, cross that boundary line., We've done. it consciously and deliberately now as long as there s been a mUS1C program here and we've done it always with or on the assumption that given the applied music situation and ensembles t~at ~as a peculiar situation in our case but it may not be, I thlnk lt'S been very helpful to us because we know the students be~ore.they come. We can invite them rather than depend on them to f
	DmARE
	E 

	-

	Bob, could you elaborate a little bit on what it is you do? 
	? 

	DEMAREWell, we've had what Bill Tibbitts or those people would call pre-college programs for 14 years. Students participated in the chorus, the orechestra. the wind ensemble. We assist some programs that are clearly pre-college level like the South Bend Youth Symphony. We encourage our faculty to teach private lessons on the outside as entre~Je send our faculty in to assist with rehersa1s, with guidance of various kinds for the high school ensembles themselves. All these are clearly special devices that hav
	E 
	-
	-
	-
	preneurs, to pre-college students. 
	-
	-
	-

	SMITAwhile back an observation relative to the number of traditional students coming to IUSB; we're all aware that the number of 18 year olds in the next decade or so will decline roughly in the magnitude of 18 to 20%. Certainly that is one reason why we're all gathered here today, we're aware of that. We must also be aware that Indiana is riqht at the bottom of the heap as far as sending students on to higher education. I think the national average is right around 48% of high school graduates go on to high
	H 
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	there's much we can do to draft those students here. 
	r
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	JORATwo questions; first when you were investigating this matter, youlve already talked about statistics with respect to our losses, what percentage of our losses are students who have below a 2.0 averages and would presumably provide us with a population where the kinds of you have any feel for those numbers? 
	Y 
	-
	remedial experience welve been talking about would be helpful. Do 
	~ 

	LAUDEMAI can help you out there. In looking at the 185 students, now welre looking at pretty much U.D. students, first semester students because 
	N 
	"""l 

	I guess 11m looking at a perspective that it is cheaper to retain a student than it is to go out and recruit a student, then bring him in and then lose them. O. K. If we look at the percentage breakdown as far as grade point average is concerned that 185 that left, 30% had a grade point average of 3.0 or higher, 62% had a grade point average of 2.0 or higher which means that youlve got a marginal percentage of 1.5 and 1.99 or from 1.99 on down and youlre talking about 37%. Now, what is the base as far as lo
	rGARRETT Do those figures include students who have gone on to other uni ~rsiti~s? 
	LAUDEf.1AN That we don't know. All we know at this point is in looking at the fall 
	class of 1978 and looking at the students who returned in the spring of '79, all the first semester students here, we lost 185, which is close to 34.5%. If we run the same program the year before, it's aroung 35%. We do have our questionnaire designed to go out to the 185 students and yet welre going to be nailing that down in identifying where they go. I think there's only one study that shows something as far as intentions to transfer and that was one that Bob DuVall did back in 72-73. Now his data base w
	-, 
	I 
	I 

	matriculating student is concerned. 
	matriculating student is concerned. 

	r~medial programs, however, now 11m talking about English, working with people ih writing, welre not talking about students below 
	BENDEI think those 
	R 


	2.0. I think we all know we have students who are passing who need that kind of work. 
	JORAI guess my reason for asking the question though, it seems to me that if they're dOing better than what we consider to be average work here,then the chances are welre not losing them because they're unable to do the work. On the other hand if they're dOing work that's below averagethen the chances are pretty good that we might be losing them at least
	Y 

	along with other reasons for their inability to do the work. That w~;rksout to about 75 students. If one says half of that is due to the Sklllkind of fault you're talking about a good 40 students, generated with each -,spring, fall semester that might well be leaving and it may be greaterthat is a lot of students. 
	• 
	-
	than that on this skills-kind of problem. So over a period of 3 or 4 years 
	I 
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	STARK 
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	PETERSON 
	We as an institution have never talked about a wash-out rate nor have heard that term but I think at some point we're thinking of some kind of base. In other words there's probably a number of students that are going to try it out because if they don't have the skills, they don't have the motivation, they don't have the desire to build up the remedial skills and go ahead and I don't know what that percentage is but I think we need to find out what it is to establish a base and see if there's anydegree of su
	The second question has to do with what Eileen has just mentioned about high school programs and I've already talked to Roland to some extend. Has our institution ever offered, let's say just because it happens to be right across the street and has a fairly large student body, I don't think they have economics but English or math for credit college course, over there for a select group say 25 or 30 of their seniors? One of the reasons why I wonder about this is that it seems to me that in economic terms the
	~lus i c Theory cl ass on thei r turf and at C1 ay and at Washington and at Riley in alternate, years, for several years and for ~we stopped doing that. But as I said awhile ago, there was self-interest in both directions and it worked well. We designed the course provided the materials and got a grant for the equipment that we had moved in for it. 
	We offered a freshman 
	other reasons 

	The psychology department is offering a course like that this summer designedstrictly for high school students in honors-Introductory to Psychology-for students who excel in the high school. We're making it small-four credits we~TI spread the word that way. We hope it'll take results. 
	with a lab and with the intention of impressing them so 

	It seems to me that we have some really good teachers here. That's in myopinion, our strength. To do that, I think we would recruit a lot of high school students. And we're not recruiting the high school students who are just going to make it by. We're going to be recruiting the strong stUdents, they can identify with good teachers and hey I'll go to IUSB because this guy knows what he's talking about rather than trek down to Bloomington where he knows he's going to be getting graduate assistants teaching a
	Getting back to the idea on retention itself, has there been any discussion of encouraging departments or divisions have their most dynamic, top stars so to speak, offer these introductory courses to really capture essentiallythese students to almost say-don't go to these schools, this is where it's at . 
	LEGGETThey're probably afraid to address the whole concept. There was no discussion as 11m aware of in the subcommittees relative to that. 
	T 
	-

	HARRIMAWas there anyone in your group or is there anyone here who argue that we ought to be more selective in recruitment and ought to be more rigorousand retain less students especially those that don't cut it and t ry to be more concerned about the quality of our institution? 
	N 

	LEGGETI believe there was some discussion. 
	T 

	HARRIMAIs there anyone who would support that idea that we ought to be more selective and more rigorous? 
	N 

	WEBE11m curious about the setting of your question? I mean is that up to the faculty? Hopefull, that would be great if it were. But if standards and entrance requirements and all of these things, the difference between entrance requirements between regional campuses and the main campus, historically,these have been questions the faculty have voiced concern on, I think on this campus and 11m sure administrators as well; welve always been told, I don't mean been told but the sense is that we have declining en
	R 
	-

	HARRIMALet's talk to the Chancellor. 
	N 

	WOLFSOHere's where one of the systemic ideas occurs. Each of the eight 'campuseshas the same set of entrance requirements. They've been stipulated for more than a decade, I think about 15 years now. The upper half 'of the class,opper half of college bound students on the SAT or ACT or some kind of combination of those two that places you in the upper half. Now those are the stated requirements. But various campuses deviate from them not upward but downward and I don't think any single campus as long as IU i
	N 
	-
	-
	-
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	I don't think it necessarily has to follow that increased recruitingefforts mean a lowering of quality standards. I don't think at least anybody on the committee that I was aware of proposed giving everybody als, so that we would retain students. I think everybody wants to maintain at least maintain the quality we have. I don't see that those two are contra. 
	-

	I think there's another aspect beyond the level that Chancellor Wolfson was speaking comes the matter of certification to the division. There is where as I understand it, the faculty does have the authority to define what the admission standards are within that division. In this,university to admit to the university and to admit to a division are two different steps whether they happen within the freshman year priorto the freshman year or whether they happen in some pattern or stage later and some set of cr
	least you see at the divisional level. 
	least you see at the divisional level. 

	To make kind of a generalized statement relative to what your question was, I felt that both of the subcommittees again attacking from the optimistic side was that our effort was to find ways to retain the higher quality student and we felt that out in the community there were additional students that we are not attracting that we could and it wasn't really to dilute the process but to become more specific and clear and have more decision and bite in our process to select those students who are not coming t
	and procedures to maintain the good students and find as youlre talking about getting into the high school areas to attract those people on a quality basis so... I felt it was an optimistic and yet looking for. attracting a new or different student out of the pool that was available. I think we better go over here and then go to Eileen. 
	I was just going to express some concern regarding what Lynn was saying.11m not so sure that the issue of quality and the numbers are all that separable and because when you think back to when I went to school there was certain motivation that came with the person to seek out the university and its procedures to find out how to get through it and I wonder to what extent, to the extent that we need to create that maybe the extent of getting a different kind of person who is not as self-motivated. Now maybe o
	-
	-

	11m coming from another point of view which is that judging on that surveythat Pat McCormick did on entering freshmen, a good many of them said that they entered for a number of reasons, one of which was they felt that this was a good place. So that one of the things that we need to tell, the one part we need to tell when we go into a high school is that yes, this is a good place. This is a place where you can get a degree which offers full programs which has an excellent faculty and rather than shanghi-ing
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	COLLINS 
	concern is not all promotional efforts or not all marketingefforts or recruitment efforts are aimed at increasing motivation. This place has the reputation of being Riverside High in the town at least there are a lot of people who see it that way . There are a lot of peoplewho don't know much about here. In fact, I grew up in this town and I think if you go out on the north side by the toll road and stop at a gas station and ask them how to get here, they may not know how to get here,they may not even know 
	-
	-

	I just wanted to substantiate what Eileen was saying . I've been going on some high school business for the past few weeks. I can count at least three different programs where students said to me you have a goodbusiness, or fine arts or music or several programs, don't you. So it is true that our reputation is having certain types of programs is spreading among high schoolers . They've heard of us . 
	-

	One other move that I'm going to make in Financial Aids is a distinguishedscholarship program that is greatly utilized on Bloomington campus has been soldom utilized here. Right now we have two distinguished scholars which receive a $600 scholarship based on their need . My goal for next year is to,within the next week, I'm going to send out seniors who have been admitted to the University, a letter based upon their SAT scores and class rank and invite them here for an interview session. My goalis to increa
	There's a rule of thumb in marketing , institutional marketing, that saysthe host community for an institution lags about 10 years behind the institution itself. If that rule of thumb is true it should not be terriblysurprising that occasional folk in town don't know that we give degrees yet because we've only been giving them for three years-if you subtract the 10. Let me suggest that we've certainly made a great deal of effort over the last 10 years to get that word out and I really think it's substantial
	-
	-
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	I REDWINDid anybody in your committee investigate the recruitment of minority students? I think that we have about 6 or 7% minority students here and that's considerably under our community percentage. Did you look into that? 
	E 
	-

	LEGGETT lid have to look to the subcommittee people. To my knowledge, it was not an issue that was spoken to directly. 
	~ 
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	REDWINA couple of years ago, Affirmative Action looked into that and one othe things that I learned in that process, this may be rumor but, wha
	E 
	f 
	t

	we were told was that Ball State comes into this area and literally swoopsminority honors students and takes them back to Muncie. The other point that I wanted to ask about was housing. Do we have any idea how housingfits into this? And by way of background, I think that students of the traditional college age make a decision about colleges wanting to get away from mom and dad, and 11m wondering of there's something in between 
	r 
	r 


	having dormitories and no help with housing that we might do. I don't 
	~ 
	~ 


	, 
	know, what do other campuses do? Do you know? What do we do? Do we coordinate housing in any way? 
	, 
	, 

	-

	~ 
	: DUBICThe only campus I know with any relationship with a college dormitory arrangement or even approaching that would be Fort Wayne. They have some access to rooms at Concordia College but I donlt think" they run it as a dorm of Fort Wayne. We do out of our office provide information, printed as well as oral to interested students and prospective students 
	K 

	regarding housing possibilities in this community. 
	~ 
	~ 


	I don't think Ball State is the only program that's unique with that policy.Purdue just circulated a letter a month ago or so that invited top rated students as well as a host to the Purdue campus for a couple of days to
	? 

	~ 
	visit the campus and programs and so forth and return to this particularcommunity. So I think in some ways institutions are making efforts to atrract minority students to their programs.
	~ 
	GARRETlive a question of another kind relating to your third point which calls for the campus coordination of all their recruitment efforts. 11m interested 
	T 

	~ 
	in that from the the standpoint of budgeting and administrative control. I wonder if in your Study Group there were discussions of different ideas relating to what the coordination amounts to. We do in different offices 
	recruiting programs which are funded through those office budgets including summer sessions distinct from university division distinct from admissions office distinct from continuing education and other academic divisions as well as university relations which performs some recruitment-related functions too. What does coordination amount to, how restrictive would it be, what sorts of things do you or the members of the group have in mind? Is it simply a sharing of information or are we really going to centra
	i 
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	LEGGETMy sense and you can share a more detailed perception was it was mostly 
	T 

	orienteq toward a sharing process more than an absolute control. I don't think; restrictions were not being set up. It had to do with the fact that we were getting information from a variety of sources, departments divisions, 
	~ 

	individual faculty activities and so on in recruitment efforts, in contacts 
	~ 
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	LEGGETwith students and so on and the idea was that to maximize that potentialand if people were going to be on the high school campus or in performing arts welre going to be out in some way dealing with students that there might be another sharing process that could be there and the idea was to centralize that in some form so the information was standard, the communications were standard, the ...what else, Craig, do you recall? 
	T 

	HOSTERMAWell we discussed it in a lot of different ways. There were times when I had the sense that we might suggest more responsibility and more authoritythan just sharing situation and I don't think out of the discussions I had the feeling that we are probably not prepared to say one particularmethod is better than another for organizing some kind of central situation. What we do think is that there is a need for something either a single individual or a council of some sort or 11m sure there are other op
	N 
	-

	JAMEMy impression was that it was more a group which had control of total campus recruitment including possibly funding or dispersion of funds. One 
	S 
	-

	of the ideas was that community impressions of the campus of what we provide are often times based on the information they see about us, the promotional campaigns that we do. If that's the case, basically 'the impression people have of us right now is as a great center of continuing education and not as an academic institution. It may be that our recruitment efforts should be in proportion to the actual services that we provide so that the overall picture of this campus that's presented is representative of
	-
	-

	HARRIMAIs there any question of, or did you consider the fact of hospitality,courtesy, knowledgeability of persons whom may very well be the first contact with the student, you know, someone who phones or comes up to a desk. I didn't see any of that mentioned there, is that not a factor? 
	N 
	-

	LEGGETIt's implied in a couple but it was indeed a factor. We looked at thingslike the fact that, ,I don't know what the exact numbers are, Dave, but close to the majority of out students either have late afternoon or evening contact with the university and yet administrative offices all close at I t get that immedi ate contact and divisional or d~partmental offices, the same way and the kind of both human and aesthetics of the issue were addressed to and we thought they were important. Things like the high
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	5 and everybody goes' home and students don 
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	HARRIMAI mean if somebody's there, the first person that could answer the phonecould very well be a secretary or a clerk. Do our people have a warm hospitable attitude. Do they have knowledge if somebody asks a question or do they just say no that's not my job or do they make some effort to transfer the call or transfer the student? Or maybe none of this happens.
	N 

	r 
	SCHREIBEThe impression I think a lot of us have is that kind of thing can be highlyvariable but that getting information on this campus can be extraordinarily
	R 

	difficuleven for those who think they know where to find it and that if 
	t 

	you look at it from the student's point of view there's almost a sort of 
	Chinese watetorture that they go through here pulling into the place 
	r 

	and discovering that they're in the wrong parking lot and having to go
	~ 

	they're parking in faculty parking, so they have to move out of that. They walk into the back door of the Northside building over by the chemistry offices and look for someone to tell them something and can't find anyone
	I 

	and wander up there and then their sent over here to find it and then go
	r 
	r 


	from office to office over here trying to find the information and by the time they're done with the whole thing, it's a sort of challenge to how much they want. 
	l 
	l 


	i 
	SMITH On the subcommittee on recruitment, we looked at everything from the big philosophical question of the mission statement and to something very specific as a sign in front of the building identifying Indiana University 
	r 

	at South Bend. I think we tried to in the time we had to look at many of the things. We obviously couldn't look at everything we've had to focus on the major items. You know, I mentioned in one of the meetings that
	we had a survey of well not the drop-outs but those who didn't drop-in.11m looking at the non-matriculation survey to find that many students who were admitted in the fall semester elected not to come here did so be-
	r 
	r 


	i 
	i. 
	cause they couldn't get in the courses they wanted to, the courses were closed. And that is certainly a cold slap in the face as a discourteous phone call. It's an attitude that permeates the whole institution as to how attractive, how courteous we can be and all those things count. It's a matter of turning lights on in the hall way down here on the dark winter's afternoon when it's so dark and I religiously go down and turn them on
	and the police officers come right behind me and turn them off. Some day "7-_ 
	r 

	I'm going to walk into a bathroom with a light on and not know what to do. It's a matter of me gOing over and looking at the chairs in the classrooms and looking at our book and we carry it as a classroom of 40 and I go over
	and look at the room for the first time in my life and I count 37 chairs in there and there's probably room for 32. Considering the fact that our students sit in those classrooms for 1 hour and 15 minutes you know, it's
	r 
	r 


	not 45 minutes in and out. But it's a long journey in there and the con-
	r 
	r 


	ditions of some of those tablet armchairs, you know which were ~ifts from I would bet from Central High School, I mean, there's no end to looking atthe institution as how attractive and how responsive, courteous, pleasant, 
	l __ 
	r 

	positive, reinforcing experiences we can offer for our students. 
	r
	! 
	r 
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	EVANS Along with this I would like to add that it is very important that we maintain honesty in our recruitment policies. I know this is a very simplistic thing to tell professionals but I'have a funny feeling that as the competition begins to get stiff, that there may in fact be some dishonesty in what we tell incoming students. I wasn't recruited to college for academic reasons, but I was recruited to play football and I remember on my visit they supplied me with a date. I didn't find out until after I ha
	EVANS Along with this I would like to add that it is very important that we maintain honesty in our recruitment policies. I know this is a very simplistic thing to tell professionals but I'have a funny feeling that as the competition begins to get stiff, that there may in fact be some dishonesty in what we tell incoming students. I wasn't recruited to college for academic reasons, but I was recruited to play football and I remember on my visit they supplied me with a date. I didn't find out until after I ha
	-
	-
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	COLLINknow what to do beyond that to draw med; a attention to what is actuallyfor the public at large in a mass media kind of situation not all that exciting a bit of news. 
	S 

	RASMUSSEWhat is the distinction between the fact that Continuing Education mayadvertise and academic programs may not advertise; that ContinuingEducation brings in the money which pays for the advertising? 
	N 

	COLLINYes. There is that distinction. Continuing Education does not use anytax money. I have mixed feelings about the appropriateness of that systemfeeling and, in fact, it's undergoing a good deal of discussion at veryhigh levels of the university right now. You may find by next fall,there's a different policy,! don't know. I think certain kinds of tasteful institutional advertising' calling attention to certain key events in the yearly cycle is not necessarily bad. 11m not sure that we want to buy space i
	S 
	-

	You rejected that too, I assume. 
	? 

	PETERSOCurrently, Ivy Tech uses tax money to, I'm not sure. 
	N 

	COLLINIndeed they do. The folks that run Ivy Tech have felt that they can get away with that and the folks that run I U think that Ivy Tech's gonnaend up regretting it. That's all I can tell you. 
	S 

	live also seen on television advertisements for Purdue University with respect to their school of engineering having some young coed saying,"Ilm going into automotive engineering" or whatever and having a one-15 second recruiting effort for engineers. Nor Purdue and I U I would say are comparable. May I U is above Ivy Tech, I don't know, but ... 
	? 

	GARRETThere's a danger in being too conservative and looking to the Bloomington campus or senior administrators of the university for leadership of these things. I participated in a discussion on recruiting several years ago on this campus in which we were discussing reorganization of the administration of recruitment and one issue that was hard pressed in those discussions concerned the division of labor's between the admissions offfce and university division and the recording responsibilities there and th
	T 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	WOLFSOI think we can make any changes within reason that we choose to make. The question like changing the admissions standards entirely, I think, is generally a systemic question but how each campus can best appropriately put itself forward. For example, I'm not quite sure this is accurate but I have a rather good report that we are the only regional campus that doesn't 
	N 

	shut down entirely between Christmas and News Years. The rest of them justlock up. So if you call anybody, there's an information desk, do you know about this Steve? 
	12
	12
	4 


	MINNICYou can't run anything that week. 
	K 

	i 
	i 

	formation and walk-ins with information that come in. Also to do some work, 
	WOLFSOYou can't run anything that week. We stay open to provide people with in-
	N 

	I 

	,
	,
	,
	i 

	we assume. 

	LEGGETAre there any other questions? 
	T 

	WEBEJust a quick observation, not a question or a comment. It seems the whole 1idea of promotion, etc. in talking around, Vince was making an observation in terms of what many of the faculty have suggested for needs for additional services, I'm not saying collectively but many faculty have suggested we 
	R 
	,
	'1

	I
	I

	need more student service support and interestingly Walt said that the real sales is in the area of delivery to get a satisfied student out into the community and then the word is go·j ng to spread. That sounds to me 1 i ke a quality programming, a quality of instruction, professional instruction working there. I'm wondering if this ;s a reflection of anything that we as faculty say we're having too much of a support staff when we're continually adding support people and when we're not adding people in 1 th
	1 
	,
	-
	-

	1'11 drink to that! 
	? 

	REDWINBefore we leave, I'd like to remind everybody, particularly those people who were not here at the beginning that is not the end of this futures corrverence. All the proposals and recommendations and so on will go into the hands of the Steering Committee. The Steering Committee will then· juggle them back to the appropriate committees or administrative offices 1 or whatever so you've not heard the end of this. The IUSB Alumni Association is again sponsoring cocktails for us in the executive dining room
	E 
	l 

	, 
	, 

	MINNICAnd watch for the 707! 
	K 
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	SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 

	Study Group Delivery Systems 
	Delivery Systems 
	Delivery Systems 
	Academic Programs 
	__ j ___J 
	Recommendation 
	Recommendation 
	Change in class day scheduling from Monday-Thursday/Tuesday-Friday to Monday-Wednesday/Tuesday-Thursday. 
	Begin fall semester classes the dayafter Labor Day. 
	Each department examine its course offerings for classes which mightlend themselves to meeting once perweek without sacrificing qualityof instruction. 
	A complete evening staff be available for students. 
	Suggested Follow-up & 

	Steering Committee ActioResponsible Ofc./Comm. 
	n 

	No action necessary as this change None neededhas been made
	. 
	. 

	Referred to Calendar Committee,CathDuncan,Chairperson, 4/30/79 for further consideration.Reminder memsent 10/10/79.Response 10/12/79 indicated that the Calendar Committeintends to complete its investigatioof this question this fallCalendar Committee memo 11/28/79 in-None neededdicated unanimous agreement of mem
	y
	-
	o 
	-
	e 
	n
	. 
	. 
	-

	. bers to schedul e a post-Labor Daystart in calendar years when it is possible to maintain current number of contact hours and still end the semester no later than 12/23. 
	Referred to Committee on the Development of Evening,Off-Campus, and weekend Programs. James Ryan, Chairperson,4/30/79 for further action. Responsibility of Com-A report on number of class meetings mittee on the Develop-per week is bei ng prepared by Offi ce ment of Eveni ng ,Off··Ca!!:Pro~il"c:~S given to Committe~on the Develop-to make recommendations ment of Evening,Off-Campus, and week-to Divisions and deoartend Programs. ments. 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	of Extended Programs. Report wi 11 be pus and Weekend 
	-

	Survey on Evening Support Services Responsibil ity of COi'fiis updated annually and results are mittee on the Develop-shared wtth _the .Commi ttee on the De-ment of Evening ,Off· Ci:\;,!velopment of Evening, Off-Campus and pus and Weekend Progr2,;,is
	-
	-

	Weekend Programsto make recommendations to Divisions and departments. 
	. 
	-

	Figure
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	Study Group 
	Student Recruitment and Retention 
	Delivery Systems 
	Delivery Systems 
	~ 
	0
	N 
	0 

	Student Recruitment and Retention 
	Student Recruitment and Retention 


	--, '--. 
	--, '--. 
	--, '--. 
	'---.
	. 


	Recommendation 
	Faculty office hours and administrative office hours should be consistent with our changing enrollment patterns 
	local data and that Indiana University 
	Southeast's experiences with the "Sun
	-

	shine Semester" program be examined to 
	evaluate the feasibility of instituting 
	a smiliar program at IUSB. 
	Begin evening classes later than 5:20 pm. 
	Support should be given to the current 
	investigation of the possible changes 
	in scheduling (time,day,calendar) to 
	better meet student needs. 
	Recruitment efforts should include more effective class scheduling and more off-campus scheduling. 

	Suggested Follow-0D & Steering Committee Il.ction Responsible Of~~~ol~ 
	Survey on Evening Support Services Responsibility of the Com-is updated annually and results are mittee on the Developmentshared with the Committee on the De-of Evening,Off-Campus and velopment of Evening,Off-Campus and Weekend Programs to make Weekend Programs. recommendations for 
	changes in policies and procedures. 
	changes in policies and procedures. 

	A study be undertaken to gather pertinenReferred to Academic Affairs Committee Responsibility of Academ-John Lewis, Chairperson, 4/19/79, ic Affairs Committee. for further consideration.Response requested before Summer Session 1,1979. 
	t 
	-

	Reminder memo sent to 79-80 chairperson, Mary Connelly, 10/10/79. 
	-

	Referred to Academic Affairs Committee Responsibility of Academ-John Lewis, Chairperson for further ic Affairs Committee. anc consideration 4/30/79. Committee on DevelopmentReminder memo sent 10/10/79 to Mary of Evening,Off-Campus anI Connelly. Weekend Programs.Referred to Committee on Developmentof Evening,Off-Campus and Weekend Programs 3/10/80: 
	No action taken as these are already Dean's Advisory Council under discussion by Dean's Advisory and Academic Affairs Council. Committee share responsi
	-

	bility for periodic review of scheduling practices. 
	bility for periodic review of scheduling practices. 
	-
	-


	Committee on the Development of Even-Committee on the Developing, Off-Campus and Weekend Programs ment of Evening,Off-Camis attending to this. Studies of pus and Weekend Programsevening and off-campus scheduling and is responsible for makingpossibilities for degree completion recommendations to Divihave been completed. sions and Departments. 
	-
	-
	-

	Study Group Academic Programs 
	Faculty Development 
	Student Recruitment and Retention 
	I-\l
	' 
	) 

	'" 
	Academic Programs 
	,
	,
	. 


	Pecon1!llenda ti on 
	Pecon1!llenda ti on 
	Pecon1!llenda ti on 
	Steerinq Committee rc!io~ 
	Suggested Follow-up & Responsible Ofe.jeom. 

	Faculty and administrative support be given the: 1) GEM Project and 2) Committee on the Development of Evening,Off-Campus and Weekend Programs. 
	Faculty and administrative support be given the: 1) GEM Project and 2) Committee on the Development of Evening,Off-Campus and Weekend Programs. 
	-

	No action required; this supportexists. 
	None needed. 

	Upgrade academic counselling by a broader faculty and department representation-educate faculty to perform this function. 
	Upgrade academic counselling by a broader faculty and department representation-educate faculty to perform this function. 
	-

	No action taken as this is under discussion by Dean's Advisory Council. The Mentor Advising Project is a beginning attempt to meet this need. "Introduction to College Life" courses developed by Kent Laudeman,Director of Counseling &Developmental Services. will provide students with some general assistance. Responsibility of Dean's Advisory Council. 
	-
	-
	-



	Students who have a declared major should No action taken as this is under dis-Subsumed by previous rebe assigned to the appropriate department cussion by Dean's Advisory Council. commendationandjor division for advising. This would Training of advisors is included inecessitate the traininq of the instruc-Mentor Advising Projecttors to appropriately advise the students
	-
	. 
	n 
	.
	. 

	~1emo to Mary Connelly, Chair,Academic Responsibility of Academand procedures which would enable a stu-Affairs Com., 10/10/79. Results of ic Affairs Committee andent to accelerate the time required for Student Association Survey,Spring, Division Chairpersonsdegree completion. 1979, indicate students do want t
	All Divisions discuss the philosophy 
	-
	d 
	. 
	o 

	complete degrees quickly. Committee on the Development of Evening, Off-Campus and Weekend Programs has completed a study of degrees that can be completed in the evenings and on weekends; results will be shared with Divisions and Departments. 
	-
	-

	J j 
	J j 
	. _1 ._-j 
	-
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	Study Group 
	Student Recruitment and Retention 
	Student Recruitment and Retention 
	...... 
	w 
	o 
	'--I 
	'--I 
	J 
	Recommendation 
	Recruitment efforts ought to include a more clearly articulated bankruptcypolicy. 
	All students should be administered tests in such basic skills areas as math composition, reading, etc. in an effort to identify students' needs in these areas. 
	. --. 
	--.

	J 

	Suggested Follow-up & Steering Committee .a.ctiop. Responsible Ofc./Com. 
	Investigation revealed that no bank-Non Possible. ruptcy policy exists at present. 
	Responses from Jim Blodgett,Eileen Faculty and administrative Bender and minutes of Curriculum support will be necessaryCom.(10/20/79} indicate that there if what appears to be is considerable concern over this wide-spread concern for issue but that only the Mathematics this issue is to be trans-Department seems to be adequately lated into action. dealing with remediation. Possible Long Range Plannin9 Com-future recommendations might concern: mittee should include l}regular funding for remedial pro-this as 
	-
	-

	on unfavorable mid-term grade reports;5)app1ying for a grant for remedial program development; 6}seeking clarification from the administration and the faculty on the proper scope of our remedial programs. 11/21/79 memo from Roy Schreiber,SenateCurriculum Committee indicates that theyare continuing to study this problem."Introduction to College Life" courses were begun by Student Services, Spring,1980. Two studies, related to reading ability of rUSB students and the other to reading level of freshman tests i
	-
	-

	• 
	• 
	• 


	Study Gy'oup Academic Programs 
	Academic Programs 
	I-' 
	W 
	I-' 
	Academic Programs 
	Recommendation 
	Recommendation 
	Students be encouraged to audit credit courses; reduce audit fee. 
	Greater cooperation between and amongDivision and Departments e.g. double listing of students who take a double major or minor across Division, Urban Studies Certificate, cross listingof courses, joint faculty appointments. 
	IUSB Program Information Development; a vigorous, dynamic continuous and obvious effort to bring the opportunities, facil
	-

	ities and quality of IUSB to the attention of the regional area, a total university effort, would not entirely be responsibility of a pr person. 
	-

	Suggested Follow-up & 

	Steering Committee f'\ction Responsible Ofc./Com. 
	Referred to Dean Harriman.Response Responsibility of the 5/31/79 indicated that he referred Chancellor's Council; matter to Chancellor's Council for might want to reduce or discussion and disposition. Memo eliminate audit policiessent 10/10/79. Response from Acting for senior citizens. Chancellor Harriman, 10/16/79 indicated that a final position has not yet been taken and that the topic remains under consideration. (IUSB chargesregular fee for audit as do Ft. Wayne,Kokomo, Gary and Southeast, other campuse
	-
	-
	-
	-

	dit hour. IUSB has a relatively liberal position in that audit status can be changed to credit status and vice-versa up to mid-term grades.) 
	It is the belief of the Steering Com-Responsibility of Division mittee that the efforts of the Division chairpersons. have improved this situation. 
	Referred to Walt Collins and Division Responsibility of Univer-Chairpersons 3/8/80. sity Relations and Division Chairpersons. 
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	Recommendation
	.... ._.
	-

	Recruitment efforts ought to include more creative/alternative promotionefforts to make our campus visible in the community. There is a need for both students and instr.uctors to have ready access to information concerning activities, services, resources, and programs. A series of fact sheets, handbook and/or information center(s) should be explored. 
	-
	-

	The appropriate responsible person should investigate the impact of campus facilities (or lack of them) on recruitment and retention. These items could include parking,small lounges, associate faculty space, as well as the general aesthetics of classrooms and the campus. 
	-


	!
	, 

	,?teering Committee JI,etion 
	Response 3/12/80 from Walt Collins indicated that the steps toward this goal which have occurred this yearinclude: Visiting Scientist and Visiting Faculty programs inauguratedby Arts and Sciences, which put our faculty into area schools in a frequent and overt way; the newly redone IUSB Program Bureau brochures;the Media Subcommittee of the Committee on Weekend, Evening, and Off-campus programs with its promise of credit course offerinqs on television, the new uses of faculty members and alumni in the recru
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	170 and the External Degree Pro
	-

	gram.
	Responses from R. Demaree and J. 
	Ryan 3/11/80 included several bro
	-

	chures used by the Divisions of Music and Continuing Education, respectively. 
	-

	It is the belief of the Steering Committee that Physical Plant is continually improving physical facilities. Student AssociaUon survey resulted in some data concerning the impact of phYSical facilities on students. Memo to Otis Romine encouraged continuation and expansion of efforts to improve physical facilities. 
	-
	-
	-

	Suggested Follow-up E Respons i b 1 e OfE_.jr:.~·ml 
	Suggested Follow-up E Respons i b 1 e OfE_.jr:.~·ml 
	Responsibility for recruitment of students has been assigned to Student Services (regular programs and Extended Programs (ne\,!programs) . 
	-
	-
	-

	Responsibility of 
	Physical Plant. 

	Study Group 
	Student Recruitment and Retention Delivery Systems 
	Academic Programs 
	Student Recruitment and Retention 
	I-' 
	W 
	W 
	W 

	• 
	• 
	Recommendation 
	Sufficient space and other support be given to campus child care services including the provision of day and evening care. 
	-
	-

	Identify an area within which students 
	would receive in-state tuition at both graduate and undergraduate levels. 
	Establish a Bureau of Institutional Research that is designed to keeptrack of statistics and trends that relate to ruSB. 
	-

	This campus should move quickly to establish a clear mission statement concerning its lIidentity and goals" in order to provide better focus and direction to promotion of recruitment and retention. 
	-
	-
	-

	.,. -_.,J ____
	J 


	Suggested Follow-up & Steering Committee Action B..esponsible Ofe./Com. 
	Referred to Chancellor Wolfson 4/1/79. Responsibility of Chan-Response 5/8/79 indicated that matter cellor and Space Dis-had been referred to Space Disposition position Committee. Committee,Walt Collins, Chairperson for serious consideration.Memo to Walt Collins sent 10/10/79. Response 10/12/79indicated that recommendation has been distributed to all members of the SpaceDisposition Committee that it will be one viewpoint considered. 
	This turns out to be a complicated issue Responsibility of 
	since IU-B gains greatly from out-of-Chancellor and Dean of state tuition fees. Issue is being Faculties to pursuediscussed at higher levels. this issue. 
	Requested 4/19/79 a formal proposal Responsibility of to Academic Senate to be drafted by Senate Executi ve Coma,Executive Committee, John Lewis, Chair-mittee and Dean of person in fall, 1979. Faculties. Reminder sent to John Lewis 10/25/79.Discussed with Dean Harriman. His follow-up memo (11/9/79) stated that 
	serious consideration would be givento institutional research in the seeking of a replacement for Sam Wiersteiner and that an Office for Research and a separate Research Officer are desirable but must be considered long-run aims. 
	-

	Referred to Acting Associate Dean of Responsibility of Faculties, Sam Wiersteiner 5/9/79 for Long Range Planninqpossible integration with North Central Committee. review. Letter sent to Pat Furlong,Chairperson LonglRange Planning Committee,10/25/79. Subsequent discussions with Karen Rasmussen North Central Report indicated that a mission 
	statement has been included in the Report . 
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	.?tudy Group Student Recruitment and Retention 
	Academic Programs 
	Faculty Development 
	Recommendat i '::1 
	Recommendat i '::1 

	Figure
	This campus should move quickly to under-This recommendation was included itake a professional market survey to the communications regarding the preestablish community educational needs vious recommendationand related campus goals
	n 
	-
	. 
	. 

	Periodic surveys of students to obtain Referred to Division Chairpersonsfeedback concerning perceived quality of 5/8/79 with request to keep us inprograms, courses, etc. formed 
	, 
	-
	regarding actions taken.Re
	-


	sponse received from Bob Demaree,Div.of Music, 6/1/79 indicating that student evaluations are required in that Division. Student Services completed a study of nonreturning students and General Education Model Project sponsoreda survey of students. Off-campus programs are evaluated regularly by the Extended ProgramsOffice. 
	-

	Use the talents of faculty members where Included in request to executive Com-they exist to help improve the operation mittee regarding Bureau of Instituof IUSB and the university as a whole tional Research. (finance, management, marketing, market Reminder sent to John Lewis 10/25/79.research, speaking, public relations, etc.)Referred to Chancellor for consider
	-
	-

	ation in future actions in memo of 1/28/80. 
	Suggested Follow-up & Fespons i b 1 e Ofc_: /C_Q.~ 
	Suggested Follow-up & Fespons i b 1 e Ofc_: /C_Q.~ 
	Responsibility of LongRange Planning Committee. 
	Responsibility of Divi
	-

	sion Chairperson. Asso
	-

	ciate Dean of Faculties 
	will coordinate collec
	-

	tion of all such studies. 
	Responsibility of Chan
	-

	cellor. 
	• 
	• 


	Stu~ GrouRecommendation 
	p 

	Student Recruitment This campus should move quickly to estab
	-

	and Retentiolish a visible, administrative level officer or council, charged with the responsibility to coordinate all recruitment efforts. This campus should move quickly to promote and recruit in fresh,new and/or more innovative ways and to establish procedures to measure the effectiveness of such activities. These efforts should include: a)More one-to-one recruiting involving
	n 
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	faculty and students 
	faculty and students 
	b)More effective class scheduling to meet the needs of students 
	c)More off-campus scheduling to account for students that can1tcome to our campus
	d)More creative/alternative promotionefforts to make our campus visible in the community
	e)More clearly articulated "Bankruptcypolicy" for grades in order to re-interest students who are now older and/or more mature. 
	While continuing to increase recruitment of traditional high school students, this campus should move quickly to expand the recruitment programs that concentrate on the non-traditional students. 

	Suggested Follow-up & Steerinq Committee ,n,ction Responsible Ofe.jeorn. 
	Forwarded to Dean Dubick, Student Responsibility for re-Services and Judith Redwine, Acting -cruitment for regular proDirector of Extended Programs. grams has been assigned
	to Dean of Student Services and recruitment foy new programs to Director 
	to Dean of Student Services and recruitment foy new programs to Director 
	-

	of Extended Studies. 
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	Study GrouRecommendation 
	p 

	Student Recruitment As a large number of our students attend 
	and Retentiopart-time, there is a need to expanfunding of scholarships, grants, internships, and/or assistantships fothe purpose of these students
	n 
	d
	-
	r 
	. 

	Develop a faculty role in recruitingstudents, in each disciplinary area. 
	Develop a faculty role in recruitingstudents, in each disciplinary area. 
	---I -----]I
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	Suggested Follow-up & Steerinq Committee P.ction ResponsibleOfc./Com. 
	Response from Financial Aid office, Responsibility of Finan-Steve Minnick,lOjl7/79. IIThere are cial Aid Office. some basic criteria each student must comply with before eligibility becomes a reality. One must be regularly admitted and working toward the first undergraduate degree. If a student has already acquired an associate degree,
	-

	he/she will have four semesters of eligibility remaining for financial assistance. Chancellor Wolfson approved a proposal I recommended enabling part-time students to become eligible for the Merit Scholarship program at IUSB. The amount of the award is based upon half-time or three quarter time enrollment status. This current academic year is the initial yearfor this program. In addition, part-timestudents are now considered for all 
	-

	Federal and University fund assistance. The federal programs(Nat'l Direct Student Loan,College Work Study and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant) have always technically been available for part-time students.However, this policy was never in effect here at IUSB until this academic year. 
	-
	-

	To the best of my knowledge, there are no internships and/or assistantships avail-ab1 e to !USB students. II 
	Responsibility of Dean
	Responsibility of Dean
	Responsibility of Dean
	Referred to Dean Dubick. 


	of Student Services. 
	of Student Services. 

	Study Group Academic Programs 
	Academic Programs 
	I-' 
	W 
	-...J 
	• 
	• 
	Recommendation 
	Emphasis be placed on the development of new degree programs; e.g. Master of Liberal Studies and/or Master of Community Studies. 
	-

	Extend cooperative efforts with other colleges where mutually beneficial; e.g.St. Mary's, Bethel, Ancilla, Ivy Tech. 

	Figure
	_
	_
	J 


	Suggested Follow-up Steering Committee Action Responsible Ofc,/Com
	& 
	. 

	Referred to Division of Arts and Responsibility of Divi-Sciences, Roland Garrett,Chair-sion of Arts and Sciences person, for reactions concerning and Division of Public the Master of Liberal Studies de-and Environmental Affairs gree,4/30/79. Referred to Division of Public and Environmental Affairs for reactions concerning the Master of Community Studies degree 4/30/79. 
	Respons.e from Sam Wi erstei ner 10/17/79. Responsibility of Dean With the encouragement and support of of Faculties to see to Dean Harriman and Mr. Zisla,Sam Wier-the continuation of steiner has been working with Mr. Ed these efforts, also re-Harding, Chairman of the local IVY sponsibil ity of Dir'..;cl;or TECH department of graphic arts, on of Extended ProgrRm:c a two-part articulation schema for to develop off-campus 
	I.U. Fine Arts students and IVY TECH programsGraphic Arts students.One part of thschema would allow for an interchangof individual courses; the second parwill propose an articulated IVY TECassociate degree--I.U. bachelor'track. This B.S. degree would be 
	.
	e 
	e
	t
	H 
	s 
	a 

	"B.S.in Applied Studieswhich will be discussed more fully in response below. Additional potential for inter-institutional cooperation exists in the area of related studies courses provided through IUSB for IVY TECH students. Update 3/10/80-B.S. in Applied Studies is now under consideration by campuscurriculum committees. Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79: Conversations with Ancilla were initiated con~ tinued by Dr. Redwine this fall.Two types of interaction seem to be appropriatehere: 
	" 
	-
	by Dr. Walling last year and have been 

	1IUSB providing courses which Ancilla cannot provide in its associate degree proQrams an
	. 
	-
	-
	d
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	Figure
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	Suggested F~ilL,-\'p S.Stef~l-ing Committee Action Responsible Ofc_:.L~g:;l. 
	Recommendation 

	Academic Program
	s 

	2A joint associate degree-bachelor's degree articulation schema for Ancilla and rUSB. 
	. 

	Additional joint conferences to discuss specifics should be scheduled in the near future. 
	-

	Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79:Preliminary discussions were started by Sam Wiersteiner and Senator Lundquist with the intention of developing an inter-state agreement whereby associate-degree graduates of Southwestern Michigan Community College and Lake Michigan Community College living in the greater Michiana area could come to IUSB at the resident tuition rate. Upon the Senator's death, this effort was temporarily halted.Sam l·Jiersteiner again began work on the idea with initial discussion with a
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-
	-

	Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79: A Host-guest arrangehost-guest agreement between Purdue and IUSB ment with Purdue has been signed (1976) and awaits imple-is now the rementation by IUSB. Initial programming would sponsibility of include Electrical Engineering Technology the Chancellor. ~1echanical additional program in industrial supervision was also recommended. 
	-
	-
	and 
	Engineering Technology.An 

	Response from Judith Redwine 3/10/80 indi-Responsibility of cated that discussions with Purdue North-Divisions and decentral have begun. partments to design 
	-

	programs that would build upon strengthsof Ancilla, Purdue-Westville,Ivy Tech, 
	programs that would build upon strengthsof Ancilla, Purdue-Westville,Ivy Tech, 
	etc. 
	• 

	Study Group Recommendation Academic Programs 
	I-' 
	w 
	\0 
	Academic ProgramEmphasis be placed upon the development of a Bachelor of Applied Sciences degree program. 
	s 
	-

	Suqgested Follow-up & Steer; ng Comm; ttee P.et i or} Respons~ble Ofe./Com. 
	Response 1/8/80 from Paul Joray,Division of Business and Economics included following summary of Faculty comments regarding consortial efforts: 1. It might be helpful to have a large number of faculty representatives from eacb· cooperating
	-
	-
	-

	institution get together to exploreideas and efforts. 2. It would be helpful if we had the course offerings at cooperating schools slightlybefore our registration. 3. MOst respondents felt we should continue these efforts but some facultyfelt little could be done to significantly expand the program. 
	-
	-
	-

	Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79: Responsibility of the Dean Harriman and Sam Wiersteiner have Dean of Faculties. discussed this potential for some time and decided to develop a pro
	-

	posal when a suitable program could be identified. Upon the Joint encouragement and with the assistance of Messrs. Zisla and Harding, Sam Wiersteiner is now engaged in developing a proposal for a Bachelor of Applied Art as a "terminal bachelor's degree: for IVY TECH and IUSB students who desire to pursue a joint graphic arts fine arts program. Hopefully, that proposal will be ready for joint IVY TECH-IUSB action in the spring of i980. 
	-

	Update: 3/10/80 Proposal is now under consideration by campus curriculum committees. 
	-
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	Suggested Follow-up &Study Group Recommendation Steering Committee Action Responsible Ofc./Com. 
	Academic ProgramThe Host-guest agreement between IUSB Responsibility of the and Purdue could lead to the first Chancellor. 
	s 

	Academic Programs Two year associate degree be develop-ed where appropriate. 
	I-' 

	tI>
	-

	o 
	Bachelor in Technology degree offered under a host-guest agreement in Indiana. According to Purdue1s School of Technology Manpower Studies, the 
	-

	greater South Bend-Elkhart area has the greatest potential for this typeof associate degree-bache1or s degree programming of any area in the state. The Bachelor of Technology 
	1
	-
	would be a IInatura1 for this campus. 
	1I 

	Response from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79: Responsibility of the At the present time IUSB has three as-Dean of Faculties. sociate degree programs IIwaiting in 
	the wingsll : (l)An Associate degree in Dietary Techno1ogy(Administration) 
	(2)An Associate degree in Office Administration, and (3)An Associate degree in Distribution and t-1arketing. These degrees are IIho1ding in the following status: (l)Dietary Technology-approved by the Commission: We are awaiting clarification of program responsibility bythe School of Medicine,Division of Allied Health Sciences. 
	-
	ll 
	-

	(2)Office Administration--Coming upfor approval before a joint inter-institutional review board next month. There was a delay caused by an objection by IVY TECH. 
	-

	(3)Distribution and -Marketing--Long in development, this degree comes up for approval at Kokomo next month. IUSS should be next. This program has been delayed by the question or responsibilityfor associate degree programming (IUIVY TECH) within Indiana. 
	-

	• 
	• 

	Stud.l' Group Recommendation Academic Programs 
	Academic ProgramExplore contractual agreement involv
	s 
	-

	ing business, industry, local or
	~ 
	-

	~ 
	ganizations. 
	~ 

	Faculty DevelopmenEncourage faculty to supervise more independent studies and Professional Practice Program activities. 
	t 
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	Suggested Follow-up & Committe~ p.ctian Responsible Ofe./Com. 
	Steering 

	The Dean of Faculties Office has continued to monitor the IUSB servicarea in order to determine the neefor additional sub-baccalaureate programsDevelopment of these programs in thfuture will requi"re continued attention to the IVY TECH-IUSB "turfquestion. This is, who will assumwhat responsibility for the deliverof what sub-baccalaureareprogramin this area
	-
	e 
	d 
	-
	.
	e 
	-
	" 
	e 
	y 
	s
	? 

	No action deemed necessary as this None neededfunction seems to be carried out bthe Division of Continuing Education
	. 
	y
	. 

	Referred to Division Chairpersons Responsibility of Teachand Teaching Committee, Floyd Urbach, ing CommitteeChairperson 4/30/79. Response fro~1usicindicated that matter will be takeup in fall, 1979.by the Division oMusicMi'nutes of 10/20/79 Teaching Committeindicate a response from Eileen Bendewill be sent to the Steering CommitteeResponse 10/22/79: Following is a summary of comments regarding our independent study and professional practice programs: a.) Two primary concerns were expressed with respect tthe
	-
	. 
	m 
	Robert Demaree, Division of 
	,
	n 
	f 
	. 
	e 
	r 
	. 
	-
	-
	-
	-
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	respondents seemed 
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	Study Group 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	• 
	• 
	Recommendation 
	Creation of a Faculty DevelopmentStaff; ideally would function as Human Resources component of a permanent planning office. 
	-

	That Education Division faculty develop a proposal for the creation of a faculty development staff. 
	-

	Guidelines and/or formulas be developedfor identifying an appropriate amount of Research and Development funds, including fellowship and sabbatical dollars, to be set aside for curricular and faculty development projects. 
	-
	-


	SUllgi?sted Follow-up & Steering Committee Action Re.?E0nsible Ofc./Corn. 
	raised, however, regarding threcognition given to faculty wh
	e 
	o

	supervise independent study. Mosfaculty felt little recognition wagiven for these efforts
	t 
	s 
	. 

	Referred to Dean Harriman and Teaching Responsibility of thTeachin~ Committee an5/9/79. Response from Dean Harriman the Long Range Plannin5/31/79, indicated that matter had Committeebeen suggested to Chancellor as topic assigned to the Long RangPlanning Committee. Minutes o10/20/79. Teaching Committee in
	e 
	Committee, Floyd Urbach, Chairperson 
	d 
	£ 
	. 
	a 
	e
	f 
	-

	dicate that Eileen Bender will respond to the Steering Committee'request
	-
	s 
	. 

	Subsumed by previous recommendationTeaching Committee minutes 3/8/80 indicate that a seminar on faculty development might be schedule
	. 
	-
	-
	d 

	Referred to Acting Associate Dean of Responsibility of thFaculties, Sam Wiersteiner 5/8/79 for Associate Dean oconsideration. In follow-up discussion Facultieswith him more publicity on use of thesfunds was suggestedResponse from Sam Wiersteiner 10/17/79
	e 
	f 
	. 
	e 
	.
	:

	The guidelines and/or formulas suggested in the recommendation abovare undergoing study by the Dean's Office and the Research and Development Committee. Presently there inothing to report
	-
	e 
	-
	-
	s 
	. 

	• 
	• 
	• 


	SLdy '?roup Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	t-' 
	~ 
	IN 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Recommendation 
	Recommendation 
	Establish a Chancellor's Teaching or Teaching and Curriculum Committee. 
	Continue publication of the Promotion, Tenure and Reappointment checklist on excellence; expand to involve the Dean's and Chancellor's recommendation. 
	Restructure Dean's Seminar Series to invite presentations on teaching as well as scholarship. 
	Revive the informal noon seminars on 
	teaching. 

	Suggested Follow-up & ~teer;ng Committee Action Responsible Ofc.jCorn. 
	Referred to Teaching Committee, Floyd Responsibility of Teach-Urbach, Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes ing Committee. of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee indicate that Eileen Bender will respond to the Steering Committee's request. 
	-

	Referred to Chancellor and Dean 5/9/79. Responsibility of the Responses 5/31/79 indicate that this Academic Senate Pro-information has been sent to the motion, Tenure and Re-Senate Promotion,Tenure and Reappoint-appointment Committee ment Committee. with the cooperation of Memo sent 1/28/80 to Drs. Esselstrom Dean of Faculties and and Nazaroff,co-chairpersons of the the Chancellor. Promotion,Tenure and ReappointmentCommittee requesting that they attend to this. 
	-

	Referred to Acting Associate Dean of Responsibility of the Faculties, Sam Wiersteiner 5/8/79. ~ol-Teaching Committee. low-up discussion with him resulted in: scholarly presentations on teachI s Seminar 
	-
	ing are encouraged in DEBn 

	Series, sharing of ideas regarding teaching methods, etc. can and should be handled by the Teaching Committee. 
	-

	Referred to Teaching Committee, Floyd Responsibility of the Urbach,Chairperson, 5/8/79. Minutes of Teaching Committee. 10/20/79 Teaching Committee indicate that Eileen Bender will respond to the Steering Committee's request . 
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	Study Group Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Re-::ommendation 
	Re-::ommendation 
	Senate Teaching Committee formulated guidelines for making annual IUSB award for excellence in teaching. 
	Encourage faculty observations of one another teaching. 
	Extend A/S poll of seniors for most and least effective teachers to other Divisions. 
	Instructor orientation and teaching
	policy guidelines be developed and made available by academic units. 
	Establishment of an Office for Research to coordinate institutional research. the allocation of research monies. the search for external funding.etc. 

	Suggested Fol'l O~'I~Ui' f, Steering Committee Iktion Responsible Ofe./Com. 
	Referred to Teaching Committee. FloydUrbach.Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee indicate that Eileen Bender will respondto the Steering Committee request.Teaching Committee minutes 3/5/80 indicate that such a proposal has been 
	-

	prepared. 
	Referred to Teaching Committee. FloydUrbach.Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee indicate that Eileen Bender will respondto the Steering Committee request. 
	-

	Referred to Teaching Committee. FloydUrbach.Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee indicate that Eileen Bender will respond
	-

	to the Steering Committee request. 
	Referred to Teaching Committee. FloydUrbach.Chairperson 5/8/79. Minutes of 10/20/79 Teaching Committee indicate that Eileen Bender will respondto the Steering Committee request. 
	-

	Recommendations forwarded to Dean Harriman Responsibility of 9/11/79. Meeting with Dean Harriman 10/79. the Dean of Facultie~ III will give serious consideration to institutional research as we seek a replacement for Sam Wiersteiner. An Office for Research and a separate Research Officer are desirable but must be con
	-
	-

	sidered long-run aims.1I 
	• 
	• 
	• 


	~~udy Groul? Faculty Development 
	Faculty Developmen
	t 

	Suggested F01~ow-up & Respoll~_ible_S)fcJCon~ 
	Recommendation Steering Committee Action 

	Minimum budgetary commitment to research. "Unless there is extreme emergency, Responsibility of the the present budgetary commitment to Dean of Faculties. research will represent our minimum effort. I will ask the Research & Development Committee to publicize among the faculty the distribution of research funds." 
	Central role for Faculty Researc"I will suggest to the Research and Responsibility of the 
	h 

	CommitteeDevelopment Committee that the Com-Dean of 'Faculties. mittee become involved in facultydevelopment by a) helping faculty to learn the design of experimental research and b) advising faculty how to get published and how to deal with the publishers." 
	. 

	Distinguished visiting professorship"When I meet with the Teaching Com-Responsibility of the mittee 11/16/79, I will outline the Dean of Faculties. future role which this Committee could play developing criteria for the selection of Distinguished Visiting Professors when funds for such professors are raised through our fo~ndation efforts." 
	. 
	-

	Intellectual time"Division and department heads will be Responsibility of the asked to plan each year to keep the Dean of Faculties. intellectual effort of their facultymembers alive." 
	. 

	A campus-wide statement that gives de-No action possible since this can Responsibility of Longtailed definitions of "service" and would only be done once a-campus mission RangePl anni n9 Conmli ttee thus suggest examples-divis;ons,campus, is agreed upon. to clarify mission and university,city,state and nation. priorities for servi ce 
	-

	activities . 
	activities . 
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	Study Group Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Recommendation 
	Recommendation 
	A clear commitment to service by campusauthorities(administration and faculty-promotion,tenure and reappointmentguidelines, etc.) so that it is clear that "service counts." 
	Periodical publication of the list of Academi c Senate commi ttees along "'lith their "charges" and agenda of activities carrying over from the previous year so that faculty members can give more consideration to specific committees in which they might like to become active. 
	-

	Give recognition and rewards (reduced
	teaching, salary increment, promotion and tenure credit, etc.) for major campus or university-wide committee assignments. 
	-
	-

	Consider the option of developing new 
	career paths for faculty in areas where 
	the enrollment is depressed. 
	Publicize individual faculty members' 
	areas of interest-like the Business 
	and Economics Division "Faculty Pro
	-

	file." Publicize the "Speakers' 
	Bureau" to a greater extent. Encourage
	participation in civic and governmental
	affai rs. 

	Steeri no COlllmitt-=e ft.cti on
	-----"'--------
	-

	Data regarding promotion, tenure and reappointment indicate that service is rewarded in these ways. 
	-

	Recommendations forwarded to John Lewis, Chairperson of Executive Committee 9/11/79. Response indicated that the Committee plansto do this during the 1980 springsemester. 
	-

	Released time is associated with 
	some assignments, data indicate that committee service does count toward promotion and tenure, Division chairpersons differ in the wayservice is counted for salary increments. 
	-
	-

	Referred to Research and DevelopmentCommittee 3/17/80 with suggestion that it consider funding faculty to enlarge teaching backgrounds. 
	It was the belief of the Committee that substantial efforts have been made to publicize the Speakers' Bureau and individual faculty members' areas of interest through the Arts and Sciences Visiting Faculty and Scientists Programs. 
	-

	Suggested Follow-up & Responsible Ofc.jeorn. 
	Suggested Follow-up & Responsible Ofc.jeorn. 
	None needed. 
	Responsibility of Executive Committee. 
	-

	Responsibility of Dean
	of Faculties and 79' 
	Executive Committee. 
	Responsibility of Re
	-

	search and Development
	Committee and Dean of 
	Faculties until a 
	Faculty Development Of
	-

	fice is established. 
	Divi~c chairperson and University Relations office to continue these efforts. 
	Responsibility of 
	-

	• 
	Suggested Follow-up & 
	r' ." {'f 'C

	Jl.ctio~ :~espon_s1D ed c./ om. 
	Study Group Steering Committee 

	Faculty Developmen
	t 

	Faculty Development 
	Faculty Development 
	Delivery SystemDelivery System
	s 
	s 

	i
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	Encourage active participation in state This is being done to a moderate ex-Responsibility of Dean of and national Association affairs as tent; referred to Budget Committee Faculties, Budget Commit-officers or committee chairpersons (tra-3/17/80 as financial support is needed.tee, and Research and vel, expenses,promotion and tenure cre-Research and Development Committee Development Committee. dit, etc.). Provide support for the pre-has developed guidelines to determine paration and delivery of papers and pa
	-

	pline associations at IUSB, or hold such nator of Conferences and Seminars, ments and divisionsassociation meetings in IUSB facilities. 3/17/80 with request for increasepublicity regarding feasibility
	. 
	d 
	. 

	Divi~ tegrate identifiable professional en-3/17/80. sion chairpersons to tities in the community and at IUSB -raise these issues with 
	Conduct in-house programs designed to in-Referred to Division chairpersons Responsibility of 

	e.g. liThe Academic Economist and the faculty members and en-Business Economist." Support these courage and support these activities for each academic depart-activities when theyment at ruSB. occur. 
	Expand interdisciplinary dialog-pro-Referred to Division chairpersons fessional, social, and academic (e.g., 3/17/80. our present "Dean's Seminars). En-courage consultation and counselling with peers in own and related disci-courage and support these activities when they
	Responsibility of Divi
	-

	sion chairpersons to 
	raise these issues with
	faculty members and en-
	plines. 

	Establish interdepartmental meetings in areas of common concern
	occur
	.

	. 

	Increase faculty access for personal pro-Memo sent to Al Large, Audiovisual De-Responsibility of Audioduction of AV materials as well as produc-partment, 3/10/80. visual Department. tion by trained technical assistants. 
	-

	Increase communication between and a-None possible Responsibility of thesmong Divisions, departments,AV,Auditoria unitsand IHETS
	e 
	.
	. 
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